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PREFACE

The computerized Life Cycle Cost (LCC) Model for the Full Scale

Engineering Development (FSED) Phase of SEEK TALK is a revised and

extended version of the LCC Model for the Advanced Development Phase,

which Model was itself an elaboration of the Model used in the first,

or Design Studies, Phase of the program. This document is the User'q

Manual for the FSED LCC Model.

The Manual is contained in two volumes. Volume I, entitled

Life Cycle Cost Management, covers LCC policies for SEEK TALK, the

nature and application of the Model, and instructions to contractors

for carrying out FSED LCC tasks. Volume II, entitled Model Equations

and Model Operations, first describes the overall structure of the

LCC Model, the cost element equations, the sensitivity analysis capa-

bility and the repair level analysis capability. Next it provides

values for Air Force input parameters and instructions for contractor

inputs, general operating characteristics of the Model and detailed

operating procedures. Finally, four appendices contain a glossary

of variables, illustrative computer runs, instructions for calculating

modification/installation cost elements and instructions for using

the Model for calculations involving Interim Contractor Support and

Centralized Intermediate Maintenance Facilities.

An earlier version of this document was prepared by MITRE for

the Air Force Electronic Systems Division, and issued by them as

Attachment 15 to its FSED RFP for SEEK TALK, namely RFP No.

"19628-80-R-0184, dated 21 July 1981.
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SECTION 4

INTRODUCTION TO FSED PHASE LCC MODEL

4.1 Nature of This Document

This is Volume II of a two-volume document dealing with Life Cycle
Cost (LCC) controls for the Full Scale Engineering Development
(FSED) phase of the SEEK TALK program. The document describes the
application of LCC techniques to the FSED Phase of SEEK TALK, and
the nature and use of an LCC Model in carrying out FSED Phase tasks.
This document is a part of the Request for Proposal (RFP) package
for the FSED phase, and is specifically a supplement to the
Statement of Work (SOW) in that package.

Volume I of this document, entitled SEEK TALK LIFE CYCLE COST
MANAGEMENT, is directed both to the FSED contractor management and
to the contractor's LCC engineer or analyst. Volume I describes
pertinent characteristics of the SEEK TALK program, its LCC
controls, and the LCC Model which is used as a tool in the LCC
control process. It also supplements the FSED SOW, and provides
additional instructions to contractors concerning SOW tasks.

Volume II of this document, entitled SEEK TALK FSED PHASE M1ODEL
EQUATIONS AND MODEL OPERATIONS, is directed to the contractor's LCC
engineer or analyst, and also to persons preparing input data for
the Model, or making computer runs with the Model.

4.1.1 Detailed Contents of Volume II

Volume II contains Sections 4 through 10, and four appendices.

Sections 4 through 8 describe the model equations and define how
input parameters are determined. Section 4 (Introduction) describes
the detailed ground rules and assumptions underlying the M1odel and
summarizes its structure, components and operating modes. Section 5
(Cost Element Equations) describes the equations for all of the cost
elements making up the basic LCC calculation (or the accounting
Model), and identifies the parameters and variables involved.
Section 6 (LCC Sensitivity Analysis Capability) provides equations
for a supplementary capability of the Model, namely prestructured
sensitivity analyses on both a global (system wide) basis and a by-
equipment-ITEM basis. Section 7 (Repair Level Analysis Capability)
describes a second supplementary capability of the Model, namely a
methodology and the corresponding equations for investigating which

±i
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repair level approaches, by ITEM, should lead to lowest costs of
maintenance. Section 8 (Input Parameters and Variables) identifies
all inputs to the Model, provides values for inputs furnished by the
Air Force, and gives instructions for the determination of
contractor inputs.

Sections 9 and 10 provide operating instructions for the Model.
Section 9 (Operating Characteristics) describes modes of operation,
programming approach, equipment configuration required, performance
parameters and nature of the data base. Section (8) (O peati n
Procedures) describes how inputs and outputs are structured, how
input files are prepared, how operations are conducted in the
interactive and the batch modes, and what output tables are
generated.

Four appendices are provided, namely: I. Glossary of Variables;
I. Illustrative Computer Runs; III. Guidelines for CalculatiII
Modification/Installation Cost Elements; and IV. LCC Calculations

with Interim Contractor Support and with Centralized Intermediate
Maintenance Facilities.

There is also an attachment to Volume II containing a complete
FORTRAN Program Listing.

4.2 Assumptions Made in Structuring the FSED Phase LCC Model

First the general or overall ground rules and assumptions are
covered, and then those that apply to each top-level cost element:
RDT&E, Production, Modification/Installation, Operation and Support.

4.2.1 General

(I) The Model includes the cost elements and sub-elements
shown in Figure 4-1. It should be noted that the "Life
Cycle Cost" computed by the Model does not contain all cost
elements. In particular, the following elements have been
purposely omitted:

Most RDT&E costs. (Only the contractor's FSED
contract price is included.)

System Enhancement Costs for correcting or enhancing
the system after it is in operation. These are
difficult to predict at this stage of the program. It
is the intention of the Air Force, however, to
encourage the production contractors to submit no-cost

12
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ECPs for correcting software/hardware errors and
deficiencies which affect the system reliability.

Base operating and support costs, personnel movement
costs, and other costs that are not directly
attributable to the design characteristics of the SEEK
TALK system.

(2) SEEK TALK equipment is structured as shown in Figure 4-2.
Equipment includes terminals composed of ITEMs, namely of
LRUs which are in turn composed of SRUs. (LRU = Line
Replaceable Unit; SRU = Shop Repairable Unit.) Terminals
are of two general types: prime mission equipment (PNE
terminals and timing net equipment (TNE) terminals. The
contractor is responsible for establishing what LRUs and
SRUs are required to implement the particular SEEK 'IALK
system design, and what their properties will be. There is
provision on each host platform for integration equipment
as well as terminals. (Integration equipment refers to
special LRUs thaz are not part of a terminal. Ai. example
would be integration and control equipment for multi-
terminal installations on a host platform.) Some equipment
that contractors may include in their SEEK TALK terminal
designs are modified versions of equipment already in the
Air Force inventory. The principal examples of such
equipment are AM UHF radios such as the ARC-164 or the GRC-
171. Modified versions of equipment already paid for are
handled differently in the Model than are other ITEMs.

(3) Terminal configurations for prime mission equipment are of
three types as follows:

Full-up or maximum (Type I), which has a "complete"
adaptive antenna array and corresponding array
processor.

Partial or intermediate (Type II), which has a more
limited adaptive array and array processor.

Nodem-only or minimum (Type III), which has no
adaptive array or array processor.

(4) SEEK TALK terminals and integration equipment are
installed on airborne and surface-based host platforms,
which are associated with sites (e.g., bases). See Figure
4-2. For convenience, and to reduce the amount of data
inputs and the volume of data processing, both host

14
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Base or Operating Site (e.g., Langley, Ramstein)

Host Platform (e.g., F-15, A-10, E-3A
FACP, TACP)

TERMINAL (PME or TNE)

PME = Prime Mission Equip.
TNE = Timing Net Equip.

Integration LRU LINE REPLAC. UNIT (e.g., Electronics Bos)

(LRU)

SHOP REPAIR. UNIT (e.g., Printed Circuit
(SRtU) Board Assembly)

*An "Integration LRU" is an LRU which is installed on a platform but
is not part of a terminal. An example is an LRU used to switch among
or coordinate functions in a multi-terminal instal!ation, such as E-3A
or FACP.

Figure 4-2. Structure for SEEK TALK Equipment

15
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platforms and operating bases are treated statistically;
that is, they are aggregated into a small number of groups,
and average properties used for group characteristics. In
the FSED Phase Model (unlike the Advanced Development
Phase), the host platform classification reflects both the
type of platform (e.g., tactical aircraft) and the prime
mission equipment terminal configuration (e.g., modem-
only).

(5) The Air Force specifies the fraction of platforms in each
platform grouping that will have SEEK TALK terminals
installed at the time of platform manufacture, and the
fraction that will be installed as retrofits.

(6) The core of the Model is a set of accounting type
equations used to determine values for cost elements and
subelements from the input parameters. There is also
provision for both global (system-wide) and ITEM-specific
sensitivity analyses, and a capability for Repair Level
Analysis.

(7) All equipment (including both airborne and surface based)
are assumed to have the same Planned Inventory Utilization
Period (PIUP).

(8) There are separate logistic support systems for airborne
and ground-based equipments; and separate logistic support
systems for Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve units,
even when they are collocated with each other or with
active forces.

(9) The cost equations do not explicitly contain time as a
variable. The Air Force provides guidance to contractors
regarding production quantities, mixes and rates (see
Section 8). Costs are figured in constant 1981 dollars,
and are not discounted.

4.2.2 RDT&E Costs

The contractor FSED contract price is included in the Model as a
"pass-through". Other RDT&E costs are either sunk costs, or costs
incurred by other participants in the SEEK TALK program, and hence
are excluded.

16



4.2.3 Production Costs

The Model equation will simply sum unit costs over terminals,
platforms and bases (sites). Terminal unit costs are contractor
estimated and adjusted so as to include non-recurrent, recurrent and
management cost elements, in accordance with Air Force-supplied
quantities, mixes, production rates, and estimating ground rules. A
list of costs that must be included in the terminal unit costs is
given in Section 8 (Table 8-IX).

Terminals include both prime mission equipment (PME) terminals and
timing net equipment (TNE) terminals. Spares and support equipment
are not included in this cost element, but are included in
Isupport". If a PME terminal design includes an AM radio, such as
the ARC-164, the production cost contains only the cost of modifyin
the AM radio for incorporation into the system. (The cost of the
unmodified radio is here considered a sunk cost.) If a FNE terminal
design includes an AM radio, however, the production cost contains
the full acquisition cost including the cost of modification.

4.2.4 Modification/Installation Costs

The Air Force provides accounting-type equations that break down
Modification/Installation costs for each platform grouping into a
number of ion-recurring and recurring cost subelements. Non-
recurring costs are incurred once for each type of platform,
recurring costs are incurred once for each individual installation.

(1) Non-recurring costs per platform type are a combination of
five subelements: (a) Engineering, (b) Prototype Group A
Kits, (c) Testing, (d) Proofing, and (e) Data.

(2) Non-recurring costs depend upon an Air Force established
factor characterizing the degree of diversity within each
Platform grouping. They also depend upon other Air Force
parameters: the average numbers of terminals being
installed on the platform grouping, and the breakdown by
mode of installation (in production, depot retrofit, field
retrofit using depot team).

(3) Recurring costs for an individual installation on each
type of platform are broken down into three major cost
components:

(a) Fixed (platform preparation and restoration) costs -

broken down by mode of installation.
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(b) Group A-Kit cost - broken down by installation
functional area. Installation functional areas:
antennas, electronic box(es), control head, and
cabling.

(c) Variable labor costs - broken down by both mode of
installation and functional area.

(4) The cost subelements defined in (1) and (3) above are
established through contractor study of the specific
platforms identified in the FSED SOW and the System
Specifications. The Air Force in Section 8 and Appendix
III of this Manual provides a method of analysis that the
contractor shall use in developing the necessary data.

4.2.5 Operations and Support Costs: Operations

Equations are provided by the Air Force. Three elements are
included:

(1) Timing Net operating labor, figured on the basis of
contractor estimates of manual minutes of effort per day
for a timing net terminal.

(2) Prime mission equipment operating labor, figured on the
basis of contractor estimates of manual minutes of effort

per mission for initial activation, synchronization, etc.
of the terminal (or terminals) on a host platform.

(3) Cost of added fuel consumption (airborne platforms only),
figured using a drag to fuel consumption factor multiplied
by the added drag due to all antennas added by SEEK TALK.
The Air Force provides the drag to fuel consumption factor
and nominal drag data for one type of antenna element,
namely, a standard UHF blade. The contractor must estimate
the drag for his element design if it is not a standard UHF
blade. The effect on fuel consumption of the weight added
by SEEK TALK terminals is not presently included in the
Model, but will be added later if found to be a significant
cost factor.

4.2.6 Operations and Support Costs: Support

Detailed equations are provided by the Air Force for the logistic
cost elements shown in Figure 4-1. Both non-recurring and recurring
cost components are included in these elements. Note that System
Enhancement Cost is omitted from the Model. This is the cost of
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making corrections or upgrades to hardware or software during the
operating phase of the program.

The contractor is responsible for identifying the ITEMs (Line
Replaceable Units or LRUs and Shop Repairable Units or SRUs) that
are needed for his SEEK TALK system design and how many of each Type
are needed per platform. The contractor determines the maintenance
characteristics of ITEMs, including predicted mean time between
failures (PMTBF), where repair actions will be carried out, and
times for the various maintenance actions. The contractor also
determines requirements and unit costs for Support Equipment, and
various parameters relating to Training, Inv-ntory Management and
Technical Orders. The Air Force provides maintenance labor rates
and factors, pipeline times and other logistic parameters.

As noted in Section 4.2.1, contractor designs for prime mission
equipment (PME) or timing net equipment (TNE may include AM radios
such as the ARC-164 or the GRC-171. Support costs for A'1 radio
ITEMs incorporated in SEEK TALK are handled differently when used in
TNE than they are when used in PME. For TNE the contractor is
responsible for the full support cost of AM radio equipment. For
PME, however, the contractor is responsible only for the difference
between the cost of supporting the AI radio equipment as part of the
SEEK TALK system, and the cost of supporting it as a free-standing
radio. (The cost of supporting it as a free-standing radio is here
considered to be a sunk cost.)

Specific assumptions embodied in the logistic equations are listed
below.

(1) The Model contains Air Force-supplied equations for eight
logistics cost elements:

a. Initial Spares g. Maintenance Training
b. Replacement Spares h. Technical Orders
c. On-Equipment Maintenance*
d. Off-Equipment Maintenance*
e. Support Equipment
f. New ITEM inventory Management

"On-equipment" reiers to maintenance performed on or at the host
platform- "off-equipment" refers to maintenaice performed at a base
or depot shop.)
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(2) The model is structured assuming organic maintenance.
Special instructions and operating procedures are requlired

when contractor maintenance is investigated. Appendix IV

provides the necessary information.

(3) The model allows for three types of bases and for .-epair

depots:

a. Independent bases with repair capability which are

supported only by the main depot (and which in tt,r:n do
not support any other bases).

b. CIMIs - Bases with repair capability which provi;-

maintenance support to satellite or secondary bi(-e.
CIYIFs are supported only by the main depot. (ciP =

Centralized Intermediate Maintenance Facility).

c. Satellite bases with no repair -apability other tlan

removing and replacing LRUs, which bases ar(e depe:.LP,
on a CIMF base for maintenance support. (LRL = 'Line
Replaceable Unit)

d. Repair depots or Technology Repair Centers (TRCs) - it
is assumed that there is or ly orne Air Force depot for

a given LRU or SRU. (SRU=Shop Repairable Unit)

(4) The basic LCC model assumes that any CIMFs utilized in the
support system have the same capabilities as Independent
bases. In Appendix IV, however, procedures are defined for

circumventing this limitation.

(5) All failures (and false pulls) which occur at a satellite
base are first sent to the associated CIMF (even if the
repair is eventually performed at the depot). Satellite

bases also receive replacement spares from the CIMF. A
satellite base does not possess the capability to identify

false pulls. All false pulls are identified at the

intermediate (e.g., CINF) level. (A "false pull" is
defined as a removal of an LRU from an installation bec,--ause

of a suspected failure, when that LR., however, does not
exhibit any fault in subsequent test in the shop.)

(6) All failed and falsely pulled ITE 'Is are bench checked at
the intermediate (e.g., CIMF) level tunless they are not

removed from the next higher level indentured ITEM until
the depot level).
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(7) Maintenance personnel at all bases and the depot are
assumed to be non-dedicated to SEEK TALK, so that
maintenance labor costs are accrued on an hours-per-repair
basis.

(8) The expected operating hours per month for equipment on
each type of Platform is supplied by the Air Force.
Average peacetime operating hours are used to determine
Initial Spares and SE requirements. (SE = Support
Equipment.)

(9) No Initial Spares are costed at the depot for discard-on-
failure ITEMs. It is assumed that Initial Spares at the
depot will have been used up, as Replacement Spares, by the
end of the life cycle of the system.

(10) The Model does riot cost preventive maintenance. (This
capability could be added later if it proves to be
important.)

(11) The repair levtl decision for any specific ITEM does not
depend on its base location (except when the procedures of
Appendix IV are utilized in connection with CIMFs).

(12) In the basic LCC model, a given SRU is assigned to only
one LRU for the accounting calculations. (In the Repair
Level Analysi calculation, however, this constraint is
removed.)

4.3 Components, Structure, and Interactive i)peration of the Model

4.3.1 Major Components of the Model Computer Programs

The SEEK TALK LCC Model computer program consists of three parts:
one basic component and two supplementary ones.

The basic component implements an accounting model, to be detailed
in Section 3, which model computes the Life Cycle Cost of the SEEK
TALK system based on the values of the input parameters
corresponding to a particular system design. The output of this
first component give,, the total LCC and also the LCC broken out into
four top-level cost elements, and many subelements. The breakdown
of Life Cycle Cost :nto various categories is intended to help the
user identify areas in which design and cost trade-offs should be
made.
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The second component of the LCC computer program .is a supplementary
routine which provides a prestructured Sensitivity Analysis
computation to be used as an additional aid in trade-off
considerations. (These will be detailed in Section 6.) Mlore
specifically, for certain selected contractor parameter inputs, this
program component computes the average change (either positive or
negative) in total LCC which is produced by a fractional increase in
the value of the given parameter. Sensitivity studies are of two

types, those dealing with changes in global or system-wide
parameters, and those dealii.v with changes on a per-ITEM1 basis.

The thi;.' component of the LCC computer program is a supplemintarv
routine which carries out a Repair Level Analysis (RLA). The
procedure and equations for RLA are described in Section 7. TI. is
routine determines the maintenance costs associated with each
possible repair level decision o. each ITEM .i.e., each Iine
Replaceable Unit or LRU and each Shop Repairable Unit or SRU).
Possible repair level decisions are base repiir, depot repair cr
discard. The routine then determines the repair level choice ier
each ITEM that will (approximately) minimize LCC.

4.3.2 Structure of the Model

The FSED Phase LCC Nodei is designed to represent the entire SEEK
TALK system, worldwide, as its deployment is presently planned. To
reduce the size of the files and the amount of calculations
required, the Air Force has introduced simplifications ii how the
system is represented, particularly in regard to its deployment.
Nevertheless, the Model does contain some unavoidable complications.

These arise primarily from the following factors:

o SEEK TALK equipment must be installed on a wide variety of
airborne and surface host platforms, with varying SEEK TALK

performance requirements and integration characteristics.

o Equipment must interface with a number of different UHF AM
voice radios, such as the ARC-1e4, ARC-171, GRC-171, GRC-

206, etc.

o There is an extensive timing net re-quired as part of the
system.

o The model allows for alternative logistic support
approaches, repair levels and appro,;ches to tr-ining. The
logistic support systems for airbornc and surface-based
equipments are separate, and may require differeun
approaches for sparing and maintenance.
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o The model must be flexible enough to accept the different
system design approaches taken by different contractors who
may be competing in the FSED Phase effort.

The SEEK TALK FSED Phase LCC Model deals with four top-level cost
elements, namely: RDT&E, Production, Modification/Installation, and
Operation and Support. Within these top-level elements, it deals
with the subelements shown in Figure 4-1. In the RDT&E cost area,
only FSED cost is included, and this is treated as a simple "pass-
through".

The manner in which the Model handles the different cost elements
varies greatly.

There are no detailed equations provided for estimating production
costs. Production costs represent prices for work that the
development contractor will himself carry out if he is selected for
production. Accordingly, production costs are estimated by the
contractor using his own estimating method, but using also Air Force
ground rules and general instructions.

The subelement of Modification/Installation cost depicts the kinds
of tasks that must be carried out, first for initial integration
engineering and test for each host platform type, and second, for
the recurrent tasks of making installations on each individual
platform. Both Air Force-furnished and contractor-furnished
parameters are involved.

The fourth top-level cost element, Operation and Support, is broken
down into eleven subelements. For each of these, the Model provides
detailed equations that characterize the activities and procedures
involved, and utilizes a combination of Air Force-furnished and
contractor-furnished input parameters.

The Model characterizes the SEEK TALK system in terms of prim
mission equipment (PME) terminals and timing net equipment (TNE)
terminals installed on host platforms. Host ,latforms are deployed
at operational sites or bases. PME and TNE Jnstalied on host
platforms are broken down into Line Replaceable Units LRLsl )hIch
in turn are broken down into Shop Repairable Units (SRUsi. In
addition to equipment installed on host platforms, there are initial
and replacement spares for LRUs and SRLs. Th model also providc'
for Support Equipment (both common and peculiar) that is used in the
maintenance and test of ITEMs. It distinguishes between Support
Equipment needed for repair, and that needed only for bench checks.
Maintenance is performed at bases and at depots. To reduce the
number of input parameters, the size of files and the amount of data
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processing, both host platforms and operating bases have been
aggregated into a small number of groupings. Only the average
properties need to be specified for most of the parameters def~iing
each group.

The Air Force establishes the identification and classifin.ation of
host platforms and operational bases; the contractor struc-tures the
ITEMs and the support euipment. The overall functional
characteristics of terminals are defined by Air Force requirements,
but the determination of what ITEMs are needed in each type of
terminal is a contractor function.

4.3.3 Model Input Parameters

A very simplified system diagram for the Iodl, idenLifying o,'r
inputs, processing and outputs, is shown in Figure 4-3. The :gre
also references sections of the Manual where detailed descrip- , :,s
are provided.

The Model contains a large number of input parameters -- some
furnished by the Air Force, and some developed by the contrac-tc.
These parameters are contained in eleven input data files, two of
which are each subdivided into an A and B part. These are briefly
described below. The source of the data is also indicated, namely:
AF = Air Force, CN = Contractor. It should be noted that groupings
of operational bases are identified by index NS; groupings of host
platforms, by index NP.

(1) System-Wide Scalar Parameters. Labor rates and factors,
pipeline times, various costs and logistic factors, etc.
(Sources: mostly AF, some CN)

(2) Base Configuration Data. Classification, no. of sites for
each base grouping NS. (Source: all AF)

(3) Platform Ooeration Data. Classification and operating
data for each platform grouping NP. (Sources: mostly AF,
some CN)

(4) Platform Terminal Data and Non-Recurring
Modification/Installation Data for each platform grouping
NF. (Sources: some AF, some CN:

(a) Average deployment of terminals per platform,

(b) Terminal costs and miscellaneous parameters,
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(c) Non-recurring modification/installation costs.

(5) Platform Recurring Modification/Installation Data.
Recurring modification/installation costs for eacli platform
grouping NP. (Source: some AF, some CN)

(6) Platform Deployment at Bases. Average deployment of
platform groupings NP at each base grouping NS. (Source:
all AF)

(7) Support Equipment Data. Classification and cost fantors
for Support Equipment. (Source: all CN)

(8A) ITEM Equipment Data. Definition, classification,
properties, costs of ITEMs. (Source: all CN)

(8B) LRU/SRU Cross Reference Data. Number of SRUs of ePrh type
contained in each LRU. (Source: all CN) (This table is
used only in Repair Level Analysis.)

(9A) ITEM Maintenance Data. Reliability and maintenance
characteristics of ITEMs. (Source: all CN)

(9B) ITEM Tech. Order, Training and Software Development )_aca.
Tech. Order, Training and Software Development requirements
by ITEM. (Source: all CN)

(10) ITEM/Support Equipment Cross-Reference. Requirements by
ITEM for Support Equipment. (Source: all CN)

(11) ITEM Configurations for Different Platforms. Deployment
of ITEMs per terminal or per platform in platform groupings
NP. (Source: all CN)

It should be noted that the Air Force also furnishes ground rules
and instructions for the contractors to use in determining their
input parameters.

In addition to the eleven basic input files for the Model, as
described above, there are inputs used with the suppiementary
features of the Model. These inputs are Air Force sensitivity
analysis inputs that are used to generate dosired incremeriL in
selected input parameters, and special parameters used only in
Repair Level Analysis.

All of the input parameters are des -ibed in detail in subsequent
sections of this Manual.
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4.3.4 Model Outputs

There are several types of off-line printouts provided by the Mlodel,
as described briefly below.

The first type of printout is an "echoing" of the data inputs and
their names, from the eleven standard input data files. This output
allows the user to check that the data were input correctly into the
Mode I.

The other types of printouts document the results obtained from
running the Model. They are of three types as listed below and
described subsequently.

o Outputs of the basic LCC calculation, comprising seven
different tables.

o Outputs of the prestructured sensitivity analysis,
contained in one multi-part table.

o Outputs of the Repair Level Analysis, contained in a
single table. (There is also a special table that is used
in preparing for an RLA run.)

Basic LCC Calculation - The first of these rosult printouts gives
the output of the basic LCC calculation. It contains the cost
elements and subelements making up the total LCC of the contractor's
SEEK TALK design, as well as quantities of spares, and support
equipment and other significant supporting data. There are also
costs, failures and other data per ITEM and per Terminal, and costs
broken down by type of Platform. These res. are displayed in
seven different output tables, with the tities listed below:

(1) Summary by Cost Element

(2) Platform Modification/Installation Costs

(3) Operation and Logistics Support Cost Elements

(4) ITEM-Specific Costs t, Maintenance Ciharacteristic.s (tliree-
part table)

(5) Support Equipment Requirements and Costs

(6) Platform/Terminal Cost and Failur*. Rate Data
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(7) Manpower Requirements (for maintenance, data managem,,it
and training)

All of the seven tables identified above are produced by the off-
line printer, when the user calls for a full off-line printout. The
user can also request a partial off-line printout, con.sisting of
tables (1), (2) and (6) only. When the user requests terminal
output, only Table (I) and a condensed version of Table (ni are
provided in the interactive terminal display output. (See Sect l,:
10.4)

Sensitivity Analysis - The second type of result printout provid,-..
the outputs from a set of prestructured LCC ,ensiti ty ii.:,. \.e. "
set of outputs defines the approximate chan,,zs in total LC" dl.,l t(
prescribed increments in certain "global" or system-wide iul i' .v
factors. These factors affect program operational lifetime, 11i

ITEM costs, all ITEM failure rates, all ITE"I maintenanc;o times :id
repair materials and all "false pull" rates involved in m.:ijt em.,
A second set of outputs is devoted to LCC changes due to inc,.
in per ITEM unit costs, per ITEM failure rates, per ITEM r,pair
materials, and per ITEM false pull rates. In addition, a very
simple repair level calculation, in which eac(h ITEM is considered
independently of other ITEMS, is also presented. The result of ,a..h
of these ITEM-specific investigations is printed in a format thit
ranks the first n ITEMS in accordance with the increments that they
produce in total LCC.

Repair Level Analysis - The third type of result printout gives t,,
output of the Repair Level Analysis. To prepare for Repair Levol
Analysis the user first makes six basic LCC runs for different
global repair strategies. The resulting table of costs attributod
to each ITEM for each repair strategy serves as an input to the RLA
process itself. This latter process generates an output table
containing the preferred Repair Level for each individual LRL and
SRU. Repair level options for each item are (I) Repair at base, t2)
Repair at depot, (3) Discard.

~.+.5. Supplemental Instructions

in addition to the model description and operating instructions
contained in the body of Volume II. there are some supplemental
instructions to users provided in Appendices Ill and IV.

Appendix Il defines ground rules and detailed procedures for
contractors to use ir, determining Modification/Installatioi
parameters in Input Files (4) and (5). The ,ppendix first defines
how parameters are to be estimated for each c' ten "basis"
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platforms. It then defines how these "basis" values are to be
converted to values for the platform groupings contained in the
Mode I.

Appendix IV defines how the Model is to be ii-,ed by the contractors
in studying the cost consequences of Interim Contractor Support, and
in investigating the use of Centralized Intermediate Maintenance
Facilities.

4.3.6 Interactive LUse of the Model

The SEEK TALK FSED Phase LCC 'lode] is designed for interactive use
via a Lime-shared capability. Tue LCC Model may, however. easily be
used in the batch mode as well.

A brief description of the organization of the full LCC Mode], in
its interactive mode, is as follows: First, the nominal values of
standard input data files (which include Air Force and Contractor
data) are read into the model Next, certain control parameters
(e.g., instructions for output format) are input by the user from
his terminal. At this point, the user may also over-write the
nominal values of any selection of previous data inputs. Control is
Lhen transferred to the computer processor where the program
calculates successively the Life Cycle Cost of the modelled SEEK
TALK system and the related values of the Seisitivity Analyses. The
output of these computations is then directed to two separate
devices. If the appropriate control parameter indicates that an
off-line copy of output data is required, then the complete set of
program output is produced on the uff-line printer, including the
LCC broken out into various categories and the Sensitivity Analysis
values of all designated input factors. In addition, the users
terminal may receive a subset of the LCC output and the values of
the Sensitivity Analysis calculations for a selected number of "most
significant" input factors.

The user is then asked at the terminal if another run is desired. A
"NO" response terminates the program. A "YES" response transfers
the user back to the second step in the systom operation wliere the
user may input new values for the controi parameters and/or over-
write the nominal valties of a different selection of previous data
inputs and then make a new run of the LCC Model. The user can make
as many successive modifications of the data and reruns o: the ICC
Model in this interactive mode as are desired. Alternatively, if
the user wishes to pe-rform a detailed analysis of the LCC outpu and
Sensitivity Analysis factors before the model is rerun, the user can
terminate the program and use the off-line output as an aid in r,-
evaluating the SEEK TALK system design arid mintenance concepts.
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(See Sections 9 and 10 of this Manual for a full discussion of the
LCC Model interactive capability.)

4.4 Ccmparison Between LCC Models for FSED Phase and AD Phase

The FSED Phase LCC Model is similar to the Advanced Development (AP)
Phase LCC Model in its general structure, and in most other
respects. Thus, for example, the deployment of terminals on
platforms located at bases is handled in the same way, although t.(.
platform classification scheme has been changed. Also the partit,,=
of terminals into LRUs and SRUs is the same. There are, howevc:-,
several differences, which are outlined below.

The major points of difference are as follows. The FSED Phase 'Wi
has one additional computing routine: a relatively sophistia-ed
Repair Level Analysis. The FSED Phase Model also contains twe
additional cost elements (Maintenance Training and Technical
Orders), but omits all RDT&E costs except those for the contr3,.t '
FSED phase. These differences require in turn some changes (most'
additions) in parameters, some changes in basic LCC Model equat.lc,;
and some modifications in input and output tables and data. '.Lr
are also a number of minor adjustments and updates to the 'od

The Air Force input parameters have been updated, including
adjustments in deployment data, terminal configuration dat3, ii-i
labor rates and other price-related parameters. In addition,
instructions for the preparation of Contractor inputs have been
revised in several areas.

Specific characteristics of the FSED Phase Model that are different
from those of its AD Phase predecessor are as follows:

1. The classification of host platforms has oeen changed to
agree with the structure of the present system
specifications. The classification now reflects both the
type of platform and the overall terminal configuration.
Platform groupings are:

(1) Tactical aircraft, Full-up (maximum or Type 1)
configuration

(2) Tactical aircraft, Partial array (intermediate or Tvp ill
configuration

(3) Tactical aircraft, Modem-only (minimum or Type II)
configuration

(4) Cargo/electronic aircraft, Moderr-only (Note: this
category includes primarily the airborne
command/control aircraft.)
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(5) Fixed/transportable Ground Elements, Modem-only
(6) Mobile Ground Elements, Partial array
(7) Manpack Units, Modem-only
(8) Master Clock Sites

2. Two new cost elements - Maintenance Training and Technical
Orders - have been added and most NDT&E costs have been
eliminated. The new cost elements require a considerable
number of new input parameters, some furnished by the Air
Force and some by the contractor.

3. A major Repair Level Analysis (RLA) capability has been
added as a supplementary routine available to the model.
This capability requires a new model input table: this is
a matrix defining for each LRU the set of SRUs it contains,
and in what multiplicities. in addition, a table
summarizing the results of LCC runs for each of six global
repair strategies is utilized as an RLA input. The RLA
output is a table giving repair level decisions by ITEM
(LRU and SRU).

4. Major new outputs consist of RLA decisions and maintenance
manpower requirements broken-out by site. Output Table 1
has been changed: it not partitions LCC in accordance with
a standard cost breakdown structure.

5. There are changes in the Modification/Installation
parameters and in the instructions given for calculation of
contractor inputs. Each parameter is designated eitl:er as
an Air Force input, or as a contractor input - the "jointly
determined" classification has been eliminated. The
contractor now establishes non-recurring costs by platform
type, and both recurring A-Kit cost:; and recurring variable
installation labor houi' by platform type. The non-
recurring costs, previously comprising five elements
(engineering, prototype A-Kits, test, proofing and data)
have been coalesced into a single eement.

6. Computation of iatermediate level maintenance time has
been subdivided into base shou bench check time, and base
shop repair time.

7. In accordance with item t above, SE requirements must now
be identified with the type of maintenance action (bench
check, repair, or both) from which they result. Hence, it
is no longer sufficient to state in input File 10 what
types of support equipment are needod for the maintenance
of each type of ITEM. in addition, it must also be stated
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whether the SE is required for repair (or bench check, or
both) of the ITEM.

8. The development cost for peculiar support equipment must
now be entered separately, instead of being figured into SE
purchase price. SE development cost inputs are further
subdivided into cost for hardware and for software. Also
SE costs are presented separately for peculiar and for
common in Output Table 3.

9. Special instructions are provided in Appendix IV to cover
cost calculations for certain logistic alternatives,
namely: use of contractor instead of organic maintenance,
and use of Centralized Intermediate Maintenance Facilities.

10. The nature of the contractor parameters for Input File 11
has been changed, so that these parameters no longer depeid
upon the number of terminals per platform, an Air Force
input in Input File 4.
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SECTION 5

COST ELEMENT EQUATIONS

In this section the detailed equations for the Cost Elements listed

in Section 4.1 are presented. The motivations and specific

assumptions underlying the structure of each of these equations are

also identified.

To avoid redundancy, the convention of defining variables which

appear in these equations only on their first occurrence is

followed The Glossaiy in Appendix I provides a handy reference if

the reader wishes to recheck the definition of variables on
subsequent occurrences.

The letters used for the indices of variables which appear in the

equations below adhere to the following additional convention:

I - ITEM type NP - platform:i grouping

NS - base type B - support equipment type

M - mode of modification! IA - equipment area on platforms

installation on platforms for modification/installation

5.1 Auxiljirx Calclilations

First prcsen-ed here are the eL,,_-ions for certain internally
computed quantities (i.e., not direct data inputs) which appear

frequently within the Cost Elenmt and Sensitivity Analysis

Equations. This format will serve both to emphasize the importance

of these internally computed variarles and to facilitate the

presentation of the Cost Element and Sensitivity Analysis Equations

in the following sections.

5.1.1 I'ail re Rtes

First, the average failure .ate for each TTE' at each base is

defined by:

FAIL(I,NS) = the average number of failures (not including repairs
in piace or fu'lse pulls) of ITE.M type I per month at

each base of type NS lfrom all platforms NP deployed

at the base), giver, bv tie equation:
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FAIL(I,NS) = E NITEM(I,NP)*(l-RIP(I))*NPLT(Ni,NS)*APFH(NP,LOtNS))
NP

*TFAC(NP)*KFAC(LE(NP))/PMTBF(I,LE(NP))]*XFR

where

NITEM(I,NP) average number of ITEMs of type I in each
platform within grouping NP

=[INTEG(I)+ (1-INTEG(I))*,'(NTRMIP(NP +NTRIIT(NPI,)j

*N1TEMR(I,NP)

INTEG(I) = 1 if I is an integration ITEM; 0 otherwise.

NTRMP(NP) = average number of PME terminals installed oi,
each platform within grouping NP.

NTRMT(NP) = average number of TNE terminals installed c:.
each platform within grouping NP.

NITEMR(I,NP) = average number of ITEMs of type I in each
platform within grouping NP if I is an
integration ITEM, i.e., INTEG(I) = 1; otherwise
(i.e., INTEG(I)=O), it is the average number ei
ITEMs of type I in each terminal (PME or TNF) cc
platforms within grouping NP.

RIP() = fraction of maintenance incidents ITEM type I
which are met by repair-in-place with piece
parts.

NPLT(NP,NS) = average number of platforms of type NP located
at each base of type NS.

APFH(NP,LO(NS)) = average operating hours per month for platiorm
type NP operating at base location LOINS).

TFAC(NP) = average fraction of operating time of platform
type NP that SEEK TALK equipment is activated.

KFAC(LE(NP)) = the reliability factor used to convert predictod
failure rates to operational failure rates as a
function of the environment LE(NP of platform
NP. (See Section 8.2.1)
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PMTBF(I,LE(NP)) = predicted mean cper:iting hours between failures,
over the life cycle, for an ITEMI of type I
operating in environmenL LE(NP), i:cluding
maincenan(.e actions involving repair-in-place
with pieice parts, ,.g., replaciiig indic-ator
lights. Should be calci:'ated so as to represent
the series, rather than system, failurp rate of
ITEM type I, including ai, adjustment for "duty
cycle", as indicated in 'IIL HDBK 27C. (See
Section 8.3.8)

XFR = failure rate multiplier tactor (may be used to
globally adjust all ITEM, failure rates for
system trade-off studies .

LO(NS) = location of base NS, defined as:
1, if base NS is within continental U.S.,
2, if bas(. N: is a Pacific base,
3, if base \%' is a European base.

LE(NP) = operating env:ronment of platform NP, equals:
1, for Airbornie-fighter plitforms,
2, for Airborne-cargo platforms,
3, for Ground-fixeditran-.portable platforms,
4, for Ground-mobile/manpack platforms.

5.1.2 P i r.i ne _S-,)are s

Next, one can compute ITEM pipeiine spares at the bases and at the
depot, i.e., the average number .. I'rls of a given type I which are
aw,.iting corrective maintenance _ction or replacement in supply at
each}t location. These calculations arc used to compute Initial
Spares requirements, and are based on monthly failure rates.

NFH(I,NS) = expected number of failures of ITEM type I in Ia.e NS
pipeline, given by the two cases:

(i) For a satellite base NS,

NFB(lNS) = FAIL IINS)-,LRUIn*(I + XFPRPFPR(I))*OSTC
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where
OSTC = average order & shipping time from a satellite- Li

to its associated CIMF (in months)

LRU(I) = LRU (line replaceable unit) indicator. (, ,a-i i
ITEM type I is an LRU and equals , tLII ..

FPR(I) = false pull rate of ITEM type I; i.e., that ni:-
actual failures which are removed but have:t

FPR(I) should be calculated so as to satisfy tih '

(# of removals) = (I + FPR(I)*(;: of failu 1rs n i:

XFPR = false pull rate multiplier factor (may be ::e, :r.
globally adjust all ITEM false pull rates fo:
trade off studies)

(ii) For an Independent or CIMF base,

NFB(I,NS) = FAIL(I,NS)*(LRU(I) + RTS(NHI(I))) 0 [(FPR(I) <iq-0.

RTS(I))*BRCT + (NRTS(I) + COND(I))*OST(LO(NS))]

+CIMF(NS)* I ZFAIL(I,B)*"NBC(B)1*(LRU(li + RTS,5vi:
B

NHB(B)=NS

*[(RTS(I) + FPR(I)*XFPR)*CRCT + (NRTS(I) + COND(i11

*(OST(LO(NS)) + U(FPR(I)*XFPR)*CRCT)]

where

RTS(I) = fraction of (removed) failures of ITEM type I
which are repairable at the intermediate level

NRTS(I) = fraction of failures which must be repaired at
the depot level

COND(I) = fraction of failures which are discarded, either
due to wearout or on the basis of an RLA decision.
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Note: The RTS(I), NRTS(I) and COND(l> fractions refer only to
failures which are removed from the host platform and specifically
do not apply to failures repaired-in-place or to false pulls. In
addition, for each ITEM type I, these fractions must -,atisfy the

identity:

RTS(I) + NRTSKI + C+ NDKI) = 1.

For the purposes of the automated repair level analysis capability,
explained in Section 7, the value of COND(J) actually input by the
user should represent only the fraction of failures discarded due to
wearout (assuming that, if repair is possible, it is performed).
The definition of COND(I) given in the Glossary (Appendix I)

reflects this. However, the user ha5 the option to input the
discard-on-failure repair level decision for an ITE" via the repair

level code variable, RL(I1, defined in Section 5.1.4 and Appendix I.

OST(LO(NS)ij = averag order & shipping time iu months from a base
NS to the depot (dependent o: the location of the
base LO(NS))

BRCT = base repair cycle Lime, amount of time from removal

of failed (or falsely pulled) !TEM at the base until

repair at the ,same) base and return of the ITEM to
base inventory (in months).

CRCT = amount of time from removal o a failed ITEM1 at a

,'ate ire ho-se until ITEM is shipped to and repaired
at the associated ClI'1 base aid returned to Cli1
inventory (in monllsj.

N1iB(NS = for satellite -a,-- ot tve NS, ecuals the index of
the CIMF brise on wh',cn it is dependent and equals 0
if base NS is not a atellirte base.

CIMF(NSi = CIII" base indicator, equals I if base NS :s a ,!'1P

base (i.e.. if PTYFE S'=2 ci!d equal ( otierwie

BTYPE(NS = base type indicat-or; equals: , if base NS is an
indenendent base; if bse \S is a CIF; 3, if base

NS is a sate l lIr, , ase.

NBC(NS) for a satellite base NS, equa>. the number of bases
of type NS wI iah occur , it. in the CI iP system which
contains bas \S and equals 0 ii base NS is not a

satellite b ase,.
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NHI(I) = for ITEM types I which are SRUs (shop repairable
units), equals the index of the next higher lcvel
indentured ITEM in which ITEM I is contained (with
the convention that NHI(I) = 0 if ITEM type I ls aj;
LRU).

Note: The use of the term RTS(NHI(I)) above allows for the fa-,
that an SRU can only be repaired at the intermediate level if it'
next higher indentured ITEM, NHI(I), was repaired at that level.
ITEM type I is an LRU (so that NHI(I) = 0) then we set "RTS(,=
and LRU(I) = 1 so that the above equation simplifies to a fcrr
suitable for LRUs. Thus, for both SRUs and LRUs, the expressj-,
"(LRU(I)+RTS(NHI(I)))" represents the fraction of the time that i

failed ITEM of type I is available for repair (i.e., removed -.-n
its next higher assembly) at the base level. Hence, this expri-.'< .n
is used as a "correction factor" thoughout the equations whir.h
appear in Sections 4 and 5. In these equations we use the
convention that RTS(0) = NRTS(0) = COND(0) = 0 to allow for th.e
when NHI(I) = 0.

Also above,

U = positive quanity indicator function, for any number X.
U(X) =1 if X is greater than zero and U(X)=0 otiher-.

For the depot we have:

NFD(I) = expected number of failures of I1F, type .: .,:t
pipeline, given by:

NFD(I) = Z FAIL(I,NS)*TNB(NS)
NS

*[(LRU(I) + RTS(NHI(I)))*NRTS(I)*DRCT(LOWNSw

+ NRTS(NHI(I)) 1(l - COND(1))-DAD]

where,

TNB(NS) = total number of bases within the entire SELK 'iIAi
system which are (treated as being) ider-tij,:.

NS.

DRCT(LO(NS)) = amount of time in months from shipment of , jld
ITEM from base NS to the depot until it is i,,e ,1%f,(!
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and repaired at the depot and returned to depot

inventory (as a function of the location LO(NS) of

base NS).

DAD average depot handling and repair time in months from

removal of a failed ITEM at the depot until it is
repaired and placed in depot inventory.

Note: NFD(I) 0 if COND(i) = 1; i.e., no sparing provision is made

at the depot for dis~card-on-failure ITEMs (or "worn-out"

condemnations).

5.1.3 Maintenance M1anhour Requirements

The next set of "Auxiliary Calculations" deal with ITEM corrective

maintenance manhour requirements at various locations and with

related support equipment utilization. Specifically, we have

ERHBI(I,NS) = expected intermediate - level maintenance manhours

per month expended at a base (.f type NS in

maintenance of ITEM type I, computed by the

conditions:

(i) ERHBI(I,NS) = 0 if base NS is a satellite base,

i.e., BTYPE(NS) = 3

(ii) If base NS is an Independent (BTYPE(\S) = 1) or

a CIMF base (BTYPE(NS) = 2), then

ERHBI(T,NS) = EBCBI(I,NS) + ERTFI(I,NS)

where

EBCBI(I,NS) expected intermediate-level maintenance manhours per
month expended at a base of type NS in bench checking

of ITEM type I,

ERTBI(I.NS) expected intermediate-level maintenance manhours per

month expended a:. a base of type NS in repair of ITEM

Type I,

and these two variables are computed as follows:

EBCBI(I,NS) = ERTBI(I,NS) C) if BTYPE(NS = 3, otherwise
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EBCBI(I,NS) = FAIL(I,NS)*(LRU(I) + RTS(NHI(I)))

*',(I+XFPRFPR())*BCMH(I)*BMF

+ CIMF(NS)*j FAIL(I,B)fNBC(B).(LRU(I) + RTS(NTr.

B
NHB(B)=NS

'[(RTS(I) + NRTS(I) + FPR(I)*XFPR

+ U(FPR(I)*XFPR)*COND(I))*BC>IH(1) V*BMF

and

ERTBI(I,NS) = FAIL(I,NS)*(LRU(I) + RTS(NHI(I)))*U(l-COND(I))

*:RTS(I)*BMH(1) *BMF

+CIMF(NS)* I EFAIL(I,B)*NBC(B) .*(LRU(l) + RTS NHi(:'i
B

NHB(B)=NS

-'U (1-COND ( I))*RTS (I) *-BMH ( I) *BMKF

where

BCMH(I) average manhours to perform a base shop bench check,
screening and fault verification of the removed ITEM"

prior to initiating repair action or condemning the
ITEM.

BMH(I) = average manhours at a base to perform intermediate-
level corrective maintenance of a failed ITEM of type
I, including fault isolation, repair and

verification.

B>F = base repair maintenance factor, to be applied to
repair times to allow for time to get test equipment,
parts, etc.
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At the depot, we have

ERHD(1) = expected manhours per month expended at the depot in
repair of ITEM type I, calculated via the equation:

ERHD(I) = E FAI L(I ,NS)*TNB (NS)
NS

.*[(LRU(1) + RTS(NHI(1)))*NRTS(1)

+ NRTS(NHI(J))*(l-COND(I))p]DIH( l)*DNF

where

DMH}(I) = average manhours to perform depot-level corrective
maintenance on d failed ITEM of type I, including
bench check-out, screening, fault verification and
isolation, repair action and repair verification.

DMF = depot repair ma'ntenance factor, to be applied to
repair times to cllow for time, to get test equipment,
spare parts, etc.

For support equipment utilization, we :hen have

ERHAB(L,NS) = expected utilization of support equipment type L at a
base of type NS in hours per month, computed by:

ERIIAB(L,NS) = IEBCBI(I,NS) + LERTI(I,NS)
I I

SECODE(I,L)>l 0SECODEt I,L)<3

where

SECODE(I,L) requirement indicator for support equipment type L
with respect to ITEM type 1, equals
0 if SE type L not required for any maintenance

of ITEM type I,
I If SE typo L required for repair but not base

shop bench check of ITEM type I,
2 if SE type L required for both repair and base

shop bench check of ITEM type I,

3 ii SE type L required for base shop bench check hut
not repair of ITEM type I.
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Also,

ERHAD(L) expected utilization of support equipment type L at
the depot in hours per month, computed by:

ERHAD(L) = ZERHD(I)

O<SECODE(I,L)<3

The maximum number of units of each SE type required in any one
maintenance action performed at a particular location is given by:

ISET(L,NS) = maximum number of copies of support equipment type P
required for any maintenance action which will be
performed at a base of type NS, calculated by the
equation:

where

ISET(L,NS) = Max[A(I,L)] over all I such that ERHBI(I,NS)>0.

where
A(I,L) = the number of pieces of support equipment (SE) type 1,

required in the maintenance of ITEM type I

Similarly,

ISETD(L) = maximum number of copies of support equipment type !,
required for any maintenance action which will he
performed at the depot, calculated by:

ISETD(L) = Max[A(I,L)] over all I such that ERHD(I)>O.

Finally, the number of copies of each support equipment type
required at each location is given by

NSEB(L,NS) = number of copies of support equipment type L recir:.d
at each base of type NS, computed by the formula:

(ERHAB(L,NS)/BAA)*ISET(L,NS), if L is common SE
available on site (i.e., SETYPE(L)=I

[ERHAB(L,NS)/BAA] *ISET(L,NS), otherwise
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and

NSED(L) = number of copies of support equipment type L required
at the depot, computed by the formula:

ERHAD(L)/DAA)*ISFTD(L), if L is common SE availablE
at depot (SETYPE(L)=1)

NSED(L) =+

[ERHAD(L)irAA] *ISETD(L), otherwise

where

BAA = total available active work time per maintenance man
in hours/moi.th at a base repair shop

DAA = total availnble active work timc per maintenance man
in hours per month at a depot repair shop

SETYPE(L) = support equipment acquisition indicator, equals
1 if SE type L is common and available on-site

(refer to Air Force-provided list of this SE),
2 if SE type L is common but requires procurement

for SEEK TALK use,
3 if SE type L is peculiar.

+

The operation [ ] r~presents rounding up to the next integer (wh,-n

the quantity in brackets is not itself an integer). Thus. conica
support equipment which is available at base sites may be prorated
by utilization. Other support eq !ipment must be purchased in whole
units.

5.1.4 Calculation of Repair Level Fractions

The LCC Model is equipped with a short-cut mechanism for inputting
ITEM repair levels. This mechanism is operated via the use of the
repair level code variable, RL(l). RL(I) is a contractor input in
Data File (9A). For each ITEM type :, RL(TH can be given one of
four possible values: 0, 1, 2, or 3. Thc1 corresponding results of
each of these values are outlined in Table 5-1. Basically, setting
RL(I) equal to zero has no effect, while giving RL(l, a non-zero
value will cause the input values of :he repair level fractions,
RTS(I), NRTS(I), and COND(I), to be overridden (rellated with
internally calculated values).
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Table 5-I

Results of Different Values of RL(I)

RL(I) Result

0 Initially input values of RTS(1), NRTS(I),
and COND(I) are used in the LCC Model.

I Input values of RTS(I), NRTS(I), and COND(I)
are replaced with internally calculated valuls
representing base repair of ITEM type I.

2 Input values of RTS(f), NRTS(I), and CONDIi
are replaced with internally calculated val ..-
representing depot repair of ITEM type I.

3 Input values of RTS(I), NRTS(I), and COND(I!
are replaced with internally calculated va~..
representing discard-on-failure of ITEM type

Given a non-zero value for RL(I), the LCC Program will calculate the
corresponding values for RTS(I), NRTS(I) and COND(I) according to
Table 5-11. Note that the entries of this table are determined by
knowing that the value of COND(I) has to be at least WEAR(I), where

WEAR() = the fraction of (removed) failures of
ITEM type I which are condemned, due to
normal wear-out.

(Note that WEAR(I) gets its value froi ue initially input value of
COND(I). Therefore, even if the user chooses to override the
initially input repair level fractions via a non-zero value of
RL(I), COND(I) must still be given a meaningful value. This value
should represent the fraction of ITEM type I failures for which
repair is infeasible due to wear-out (regardless of economic repair
level decision).)

Also the value of NRTS(l) has to be at least RTS(I)W''BIRD, where

BIRD = the fraction of base-repair-intended failures
which are actually repaired at the depot due
to insufficient base repair capability.

Finally, a largest possible fraction is assigned to RTSI), NRTSkl),
or COND(I) if ITEM type I is base-repaired, depot-repaired or
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discarded on failure respectively. Of course, the condition that
RTS(I) + NRTS(I) + COND(I) = 1 is maintained.

Table 5-11

Calculation of Repair Level Fractions

RL(I) RTS() NRTS(I) COND(I)

I-WEAR ( I)
I (base) 1+BIRr3 RTS(1)*'BIRD WEAR(I)

2 (depot) 0 I-WEAR(l) WEAR(I)

3 (discard) 0 0 1

Note that if RL(1) = 0, then there will be no calculation of these
fractions. Instead, the input values of RTS' I). NRTS(I), and
COND(I) will be used provided thir sum is exactly 1.

The Model also provideq the means for the user to input a global
maintenance strategy by changing the value of only one variable.
This is the scalar R whose possible values are the integers from 0
to 6 inclusive. Setting R equal to 0 has no effect and the input
value of RL(1) is still the determinant of the individual ITEM, I's
repair level. ,_viig R c<ne of its non-zero values causes the
internal setting of the variables- EL(I) as d(escribed in Table 5-11I.

Tabl(e 7-Il1

Results of Non-Zero Values of R

Resulting values of RL(I) if I is an LRL or SRL:

R An LRd An SRU

1 1 1

2 1

3

6 33
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The interpretation of Table 5-III is that if R=I, both LRUs and SRUs
are all designated for base repair; if R=2, all LRUs are base-
repaired and all SRUs are depot-repaired; if R=3, LRUs are base-
repaired and SRUs are discarded-on-failure; if R=4, both LRUs and
SRUs are depot-repaired; if R=5, all LRUs are depot-repaired and
SRUs are discarded-on-failure; and finally, if R=6, all LRUs (and
hence their contained SRUs) are discarded-on-failure. For repair
strategy other than the six described above, R value should be set
at zero and RL(I)s need to be individually specified.

The capability provided by R was built into the Model for the mail
purpose of generating the ITEM cost input matrix TIAC(I,R) for t.hc
Repair Level Analysis Program described in Section 7. However, t!,e
user may choose to utilize the variable R for quickly iriputting; (-:,.

cf the six global maintenance strategies described above. In tiii,
event, he should be aware that a non-zero value of R will cause tiL
computation and printing (on Output Table 4A described in Sectior
9.2.5) of TIAC(I,R) where

TIAC(I,R) = total repair-level-dependent cost attributed to
ITEM type I by global maintenance strategy R
(for non-zero values of R only).

This variable is computed by

TIAC(I,R) = ISCA(I) + RSCA(I) + ONMCA(1)4- OFMCA(I) + SECI(I)

+ IIMCA(I) + TDC(I) + MTRCI(I)

Where the variables summed on the right-hand side are ITEM-specific.
parts of eight cost elements defined and computed in section 5.2.4
5.2.11 below.
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5.2 Cost Element Equations

In this section the equation and an explanatory discussion for each
of the eleven Cost Elements listed in Section 4.2 are presented.
Free use will be made in these equations of the Auxiliary
Calculations presented in the previous section. Each Cost Element
will be treated in a separate sub-section below.

The total system-wide life cycle cost (LCC) is computed as the sum
of the following eleven cost elements:

i

PRODC - Production OF!1C - Off-Equipment Maintenance

MIC - Modification/Installation SEC - Support Equipment
Maintenance

OC - Operations IlMC - ITEM Inventory Management

ISC - Investment Spares STDC - System-Wide Technical Orders

RSC - Replacement Spares

ONMC - On-Equipment Maintenance !TRC - Maintenance Training

5.2.1 Production Cost Element

The Production Cost of the SEEK TALK system will be taken as the sum
of unit terminal costs for all terminals deployed, including both
prime mission cquipment (PME) terminals and timing net equipment
(TNE) terminals.

Thus

PRODC E ETNB(NS)*NPLTNP,NS
NS NP'

*[NTRMP(NP)*TUPP(NP) i NTRMT (NP 1*TUPT(NP)I]*XUC

where

TNB(NS) total number of bases in the SEEK TALK System which
are (treated as being) identical to base NS
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NPLT(NP,NS) = average number of platforms of type NP deployed at
each base within grouping NS.

NTRMP(NP) = average number of PME terminals installed on
platforms within type NP

TUPP(NP) = average unit cost in dollars of PME terminals
installed on platforms of type NP, including Fuli-ul,
Partial, and Modem-only terminal configurations

NTRMT(NP) = average number of timing net terminals installed o
platforms within type NP

TUPT(NP) = average unit cost in dollars of timing net termiiil

installed on platforms of type NP

XUC = unit cost multiplier factor. (May be used to
globally adjust all ITEM and terminal unit costs ii
sensitivity analyses or system trade-off studies)

Note: PME terminals may be installed in either Full-up, Partial, ui
Modem-only configurations (in accordance with the instructions
provided in Section 8.3.11). Each of these configurations count ,
one terminal in the term NTRMP(NP). Thus the terminal unit cost
TUPP(NP) should be the average unit cost over all Full-up, Partv,
and Modem-only terminal configurations within platform grouping NI.

5.2.2 Modification/Installation Cost Element

This cost element is divided into a non-recurrent component; that
is, the cost of developing the required modifications and
installations to be performed in installing terminals on each
different platform type, and a recurrent cost; that is, the unit
cost of performing the developed modificationinstallation on each
individual platform, including both production line
modification/installations and retrofits.

The non-recurring development cost for each platform grouping NP,
denoted IMICA(NP, is given by the equation
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P -- - --- --

IMICA(NP) = PD!V(NP)*NR1II(NP)

where

PDIV(NP) = factor defining the total effective number of
different types of platforms within platform grouping
NP.

NRMI(NP) = average cost per platform type within group NP of
non-recurring cost necessitated by development of the
modification/installation required for the
installation of SEEK TALK equipment in platforms of
type NP.

Note: An individual platform grouping NP contains platform types
which are similar, but not exactly the same. Platform groupings
were made on the basis of functional similarities (e.g., supersot:ic
fighter aircraft) and the likel.hood of identical SEEK TALK
equipment configurations. The contractor should make an estimate of
the parameter NRYII(NP) for a si.gle representative platform type
within grouping NP, in accordanc,.e with the instructions in Section
8.3.3 and Appendix III. The Air Force - provided platform diversity
factor PDIV(NP) will then adjust these estimates to account for the

additional Modification/Installation development costs due to the
differences in platform types within grouping NP.

The averapo recurrent nodificat 4 cn/installati on cost for a platform
within grouping NP, denoted RMICA(NP), is given by the equation

R.IICA(NP) =I FR(M,NP)*- MIFIX(1,NP)
M

+ E IMIH(IA ,M,Nl)*XlL*MILR(M)+AKIT( IA,NP) I
IA

where

FRiM.NP = fraction of all platforms within grouping NP which
undergo modification/installation in mode M

MIFIX(M,NP) = the fixed modificationlinstaliation cost for platform
type NP in modification/instal lation mode 11, meant to
cover the cost. of platform preparation for the
modificati-, '-,ustall]ation and the subse.;uent platiorm
restoration
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MIMH(IA,M,NP) = the average number of man-hours required to perform
a modification/installation to area IA on platform
type NP in mode M

XMIL = Modification/installation labor manhours multiplier
factor (may be used to adjust all mod/installationi
manhour estimates by a uniform factor to measure l.2
sensitivity or to perform system trade-off studi's

MILR(M) = modification/installation labor rate in dollars per
manhour for modification/installations perfrmeck
mode M

AKIT(IA,NP) = unit cost for each "A-Kit" required for a
modification/installation to area IA on
NP, to include all installation material cost
included in "terminal" costs

Note: Antennas are considered part of PME (B-kits), not part c:
kits. Thus antenna equipment costs should be averaged into uni-t
terminal costs used in the Production Cost Element and not incr.:><:d
in AKIT(IA,NP) costs.

N = mode in which platform Modification and instailaici.
is performed, identified by
1, if MOD/I performed during platform production
2, if MOD/I performed in the field (by a depot team,
3, if MOD/I performed at the depot

IA = index for various modification/installation areas on
platforms. Values are:
1, to indicate Antenna area
2, to indicate Electronics Box area
3, to indicate Control Head area
4, to indicate Cabling area

Note: the recurring, non-fixed mod/installation cost per platform i-
divided into costs due to the four areas: Antenna, Electroiiips iV.x,
Control Head, and Cabling. Thus, again since any individual
platform grouping NP contains platforms of somewhat different tvDps,
the contractor should make estimates of the manhours MIMH(IA,M,\P )

required for mod/installations in areas on the basis of a single
representative platform type within each grouping NP, in accordance
with the instructions provided in Section 8.3.4 and Appendix Ill.
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The total Modification/Installation Cost is then given by

MIC =E (hlCA(NP)+ZTNB(NS)eNPLT(NPNS).R lCA(NP)]
NP NS

Thus the initial, non-recurring rost cf developing
Modificatiori/Instailations is incurreu only once for each platform
grouping NP, whereas the recurring Modificaion/Installation cost is
incurred for each individual platform withiin grouping NP, located at
all the bases wherf, these platforms are deployed.

5.2.3 Operations Cost Elements

This cost element consists of the sum of Operational Labor Cost,
OLC, and Added Fuel Cost, .', so that iea,"

oC OLC + AFC

:peratioz!,] icor Cost is moeant to ( ovei theo coist of man-hours
expended ifn rc,.tinf, opcratio, oi o Primo '!I sion Equipment
Terminal:, and Timing Net " rr in Il 'e Addd Fuel Cost is due to
additional drag .reated bv SEEK TAlK a'tenna elements. The added
'ae! consumItDion due to ad diioi .o , ght of SEEK TALK equipment is
under studV and will be noorpcra ,dif it is determined to be
s ignificant

First, to -ionsidcr Cprat coI Labor Cost. It is assumed that there
may be sorno op- i anal not mai ut onauc) Iahor associated with each
Timing Net Eqpl 'Ieri.1i ci :,d that this onsumes a number of
labor minutes per '1E terminal o-erating day. Personnel are assumed
to b, nrn-d.dicated.

It furt her ,.msuired that fr e,'.h mIssion, there may be some
operational labor associated with initial activation of a Prime
Mission Equipment terminal. This is figured as 1 bor minute- Per
mission, and also assumes non-dedicated personnel.

The -quatinn for irat or. ,ec.ior Cost is

(L, = )LC" - (LC;'

whe ro

OLCT ti r-:ng het costs

OLCP prime miss-on costs
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These two quantit i s are given by the equat on heic w

0LCT = 365 PIUP*TN LR* Z NPLT(NP,NS)TNi; NS ''K \P,. ,

NS NP
and

;Q, LCP = 12<'=PIUP': PYILR ":o Z NPLT(NP,NS)TNB. \S W"!'?! \
NS NP

:A> PYI NP,:. VN } i

here
PIUP = planned inventory utilization jrio.d in v,:.r

the SEEK TALK system

TNLR = timing net operator labor rate :n dollars ner

P1ILR = prime mission equipment operator labor rate i, .

per hour

A IP (NP,LO(NS)) average prime mission equipment missions p t:
month for platform type np at locatio, I.5.

MM'PD(NP,LO(NS) timing net minutes of operator labor per iv
platform type NP deployed at a base witll
location LO(NS)

MIPM(NP) = prime mission equipment minutes ot opecat:
labor per mission figured on a platform r- ,
cover initital activation of PME terml, na;1.

Note: The parameter MMPM(NP) only applies to prime mission
equipment platforms and should be entered as zero for tiling nlet
platforms. Similarly, MMPD(NP,LO(NS)) only applies to timing net
platforms and should be entered as zero for prime mission equipmer~t
platforms.

Next we consider Added Fuel Cost. For each airborne platform, th
SEEK TALK added antenna elements increase the drag of the alrl-tam .
Hence to maintain the same average speed more fuel must be conslime
per hour, or if the rate of fuel consumption is unchanged the
mission will take longer. In the calculations, it is assumed riiat
the fuel consumption rate is increased to provide an increment ii.
average engine thrust equal to the average antenna drag.
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It is further assumed that we have, for Platform NP, a direct
proportionality between drag added to NP, and added fuel consumption
required for NP. Specifically, we set:

(Added fuel consumption for NP) = FUNCTION(NP)*(drag added to NP),
where

FUNCTION(NP) = FGH(NP)/(K(NP)yTHRS(NP)),

and FGH(NP) represents fuel consumption rate in the absence of extra
drag, THRS(NP) represents average engine thrust utilized in the
absence of extra drag, and K(NP) is a constant for each platform.

These considerations lead to the development of the following
equation for Added Fuel Cost:

AFC = 12*PIUP* Y ZNPLT(NP,NS)*TNB(NS)APFH(NP,LO(NS))
NS NP

*FGH(NP)*CFG (LO(NS))*NAE(NP)*DRAG(NP)

/[K(NP)*THRS(NP)]

where

FGH(NP) = average fuel consumption in gallons per operating
hour (without extra drag) for platform type NP

CFG(LO(NS) = 'ost per gallon of fuel at operating location LO(NS)

in dollars

NA>' = number of added a..enna elements required for SEEK
TALK installation c-i a platform of type NP

DRAG(NP = iverage drag per new antenna element (in lbs.) for
platform type NP

K(NP = coefficient ii. thrust-fuel consumption equation for
platform type NP

THRS(NPj = average thrust ir pounds generated by platform type
NP (without extra drag)

Note: Added Fuel costs clearly only apply to airborne platforms.
Thus surface platforms will not be included when the above
calculation is performed by the LCC Model.
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5.2.4 Investment Spares Cost Element

It is assumed that each base and the depot require an initial supply
of Investment Spares to be used for immediate replacement of
operational ITEMs upon failure. The stock of Investment spares is

maintained by either placing repaired ITEMs back in stock or by
purchasing replacement spares for ITEMs which are non-repairable ad m,
hence discarded.

The number of Investment spares allotted to each location is set
equal to the number of pipeline spares for that location
(represented by the auxiliary calculations NFB(I,NS) and NFD,),
plus a safety stock. Here we use a standard Air Force stock
:ontrol procedure-- which has been shown to be numerically equiah:u,!
to the "expected number of backorders" criterion of the Air Vorc(,
Logistic Support Cost Model**

Specifically, if NFB(I,NS) equals the pipeline spares of ITEMI type.
at a base of type NS, then the number of investment spares allotL.
to that base, denoted BS(I,NS), would be given by:

BS(I,NS) = F(NFB(I,NS))

where F is the function defined for any real number X by

F(X) = X + BF. 7-X

The coefficient BF in the definition of the function F determri,.,
the confidence level of safety stock. For example, if BF=1.65 tii:
the function F will yield a stock of Investment spares which
guarantee an expected back order of less than 0.1 unit per ITE'l.

Similarly, if NFD(I) equals the pipeline spares of ITEM type 1 at
the depot, then the number of investment spares of ITEM type it
the depot, denoted DS(I), is given by

DS(I) = F(NFD(1))

Stock Control at Bases, Chapter 11 of Air Force >Mqnual AFM b--1,
Vol. II, Part One, 4 March 1974.

**Logistics Support Cost Model User's Handbook, Headquarters
AFLC/AQML, August, 1976.
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The total cost of investment spares of ITEM type I over all
locations, denoted ISCA(I), is thus given by

ISCA(I) = [( TNB(NS).'BS(I,NS)) + DS(I)]*UP(I)*XUC
NS

where

UP(I) = unit cost in dollars for ITEM type I

The total investment Spares Cost is then

ISC = EISCA(I)
I

Notes: 1) The value for the function F is usually rounded off to
the nearest integer number of spares, since it is most often used to
compute the number of investment spares required at one particular
location. However, in the SEEK TALK LCC Model we are dealing with
groupings for similar bases which may not have exactly the same
sparing requirements. Thus BS(I,NS) can be -nterpreted as the
average number of initial spares of ITEM type I that are required at
each base within grouping NS. For example, if there are 20 bases in
a particular grouping NS, then BS(I,NS) = 1.5 could be interpreted
as meaning that 10 of the bases require 2 spares of ITEM type I and
the other 10 only require 1 spare for a total of 30 spares
(=TNB(NS)BS(I,NS)) within base grouping NS.

Not rounding spares off to the nearest integer also has the
advantage of avoiding the possibility of having small increases in
failure rates produce large fluctuations in total spares
requirements. For example, a sm-l] increase in the failure rate of
ITEM type I might increase BS(I,NS) up from say 1.48 to 1.53. For a
grouping NS of 20 bases, this change represents an increase of only
I spare over all 20 bases. However, if BS(I.NS) were rounded off to
the nearest integer, a fluctuation of 1 spare per base or a total of
20 spares would occur. Given the fact that there is a range of
uncertainty with regard to the ability of the LCC Model to
accurately predict the numbers of investment spares which will
actually be deployed, it is wise to minimize the impact of small
fluctuations in failure rates (or in any other factor, for that
matter). With this same point in mind and for consistency, the
number of depot investment spares per ITEM is not rounded off to the
nearest integer.
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2) The pipeline spares quanties NFB(I,NS) and NFD(1), computed as
auxiliary calculations in Section 5 1.2 are based on a fully
deployed SEEK TALK system.

5.2.5 Replacement Spares Cost Element

This cost element is meant to cover the cost, over the SEEK TALK
system lifetime, of the purchase of additional spares required in
replace failed ITEMs which are discarded due to either normal tear-
out or to discard-on-failure repair level decisions (i.e., the
COND(1) fraction of failures). Also included is the cost of re(pair
materials consumed in ITEM repair actions (i.e., for the I-C()Nl)
fraction of failures.

Thus the replacement spares cost due to an individual ITE"I type I is
given by

RSCA(1) = 12*PIUP*( E FAIL(I,NS)*TNB(NS))
NS

*(I-COND(NHI (1))*[COND(1)+(l°COND( I) )*"Rl(1) ]

*UP(I )*XUC

where

RM(I) = repair materials factor for ITEM type I, equals the
fraction of UP(l) that is consumed (in piece parts
below the ITEM indenture level) in the repair of ITEM
type I.

Notes: 1) One should set RM(I) = 0 if ITEM type I is always
repaired by the removal and replacement of other lower level parts
which are also designated as ITEMs in the model input data. (This
is to avoid double counting.)

2) If ITEM type I is an SRU contained in a higher indenture level
ITEM (indexed NHI(Ti ) which is discarded at least for some fraciio 
of its failures .indicated by COND(NHI(1)), then the replicmen'.
cost (or repair materials cost) Of this SRL is covered or absorbed
in the replacement spares cost of the higher indenture level ITEM.
Thus, in the equation above, the replacement spares costs for such
an SRIJ would only be incurred for that fraction of the time wliei, its
next higher level indentured ITEM is not disc-arded. This fract ion
is represented by the term (I-COND(NHI(J1))).
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Note that if ITEM type I is an LRU, then by convention NHI(I)=0 and
COND(O)=0, so that effectively the term (l-COND(NHI(I))) disappears.
The total cost of Replenishment Spares is then given by

RSC RSCA(I)
I

5.2.6 On-Equipment Maintenance Cost Element

This cost element covers the system lifetime costs of all
organizational level repair actions, including removal and
replacement of failed (arid falsely pulled) LRUs and all other
corrective maintenance actions which are accomplished by repair-in-
place without removal of equipment from the host platform.

The on-equipment maintenance cost due to ITE'I type I is given by the
equation

ONMCA(I) = 12*PIUP*lE FAIL(I,NS)*,TNB(NS)
NS

[(1+FPR(i)*XFPR)*'LRU(Il -,R"IH(1)*BLR

+ RIP(I)*IPCF(1)]BMF
I-RIP(1))

where

IPCF(T) = average cost in dollars per failure of ITEM type I
which is met by rr air-in-place, including the costs
of both manhours and replacement parts.

BLR = base maintenance labor rate in dollars per hour.

RMH(I) = avo0rage number of manhours required to remove and
replace an ITEM of type 1, including time spent in
isc ating a failure to the ITEN, removing the TIEM,
and in verifying restoration of the system to
operational sLatLs upon replacement of the failed (or
falsely pulled) ITEM.

Notes: 1) The quantity FAIL(I,NS), compuied as an auxiliary
calculation in Section 5.1.1. represents the average nunber of
removed failures of ITEM type I at a base of type NS per month. By
referring to the formila for FAIL(I,NS), it can be seen that the
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quantity RIP(I)*FAIL(I,NS)/(l-RIP(I)) represents the number of
repaired-in-place failures of ITEM type I. In the equation above
this quantity is multiplied (in factored form) by the in-place cost
per failure IPCF(J). (If RIP(I)=l so that division by zero would
occur in the term above, then the number of repaired-in place
failures of ITEM type I will be calculated directly by an
appropriate formula within the LCC Model.)

2) Removal and replacement manhours RMH(I) apply only to LRUs and
may be input as zero for SRUs.

Total On-Equipment Maintenance cost is then given by

ONMC = EONMCA(I)
I

5.2.7 Off-Equipment Maintenance Cost Element

This cost element covers all intermediate and depot-level corrective
mainLenance labor costs and associated packing and shipping and
maintenance management data costs over the system lifetime.

First the off-equipment maintenance cost due to all ITEMs of type I,
denoted OFMCA(I), is given by the formula

OFMCA(I) = 12*PIUP*Z FAIL(I,NS)*TNB(NS)*ACF(I,NS)
NS
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where

ACF(I,NS) = average off-equipment maintenance cost in dollars per
failure of ITEM type I at base NS, computed by the

equation:

ACF(I,NS) = (LRU(I)+RTS(NI{I(T)))

* [((I+FPR(I)*XFPR)*BCMH(I)+RTS(1)*BMH(l))*BMF*BLR

+NRTS ( I)* [D',H ( I)*DMF*DLR+2*CPPD (LO (NS) )*WT( I) ]

+COND(1)*CPPD(LO(NS))*WT(l) ]

+NRTS(NHI (I)) * (l-COND(I))*DMH (I)DMF*DLR

+SAT (NS)*.LRU '( )* (I+FPR (I )*XFPR )*'.2"::CPPC*.'WT ( I)

+ [(RIP(I)/(l-RIP(1)))*MRO + MIRF + SR + TR] BLR

where

DLR = depot maintenance labor rate in dollars per manhour

CPPD(LO(NS)) = one-way packing and shipping cost per (net weight)
pound from a base at location LO(NS) to the depot
(including an adjustment to allow for the ratio of
packaged veight to unpackaged weight).

WT(I) = net weight of YiL., type I in lbs.

CPPC = average one way p eking and shipping cost per (net
weight) pound from a satellite, base to its associated
CIMF (including an adjustment to allow for ratio of
packaged weight to unpackaged weight).

SAT(NS) = s,.teIlitc base indicator, eqh'als I if base NS is a
satellite base (i.e., BTYPE(N,<=3) and equals 0
otcherw ise
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BTYPE(NS) = base type indicator, equals:
1, for independent, non-CIMF bases

2, for CIMF bases
3, for satellite bases.

MRO = Average manhours per failure to complete on-equipment
maintenance records.

MRF = Average manhours per failure to complete off-
equipment maintenance records.

SR = Average manhours per failure to complete supply
transaction records.

TR = Average manhours per failure to complete
transportation transaction forms.

Thus total Off-Equipment Maintenance cost is given by

OFMC = ZOFMCA(I)
I

The terms in the equation for ACF(I,NS) have the following
interpretation: The first term (LRU(I)+RTS(NHI(I))) represents that
fraction of failures of ITEM type I which are available for
intermediate repair at the base level as a function of the ITEM's
indenture level. For example, if ITEM type I is an LRU, then
LRU(1)=, NHI(,)=O, and RTS(O)=0, so that this term equals 1, i.e.,
all LRUs are available for intermediate level repair at the base
level. On the other hand, if ITEM type I is an SRU, then LRU(1)=O
and NHT(J) is the index number of the next higher indenture level
ITEM which contains ITEM type I. Thus, in this case, the term
equals RTS(NHI(1)), i.e., an SRU is available (i.e., removed) for
intermediate repair at the base level only when its next higher
indenture ITEM is base repaired.

For those failures of ITEM type I which are available for repair at
the base level . the next three lines in the equation indicate the
repair action implemented. Specifically, all failures and false
pulls receive a base-level bench check, the RTS(I) fraction of
failures are base repaired, the NRTS(I fraction are sent to the
depot for repair and incur two-way packing and shipping costs) an,(
the CONDr I) fra(t ion are discarded 1incurring only a one-way paking
and shipping cost for a replacement spare).
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The fifth line in the equation for ACF(I,NS) accounts for those
ITEMs which are not removed from their next higher assembly until
they reach the depot (i.e., the NRTS(NHI(I)) fraction. These ITEMs
are then repairable (at the depot) the fraction (I-COND(I)) of the
time.

The sixth line applies only to satellite bases (i.e., SAT(NS)=l) and
covers the cost of shipping all failed and falsely pulled LRUs to
the associated CIMF for repair action (and the cost of shipping
replacement spares or repaired ITEMs from the CIMF to the satellite
base). Note that SRUs are not removed at satellite bases by
definition, so that they do not incur a separate shipping charge.

Finally, the last line accounts for the labor cost associated with
the completion of maintenance management data.

5.2.8 Supprt Equipment Cost Element

The cost of support equipment (SE) consists of three parts: (1) the
cost of acquisition and maintenance; (2) the cost of SE hardware
development; and (3) the cost of SE software development.

5.2.8.1 SE Acouisition and Maintenance

The numbers of support equipment (SE) of each type L required at
each base of type NS and at the depot, denoted by NSEB(L,NS) and
NSED(L), respectively, %ere computed as auxiliary calculations in
Section 5.1.3. This calculation was based on estimated monthly
hours of SE utilization at each location and the number of available
work hours per month per maintenance man. It is usually assumed in
determining SE requirements that one piece of SE cannot be utilized
any more hours per month than one maintenance man (see, for example,
the Air Force Lo&istic Support Cost Model, User's Handbook).

As noted in Section 5.1.3, common SE which is available at base
sites is charized in the LCC .Iode on a prorated basis, depending on
the fractiona' utilization of ilvaiiable hours. Other SE must be
purchased in whole units, i.e., any utilization of this SE will
incur its full unit cost. (See the Air Force-provided list of
common SE which is available at base sites.)
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Thus, the life cycle cost of support equipment is computed by:

SEC =E INSEB(L,NS)*TNB(NS) + NSED(L)

*CSE(L)*(1 + PIUP*MSE(L))

where

CSE(L) = unit cost of SE type L in dollars (including an
allowance for initial spares); it should not include
a pro rata portion of development cost or a pro rata
portion of the cost of any new programming required.

MSE(L) = the yearly cost of maintaining a piece of SE of type
L (considering both labor and replacement spares),
expressed as a fraction of its unit cost CSE(L).

For the Repair Level Analysis program, described in Section 7, it is
necessary to prorate the cost of support equipment among individu.l
ITEM types. For this reason, we define the variable

SECI(I) = pro rata part of SEC attributed to ITEM type I,

which is calculated according to the formula

SECI(I) = JSECB(L)ERHB(I)*A(I,L) + SECD(LJ;*ERHD(1)-.'A(I L
LI TERHB(L) TERHD(Lj

where

SECB(L) =12 NSEB(L,NS)*TNB(NS) I CSE(L)a(l + PIUP*.MSE(L)J,
NS

SECD(L) = NSED(L)*CSE(L)Il 4- PlUP*ISE(L!),

ERIIB(I) = E ERHBI(I,NS)*TNB(NS),
NS
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TLRHB(L) ERHB(I)*A(I,L),

TERHD(L) ERHD(I)*A(I,L).

I[

5.2.8.2 SE Hardware Development

Associated with each SE type L, there is a hardware development cost
SED(L). The development cost should be set to zero if the equipment
is common, i.e., SED(L) = 0 if SETYPE(L) = I or 2. Also, the cost
will be incurred only if the equipment is used at all for
maintenance. Thus the total cost of SE hardware development is
calculated by:

SEDC = -U(TNSE(L))*SED(L)
L

where TNSE(L) = NSEB(L,NS) + NSED(L)
NS

and U(X) = 1 if X > 0

0 if X < 0

For the Repair Level Analysis Program, the total SE hardware
development CUSL SEDC is prorated among individual ITEM types as
follows: Let SEDCI(I) be the pro rata part of SEDC attributed to
ITEM type I, and

SEDCI(I) = ZPPSE(I, L)*SE D .L)
L

where

PPSE(IL = U(A(i,L)*[U(3-SECODE(IL)) ERHD(I)
+ 1tSECODE(ILD-1) - TEBCB(lD)
+ U((3-SECODfE(I,L)V*SECODE(i,L)) z TERTBI(1)]

-I,.ERHAD(L) + TERHAB(L))

TERTBI(IT = E TNB(NS)*ERTBI(I,NS)
NS

TEBCBI(I) = TNB(NS)'EBCBI(I,NS)
NS
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TERHAB(L) = ZTNB NS)*ERHAB(L,NS),
NS

5.2.8.3 SE Software Development

Software development may be required when using certain SE in
repairing any given ITEM. Let SESW(I) be the cost of SE software
development for ITEM type I, then the total SE software development
cost is

SESWC = ZU(-COND(1))*SESW(1)
I

Note this cost is only incurred when the ITEM is repaired.

After presenting the three parts of the SE cost element above, we
now define the total pro rata part of the SE cost attributed to ITE'"
type I to be

TSECI(I) = SECI(I) + SEDCI(I) + U(l-COND(I)-'-SESW(I).

5.2.9 ITEM Inventory Management Cost Element

This cost element accounts for the management (administrative) cost
to introduce new assemblies and parts into the Air Force inventory
system, together with the recurring supply inventory management
costs associated with such inventories.

The equation for Inventory Mangement costs incorporates the
following basic assumptions:

I) All major ITEMs among the SEEK TALK equipment will be new
to the Air Force inventory system.

2) ITEMs incur an Inventory Management cost at the base level
if and only if they are stocked at the given base.

3) Piece parts of an ITEM incur Inventory Mangement costs
wherever the ITEM is repaired.
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The number of bases which stock spares of ITEM type I, denoted
BIS(I), is calculated by:

BIS(I) =E W(BS( ,NS) vTNB : S)
N S

where the function W is defined fcr any njinber X by

W(X) = 0, if X is less than 0
X, if X is between 0 and 1

1, if X is greater than 1

Recall that the number of spares of ITEM type I at base NS, denoted
BS(I,NS), is not rounded off to an integer, but instead represents
the average number of spares of ITE'l type I over all bases within
grouping NS. Thus BS(I,NS)=.5 would mean haf of the bases within
group NS have 1 spare of ITE'l type I and the other half have no
spares of the ITEM. If BS(I,NS) is greater than 1, then we assume
that all bases within group NS have at least one spare of ITEM type
I and hence all incur Inventory ".,anagement ccsts.

The number of bases which perform Intermediate level repair of ITEM
type I (and hence require an inventory of ITE, piece parts) is
denoted by BCIS(I) and calculated by tho equnation

BCIS(I) = E(!-SAT(NS))*U(RTS(l)*NFB(I,NS,) P'TNB(NS
NS

The conditions in the above equation for a base to require an
inventory of piece parts of ITE>M type I are thus: (i) Base NS must
not be a satellite base, (ii) ITEM type I must be repairable, at
leaist some of the time, at the i..termediate level, i.e., RTS(I) > 0,
and (iii) the pipeline of ITEM type I at base NS, denoted NFB(I,NS),
must be positive, i.e., failures of ITEM type I must occur at base
NS.

Thus the Inventorv Yanagc:ent cc-.st inCurred hv ITEM of tvoe I is
give!: by

IIMJCA(Il = 1U](1 *(1+Cl'A I,)*L '-CONDtNtI(l))*IMC+PIUPRMC

+T'IUPc(BIS(l -- BClSt I CPA(II ).'ISA
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where

IUT(I) equals 1 if a spare of ITEM type I is ever required
anywhere in the SEEK TALK system, i.e., if it ever
fails, and equals 0 otherwise. Computed by

IUT(I ) = U( FAIL(I,NS))
NS

IMC = initial depot-level inventory, management tost in
dollars to introduce a new procurable part into the
Air Force inventory system

RMC recurring annual depot-level inventory managemnt
cost in dollars to maintain an ITEM or piece pi-t i
the Air Force inventory system

PA() number of lower indenture (below ITEM level) pice
parts or assemblies which would be added to the Air
Force inventory system if ITEM type I were repaired
in the system

CPA(l) = corrected piece part count, i.e., equals PAJ) unless
ITEM type I is designated as discard-on-failure
(i.e., COND(I)=) in which case CPA(I) is set equal
to zero.

SA = recurring annual cost in dollars to maintain a line
item or piece part in a base-level inventory system

Finally, the total ITEM Inventory Mangement cost is

IIMC = EIIMCA(I)

Note: PA(I may be zero for some higher indenture level ITEMs tc'
avoid double counting of SRiis which are listed as ITEMs. Thus if
ITEM type I is an LRI which is repaired by removing and replacing
SRLs (which are also listed as ITEMs), then PA(1) = 0. In other
words, PA(l) should only count parts lower than the ITEM level. 1v
the same token, new piece parts included in the PA(I) value of the
SRU should not also be counted in the PA(i1 value of the higher
level LRU.
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In addition, if some new piece parts are common components in
several different ITEMs then their number should be averaged over
the corresponding PA(I) values. For example, if 4 new piece parts
are all components in each of 5 different ITEM types then the PA(I)
value of each ITEM should be 0.8 SO that the sum of the PA(I) equals
4. This action will avoid over-counting of piece parts.

5.2.10 Technical Orders Cost Element

The cost accounted for in this Element is that which can be
attributed directly to the requirement for creating pages containing
specific guidance to support maintenance of SEEK TALK equipment.
Various types of technical orders are possible. Technical orders
can be of a system level nature, not specific to any particular ITEM
type. An example would be a theoretical description of the system's
operation intended to. assist a person performing maintenance.
Secondly, there may be ITEM-specific technical orders required for
repair or bench check of particular equipment ITEMs. Also
conceivable are technical orders written to explain the operation of
specific pieces of support equipment in the maintenance of ITEMs.
The equation for this Cost Element is hence structured to
accommodate these three types of technical orders.

The equation also accounts for three types of technical order costs:
(1) acquisition cost of original negatives dependent only on the
total number of distinct pages; (2) reproduct ion cost dependent on
the total number of copies made; (3) upkeep cost dependent on the
number of distinct piges and ti lsetem life-, ime (PIU P'.

The formula for computing Technical Orders Cost necessittes the
following additional Air Force inputs:

ACPP average acquisition cost per p.. e :or originl
negatives of technical orders, This i.: Ar,
input in order to make it uniform among the
submi tti ng co tr- .i urs. I: th':s wax the .o1.1r1..,,

is mc)re equitably e, ,iccount i)Ie 1or t h

the tech. order patckilge hi. ds igni gerioerut o>

RCPP technical order reproduction c(ust por colpe, r p u

UCPP = techiical order upkeep cost per distct p.ige.

The formula also necessitaLOs the following a!dditional contrautor
inputs
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DDATA = number of distinct pages of system level technical
orders intended for depot maintenance only.

BDATA = number of additional distinct pages of system levol
technical orders written for base level maintenance.

DATAD(I) = number of additional distinct pages of technical
orders required for repair of ITEI type I and urit.r
for depot use only.

DATAB(I) = number of additional distinct pages of technical
orders required for base repair of ITEM type I.

DATAS(L) = number of additional distinct pages of technical
orders required for use of support equipment type,
and not including any documentation which may he
included in the unit cost of L.

Note that the five sots of pages counted by the five variables
listed above are assumed to be mutually disjoint. For example,
there should be no overlap between the pages counted by I)ATAP(T

those counted by DATAB(I). However, it is expected that the user
may wish to set one or more of the page count variables equal to 0.
The wide variety of page count inputs is intended to provide the
Model with the capability to accommodate a wide variety of tectlimicil
order configurations.

The cost of system-wide technical orders, denoted by ST)C, is then
computed according to the following equations
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STDC =

[DDATA + BDATA + E(DATAD(I) + U( ZERTBI(I,NS))DATAB(I))
I NS

+ EU(TNSE(L))*DATAS(L)] }(ACPP + RCPP + PIUP*UCPP) +
L

RCPP* ETNB(NS)*k [BDATA + U(ERTBl(J,NS)):.-DATAB(I) +
NS I

SU(NEB (L,NS) y*4ATAS (L)]
L

where

TNSE(L) = INSEB(L,NS) + NSED(L)
NS

and

U(X) = I if X > 0
0 if X <0

Note that the formula for STDC i; c-ompose.d of two major terms. The
first. represents acquisition of origirial negatives, printing of one
copy of each page for the depot, and upkeep cost for each year. The
second represents reproduction costs for all base copies
necessitated by given repair lvels.

For the Repa i r Leve tAnal v,: ororim, des c r i e( in Sect ion 7 , it I

necessary to prorat, th'. e')-. - t iii cicI o r.iers among i i vida I
ITEM types. For this reason we define the variable

TDC(I) = the pro rata part of STDC attributed to ITEM type 1,

which is calculated :iceording to the formula
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TDC(I)

[PPTM(I)*(DDATA + BDATA) + DATAD(I) + U(TERTBI(I)) DATAB(I)

+ F PPSE(I,L)*DATAS(L)J *:(ACPP + RCPP + PIUP*UCPP)

L

+ RCPP* Z:TNB(NS)* [PPTM(I)*BDATA + U(ERTBI(I,NS))---DATAB(l)
NS

+ F PPSE(I,L)*U(NSEB(L,NS))-l'DATAS(L)I

L[

where

PPTM(I) = (ONMCA(I) + OFMCA(I))/(ONMC +- OPIC)

PPSE(I,L) = U(A(I,L)-,'tC(3-SECODE(I,L)) ERHD(I)
" U(SECODE(I,L)-1) TEBCBI(1)
" U((3-SECODE(I,L))'--SECODE(I,L)) TERTBI(l))

*1/(ERHAD(L) + TERHAB(L))

TERTBI(I) = ZTNB(NS)*ERTBI(I,NS)
NS

TEBCBI(I) = FTNB(NS)--EBCB1(I,NS)
NS

TERHAB(L) = ETNB(NS)ERHAB(L,NS),
NS

and, again,

tJ(X) 1 if X ,0
flotherwise.
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ONMCA(I), OFMCA(I), ONMC, OFMC, A(I,L), ERHD(I), ERHAD(L), TNB(NS),
ERTBI(I,NS), ERIAB(L,NS), NSEB(L,NS) are all defined previously.

5.2.11 Maintenance Training Cost Element

The equation for this Cost Element is based on the following
assumptions:

1. Cost is incurred for training of maintenance personnel

only. There is no operations training cost included.

2. The cost estimated is that of additional training
necessitated by SEEK TALK, and the cost of basic dvionicS

training is assumed sunk.

3. Three types of training are modeled:

Type 1 is in-plant training by the production
contractor;

Type 2 is Air Force service training performed by

Type 1 trainees;

Recurring training is that necessitated by attrition
among Air Force maintenance personnel.

4. On-the-job-training (O.JT), if employed, does not involve
aly cost.

5. The number of persons requiring recurring training is
determined by the number of avionics maintenance people
expected to leave the Air Force each year and not by those who
are merely transferred among bases.

6. iepot per.sonnel are trai ned for maintenance of any iteu ]lot
alwav discaru(ed oil fail:r..

7. All base personnel aro trained for maintenance, of any item
to be given irtermeu ate mainitenarice at any base.

8. The cost of training includes the entire pay and any
additional allowance paid to personnel while they ire being
trained. This is because training time is time away from jobs
which may have to be filled by replacement personnel. The cost
to compehisate for this should be represented in Lhe AF
parameters PALI, PP!,-D, and PAL2B defined below.
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The formula to compute maintenance training cost necessitates the
following additional AF inputs:

CPD2 = cost per class per day for type 2 training.

HPD2 = number of in-class hours per day for a type 2
training class.

PAL1 = average daily pay and allowance during training for
type 1 trainee.

PAL2B = average daily pay and allowance during training
type 2 base trainee.

PAL2D = average daily pay and allowance during traii!ii:g I:.' I
type 2 depot trainee.

QTYP1 = number of trainees for type 1 training.

QTYP2B = initial number of base trainees for type 2 trai:.ic.

QTYP2D = initial number of depot trainees for type 2 trai:>c.,,

SPC2 = maximum number of students per type 2 training (ca ,

TORB = turnover rate for base avionics maintenance
personnel; the fraction of this work force leavi::g
the AF (and replaced) per year.

TORD = turnover rate for depot avionics maintenance
personnel; the fraction of this work force leaving
the AF (and replaced) per year.

TRAVID = average round trip travel expense for travel of type,
1 and type 2 depot trainees to and from the relevant
training facilities.

TRAVB = average round trip travel expense for travoi of typc
2 base trainees to and from the- type 2 training
facility.

TYP2TF = ratio of type 2 training time to type i training ', mi,
when the same course material is covered ii, both.

The following additional contractor inputs are also requirod:

CPDI = cost per class per day for type I training.
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HPDIl = number of in-class hours per day for a type 1
training class.

SPCl = maximum number of students per type 1 training class.

TEFM = cost in dollars of equipment, facilities, and manuals
required for all training and not accounted for by
any other element of the SEEK TALK LCC Model.
(Facilities considered are for type 1 training only.)

r

TIME1(I) = number of additional hours of type I training
required for repair of ITEM type I.

Prior to presentation of the Maintenance Training equation, a few
preliminary computations are performed to facilitate the reader's
understanding:

Ti = TIMEI(i),
I

T2DA TYP2TF* LTIMEI(I)*U(-COND(I)),
I

T2BA TYP2TF* ETIMEl(I)*( Z- ER'rBl(I,NS)).
I NS

The three variables, Ti, T2DA, . d T2BA may be interpreted as
follows. TI represents the total number of type 1 training hours
per type 1 trainee necessitated by the contractor's design. T2DA
represents the total number of hours of type 2 training required for
a depot trainee. T2BA is the analogous total for a base trainee.
Computation of T2DA is based on the assumption that any ITEM Vhich
will be discarded on failure "ill no- increas(- the type 2 training
time. Similarly. for T2BA. onl% ITI;- whcih are expected to undergo
base repair will necessitate additional type 2 training.

Then, the cost of training, d noted by MTRC, is computed according
to the following equation:
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MTRC [ Tl/HPDl] [QTYPl/SPC1] CPDi

+ QTYP1 *([T1/HPD1] PALI. + TRAVlD."C(Tl)) +

[(T2DA*QTYP2D*(l + PIUP*TORD)

+
+ T2BA*QTYP2B*(l + PIUP-".TORB))/(HiPD2*,.SPC2)I ."ClPD2

+(l+PIUP*".TORD)*,QTYP2D*( [T2DA,'HPD2j *PAL2D + TRAVlIDII(T2D)A)

+
+(l+PIUP*TORB)*.QTYP2B*([T2BA/HPD2J *PAL2B + TRAX'B;?(T2BA))

+ TEFM

where

+

[XI means the smallest integer greater than or equal to X,
and tJ(X) = 1 if X > 0

0 otherwise.

Notice that the right hand side of the training equation con]SistS C'
three main terms. The first accounts for type i training, thle
second for type 2 (initial and recurring), and the third is merely
TEFMI. In the type I term, the number of days of instructloi. anki thel(
number of classes are each computed separately, and their produtt is,
the number of class-days. In the type 2 term, to account tor the
possibility of depot and base personnel receiving some of their
training concurrently, the total number of trainee-hours is compujted
and divided by trainee-hours per class-day before the rounding up
process takes place.
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As for support equipment and tech. orders, the cost of training must
be prorated among ITEMs to accommodate the Repair Level Analysis

program. To satisfy this need we define the variable

MTRGI(I= the pro rata part of MTRC attributed to ITEM type I,

calculated by

MTRCI(I)

ITPF1(I)N,--[TI/HPD1] [QTYPl/SPCl] CPDl

+ QTYP1l",([Tl/HPD1J *PALl + TRA%'lD*U(Tl))) +

ITPF2(I )--[ (T2DA-,.QTYP2IV*K1+PIL:P-,'TORD)

+T2'BA*QTYP2B*(1+PIUP.-ITORB)) 1

+

*1/(HPD2*SPC2)] *~CPD2 +

ITPF3(1Y*( l+PIUP*TORD>,',QTY P2D

T.[T2DA/HPD2] -.'PAL2D + TRAVID U(T2DA)) +

ITPF4 I)-'( 1+PIUP*TOR~P)-'QTYP2B

T2BA,/HP)2!~P1 7'M, 'T2BA) +

ITPFS (I P-'-TEFM

where the ITPFX(Ii variables (for x1.........are itemized training
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proration factors defined as follows:

ITPFI(I) =TINEl(I)/TI

ITPF2(I) =TYP2TF-.'TIMEl(I)

*(QTYP2IV*U(l-CQND(I))+QTYP2B4-( ZERTBI,NS)))

1/(QTYP2D-,.T2DA + QTYP2B~rT2BA)

ITPF3(I) = TYP2TFP'TE(I);?U(I-COND(I))/IT2DA

ITPF4(I) =TYP2TF-,.TDIE1(I)-I.( I:ERTBI(I,NS))/T2BA
NS

ITPF5(I) =TI\IEl(IY*[QTYPl + TYP2TF*(QTYP2D*U(1-COND(I))

+ QTYP2B*U( FERTBI(I,NS)))]
NS

*1l/(QTYPI*Tl + QTYP2D*T2DA + QTYP2B*T2BA)
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SECTION 6

LCC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS CAPABILITY

This section presents the methods used in the LCC Model to address
the sensitivity of Life Cycle Cost to changes in various input data
parameters. This sensitivity analysis capability serves several
purposes. First, it provides a measure of the fluctuation in LCC
which may be experienced due to uncertainty in the estimates of
various input parameters. Secondly, the sensitivity analysis
calculations help to identify the significant cost drivers among the
various input parameters. Thirdly, the LCC sensitivity analysis
capability may be used as a tool to perform system trade-off
analyses.

The primary component of the LCC sensitivity analysis capability is
presented in Section 6.1 below, where, for selected data input
parameters, a set of equations is exhibited which calculate the
estimated changes in LCC which would be produced by a given
fractional change to each particular parameter.

Section 6.2 discusses how the LCC Model user can perform a
simplified repair level analysis (RLA) by utilizing the LCC
sensitivity analysis calculations in Section 6.1 with respect to the
repair level fractional allocations RTS(I), NRTS(I) and COND(I).
This is not to be confused with, and is not a replacement for, the
RLA Program described in Section 7.

Section 6.3 presents a sensitivity analysis calculation which tries
to identify those SRUs in the contractor's equipment design which
might be worth redesigning as LRUs in order to reduce life cycle
costs.

Finally, Section 6.. shows how the LCC Model user may also perform
LCC sensitivity and trade-off analyses by utilizing the global
multiplier factors on unit costs, failure rates, false pull rates,
and MOD/I labor hours. In particular, these global multiplier
factors can be used as a supplement to and in conjunction with the
detailed sensitivity analysis calculations presented in Section b.1.

6.1 LCC Sensitivity Due to Vractionallv Incromented Data Parameters

This section present, LCC sensitivity equations which are usel in
the LCC Model to estimate the changes in LCC that would resu ,_ from
fractional chang 3 in the values of each of certain selected input
data parameters. These parameters are divided into &1obal system-
wide) parameters and ITEM-specific parameters in Table 0-I below:
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TABLE 6-1

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS DATA P "R.ILTS

Global Parameters

Unit Cost - XMC Factor

Failure Rate - XFR Factor
False Pull Rate - XFPR Factor
.M1aintenance Repair Times - BMF and DlIF F-acLors
Repair Materials Cost - XR>l Factor ()
Program Lifetime - PIUP Factor
Modification/Installation Labor Man-hours - "IIL Fictor

ITEM - Specific Parameters

Unit Cost - UP(I) Factor
Failure Rate - FR(I) Factor ()
False Pull Rate - FPR(I) Factor
Repair Materials Cost - Ri(I) Factor
Intermediate Repair Fraction - RTS(I) Factor
Depot Repair Fraction - NRTS(1) Factor
Condemnation Rate - COND(I) Factor

(*)Note: The factors XRM and FR(I) are not direct inutS trom t e

data files. In fact, they are not used directly in any cquario:.S

within the LCC Mlodel. The "symbols' XRM and FR( I) are ut Ize'i ht,.I
merelv to indicate the relevant sensitivitv lvsis a ce-a: c:

For each of the data parameters listed above and for each -EM tv:,
I if the factor is ITEM-specific), the LCC Model comptes the
average change (either positive or negative) iz! Life Cycle Cost
which is produced by a fractional increase in the value of the :v-0
factor.

Below the variable FINC stands for the fractional :ncreas i:ithe
factor under consideration. This increase is implemented in two
different ways depending on the particular factor. For the factorsPLC, PFR, YFPR ,BMF:F \I' ' "P > LCV",CR1 FR'Iii..).'It ,FR xT1(, .I ,  V i'll", L11( ,, k(i 1, ?'l i 1 , ,

RM I ), the oquations. compute the cii :nge in LC" whic.ii re(-[I IiI
Icreasing the given factor by a mt! lt i i. of 1iNC. bor xample, i

FINC=.25 and the factor under consicieration is tP(I the (ufitionr,
compute the chainge ii LCC which woould res ulI t IroM ci,,7g:i g ' t c
UP(I) + .25 CU ij=, I .25 ):'UP(I). however, icr the facturs IKIS, i
NRTS( ) and COND(l I whicii are themselves f r .:.t i oni , t INU .t iii s
for the ais oiut. inicr.eas e in the fia .tor. Thls- if F:\C=.' ,11d tile
factor under considration is RTS I, then the equations coroPitP, m the
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change in LCC which would result from changing RTS(I) to (RTS(I) +
.25). (Actually it takes the minimum of (RTS(I) + .25) and 1.)

In the equations below the notation TDXXX is used to stand for the
change in LCC which is produced by a fractional increase of FINC in
the factor XXX, where XXX may be any one of the factors listed in
Table 6-I. Thus TDUP(I) stands for the change in LCC produced by a
fractional change of FINC in the factor UP(I}. One will, in
addition, refer to TDXXX as the change in LCC with respect to the
factor XXX.

Note that if XXX is one of the "global" parameters listed in Table
6-I, then TDXXX is a single value and will be printed in the
Sensitivity Analysis Output Table of an LCC Mlodel computer run. On
the other hand, if XXX is one of the "ITEN-specific" parameters,
then there is a value of TDXXX for each different ITEM index 1;
e.g., if XXX is UP(I) then TDUP(I) will be calculated for each
different index number I. In this case the LCC Model will print out
the most significant TDUP(I) values first; i.e., the most
significant TDUP(I) over all different i indices will be printed
first, the second most significant TDUPIII will be printed second,
and so on. This "sorting" method thus effectively identifies those
ITEMs for which a given ITEI-specific parameter is most cost-
sensitive. In this context, since most LCC sensitivity calculations
are "two-sided" (see Caution (2) below), the term "most-significant"
for these calculations means largest in absolute value. By
exception, for the terms RTS(I), NRTS(I), and COND(I), one is most
interested in those changes in repair levels which produce savings
in LCC. Thus for these three factors "most significant" means
largest in negative value. In other words, TDRTS(I), TDNRTS(1), and
TDCOND(1) will be sorted in order of greatest predicted sivings in
LCC. (A sample Sensitivity Analysis Output Table appears at the end
of the Illustrative LCC Model Computer Run contained in Appendix
II..)

CAUTIONS: There are several important considerations which should
be kept in mind when using the sensitivity aaivsis ca ci at ions.

These are:

.I) In general, the sensitivitv analysis calcnlations attempt
to present average estimated changes in LCC, i.e.. the
continuous "trend" in LCC. Step increases in (costs, such
as tor peculiar support equipment ire averaged out. Thus,
for example, the sensitivity analysis calculations will
prorate the cost of additional support equipment
utilization (say, due to an increase in ITEM failure
rates ), regardless of whether or not the lncreased
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utilization necessitates the p irchase r, a pes ece otr
s-upport e~quipment.

For t-his reason , the i Ticreas5ed 0,CC p red i c-o4 ted b:Tl,
sens it ivi ty analys is calculation onl, say, il~( *e.--'i f act Ior

i ha FCva lue of .20, may not excZhecO te
inc:reasfe in "he LCC: value which is calcuilatedi by a rr.
of the LCC 'Iode in wic(h tedata input Xi 0 ha.s brvT.

I n ire 1, it y Percent. For examp 10e1 I'ncrease .
f rl i~ ii 710L ot nve bpe, gI.q i. '31

to niec i u 3:; 1cn oter .....

support eq,1ullcet ,o noc Chailig' t1iLe slaptori l "

SE) cost- S oull be vis:-I, 111 i ''-, w o f tl:

ore yecv :ns ens iT I \' to) c anlgels i, ca tes" j -

in factL, tile next si: rgies r~crl

nave a $,100,000) im.pact, on LCC . T iI e T(05 ,

ca cu 1-1- lonl, on the ot-her hand. I r ve i '
perc-ent of t-he potential S 100 ,oC Oa "Ee

indicaltinlg the '1 rendt of SE costs ;ts
increaised 7aiiure rates.

(2) The user ,hould keep in mind that if a d~'

in a particular f-actor produces an increase
Cost, then, a fract ional dc-crease Ili n it
produce a c ompirable( dcrease, in i I;S

shoalId view the LCC sonIs 1t Livitv ca ,C1OtOI 1 c
s ided.

(3) The sensitivity, analysis calculations exh ibit t
estimated change in LCC due to a fract Lirma iaOe c

one data parameter at a time. Since there riiv I Dc,
Iinteractive" effect onl LCC of c han g In g l_ 0

parameters , say UP ( an3rd FR( I 1 at the, siiliC l'- 17 ,
combinied c.hange in LCC may not equa 1 tha slum1 ll

chaniges predicted by the senisitivity ana Iy s is aI c u Ia t 1,) s
i ar ech data parameter separately. The comb:aeLl chiange

IIirll~trsill i re-ruii of tile LOG 'ld0!. As no %d J.

wot m. i.-. tIIe global muLipler idctos 017FK\pj
inK f al(so ne ulsed in this manner to meascre g cool

I tlt~'cc CC.

-iccrl 5''115 illi tv allly is a t

- 1 A' . . c (Xi 1 1 even

ex,1 1pl~l OV~l



if depot repair is not intended for ITEM type I, the user
should still input a non-zero, realistic value for DMH(I),
so that the LCC sensitivity calculation which corresponds
to changing NRTS(I) from 0 to, say, .20 will be
meaningful. Even in the extreme case where COND(I) = 1,
the user must input realistic values for BCMH(I), BMH(l),
DMH(I), RM(I), A(I,L), SECODE(I,L), DATAB(I), DATAD(I) and
TIIEl(I) in order for the LCC sensitivity calculations on
RTS(I) and NRTS(I) to represent accurate cost changes.

6.1.1 Global Unit Cost - XUC Factor

The average increase in LCC produced by a fractional increase of
FINC in all prime mission and timing net equipment unit costs (both
for ITEMs and Terminals) is denoted by TDXUC and computed via the
equation:

TDXUC = FINC*(PRODC + ISC + RSC)

where PRODC, ISC, and RSC are the total life cycle costs of the
Production, Initial Spares, and Replacement Spares Cost Elements,
respect ive ly.

6.1.2 Global Failure Rate - XFR Factor

The expected change i.A LCC produced by a fractional increase of FINC
in the failure rates of all ITE. s system wide is given by

TDXFR = 1TDFR(I)
I

where TDFR(I) is the LCC sensitivity calculation with respect to the
ITEM1-specific failure rate FR(I). (See Section 6.1.9 for the
equation which calculates TDFR(1).)

In words, LCC sensitivity with respect to the global failure rate
factor XFR is just the sum of the changes ii, LCC producec by
increasing the individual !TE>1 failure rates FR(I) by the same
fractional amount FINC.

REMARK: Filure rates are directly proportional to operating hours.
Thus, a fractional increase of FINC in operating hours will produce
a fractional increase of FINC in the global failure rate, and hence
an increase of TDXFR in LCC. Clearly then, sensitivity analysis on
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the global fai lure rate XE'R also rpci~s~ i n

global operating hours.

6.1.3 Global False Pu 1l- R-te-(, YF'PR- Iactuor

The estimated change in LCC produceI(d by a frict ial :os-
FINC in all LRIJ false pull rates FIPR( I) is genby:4

where TDFPR(I,) is the C~stxt de1 x

It is assumed hier, that only ls have pos : ve o
Thus, LCC seris'tivit\ iith i -C o XIPR is; gi':.I
the changes i n p cc 'iicwl r)" (ncr" U ig TeP

rates of each ILtv tll tra-t ion il amount '. t.

6. 1.4 Global M lrieiln c kfenair Times, - PfT ll MF Ccc::,

Here one considers L11 r:I:1nge in C oui bV
base maintenance facor 1' and the depot m
a f ract ional amount F INC. If th Ii' IC lIos ei 11e
sensit ivitv anal vs i on. r',Iv one of -hes(, ti&f r'sr
change its value ii erac(t 2vcl irth api rn, ,
making cons cilt ive runs' oftw nP '

discussioni of :nerctly cots Ti
rh'is givenl by:

+ V V' 1 V
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where

0, if SE type L is not common/on-site and
USE(L,NS) 0 < ERHAB(L,NS) < MUSE*BAA

1, otherwise
and

0, if SE type L is not common/on-site and
USED,(L) = 0 < ERHAD(L) < MUSE*D)AA

1, otherwise

where

MUSE minimum fractional utilization threshold for considering
additional SE costs; i.e., if a peculiar or
common/requiring procurement SE unit is utilized less than
the fraction MUSE of its available hours, then additional
use of this SE unit will produce no predicted added cost
in sensitivity analysis calculations.

Thus TDIF measures the increase in LCC that would occur if all
maintenance repair times were increased by a fractional amount FINC
(for example to measure the LCC impact of potentially underestimated
repair times). The terms in the equation for TDMF above cover,
respectively, the iicreased costs for on-equipment mainten ance,
intermediate repair manhours at the base level, depot repair
manhours, and added support equipment (SEi costs at the base and
depot level.

Note that if a po~ii Jar SE al tL or a commoi S!. an;:t which requires
procurement is already deployed at a location and is being under-
utilized (i.e., used less than MUtSE of its available time), then
added utilization ot this SE to meet increased repair times will
produce no predicted added cost in the sens itVi t' c;j cit ion of
TDM ' . however, i this SE in t is truing util:zed a tia 1V pI-centa g
o its available tm,', then ji pr irtted portion o! its ur::: lost will
be incurred in the sensitivitv ca iatiol, for additional usage.
This indicates a ":-end" in ICC in the sense that a cont inued
increase in repair n anhours , ili soor. require the purchase of an
additional unit of this SE type. The commonon-site SE costs are
always pro-rated for fractional ttilization. tSee the calculations
of NSEB(I,,NSi and NSED(LI in Section 5.1.3.)
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6.1.5 Global Repair Materials Cost - XRM Factor

A fractional increase of FINC in all ITEM repair materials cost
factors RM(I) will produce an expected increase in LCC equal to:

TDXRM = TDR:1(I),

where TPRM(I) is the ITEM-specific increase in LCC due to a
fractional increase of FINC in the value of R1(l) (calc-1'i1td in
Section 6.1.11.)

Note: As roted previously, XR is 110t a dIr,CL data ThG21 I, t.
LCC Mode!, hence it must not appear in Data F'ile I and mtiot:01
input interactively in NA'EIIST /'C02/.

6.1.6 ProgramLif etime - P1UP Factor

This section measures the impact on LCC of considering a lo ,,
program lifetime. Of course, a shorter program lifetini, .cic
produce a comparable decrease in projected LCO.

First the increase in PIUP is rounded to the nearest it eyr cc::.,
of years by letting

CPIUP = IFINC-PIUP + .S1

where the bars repriosent triincation of the fractional part.

The change in LCC du, to a cai ge, of IIP wears in the viJ' . 0,:
PIUP is then give: hy:

TDPIUP = (Ci I p 1 i/ ):' (OG+RSG+O",(>OFIC+SECR+ I T'ICR+STDC+RITk( ,

where OC, RSC, ONIC, and OFIC are, respectively, the total cost I
the Operations, kolenis hment Spares. On-Equipment Mainteiceii(, ii:d
Of'§-Equipment Ma I ti: J. e'j(. CCX-. E.ients. SECK represents t iLe
recurring ma iiitelilia(. cost o: suport equipnienz, given hv t-he
equation:

SECRP i Z LS+NSLI)h!,) *.*,"ISE >LV .'.-CSI'H
L NS
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IIMCR represents the recurrent cost of ITEM Inventory Management,
given by

IIMCR = PIUP* Z[IUT(I)*(l+CPA(I))U(1-COND(NHI(I)))R1G
I

STDCR represents the recurrent cost of technical orders, computed
according to the formula:

STDCR = [DDATA+BDAA+E (DATAD(I)+U( EERTBI(I,NS))*DATAB(I))
I NS

+:(TNSE (L) )*DATAS (L) ]*PIUP*UCPP
L

RM1TRC represents the recurrent cost of maintenance training,
computed as

RMTRC = MTRC - IMTRC

where M1TRC is the total cost of mainternancc training, and
IM1TRC, the initial training cost, is given by

I MTRC [Tl/HPDl j [QTIYPI/SPC1 I <:CPD I

+ QTIYPV'([TI/HPDIJ <'--AL1 + TRAV1D-.'(Tl)) +

++

+ QY2W([T21)A/HPDU2 P1,2I) +TRA\ I D-<'-L 1'21A)

+ QTY 2 B- IT2BA/HPD2! -,'I'AL2'B +TRAVB'..T(T2BA,

+ TEP1
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6.1.7 Modification/Installation Labor Man-hours -XMIL Factor

Modification/Installation labor manhours are difficult to estimate
with high accuracy. This section measures the increase in LCC that
would occur if all Mod/I manhours were to increase by (or were
underestimated by) a fractional amount FING. This resulting
increase in LCC is denoted by TDXMIIL and given by the equation:

TDXMIL=FICE E NPLT(NP,NS)-"TNB(NS)
NS NP

Y'FRMN~iMILRIIIY MMH lA,M,NPj-'.X'flL
M IA

6.1.8 ITEM Unit Cost -UP(1) Factor

The estimated increase in LCC produced by a fractional increase,( ;t

FINC in the unit cost of ITEM type I , UP(I), is calculated vii tiw

equation:

TDUP(I) = FIC-L TBN)l.PTNS*ITIIIN),.tl(I)..X:
NS NP

+ FINC--(ISCA(Ij+RSCA())

where ISCA(I) and RSCA(I) are, respectively, the costs for
Investment Spares and Replenishment Spares of ITEM type I , as
calculated inl Sectionis 5.2.4 and 5.2.5, respectively.

The first term in Lt(e equation for TDUP( I) above is meantt Le\
the increased production cost that can be inferred f rorv. a! inc
unit cos t o f I TEM type I . However, since the F'rodu-t ion ,.o-t

Element in the 1CC 'lodel is calculated onl the basis of unitcot
for complete terminals (see Section 5.2.1), a re-run of the mcdel
with anl increased value of tLP( I) only will niot ca!nture thi :s in

increase in, product ion costs. Th~us the sells. it _ I.V i tV ca c u ati (1. :fl.
a re-run of tive LCC 'lodel w 1! 1riot- exhihit Lt" sdme Il-cIrise i !.

RePcall that the LCC sensitivity calculation with resoect to the
global unit cost tactor XUC does accouint for the illcrea~se inl II.

Production Cost ol c-omplete terminals tsee Section u. 1.1).
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6.1.9 ITEM Failure Rate -FR(I) Factor

As noted previously, the ITEM failure rate factor FR(I) is not a
direct data input to the LCC Model, but merely represents the
average number of failures per million operating hours for ITEM type
I. Thus, although FR(l) is not calculated directly within the LCC
Model, it may be thought of as being given by the equation

FR(I) = l000000/PMTBF(I),

where PMTBF(I) represents an "average predicted mean time between
failures over the various PMTBF(I,LE(NP)) values for platforms NP in
which ITEM type I is installed. This approach is taken because it
is easier to interpret the meaning of (for example) a 20 percent
increase in failure rate than a 20 percent increase in mean time
between failures.

The expected change in LCC produced by a fractional increase of FINC
in the overall failure rate of ITEM type 1, denoted TDFR(I), is
given by the equation:

TDFR(I) =FINC*RSCA(I)

" ETNB(NS)*[F((l+FIC)."FB(.NS))F(NFB(I,NS))]-L.P(I)*XUC
NS

" [F((l+FINCy---NFD(l))-F(NFD(l )) p*LP(IY-."XLC

" FINC*-iONMCA(I)+OFMCA(I))

+ fT\L'SE(L,NS)--'ERHBI(1 \S)-,.L'(A(:,L))*ISEI(L,NS)-.:INB(NS)]
L INS I3AA

+ USED (1,) "RHP(l)1'.U (A (IL) )*'ISETD (L)j CF(),.(IPIP'IEL

+ mZ mi IF(1l+ F INC i- N F B (I . N S I 1 - minfl (\ FB(l,NS).). II

"',TNB NS i-'P I UP,%SA

The terms in the equa-.ion above represent the increases iii LCC
produced in, respectively, Replenishment Spares, base Initial
Spares, depot Initial Spares, On and Off-Equipment Mainteniance, base
Support Equipment, depot Support Equipment, and base-level inventory
Management.
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6.1.10 ITEM False Pull Rate -FPR(I) Factor

The estimated change in LCC resulting from a fractional increaske of
FINC in the false pull rate FPR(I) of ITEM type I is given by:

(i) If ITEM type I is not an LRU, i.e., LRU(I)=0, the
TDFPR(I)=0.

(Recall that it is assumed that only LRUs have positive
false pull rates.)

(ii) If ITEM type I is an LRU, i.e., LRL(I)1l, then

TDFPR(I) ETB(NS)-. IF(NFB(INS)+CHNFB(INS) )-FNFB1 NS)VLX'
NS

+ 12* PILP* E N(S*FI(,
NS

+ 12*PIUP* 2:TBN),1FI( S)..FN-*-P~)..XP

NS B such
that NHB(B)=NS

1J\FIC ..FPR(l )-XFPR*BCMH(I p".BMF/BAA

*1 E (A(I, L) )-.-USE ( L, NS)-'-I SET (L, NS) ),"CSE ( L)
L

~l+PIL:P'.'lS(L))

+TB(\S) ,'P!iP.'.SAM,(,i,,F(CHiNPB(LNS4-\FB(l.NS)I~
NS pjp \ j)

where the change in tthe base NS pipeli ne of I1TM type I twhich is due
to the increased I a> - pull rate is denoted b%~ CHNF'B( IAS j and :s
determined as follo% s:

(ij If NS is a sate'llite base, i.e., BTYPE(N i3. then
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(ii) If NS is an independent or CIMF base, then

CHNFB(I,NS)=FAIL(I,NS)LR(I)FINC*:FPR(I)O.XFPR-.:.BRCT

+ CIF.S*E ALIB*B()LU()FN,,FRI*FR"CC

B such
that NHB(B)=NS

The terms in the equation for TDFPR(I) above account for increases
in LCC produced in, respectively, base Initial Spares, LRU removal
and replacement manhours, bench checkout manhours and packing and
shipping costs , Support Equipment, and base Inventory Management.

6.1.11 ITEM1 Repair MIaterials Cost - RM1(I) Factor

The change in LCC produced by a fractional increase of FINC in the
ITEM repair materials cost factor RN(I) is given by the equation:

TfR(I )=12,,PIhPFINC--FAIL(I ,NS)-" TNB(NS)
NS

*( 1-COND(NH I (I)) )*( I -COND( I) I)-.'.-UP( I )O..XI.G

The equation above was derived from the repair materials cost
portion of zhe Repl 1 moment Spares Cost LElement equat ion given iii
Section 5.2..

6.1.12 CHLCC--(inen LCC for Repair iLevel Sens it ivity

This sect ion presents a basic equat ion which can he used to compute
LCC sens itivity w ith respect to each of the I1TEM1 repair level
parameters RTS( I, \RTS( I). and CCI)i I). Th. :-act that On, has- ic,
equat ion Is su f flciol L o compuite 1C(s' i i it y w ith respoct to
these three difterent. factors is dii- to thie fo io' ing cir1cum1Tstance(s.

First , changes in any of these three( parameter,. w i I I ipctexact Iv
the same comnonents ol 1,C(,. Second lv. for anv p.art iriilar :TE", type-

1the three! factors RTS( I ,NKTS (I , and ()NDI) c annot he increased
or aecreased indepenidtntiy of one another ini acy case. This is
be cause the bas ic- ident icy

RTS(1)+NRTS(I)+COND(l; = I
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must always be maintained for each value of I. For example, an
increase of .25 in RTS(1) must be accompanied by an off-setting
decrease of .25 in the sum of NRTS(I) and COND(I).

For these reasons, the equation below presents the change in
LCC produced by any possible combination of changes among the
parameters RTS(I), NRTS(1), and COND(I). Thus, for a particular
ITEM type I, if CR(I), CN(I), and CC(I) represent numerical cha3,ges
to the parameters RTS(I), NRTS(I), and COND(I), respectively, then
the resulting change in LCC, denoted CHLCC, is estimated via the
following equation (which is actually a function of CR(1), CN(I),
CC(I), and I):

CHLCC(CR(I) ,CN(I) ,CCt I),I)

(1-SAT(NS))OTNB(NS)*[F(CNFB(I,NS)+NFB(I,NS) -F(NFB(I,'-S ;,I
NS

+ [F(CNFD(I)+NFD(I))-F(NFD(I))] I"L'P(I);".XUC

+ 12*PIUP, E FAIL(INS)'.'.TNB(NS)-(1-COND(NHI(I))

NS

*[CC(I) + (1C ( ):R.( )]U I*X C

+ 12*PIUP* FAIL(I,NS)*TNB(NS)I,(LRU(I)+RTS(NiI(l)))

NS

CR (I ) "B.H (I.R

- NRTS (NHI I } -."CC ( I ) *'.DIH ( I *)F:D R

L NS
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+ EZI(-SAT(NS) )TNB (NS)PIJP-'-SA
NS

*(min[F(CNFB(INS)+NFB(I,NS)), 1 ]-min[F(NFB(I,NS)), 11

The terms in the above equation (i.e., each summation) accounts,
respectively, for the changes in the cost of Investment Spares,
Replenishment Spares, Maintenance, Support Equipment, and ITEM
Inventory Management.

Also, in the above equation CNFB(I,NS) represents the resulting
change in the base NS pipeline of ITEM type I, computed via the
equation:

*[CR(I'p-'.BRCT+(CN(I)+CC(l)y-,"OST(LQ(NS)) I

+ CIMF(NS)* ZrEAIL(I,B*NBC(B)v"(LRU(I)+RTS(NHI(I))J
B such

that NHB(B)=NS

~~CR (I)CRCT+ (CN(I)+CC (I) )OSTLO (NS) +LU(FPR(IyXP)CC)

Similarly, CNFD(I) represents the resulting change in the depot
pipe line of ITKEM type I , given by:

The terms CIISE(L,NSi and CHSED(L) in the equation for CIILCC
represent resulting changes in support equipment requirements at the
base and depot level, respectively. To calculate these changes in
SE. we must first calculate- the ch~anges in r -pair maiihotirs expendued
or. ITEM1 type? 1 at both- the base and uiepot vzTl ca ill

repair maniotrs at eaich basev ofl t\L~e \S is di'coted by CRH I ,NS) and
determined as follo ,s:

(i I I f NS ~s a satc 11 ite base, CRH ( NS i=

(ii) If NS is all illdepenident or ClYE base, then
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CRH ( I, NS )=FA IL( I, NS )*(LRU(1I)+RTS (NH I( I)) )--'.CR(1p*BMl1( I)B1

+ CIMIF(NS)-.' FAIL(I,B)>'.NBC(Bp-,'(LRL(I)+RTS(NHI(l)))
B such

that NHB(BJ=NS

The change in repair manhours expended on ITEM1 type I at the depot
is denoted by CRHD(I) and is given by the formula:

CRHD(I)- L FAlL(I,NSY-".TNB(NS)-0'[(LRU(I)+RTS(NHI(I))>-'CN(I)
NS

- NRTS (NHI (I) -'.-CC( I) *D1H( I i DM1F

The change in SE requirements at the base level is then dec-ermi od

as follows:

(i) If CRH(I,NS)=C then CHSE(L,NS0= for all SE types L.

(ii) If CRH-(I,NS) > 0 then, for each SE type L,

CHSE(L,NS)=iSE(L,NSY*ICRH(I,NS)/BAAI,-'.max[!iSET(L,NS),At,,,lI

(iii) If CRH(I.NS) -'0 then, for each SE type L,

CHSE(L,NS,=ICRH(I,NSJ/ERHAB(L,NS)1*NSEB(L,NS)

The change in SE requirements at the depot is determined in a
s imi lar f ash ion, i. e. :

(i) If CRHD(1j0O then CHSED(L)0O for all SE types L.

(ii) If CRHD(I) > 0 then

CHSED(L)=USED(i!)-'[CRHD(I/DAA-'maxISETI'L.A(I,L)]

(ii if CRHD(I then

CHSEI)(L('RHD(I)/FERHAD(LI11SE(L)

Finally, the term C!I'(1I,NS) in the equation for CHLCC represent-, Lho
change in the inventory of piece parts at the base level arid is
determined as foliows,:
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(i) If RTS(I)*NFB(I,NS) = 0 then

CPP(I,NS) = U(CR(1)*(CNFB(I,NS)+NFB(INS)))

(ii) If RTS(I)-NFB(I,NS) > 0 then

CR(I)/RTS(I), if CR(I)<0

0, otherwise

Thus CPP(I,NS) represents either possibly additional piece part
inventory requirements (case (i)) or possjbl reduced piece part
inventory requirements (case (ii)).

6.1.13 ITEm Intermediate Repair Fraction - RTS(I) Factor

For sensitivity analysis on the parameter RTS(I), one is to estimate
the change in LCC which results from an absolute (rather than
fractional) increase in RTS(I) equal to an amount FINC.

In order to properly perform sensitivity analysis on any of the
repair level fractions RTS(I), NRTS(I) and COND(I), all ITEM dat,
that is required for any repair level decision must be provided as
input to the LCC M1odel. For example, even if depot level repair is
initially intended for an ITEM type I, the user should still input a
non-zero, realistic estimate for base repair manhours BM1H(l), so
that the LCC sensitivity with respect to RTS(I will represent a
meaningful change in cost.

The changes in the values of RTS(I), NRTS(I, and COND(I1, denoted
by CR(I), CN(I), and CC(1), respectively) are defined by the
following equations and conditions:

Case 1: If CONDfI) = 1, then set

CR(D) = min[FINC, I I

CN(li = C and CC) = - CR(I.

Case 2: If COND(M) < I then set

CR( ; miniFINC, NRTS(I)]

CN(I - CR(I ) jd CC(I i = C.
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The resulting change in LCC is then given by

0, if CR(I)=O,
TDRTS (I) I CHLCC(CR(I),CN(I),CC(I),I), 

if CR(1)>O;

where CHLCC(CR(1),CN(I),CC(l),I) is computed as in Section 6.1.12.

Notes: (1) CR(I) + CN(I) + CC(I) 0 for all cases since the
equality RTS(I) + NRTS(I) + COND(I) = 1 must be maintained.

(2) It is assumed that COND(I) = 1 in Case I above indir.ates a
repair level decision, i.e., discard-on-failure, whereas a value of
COND(I) < I indicates a wear-out rate of a normally repairable ITEM.
Thus, for LCC sensitivity on RTS(I), we may reduce the value of
COND(I) if and only if COND(I) = 1, If COND(I) < 1 then any
increase in the RTS(I) parameter must be absorbed by an equal
decrease in the NRTS(I) parameter only.

6.1.14 ITEM Depot Repair Fraction - NRTS(I) Factor

LCC sensitivity analysis on NRTS(I) is performed under the same
assumptions as made for LCC sensitivity on RTS(I). Thus, for a
given value of FINC, the changes in the values of RTS(I), NRTS(I),
and COND(I), (denoted by CR(I), CN(l), and CC(I), respectively) are
defined by the following criteria:

Case 1: If COND(I)=1 then set

CN(I) = min[FINC, 11,

CR(I) = 0 and CC(I) - CN(I).

Case 2: If COND(1) < 1 then set

CN(I) = min[FINC. RTS(I)],

CR(I) = - CN(I) and CC(I) = 0.

The change in LCC produced by this absolute increase of CN(I) in the
value of NRTS(I) is then given by

C' if CN(I)=O,
TDNRTS(I) = Ci

CHLCC(CR(1),CN(I),CC(T),I), 
if CN(I) > 0.
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where again CHLCC(CR(I),CN(I),CC(I),I) is calculated via the
equation presented in Section 6.1.12.

6.1.15 ITEM Condemnation Rate - COND(I) Factor

LCC sensitivity with respect to the COND(I) factor is performed
under the same assumptions as were made for LCC sensitivity with
respect to the RTS(I) and NRTS(I) factors. Thus, for a given value
of FINC, we define the changes CR(I), CN(I), and CC(I) in the values
of RTS(I), NRTS(I) and COND(I), respectively, in accordance with
the two cases below:

Case 1: If COND(I)=1 then CC(I)=CR(I)=CN(I)=O.

Case 2: If COND(I) < 1 then set

CC(I)= min[FINC, I-COND(I)],

CR(I) = -RTS(I) *CC(I)
(RTS(I)+NRTS(I))

and
CN(I) = -NRTS(I) *CC(I)

(RTS(I)+NRTS(I))

Note, in this case, that the decreases are pro-rated in RTS(I) and
NRTS(I) that are necessary to compensate for the increase in
COND(I).

The estimated change in LCC that is produced by an absolute increase
of CC(I) in the value of COND(I) is then given by

I0, if CC(I)=0
TDCOND(I)= Oi

CHLCC(CR(I),CN(I),CC(I),I), 
if CC(I)>O,

where again CHLCC(CR(I),CN(I),CC(I),I) is calculated as indicated in
Section 6.1.12.

Notes: (1) The value of TDCOND(1) represents the estimated change in
LCC that results from increasing the condemnation rate of ITEM type
I by an amount CC(I) 'in the extreme case of FINC=l, from making
ITEM type I a discard-on-failure component). However, the estimate
of the change in LCC that is produced by decreasing the condemnation
rate of a discard-on-failure ITEM (i.e., COND(I)1), and hence
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making it either base or depot-level repairable, is given by the
value of either TDRTS(I) or TDNRTS(I), respectively.

(2) The value of TDCOND(I) includes a prorated projected savings in
support equipment (SE) costs; i.e., if an ITEM is discarded-on-
failure then its associated SE is utilized less often. However, a
rerun of the LCC Model with COND(I)=1 for that ITEM may not produz;e
the indicated savings in SE cost if other ITEM types utilize the
same SE as ITEM type I. In fact, in most cases, to realize a
savings in the SE cost of a particular SE type L, all ITEN types
which utilize this SE type must be designated as discard-on-failure
(COND=l). If TDCOND(I) is negative for all (or most) of these ITEM1
types, then making them all discard-on-failure will be a cost-
effective repair-level decision.

6.2 Simplified Recair Level Analysis Capabiliy

The sensitivity analysis calculations with respect to RTS(I),
NRTS(I) and COND(D) provide the LCC Model with a simplified repair
level analysis capability. For example, if ITEM type I is always
repaired at the base level (i.e., RTS(I)=l), then the change in LOE
produced by switching it to depot-level repair (NRTS(I)=1), is
estimated by the value of TDNRTS(I), computed using a value of
FINC=l. Thus, if the value of TDNRTS(I) is negative, that may
indicate that depot-level repair of ITEM type I is cheaper than
base-level repair. (Although further detailed analysis would be
warranted before making that decision.)

Similarly, the change in LCC produced by switching ITEM type I to
discard-on-failure (COND(l)=I) is estimated by the value of
TDCOND(I), also computed using a value of FINC=I. In general, the
following table summarizes the estimated changes in LCC that would
be produced by switching the current repair-level stategy for ITEM
type I (represented by the input values of RTS(I), NRTS(I) arid
COND(I)) to each of the following possibilities: (i) all repair at
base-level, (ii) a.l repair at depot-level, and (iii) discard ITEM
upon failure. (The reader should reread Caution (4) in Section o.1
concerning the necessity to input data concerning all ITEM! repair
level decisions in order for the calculations of TDRTS(1),TDNRTS(l),
and TDCOND(1) to represent meaningful changes in LCC.)
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Repair Level * Resulting Change
Decision * in LCC

Base-level repair * TDRTS(1)

Depot-level repair TDNRTS(I) all computed
using FINC=1

Discard-on-failure * TDCOND(I)

Note that the simplified RLA procedure described here is not a
replacement for the more elaborate global RLA program described in
Section 7. Using the sensitivity analysis permits a repair level
question on a single item to be answered on a single run. On the
other hand, the product of the RLA program is a system-wide
economical maintenance strategy consisting of a repair level
decision for every ITEM.

6.3 LCC Sensitivity to Identify Which SRUs Should Be LRUs

This section estimates the change in LCC which would occur if
individual SRUs were made LRUs. For this purpose one will only
examine ITEMs which are SRUs and whose next higher level indenture
ITEM is an LRU, i.e., ITEM types I satisfying LRU(I)=O and
LRU(NHI(I))=. Also the following assumptions are made:

If SRU type I is made an LRU, then

(1) The failure rate of the LRU type NHI(I) will be reduced
by the failure rate of ITEM type I.

(2) The unit cost of LRU type NHI(I) will be reduced by the
unit cost of ITEM type I.

(3) The false pull rate of ITEM type I will become the same
as for LRU type NHI(I). (Recall only LRUs have non-zero
false pull rates.)

(4) The repair level fractions RTS, NRTS. and COND will remain
the same for both ITEM type ] and LRU type NHI(1).

(5) Removal man-hours and cost of in-place repairs for ITEM
type I (if changed to an LRU) will be the same as for
LRU type NHI(I).

(6) The weight (for shipping) of LRU type NHI(I) will be reduced
by an amount equal to the weight of ITEM type 1.

The above assumptions reflect the fact that if an SRU is to be re-
designed as an LRU, then it will be physically removed from its next
higher LRU assembly. The next higher LRU assembly will also require
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re-designing after which it presumably will weigh less, cost less,
and fail less often as a result of having a portion of its original
components removed (i.e., the SRU).

The change in LCC that is calculated below as being produced by
changing SRU type I to an LRU is denoted by TDSRU(I). The value of
TDSRU(I) must be ne&ative of course, (indicating a savings in LCC)
in order to indicate that it might be cost-effective to re-design
SRU type I as an LRU. However, TDSRU(I) does not include an
adjustment for the cost of the necessary re-designing of both the
SRU and its next higher LRU assembly into new LRU configurations.
Thus, the LCC Model user will have to ascertain for himself whether
a savings in LCC indicated by negative value of TDSRU(I) for a
particular ITEM type I is large enough to off-set the implicit re-
design engineering cost which would be incurred if the actual
reconfiguration of the I'TEM was undertaken.

Also, since we are primarily interested in potential savings in LCC,
the LCC Model will sort out the TDSRU(I) calculations in order of
largest negative values. Thus, the model will identify that ITEi
type I for which TDSRU(I) is most negative (indicating the largest
potential savings in LCC) and will print that value first in the
Sensitivity Analysis Output Table. The next most negative value
will be printed second, and so on.

Another consideration which may introduce some inaccuracy in the
calculation of TDSRU(I) is the fact that SRU type I may be a
component in several different LRU types, among which LRU type
NHI(I) represents only its most common usage. The calculation of
TDSRU(I) will assume that SRU type I has been changed to an LRU in
all of its occurrences, but will only include changes in the higher
LRU costs for LRU type NHI(I). Also, the data base of the LCC >iodel
does not reveal whether there are multiple copies of a particular
SRU within a given LRU. (Only the number of ITEMs of each type on

whole platforms are given.)

Thus the TDSRU(I) calculation should be used only as a "first-pass"
screening device to indicate those SRUs which potentially might
produce some cost savings if they were re-designed as LRLs. After
identification of such a prospective SRU in a "first-pass" TDSRU(I)
calculation, a more detailed analysis would be warranted. For
example as a next step, the data base of the LCC Model could be
revised to incorporate all anticipated design, failure rate, unit
cost, and maintenance changes to the SRU and all its higher level
LRUs that would be expected if the SRU were re-designed as an LRU.
A rerun of the LCC Model would then yield a more accurate estimate
of the resulting change in LCC.
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The equationb for TDSRU(I) is:

(i) If ITEM type I is not an SRU whose next higher indenture level
assembly is an LRU, then TDSRU(I)=O.

(ii) Otherwise, i.e.,LRU(I)0O and LRU(NHI(I))1l, then

NS

+ [F(DINFB(I,NS))-F(NFB(I,NS))]-"UP(I)*XUC

" [FDHF()-*-U(H~)-PI)-(F(H~)*PNII)*U

" [F(DINFD(I))-F(NFD(I)) ]*UP(I)*XUC

+1,2,*,PIU-.'.- FAIL(NHL( I(N)IL(INS)P(NHI()T(NIS)-P()

± 1~PLP mi[FIL(,N,FAIL(NHI(),N)]TBSPC(NHI(I)) )*N(S

-'[COND( I+(1I-COND(I) V1*.RM( I) ]-'.UP( I p*XUC

1 2*PIUP 2:min[FAIL(I,NS), FAIL(NHI(I),NS))*TNB(NS)
NS

+ NRTS(NHI(; )[DMIH(NHI(l))-,.DMIF*DLR + 21'.PPD(LO(NS0*T(NHI(Y)]
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+ 12*PIUP*Z min[FAIL(I,NS), FAIL(NHI(I),NS)]-,TNB(\Sp-,*COND(NHl(T))
NS

+ NRTS(I)-l'DMH(l)--DMF-I*DLR

1 2*PIUP*2E min[FAIL(NHI(I),NS), FAIL(I,NS)]-,TNB
NS

- UL(A(NHI(I),L))* ETNB(NS) (LSE(L,NS)*RNHM H(INS)-"ISET(L,NS>'IBAA

L N

+ LSED(L)p,'min[FAIL(I,NS), FAIL(NHI(I),NS)].*.NRTS(flHI(l))

+ PIUP*"SA 2 U(FAIL(I,NS))--'SAT(NS>".TNB(NS)
NS

The terms in the above equation (following each summation) account
for the changes in LCC produced in, respectively, Initial Spares.
Replacement Spares (two summations), Off-Equipment Maintenance (two
summations), Packing and Shipping, Support Equip.ment, and ITEM
Inventory Management.

The revised base pipelines for ITEM type I and its higher LRC
assembly NHI(I) which are used in the above equation and denoted by
DINFB(I,NS) and DNHNFB(I,NS), respectively, are given by:

(il If -NS is a Satellite base, then

DINFB(INS) = FAIL(1.NS)-(-4FPR(NHIfIM)).STC

and

DNHNFB(Ti,NS=iFAIL (N1iT~.NS-AIL(I,NS))(l+FPR(NH()1P*OSTC
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(ii) If NS is an Independent or CIMF base, then

DINFB(I ,NS)=FAIL(l ,NS)*[(FPR(NHIl))-.'XFPR+RTS(I))*BRCT

+(NRTS(I)+CND(I))*~OST(LO(NS))]

+ CIMF(NS)* E ALIB*B()l.(T(,+P(H~)-*XP)CC

B
NHB(B)=NS

+ (NRTS(I)+COND(I))*(OST(ILO(NS))+U(FPR(NHI(I))".XFPR).'CRCT)]

and

DNHNFB(I,NS)=max[FAIL(NHI(I),NS)-FAIL(I,NS), 01

*[(FPR(NHI(I))*XFPR+RTS(NHI(l)))*BRCT

+(NRTS(NHI(I))+COND(NHI(I)))*OST(LO(NS))]

+ CIF(NS)* max[FAIL(NHI(I),B)-FAIL(I,B), O]*NBC(B)

NHB (B)=NS

"[(RTS(NHI(I))+FPR(NHI(I))".XFPR)*CRCT+(NRTS(NHI(I))

+COND(NHI(I)))*(OST(LO(NS))+U(FPR(NHI(I))*XFPR)*CRCT)]

The revised depot pipelines for ITEM type I and its higher LRU
assembly NHI(I) are denoted by DINFD(I) and D.\HNFD(I), respectively,
and calculated via the equations:

DINFD(1)= Ej FAIL(l ,NS)-,'TNB(NS)*NRTS(I)*DRCT(LO(NS))
NS

and

DNHNFD(I,Z max[FAIL(NHI(I).NS)-FAIL(I,NS), 0O]'TNB(NS)
NS

"-'NRTS(NHI(I) *DRCT(LO(NS))

Finally, the variable RNHMH(I,NS), which is used in the equation for
TDSRU(I) to represent the reduction in manhours expended in the
intermediate level repair of the LRU assembly NHI(I) at base NS, is
determined by:
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I0, if FAIL(NHI(I),NS)=O
RNHMH(INS)= min[FAIL(INS)/FAI(NHI(),NS), ]ERBI(N(),NS),

otherwise

Note that this reduction in manhours is assumed to be due to the
reduced failure rate of the LRU type NHI(I) which results from the
removal of its component SRU type I.

6.4 LCC Sensitivity Analvsis through Global M1ultipllier Factors

The four global multiplier factors XUC, XFR, :FPR, and XYIIL, thich
are direct input parimeters from Data File 1 are provided :,n th(. L(",,
Model as additional LCC sensitivity analysis tools. These factors
may be used either in con juction with or independently of the L2C,
sensitivity calculations presented in Sections 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6..2, -
and 6.1.7.

For example, suppose that the global unit cost sensitivity
calculation TDXUC was to indicate that a S50M increase in 1,CC wcni, ld
result from a 25 percent increase (i.e., FINC=.25) in all ITEMI and
Terminal unit costs. To gain more insight as to exactly which cost
elements would be affected, the LCC Iodel user need only input
XUC=.25 (immediately in NAMIELIST /G02/ if operating in Interactive
Mode, see Section 8.4) and then rerun the model. The specific cost
increases, in this case to the Production, Investment Spares, and
Replenishment Spares Cost Elements, would then be visible in the
resulting Output Tables of the Model.

As another example, suppose the user wished to perform a system-wide
trade-off analysis or: increased reliability versus increased unit
cost. If it were determined that to produce a 40 percent reduction
in system-wide failure rates would require an approximate 25 percent
increase in the unit costs of all ITEMs and Terminals, then a rerun
of the model using XFR=.60 and XUC=.25 would exhibit the resulting
changes in LCC. Note that this method would incorporate the
implicit "interactior!" resulting from changing failure rates and
unit costs at the same time. The LCC sensitivitv calculations for
TDXFR and TDXUC, on tile other hand, only represent the respective
changes which would result from changing these factors one at a time
and. hence, measure no interactive effect.

In addition, note that, for any one run of the LCC Model, all LCC
sensitivity calculations must be made with the same fractional
increase factor FINC. By using the global multiplier factors,
however, one can measure the effect of, say, increasing global
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failure rates by 20 percent, decreasing all unit costs by 30

percent, increasing all ITEM false pull rates by 25 percent and
increasing all Modification/Installation labor manhour estimates by
30 percent, by inputting XFR=l.2, XUC=.70, XFPR=l.25, and XMIL=l.5
and re-running the 'Iodel. Thus the global multiplier factors
provide a convenient method to incorporate any set of desired
adjustments to the four system-wide categories: ITEM and Terminal
unit costs, ITEM failure rates, ITEM false pull rates, and

Modification/Installation labor hours.

It should also be noted that global LCC sensitivity analysis on
corrective maintenance manhours may be accomplished by utilizing the
maintenance factors BMF and DMF. The purpose of these two
parameters in the LCC Model (as indicated by their definitions in
the Glossary) is not specifically to serve as LCC sensitivity
multiplier factors, but they may, in fact, easily serve this
function. Thus, for example, to measure the LCC impact of a 25

percent increase in all base repair times one need only increase the
current value of BMF by 25 percent and rerun the Model.

Note, however, that for ITEM-specific LCC sensitivity analysis one
must still rely on the calculations presented in Sections 6.1.8
through 6.1.15. In addition, the global multiplier factors do not
average out any jump increases in cost, say for support equipment,
and hence do not indicate the continuous "trend" in LCC. For this
reason, the increase in LCC predicted by the LCC sensitivity
calculation for TDXFR with FINC=.20 may not agree exactly with the
increase obtained by rerunning the model using XFR=I.20. (For XUC
and TDXLC, however, the values should agree exactly, since there are

no jump increases to average out.)
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SECTION 7

REPAIR LEVEL ANALYSIS CAPABILITY

7.1 Introduction

Described in this section is an approach to help determire --le
repair level for each ITEM1 in the SEEK TALK system. This appreaciA1
has been implemented to be used in conjunction with the computer:zeal
SEEK TALK LCC M1odel. In repair level analysis, there are two

interrelated stages of decisions: repair levels for LRUs a:.d those.
for SRUs. For earh stage there are three choices for each ITEM:
base repair, depot repair, arid discard-on-failure. Since the st,ges
are interrelated, i.e., the decisions made at one stage affect che

decisions to be made at the other, each ITEI's repair level .,oc
not be determined in isolation. The approach described below i., o:,
that recogl.izes this interrelationship. It should be noted,
however, that the approach will not necessarily guarantee an ,,.
solution to the repair level decision situation. It is c-.\
approximation, since the solution is based on prorated seport c_ '

among ITEM1's.

The approach for the repair level analysis is outl ined i. the
flow chart (Figure --I) below. As shown, a scalar and a vector of

input data are required initially:

BIRD: fraction of base-repair-intended failures sid. ;re
actually repaired at the depot due to insoff cuift-

repair capability at the bases.

WEAR(I): fraction of removed failures of ITEM! type I whi(Ji
must be condemned due to normal wear-out.

These input parameters are used in the LCC Program to calcu:ate
RTS(I), NRTS(1), arid COND(I) for each ITEM type I, which in turn are
used in the LCC accounting model equations. There are six diftere.t

accounting model runs to be made and indexed by the value cf R.
Each R value defines a different repair strategy represented by fait

values of RTS(i s, KTS Ii s, and CNDL I )s, as specified later. T

each run K, all the other inpiuts rema in the same and the totai c t

attributable to eac:. ITEM type i is caiculateo and denoted as
TIAC(I,R). Detailei calcuilation of the ano\ is presente(i in

Sect ion 7 ".

The Repair ,ev el Anaivsis (RLA) program then uses the matrix
TIAC(I.Ri aionig wit, another matrix QPAlIL,,lS) to analytically
determine the repai!- level for each ITEM, where
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Input Data to LCC Program
Including BIR and WEAR (1) s

Run LCC Program
for CaseR (R=1,2, .6)

and Output TIAC (I, R) s

Run LCC Program ithpth

to Obtain the Recommended Repair PA (IL, IS)s
Level LCRL (1) s to Replace RL(I)s

Adjutmen Change

RL MIs

I " Run LCC Program With the

Determined Repair Level RL (I)s

Output Final LCC

Figure 7-1. Process of the Repair Level Analysis
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J1

QPA(IL,IS) number of units of SRU ITEM type IS c-ontained -n
one unit of LRU ITEM type IL. Note that the in:rex IS
represents those values of the ITEM index I wlhifih
designate SRUs, while the index 1L represents tfouo-
values which designate LRUs.

As an output of the analysis, the repair level decision reachfe "r
each ITEM type I is saved on a 1ata file. A subsequent gCC prwc:

run to implement the repair level decisions (with possible cser
adjustment) is thtus ready to be conducted. The specific rced1:.
of finding the rcommended repair levels in Lhe RLA Prograr r
presented in Section 7.3.

Note that when requested with proper inputs , tlh,n omjVt-
process of computing TIAC(i,R)s will be performed actomiti 7,

the LCC zomputer program. With this calculated mat,-ix T: If

saved on a data file and the additional input matrix ,")AI
RLA program is ready to proceed. in addition, the resilts Irc: .
RLA Program can be easily used through a simple input .roucacur.
See Section 10 for details on how this is accomplished and A;,':.i. :
II (11.2-11.5) for a complete example.

7.2 Calculation of ITEM Costs

To determine the repair level for each :TEMI, one ias tc .- St
determine the total cost which is affected by an ITEM's repair
level. There are three different repair levels for each LRU: ,1ce
repair, depot repair, and discaro-on-failure. For each SRU, t,-
may also be a choice of repair levels, depending on the specific
repair level chosen for its LRU. 'lore explicitly, there are b
different cases of repairing for each SRU and they can he grocped
into 3 sets according to its parent LRU's repair level, as fol cw.

1
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Table 7-I

Different Cases of Repairing

Set J Case R LRU SRU

1 base repair base repair

1 2 base repair depot repair

3 base repair discard

2 4 depot repair depot repair

5 depot repair discard

3 6 discard discard

Note that the set of first 3 cases has the parent LRU base-
repaired, while the SRU can be base-repaired, depot-repaired, or
discarded on failure. The set of next 2 cases requires depot repair
for the LRU and allows either depot repair or discard-on-failure for
its SRU. Base repair for the SRU is considered not practical when
its LRU is sent for depot repair. The last case (or set) is that
the parent LRU and thus the SRU will be discarded when failure
occurs. For these different cases, there are different cost
implications for each ITEI, SRU or LRU. To determine the total cost
effect of each ITEYI's repair level, six LCC accounting model runs
are to be made, each corresponding to a case in Table 7-I. The
model specifications of RTS(I), NRTS(I), and COND(I) for each ITEM
type I in making these runs are listed in Table 7-I.
Note that the entries of this table are determined by knowing that
the value of COND(I) has to be at least WEAR(I) and the value of
NRTS(I) at least RTS I)*BIRD, and then by assigning a largest
possible fraction to RTS(I), NRTS(I), or COND(I), depending on
whether ITEM type T is base-repaired, depot-repaired, or discarded
on failure, as speci:ied in Table 7-I. Of course, the condition
that RTS(I) - NRTS(I + COND(lI = i should always be observed.

Based on the results of each LCC accounting model run R, one
can sum up all the cost elements which are affected by the repair
level of each ITEM type I as follows:
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TIAC(I,R) = ISCA(I) + RSCA(I) + ONMCA(I) + OFMCA(I)

+ TSECI(I) + IINCA(I) + TDC(I) + MTRCI(I)

where ISCA(I) = investment spares cost of ITEM type I
(See Section 5.2.4)

RSCA(I) = replacement spares cost of ITEM type I
(See Section 5.2.5)

ON'ICA(l) = on-equipment maintenance cost of ITEM type I

(See Section 5.2.6)

OF ICA(I) = off-equipment maintenance cost of ITEM type I
(See Section 5.2.7)

TSECI(I) = total support equipment cost allocated to ITEM type I
(See Section 5.2.8)

IIMCA(I) = inventory management cost of ITEM type I
(See Section 5.2.9)

TDC(I) = technical data cost allocated to ITEM type I
(See Section 5.2.10)

MTRCI(I) = maintenance training cost allocated to ITEM type I
(See Section 5.2.11)

7.3 Analytical Procedure

The procedure to analytically determine the repair level for

each ITEM is described here. There are four steps in the procedure
and the first three steps are based on dynamic programming concepts.
in Step I a search of the least cost repair level for each SRU is
done for each possible repair level of the LRUs which contain the
SRL. In Step 2 a search of the least cost repair levels for the
LRUs begins. At this point, the cost of each LRU's repair level
will include the cost attributable to that LRL at the repair level
as well as the costs of all its SRLs at their corresponding best
repair levels. The repair level of an, LRU determined this way will
cost the least when the complete process of repairing the LR and
all its SRUs is considered. The repair level decision made for the
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LRU in Step 2 implies the repair levels for its SRUs. These SRU
repair levels are recorded in Step 3. If the repair level of an SRL
installed in two or more LRUs is found to be inconsistent, Step 4
makes reasonable adjustments. A more complete but intuitive
description of the procedure follows.

STEP 1:

Assuming each possible repair level for an LRU, one can determine
the best repair levels for its SRUs. This is accomplished by
comparing for each SRL ITEM type IS the cost of different repair
levels allowed by the LRU's repair level, i.e., by comparing the
calculated TIAC(IS,R) among all cases R in the set J corresponding
to the LRU's repair level. The least TIAC(IS,R) will be called
TSAC(IS,J) and the corresponding case R, LCRS(IS,J).

STEP 2:

Next, the repair levels of each LRU ITEM type IL are optimized. TL.
cost corresponding to each LRU's repair level (denoted as
TSAC(IL,J)) includes the input TIAC(IL,R), and the optimal costs of

all the SRUs contained in LRU ITEM type IL are determined in Step 1.
By comparing TSAC(IL,J) among different J values, one will obLain
the best repair level for IL when the complete process of repairing
the LRU and its SRUs is considered. The set number J which gives
the least TSAC(IL,J) for IL is called LCRL(IL).

STEP 3:

Within this set, i.e., given the LRU repair level, one can easily
determine the implied repair level for each of its SRUs by recalling
LCRS(IS,J)s with J set to LCRL(IL). Note that LCRS(IS,J) gives the
case number and will be translated into a code number LCRLS(IL, IS),
which is directly comparable to the LCRL(IL).

STEP 4:

Finally, the value of LCRLS(IL,IS) for an SRU ITEM type IS may be
different for different ILs, i.e., inconsistent repair level for IS
among different containing LRUs. In this case, one can make an
adjustment by minimizing the cost over each SRU's repair level
allowed by all containing LRUs and then revising the SRU's repair
level to be the one that yields the least cost. This final repair
level for IS is coded as LCRL(IS).

The exact analytical procedure is now given below.
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Step 1: For each SRU ITEM type IS, let TSAC(IS,J) be the smallest
of TIAC(IS,R) among all cases R in set J (of given LRU repair
level), i.e.,

TSAC(ISJ) = Min TIAC(IS,R)
R in set J |

Note that in set 1 the choice of least cost for each SRU ITEM type
IS is among TIAC(IS,l), TIAC(IS,2), and TIAC(IS,3). The choice for
each IS in set 2 is only between TIAC(IS,4) and TIAC(IS,5). In set
3, the least cost is simply TIAC(IS,6) for each IS.

rinally, let LCRS(IS,J) be the least 2ost repairing case in set
J for SRU ITEM type IS and set

LCRS(IS,J) = Rl for which TIAC(IS,Rl) = TSAC(IS,J)

Step 2: For each LRU repair level indicated by set J, let
TSAC(IL,J) be the total cost attributable to LRU ITEM type IL as a
whole:

TSAC(IL,J) = TIAC(IL,R!)/NDS(IL)
IS in IL and
RI = LCRS(IS,J)

+ : TSAC(IS,J)-QPA(IL,IS)/NTL(IS)

IS in IL

or = TIAC(IL,RI if no SRis in IL,
where RI is the smallest R value in set J

where NDS(IL) = number of different SRUs in LRU ITEM IL
NTL(IS) = total number of SRU ITEM type IS in all the LRUs

ZQPA(IL,IS.)
IL
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Then for each LRU ITEM type IL, let TLAC(IL) be the least of
TSAC(IL,J) among all sets J, i.e.,

TLAC(IL) = Min I TSAC(IL,J)
J

Note that this is simply a choice of the least cost alternative foc
each IL among the LRU repair levels of base repair, depot repair,
and discard-on-failure.

Step 3: Let LCRL(IL) be a least cost repair level indicator for LRU
ITEM type IL and set

LCRL(IL) = J1 for which TSAC(IL,Jl) = TLAC(IL)

Clearly, LCRLIL) registers the set number which indicates the least
cost repair level for LRU type IL. Let the corresponding least cost
repair level for each SRU ITEM type IS in IL, LCRLS(IL,IS), be

I' if LCRS(IS,Jl) =1 (or SRU base-repaired)

LCRLS(IL,IS) =,2 if LCRS(IS,Jl) = 2 or 4 (or SRU depot-repaired;

if LCRS(IS,J1) = 3,5, or 6 (or SRU discarded on faiiuir

where Jl = LCRL(IL)

Note LCRS(IS,Jl) gives the case number which indicates the least
cost repair level for the SRU ITEM type IS in IL, an-i LCRLS(lL,IS)
is to register I if LCRS(ISJ1) indicates base-repair, 2 if depot-
repair, and 3 if discard-on-failure. For example, if LCRL(IL = 2.
then the LRU ITEMI type IL under consideration should be depot-
repaired as indicated by set 2 in Table 7-I. Furthermore, its SRL
ITEM type IS should rne depot-repaired if LCRLS(IL,IS) = 2 or
discarded on failure if LCRLS(IL,IS) = 3.
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Step 4: The least cost repair level for each ITEM can thus be
determined by referring to LCRL(IL)s and LCRLS(IL,IS)s. However,
there is no guarantee that a given SRU which goes into more than one
LRU will be treated at the same repair level. For example, SRU ITEM
type IS may have LCRLS(ILI,IS) = I or base-repair in an LRU ITEM
type ILl, while having LCRLS(IL2,IS) = 2 or depot-repair in another

LRU ITEM type IL2. In this case, an inconsistency exists and an
adjustment to reach the same repair level for the same SRU may be
made with proper judgment. As evidenced in Step 1, the repair level
for an SRU will be consistent as long as its LRUs have the same
repair level. Thus, th inconsistency in the repair level of an SRU
can occur only when its I.RUs have different repair levels. Further,
since an LRU repair level limits the repair alternatives of its SRU
level, the lowest {most decentralized) repair level that an SRU can
have is the highest (most centralized) repair level among its LRUs,
i.e.,

LCRL(IS) > ?lax I LCRL(IL)
IL containing IS

where LCRL(IS) is the (adjusted) repair level for SRU ITEM type IS
in any LRU. Now considering all the possible sets of different LRU
repair levels, one can only have the following: ,1,2r, 1,31, {2,3i,
and tl,2,3}. in all these cases except the first one, level 3 is
involved and, for these cases according to the above inequality,
LCRL(IS) must be 3 (discard-on-failure). Consider the first case
where an SRU ITEM type IS has different LCRLS(IL,IS) for different
IL and LCRL(IL) = 1 for some IL's and LCRL(IL) = 2 for the others.
By the above inequality, LCRL(lS) can be 2 or 3 (depot repair or
discard-on-failure). Judgment based on experience may be exercised
here to further determine the LCRL(IS) to be a specific number. Or
to more objectively choose an adjusted repair level, one can compute
and compare the costs attributable to IS when LCRL(IS) is set to be
2 and when it is set to be 3. That is, one can compute the
following with JP = " and then with JD = 3:

AIAC(IS,JD) = TIAC( IS.RZ .IIL2RId1L) )'tA IL,IS)iTL(IS)
Ii containing IS

where R2 is the case number corresponding to JI) in the set given by
LCRL(IL), as listed below:
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JD LCRL(IL) R2

2 1 2
2 4

3 1 3
2 5

Comparing AIAC(IS,JD=2) and AIAC(IS,JD=3), one can determine the
adjusted repair level for IS by setting LCRL(IS) to be the JD value
which gives the smaller AIAC(IS,JD).

Now, we summarize the SRU repair level adjustment in the
following: For each SRU ITEM typE IS, set

LCRL(IS) = LCRLS(ILIS) if IS is in IL only or
if LCRLS(IL,IS) is the same
for each IL which contains IS;

= 3 if LCRLS(IL,IS) is different
for different IL which contains IS
and LCRL(IL)=3 for some of the IL's;

= 3 if it is none of the above
and AIAC(IS,3)<AIAC(IS,2);

= 2 if it is none of the above
and AIAC(IS,2)<AIAC(IS,3).

The vector LCRL(I) is the main result of the repair level analysis,
each entry representing the recommended repair level for ITEM type
I. It is stored as RL(I) on an input data file to the LCC Program
and can be changed as the user wishes. For the reason to be
explained at the end of this section, further change of RL(I) based
on user's inspection of the cost structure of the shared support
equipment may prove to be beneficial. When RL(I) is read in the LCC

Program, it is translated into RTS(Il, NRTS(I). and CONDI)
according to the table below:
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Table 7-Il1

Model Specifications of Repair Levels

RL(I) RTS(I) NRTS(l) COND(l)

0 (Values provided on data file will be used.)

I-WEAR(I)
l(base) 1+BIRD RTS(I)*BIRD WEAR(I)

2(depot) 0 I-WEAR(I) WEAR(I)

3(discard) 0 0 1

Note: The procedure described above explicitly recognizes the cost
attributable to eich SRU ITE>M type IS being dependent on its LRU's
repair level as indicated in the notation TIAC(IS,R). However, the
procedure will be more accurate if one can assume the cost
attributable to each LRU is independent of the repair levels of its
SRUs. Specifically, this means that TIAC(IL,R) of an LRU ITEM type
IL is the same for each R value in set J and thus in Step 2 the
first summation term in the expression for TSAC(IL,J) becomes simply
TIAC(IL,R) with any R value in set 3. However. due to some inherent
difficulty in perfectly allocating the cost of shared resources
(e.g., support equipment) between ITEMs, the value of TIAC(IL,R) may
vary somewhat for different R in set J. For this reason, when
calculating TSAC(IL,J) the value of TIAC(IL,R) is weighted by the
proportion of IL's SRU ITEMs which have a least cost repair level
corresponding to case R in set J. More fundamentally, the procedure
also assumes that for each ITEI type I the cost TIAC(I,R) is only
dependent on R. If I is an LRU this implies, along with the earlier
assumption, that the cost only depends on the value of J which
contains R, i.e., it only depends on the LRU's own repair level. On
the other hand, if 1 is an SRU the cost depends on its repair level.
its LRU's repair level, and no others. Because of the same
difficulty in alo at ing the c(ost of shared resources between ITE11s,
TIAC(I,R) may varY somewhat due to different repair levels of the
other 'TEMs. Thus, as indicated at the beginning of this section,
the approach given above can only be viewed as an approximation and
further improvement on LCC may stili be achieved by user's
modificationi of the !-*L(l)s. (See Section 10.n and Appendix 11.5 tor
more discussions.,
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SECTION 8

INPUT PARAIETERS AND VARIABLES

In this Section the description of the LCC model i, .o.cu:!udi'd Ii.A ,
consolidated set of listings of input parameters and varisth1e:. i,

addition, values are provided for input parameters estabhished,
the Air Force, and ground rules and instructions are given for Tie
determination of parameters to be furnished by the contractor

The input data elements identified and defined in cornuctic:,.
the description ot the Model Equations in Section 5, tne Seis,-:t'
Analysis in Section 6, and the Repair Level Analysis in Sectbc,.
are listed below ir Section 8.1. This listing provides ain cov,.-L
picture of the dat, elements and data structures tha;t are eT.0m':.
Detailed definitions of the terms used in the Iodel are give: :i
Appendix I, Glossary of Variables. The precise representat: :- 1
each data element in the input files and cutput tables is
established in Section 10, Operating Procedures. Appendi.x 1.
actual input and output formats and illustrative data co:tents

8.1 Input Data Elements and General File Structures

The basic inputs to the model equations are provided by eleven inn:t
files, two of which have an A and a B part. The files are:

(1) System-Vide Scalar Parameters (AF,CN)

(2) Base Configuration Data (AF)
(3) Platform Operation Data (AF,CN)
4) Platform Terminal and Non-Recurring Mlodification/

Installation Data (AF,CN)

(5) Platform Recurring Modification/Installation Data IAFf \)
(6) Platform Deployment at Bases (AF)

(7) Support Equipment Data (CN)
(8A) ITEM1 Equipment Data (CN)
(8B) SRU/LRI Cross-Reference Data (CNX
(9A ITEM laintenance Data (CN)
(9B ITEM Tech. Order, Training and SF Software Da*ga. tCN
(10) ITE/Support Equipment Cross Reference Data ON)

(11) ITEM Configurations on Platforms (CN)

After each heading, the source of the input data is indicat-ed: A
Air Force; C, = Contractor.
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In addition to the above inputs, there are special inputs used only
in the sensitivity analyses and for Repair Level Analysis. These
are covered in Section 10.

The structure and purpose of each input data file is further
explained in Table 8-I. A consolidated list of the data elements in
each file is provided in Table 8-11.

As shown in Table 8-I, the input files have the following roles:

File (I) - provides all inputs that are scalars, that is, those

that do not vary by base, platform, Support Equipment type
or ITEM. Examples are labor rates and pipeline times.
File (2) - defines characteristics of base groupings
Files (3), t4), (5) - define characteristics of platform
groupings, numbers of terminals per platform, and all
parameters associated with platforms and terminals.

File (6) - defines deployment of platform groupings at bases
File (7) - establishes characteristics of Support Equipment
groupings
Files (8A), (8B), (9A), (9B) - define equipment ITEMs,
their logistic interrelationships, their reliabilities
and maintenance characteristics, and their impact on
technical orders and training.
File (10) - relates Support Equipment to ITEMs.
File (11) - defines ITEM configurations by platform types.

As also shown in Table 8-I, the primary indices used in the input
data files are the following:

NP - Host platform type.

NS - Operational base (or site) type.
L - Support equipment type
I - ITEM type, identifying both LRUs and SRUs
K - Sequence index.

It should be noted that the host platform type index NP designates
both the platform itself e.g. tactical iircraft, mobile ground
element) and also the PMIE terminal configuration. These
configurations are: Full-up (maximum or Type I), Partial Array
(intermediate or Type II), Modem-only (minimum or Type 111).

Section 8.2 defites numerical values for those parameters in the
input files that are established by the Air Force. Section 8.3
provides instructions and data for contractors to use in developing
their input parameters.
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TABLE 8-1
STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF INPUT DATA PILES

FILE PR IM"ARY SECONDARY DATA ,,'NTEKN'I
NO. INDEX IN\DEKX

Svs toni - 1Kide Sail irs:
(1 0 -- -- lbor rates, a, frc sr P1, r Ia v SI

Va ou -osts 'li Iogistic- ~c~cr
t aiie1 sve;:trv a 3 .iio10r <

BASE 0 hase Group u Tg, a isIIC~ ~
(2)--- Type NS - No. of baises icprgou

Platform . Flt fo(rm, gru n -I -- ,1o'i1
(3)0* Type NP -- operating d

Platform 4 . Doplovmo!nt of'er 's c P
k4 ) Type NP " - ' Terminal Plat, -

Non-recuir. 'Io' s~ . .ssU
- plaitform

Platform 0.Recurri4ng 'lcdifcaicl ns-j' .-
(5)0 Type NP 0 0 factors by platform

0Platform Base 0 Deployvment of pla-,fcrms
(6)0 Type NP 0 Type NS per Base

'-Sup. Equip. ". Support Equip. Groupn ig,
(7)0 Type L - -- ciaJssificaition, cost5 cto,

- ITEM K.- Euip. ITEM1 definlitionI,
(BA) 0  Tvoe I -- I ass if i ciion, prolpert'ei s

0LRU ITEM 0SRU Sequence 0 
. No. of SRUs ini each LRU.

(BB)0,. Type I 0 No. K 0 (U.sed only in iPtA calculation:

ITEM I.E relI i abi I i tv and mni tnai
p(9A )0 Type I I.' -- . (lracteri S1 ics

- ITEM -. ITEM ehialodr, r,~g
(9B) 0.' Type I - --- anid SEdoeomei

0 ITEM Supp . Equiip 0 1TEMl requi re-Ment s
(10)* Type I 5eiiceNo .lK" for supp . equipment

I ITEM P1a at f o rm Delovmerit of ITE'ls per Te roN a oi-
(11 )0, Type I Type N P 0 per Platform



TABLE 8-I1
CONSOLIDATED LIST OF DATA ELEMENTS

IN INPUT FILES

INDICES NP - Platform type, NS - Base type, I - ITEMl type,
L - Support Equipment type, M - Mode of Installation,
IA - Installation Functional Area, LE(NP) - Operational Environment,
LO(NS) - Location of Base by Operational Theatre.
Also, Index K is used as a sequence number, and IL is used as an

index for LRUs only in File (8B).

DATA SOURCES (AF)=Air Force, (CN,=Contrdctor

File(l) System-Wide Scalar Param'ters
(AF) Labor Factor: BAA, D'IF, DAA, DMIF, HPD2, MRF, 'IRO, SR,

T-ORB, TORD, TR
(AF) Labor Rates: BLR, DLR, MILR(>I), PAlI, PAL2B, PAL2D, PMILR,

TNLR, TRA\ID, TRAVB
(AF,) Log.- Pipeline Times: BRCT, CRCT, DAD, DRCT(LOtNS)), OST(LO(NS)),

OSTC
(AF) Unit Cost Factors: ACPP, CFG(LO(NS), CP!)2, CPPC, CPPD(LO(NS),

IMIC, RCPP, RMC, SA, UCPP
(AF) Misc. Factors: BF, BIRD, KFAC(LE(NP)), :'fUSE, PIUP, QTYP,

QTYP2B, QTYP2D, SPC2, TYP2TF, XFPR, XFR, XMIL, XUC
(CN) Training & Tech. Orders: BDATA, CPDl, DOATA, HPDl, SPC1, TEF.M1
(CN) FSED Cost: FSEDC

File (2) Base Configuraticn Data - for Base Types NS
(AF) Designation: B\OUN(NS)
(AF) Characteristics: BPLAT(NS), iTYPE(NS), LO(NS), NBC(NS), NHB(NS).

TNB(NS)

File (3) Platform _Iperation Data - for Platfort, Types NP
(AF) Designation and Environment: PNOUNtNP), LE(NP)
(AF) Op. Hours - No. of Missions: AM1PM(NP,LO(NS)), APFH(NP,LO(NS'h),

TFAC(NP)
(CN) Op. Labor Times: .,.'PD(NPLO(S ) I, M .M'P NP)
(AP,, Thru.st Fuel Conmumption: FGH NP:. TIRS:XP)
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1.le8-11 (cooit iiied)

File (4) P1 it form erTM irni I hit. 3 -,II( Non_- ecuirr i >)o6 rI" 71.

Dait a - f or P I i'_to orm 'i'v 1 NI'.
AF ,CNO., Termiiia Data : NIW1P NP , NTR.11T Nil)- , '11PP NIl

AIF,CNV'- Other Parariiters: DXAG NI '>, I tI ,NI') , NP,
PD I V NP

F i 1e ( 5 i'at forn No rrro it -od'Ir~sta 1 1,3t i. Da,-tai - for
P [atform Ivpos NP
(A1,CN'.- AKMIT , N IF 1 PTII I, N
CN) NAELN'

F i I e _ Pu!fraployvinent at bases -for !1 a:form Types V
arid B~as,, Tvpe NS.

AF) NPLT(NP,NS)

Yile (7) Sivorl t i.':a'oenit D') t~-o- S .rE..p T\
(C\) Des ignat ion: SN uj N I 1 SLE 1,
(CN) Charactristics.: CSE1, , !Si- 1, SFY11 1,), SED(1L
[CN) Tech. Orerlaes ) S 11)

File(SAI ITEMl Diu~nmen,,t' foir ITEl Typ'- I
)CN) ITEM Descript ioi: . Cas,. IN tN: I I 'TNI "I I; E Q I I

(CN) Other ITEMl PropeOrties: PI I I V. II. ,%T) I

File (8 B')-- LR'i SRL - S fs- e f Ur e at - -, _ for LRL Types 1I. and
the Kth SRUi type _oitained in IL. f sod onlIv in RLA ca I cuIa-. icor .

(CN) NDS(IL); ISRU(TL.K), QPA(IL,Ki
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Table 8-11 (concluded)

File (9A) ITEM Maintenance Data - for ITEM Types I
(CN) Reliability: PMTBF(I,LE(NP))
(CN) Relative Frequencies of Maint. Actions: COND(I), FPR(I), NRTS(I),

RIP(I), RTS(I)
(CN) Man Hrs. or Cost for Maint. Actions: BCMH(I), BMH(I), DMH(T),

TPCF(I), RMH(I)
(CN) Repair Level Decision: RL(I)

File (9B) ITEM Technical Order, Training Data and SE Software Dev.
for ITEM type I
(CN) Tech. Order Pages: DATAB(I), DATAD(I)
(CN) Hours Type I Training: TIME1(I)
(CN) Support Equipment Software Development: SESW(I), PSESW(I)

File (10) ITEM/SupportEquipment Cross Reference Data - for ITEM
Types I and the Kth SE type for I.
(CN) NJA(I); A(I,K), QSA(I,K)

File (11) ITEM Configurations for Different Platforms - for
ITEM Types 1, and Platform Types NP.
(ON) INTEG(l), NITER(I,NP)

1
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8.2 Values for Parameters Furnished bv the Air Force

The inpiut parameters furnished by the Air Force appear in the
following six input files:

(1) System-Wide Scalar Parameters
(2) Base Configuration Data

3) Platform (peration Data
(4) Platform Terminal Data and Non-Recurring

Modificition/Installation Data
(5) Platform Recurring odification/lnstallatior Data
(6) Platform Deployment at Bases

The principal set of Air Force inputs that are given below de i.,
baseline deployment matrix (Platforms NP by Base NS) in Input V: l
(6), and a baseline deployment and. logistic configuration of F.
NS in Input File (2). These baseline values are utilized in the
illustrative computer run in Appendix II. Data are also prov%-4:to
Files (2) and (6) for two other deployment levels, one lower til::
the baseline, and one higher. Changing deployment levels al-o
affects the variable PDIV(NP) in File (4). There are also two
variants of the logistic configuration of Bases NS provided ii, F1i(

(2).

It must be emphasized that deployment and operations data for c.sch
of the three deployment levels are aggregated and simpllfied, a-i('

not represent any Air Force force structure or operating plans.

A table of Air Force parameter values is provided below for each of
these input files. Air Force inputs to Sensitivity Analysis

calculations and Repair Level Analysis are discussed in Sectio:.
As indicated in the Tables for Files (1), (3), (4), and 5
files have contractor (CN) inputs in addition to Air Force ::upcts.
See Section 8.3 for discussions of CN inputs.

8.2.1 Air Force Values for Innut File (I - ,vstem-Wide zS.(lar
Parameters

Data values for lnput File (2) are shown in Table 8-Ill. lt sh-onls:
be noted that some of e "scalar" parameters are functions of one
of the so-called "mi. indices, specifically: mod/installation
labor rate MILR(M) depends upon mode of installation, M: pipeline
times DRCT(LO(NS)) and OST(LO(NS)) and unit cost factors CFG(LONS)i

and CPPD(LO(NS)) all depend upon base location, LO(NS); and failure

rate adjustment factor KFAC(LE(NP)) depends upon platform environ-

ment, LE(NP).
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Table 8-I1

Values for Air Force Inputs to Input File (1),
System-Wide Scalar Parameters

GOVERNmENT-PROVIDED PARAMETERS

LABOR FACTORS VALUE

BAA - Monthly Available Working Hours per Maintenance 168
Man at Base Level

BMF - Base Maintenance Factor 1.5
DAA - Monthly Available Working Hours per Maintenance 168

Man at Depot Level
DMF - Depot Mfaintenance Factor 1.5

HPD2 - Number of in class hours per day for type 2 8
training

MRF - Average manhours per failure to complete off- 0.24
equipment maintenance records

MRO - Average manhours per failure to complete on- 0.08
equipment maintenance records

SR - Average manhours per failure to complete supply 0.25

transaction records
TORB - Turnover rate for base avionics maintenance per- 0.33

sonnel
TORD - The same for depot personnel 0.0683

TR - Average manhours per failure to complete trans- 0.16
portation transaction forms

LABOR RATES

BLR - Base Maintenance Labor Rate in Per Hour S35.54
DLR - Depot Maintenance Labor Rate in S Per Hour $38.27

MILR(1) - Mod/Installation Labor Rate During Production $29.85
in $ Per Hour

MILR(2) - Mod/Installation Labor Rate for Field Mods Using $44.01
Depot Team in $ Per Hour

MILR(3) - Mod/Installation Labor Rate for Mods Performed $38.27
at the Depot in $ Per Hour

PALl - Average daily pay and allowance for type 1 trainee $80.00
PAL2B - Same for type 2 base trainee $50.00
PAL2D - Same for type 2 depot trainee $60.00
PMLR - Prime Mission Equip Oper Labor Rate in $ Per Hour $27.75
TNLR - Timing Net Operation Labor Rates in $ Per Hour $27.75

TRAVID - Average round trip travel expense for type 1 $200.00
and type 2 depot trainees

TRAVB - Same for type 2 base trainees $300.00
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Table 8-Ill (continued)

PIPELINE TIMES VALUE

BRCT - Base Repair Cycle Time in Months 0.132
CRCT - Time for Failure at Satellite Base Until 0.5

Repair at CIMF Base in Months
DAD - Time from Failure Removal at Depot Until 0.132

Repair at Depot in Months
DRCT(l) - Time from Failure at COVJS Base Until 1.9

Repair at Depot in Month8
DRCT(2) - Time from Failure at Pacific Base Until 1.9

Repair at Depot in Months
DRCT(3) - Time from Failure at Europe Base Until 1.9

Repair at Depot in Months
OST(l) - Order and Shipping Time from CONUS Base 0., )4

to Depot in Months
OST(2) - Order and Shipping Time from Pacific Base 0.525

to Depot in Months
OST(3) - Order and Shipping Time from Europe Base 0.526

to Depot in Months
OSTC - Order and Shipping Time from a Satellite 0.256

Base to its CIMF Base in Months

UNIT COST FACTORS

ACPP - Average acquisition cost per page for tech. 5>8.'
order negatives

CFG(l) - Cost of Fuel in $ per Gallon at CONUS Bases S i.
CFG(2) - Cost of Fuel in $ per Gallon at Pacific Bases S 1. V
CFG(3) - Cost of Fuel in $ per Gallon at Europe Bases $ l.l,

CPD2 - Cost per class per day for type 2 training S960.'
CPPC - Cost of Packing and Shipping from a Satellite $ 0.;-

Base to its CIMF Base in $ per Net Weight Pound
CPPD(l) - Cost of Packing and Shipping from CONUS Base to $ 0.77r

Depot in $ per Net Weight Pound
CPPD(2) - Cost of Packing and Shipping from Pacific Base to $ 0J7

Depot in S per Net Weight Pound
CPPD(3) - Cost of Packing and Shipping from Europe Base to $ 0.972

Depot in $ per Net Weight Pound
1MC - Initial Depot Inventory by Management Cost per $1.200.00

New Part in $
RCPP - Tech. Order Reproduction Cost per Copy per Page $ 0.0i0
RMC - Recurring Depot Inventory Management Cost per $ 150.00

New Part in $ per Year
SA - Base-Level Inventory Management Cost per New 0

Part in $ per Year
UCPP - Annual tech. order upkeep cost per page $ 60.00
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Table 8-111 (concluded)

MISCELLANEOUS FACTORS VALUE

BF - Coefficient in Sparing Function 1.65
BIRD - Fraction of base-repair-intended failures that 0.05

are actually repaired at the depot
KFAC(1) - Failure rate experience factor for airborne 1.70

fighter environment
KFAC(2) - Failure rate experience factor for airborne 1.14

cargo environment
KFAC(3) - Failure rate experience factor for ground 1.10

fixed/transportable environment
KFACk4) - Failure rate experience factor for ground 1.10

mobile/manpack environment
MUSE - Minimum Fractional Utilization for Sensitivity 0.50

Calculations on Support Equipment Costs
PIUP - Number of System Operating Years 15
QTYP1 - Number of trainees for type 1 training 25

QTYP2B - Initial number of base trainees for type 2 training 250
QTYP2D - Initial number of depot trainees for type 2 training 35

SPC2 - Maximum number of students per type 2 training class 12.0
TYP2TF - Ratio of type 2 training time to type 1 training 1.5

time for same material
XFPR - False Pull Rate Sensitivity Multiplier Factor 1.0
XFR - Failure Rate Sensitivity Multiplier Factor 1.0
XMIL - Mod/I Labor Hours Sensitivity Multiplier ractor 1.0
XUC - Unit Cost Sensitivity Multiplier Factor 1.0

Note: Contractor Inputs to File (1) are: BDATA, CPDI, DDATA,
HPD1, SPCI, TEFM, FSEDC.
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8.2.2 Air Force Values for Input File (2)_- Base Configuration Data

Table 8-IV gives data summarizing operational sites or bases at
which SEEK TALK is deployed. Base configuration data are shown for
three levels of deployment, namely: a baseline level, a lower level

and a higher level. The baseline level shall be used for trade
studies except when specifically investigating the effect of
deployment level. Also tables 8-IVA, 8-IVB and 8-IVC provide, at

the baseline deployment level, three different logi3tic
configurations for Centralized Intermediate 'laintenai.-e Facilities
(CIMFs), namely: A. No ClNFs, B. One CIlF in European T'X.atre,
serving airborne installations only, C. Two CIMFs in European
Theatre, one serving airborne installations, the other, surface.

Table 8-1VA shall bo used by the contractor as a baseline, except,
when the LCC effect of introducing CIMFs is being inves tigated. It

should be noted that, when the contractor is investigating CIMFs, he
should utilize the instructions given in Appendix IV.

The base.; or sites that are described in File (2) are of two types:
airbases, where aircraft are deployed and surface bases, where
elements of the Tactical Air Control System (TACS) such as TACCs,

CRC,'CRPs, TACPs - are deployed. All of these locations have prime

mission equipment tIME) terminals on the aircraft or the surface
elements. In addition each of the airbase locations, and the
locations of elements of the TACS, are candidates for installation

of Timing Net Equipmeri (TNE) .laster Clock terminals.

In interpreting the Air Force data in File (2), the contractor
should note that tho following assumptions were made concerning the
geographical distribution of SEEK TALK equipments, and their host
platforms, from the standpoint of operation and logistic support:

0 At tho orgmnizational and intermediate levels, logistic

support svytems for airborne equipment and for
ground- ba ,d equi pment are independent. Also such
systems for Air Natioial Cuard !ANG) and for the Air

Force ese rVe iAFR are independent.

Because of the inaoeondenice of these several logistic systems, a
base or site colLailillg both airborne alici surtace-based terminals is

counted as two iogisti c -ocations. and a base or site containing
active units and AV, or AVE units, or ANG and AFR units, is counted
as two logistic loc-,tLions.
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Table 8-1V

Values for Air Force Inputs to Input File (2),

Base Configuration Data

BASELINE VALUES

BASE BASE NAME NO. OF LOG. OF BASE NEXT NO. BASE

INDEX (BNOUN) BASES BASE TYPE HIGHER UNDER PLAT-
(NS) (TNB) (LO) (BTYPE) BASE CIMF FORMIS

(NUB) (NBC) (BPLAT)

1 Airborne, CONUS 85 1 1 0 0 1
2 Ground, CONUS 130 1 1 0 0 2
3 Airborne, EUR 1 3 1 0 0 1

4 Ground, EUR 1 3 1 0 0 2
5 Airborne, EUR 14 3 1 0 0 1
6 Ground, EUR 45 3 1 0 0 2
7 Airborne, PAC 6 2 1 0 0 1
8 Ground, PAC 15 2 1 0 0 2

THREE LOGISTIC CONFIGURATIONS

BASE A. BASELINE B. ONE CIF C. TtO CIMFS
INDEX (BTYPE) (NiUB)(NBC) (BTYPE)(NHB) (NBC) (BTYPE) (NIB) (NBC)
(NS)

1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

2 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
3 1 0 0 2 0 D 2 0 0
4 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0
5 1 0 0 3 3 14 3 3 14
6 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 4 45
7 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
8 1 0 0 1 0 0 I 0 0

THREE DEPLOYIMENT LEVELS

BASE LO BASELINE HIGH
INDEX (TNB) ('NB) (TB)

(NS)

1 60 85 130
2 90 130 155
3 1 1 1
4 1 1 1
5 12 14 22

6 40 45 58
7 5 6 7
8 12 15 16

Note: The sum of airborne and surface bases may add to a quantity of

bases greater than the number of sites at which SEEK TALK equipments
are deployed. This results from the partitioning of airborne and
surface support facilities, and of active, guard and reserve facilities.
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8.2.3 Air Force Values for Input File (3) - Platform (peration Data

Input File (3) defines operatLing characteristics for each host
platform grouping, which is identified by the index NP. Of the ten
parameters listed, Lhree depend upon base location LO(NS) as well as
upon Platform type. The parameters for Input File (3) are given in
Table 8-V.

File (3) is constructed usinig eight platform groupings:

(1) Tactical Aircraft, Full-tip (maximum or Type I)
configuration

(2) Tactical Aircraft, P.artial Array iiintermediate or Type III
configurat ;on

(3) Tactical Aircraft, 'Iodem-oiiv (minimum or Type 111)

configurar ion

(4) Cargo/Electronics Aircraft, Mlodem-only (This category is
used primarily for airborne C2 platforms)

(5) Fixed/Transportable Ground Element, M1odem-only

(6) Mobile Ground Element, Partial Array

(7) Mfanpack Unit, Modem-only

(8) .faster Clock Site

The first seven of these platform types are primarily hosts for
prime mission equipment (PIE) terminals. (In some contractor system
designs, some of these P.'IF terminals may also have a timing
function, or there may be both a PRYE terminal and a lower echelon
TNE terminal collocated - see Section 8.3.3.) Since the LCC
equations require that every terminal lwhether PME or TNE) is
installed ov a "plat:orm", piatforn type 18) is intro.uced as a type
of surface element whiich is ilost or a 'Lister ",lock TNE terminal
instal lat ion.

8.2.4 Air Force aauites for R ipit Fie (4 - 'latform Terminal Data
and Non-kecurrin.Jpd, ins tauiion :ata

Air Force parameters iii input File (4) define for each of the eight
platforn types NP. first, the average number of Prime Mission
Equipment terminals to b installed: second, two parameters
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Table 8-V

Values for Air Force Inputs to Input File (3),
Platform Operation Data

PLAT- EN- OPERATING HOURS IN UTILI- ACTI-
FORM PLATFORM VIRON --------------- ZATION VATION
INDEX NOMENCLATURE MENT CONUS PACIF EUROPE FACTOR TIME
(NP) (PNOUN) (LE) (APFH) (TFAC) (MMPM)

I Tactical A/C, FU 1 25.3 26.8 29.9 2.10
2 Tactical A/C, PA 1 21.0 22.6 19.8 2.10
3 Tactical A/C, MO 1 19.6 19.2 18.7 2.10 CONTRACTOR
4 Cargo/Elec.. MO 2 51.7 57.0 56.6 1.20 INPUT
5 Fixed/Trans., MO 3 200. 200. 200. 1.00
6 Mobile, PA 4 300. 300. 300. 1.00
7 Manpack, MO 4 300. 300. 300. 1.00
8 Master Clock 3 730. 730. 730. 1.00

PLAT- MISSIONS PER MONTH TNE OPERATING MINS. THRUST GALLONS
FORM- -------------------------------------- IN PER
INDEX CONUS PACIF EUROPE CONUS PACIF EUROPE POUNDS OPER HR
(NP) (AM PM) (MMPD) (THRS) (FGH)

1 17.0 17.0 17.0 6000 930
2 17.0 17.0 17.0 6000 930
3 17.0 17.0 17.0 6000 930
4 8.0 8.0 8.0 CONTRACTOR INPUTS 7800 1200
5 25.0 25.0 25.0 0 0
6 25.0 25.0 25.0 0 0
7 25.0 25.0 25.0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0
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characterizing the Modification/Installation diversity and the
fraction of installations to be made in each installation mode M;
and third, two parameters relating to drag/fuel consumption
calculations (for airborne platforms only). Parameter values are
given in Table 8-VI.

It should be noted that the quantity NTRMP(NP), in the second column
of File (4), represents the number of PME terminals per platform
group, averaged over all platforms in the group. All of the
platforms in groups NP = 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7 have only one PME
terminal per platform. The platforms in groups NP=4 and NP=5
(Cargo/Electronics Aircraft and Fixed/Transportable Ground Elements)
have multiple terminals per platform.

File (4) provides three alternate sets of values for PDIV(NP),
corresponding to the three levels of deployment defined in Files (2)
and (6). The modiinstallation platform diversity factor PDIV(NP) is
a measure of the number of different platforms included in a type
grouping. For aircraft platforms this is the number of different
aircraft types (e.g., F-15, F-16) included in the grouping. Well-
defined model differences (e.g., F-4D/E, F-4G) are also
differentiated. For surface platforms, the number of different
kinds of units (TACC, CRP/CRC) is stated. For Master clock
platforms, the diversity factor is arbitrarily set at unity.

The parameter values of FR(M,NP) (fraction of installations in Mode
M) shown in Table 8-VI are for the baseline situation. Here, all
SEEK TALK installations are considered to be field retrofits carried
out by a depot team ('1=2). Subsequent Air Force guidance may also
request studies for values of FR(NP) that represent some
installation during platform production, or as depot retrofits.

8.2.5 Air Force Values for Input File (5) - Platform Recurring
Modification/Installation Data

In File (5) Air Force parameters are provided for the fixed element
of recurring Modification/Installation costs. These parameters are
values of MIFIX (",NP) for different installation modes M and
different platform groupings NP. MIFlX represents the cost of
platform preparatio for mod/installation, and the subsequent
platform restoration necessary to return the platform to the
operational inventory. Values of MIFIX are given in Table 8-VII.
Note that MIFIX is sh own as non-zero only for airborne retrofits.
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Table 8-VI

Values for Air Force Inputs to Input File (4),

Platform Terminal Data and Non-Recurring Mod/installation Data
(See Footnote)

PLATFORM NO. PME PLATFORM FRACTION MODS IN THRUST
INDEX NP TERMINALS DIVERSITY PROD FIELD DEPOT -FUEL

(NTRMP) (PDIV) (FR) CONSUMPT.
FACTOR
(K)

1 1.0 3.00 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.67
2 1.0 6.00 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.67
3 1.0 5.00 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.67
4 6.86 6.00 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.67
5 4.83 10.00 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.0

6 1.0 3.00 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.0
7 1.0 1.00 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.0
8 0 1.00 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.0

PLATFORM PLATFORM DIVERSITY FACTOR (PDIV)
INDEX NP FOR DIFFERENT DEPLOYMENT LEVELS

LOW BASELINE HIGH

1 3.00 3.00 3.00
2 4.00 6.00 7.00
3 3.00 5.00 6.00
4 4.00 6.00 9.00
5 8.00 IG.00 12.00

6 3.00 3.00 4.00
7 1.00 1.00 1.00
8 1.00 1.00 1.00

Note: Contractor Inputs to File (4) are: NTRMT(NP), TUPP(NP), TUPT(NP)
MIENG(NP), DABKIT(NP), TEST(NP), PROOF(NP), DATA(NP), DRAG(NP)
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Table 8-VII

Values for Air Force Inputs to Input File (5),

Platform Recurring Mod/Installation Data

MOD/
INSTALL.

FIXED MOD/I COST (dollars) A KIT LABOR

PLATFORM ------------------------------ EQUIP. COST HOURS

INDEX NP PROD FIELD DEPOT

(MIFIX) (A KIT) (MIMH)

1 0. 4000 6000. V

2 0. 4000 6000.

3 0. 4000 6000. CONTRACTOR INPUTS

4 0. 4000 6000.

5 0. 0 0.

6 0. 0 0.

7 0. 0 0.

8 0. 0 0.

* Note: Exact charges would depend upon whether transportation charges

are assessed against SEEK TALK, and whether aircraft preparation and
restoration charges are allocated entirely to SEEK TALK, or are

shared between SEEK TALK and other wor:. Accordingly, the values shown

in the table are nominal only.
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8.2.6 Air Force Values for Input File (6) - Platform Deployment at

Bases

Input File (6), shown in Table 8-VIII, contains a platform
population or deployment matrix NPLT(NP,NS), defining for each
platform type NP, the average number of individual platforms per

individual base in each base grouping, identified by the index NS.
Three versions of File (5) give the deployment for three different
levels, namely: baseline, lower and higher. Contractors shall use
the baseline deployment except where specifically directed

otherwise.

It should be noted that each matrix element NPLT(NP,NS) is the
number of platforms of type NP per base, averaged over all bases in
base grouping NS. The Model equations determine the total number of
terminals of type NP, world-wide, by the following calculation:

NTRMP (NP)* E  NPLT(NP,NS)*TNB(NS)

NS

The number of Master Clock platforms or sites is computed as the
number of tactical airbase sites, plus the number of sites where
units of the TACS or other surface elements operate.

8.3 Ground Rules and Instructions for Contractor Established Input

Parameters

The input parameters designated as contractor inputs shall be
established in accordance with the ground rules and instructions
given below.

Contractor inputs are required for eight of the input files defined
in Section 8.1. Two of the files each have two parts. The files

are:

(1) System-Wide Scalar Parameters
(3) Platform ODeration Data

(4 ) Platform Terminal Data arid Non-Recurring
odificationi//Install ation Data

(5) Platform Recurring lodification/installation Data

(7) Support Equipment Data

(8A) ITEM1 Equipment Data
(8B) LRU/SRL Cross-Reference Data

(9A) ITEM Maintenance Data
(9B) ITEM Technical

Order, Training and SE Software Development Data
(10) ITEM/Support Equipment Cross Reference
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Table 8-VIII

Values for Air Force Inputs to Input File (6),
Platform Deployment at Bases

NPLT (NP, NS)
PLATFORM
INDEX Base Index NS LOW
(NP)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 ]5.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.00 0.0 25.00 0.0
2 12.00 0.0 72.0 0.0 40.00 0.0 32.00 0.0
3 7.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.00 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 0.75 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.00 0.0 1.33 0.0
5 0.0 0.70 0.0 1.00 0.0 1.10 0.0 1.30
6 0.0 5.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.00 0.0 4.00
7 0.0 5.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.00 0.0 4.00
8 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.U

BASELINE

1 15.39 0.0 0.0 0.0 52.50 0.0 26.67 0.0
2 12.59 0.0 72.00 0.0 37.57 0.0 34.50 0.0
3 7.20 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.14 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 0.75 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.00 0.0 1.33 0.0
5 0.0 0.65 0.0 1.00 0.0 1.15 0.0 1.27
6 0.0 5.32 0.0 0,0 0.0 4.82 0.0 4.47
7 0.0 5.32 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.82 0.0 4.47
8 1.00 i,00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

HIGH

1 16.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 55.00 0.0 30.00 0.0
2 13.00 0.0 72.00 0.0 40.00 0.0 35.00 0.0
3 F.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.00 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 3.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.00 0.0 3.00 0.0
5 0.0 0.70 0.0 1.00 0.0 1.20 0.0 1.30
6 0.0 5.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.00 0.0 5.00
7 0.0 5.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.00 0.0 5.00
8 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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(11) ITEM Configurations on Platforms
Several of the above files contain costs or cost-related parameters.
The contractor shall make all cost estimates in constant FY 1981
dollars.

The generation of data for each of the listed files is discussed in
turn.

8.3.1 Contractor Inputs to File (1), System-Wide Scalar Parameters

Contractor inputs to File (I) relate to Training and Technical
Orders. Instructions for establishing these parameters are as
follows:

BDATA - Number of additional (beyond those intended for depot use
only) distinct pages of system level (not ITEM or support
equipment specific) technical orders written for base level
maintenance.

CPDI - Cost per class per day for type I training.

DDATA - Number of distinct pages of system level (not ITEM or
support equipment specific) technical orders intended for
depot maintenance only.

HPDI - Number of inclass hours per day for a type I training
c I ass .

SPC - :laximum number of students per type I training class.

TE.I'M - Cost in dollars of equipment, facilities, and manuals
required for all training and not accounted for by any
other Cost Element of the Model. (Type 2 training
facilities should not be included.)

FSEDC - Cost to the Air Force of contractor's FSED effort.

6.5.2 Cont r3,3Cor I i mits - to i It, 3 ., itfor _ 'jperat ion Data

The two contractor invuts to File f3, are iMPM NP) and
MMPD(NP,LO(NSfl. The ground rules tor estimating these parameters
are given below:

IMPM(NP) "Ian minutes of operational labor per mission for
initial activation of the SEEK TALK prime mission equipment
(PIEi terminal(s on platform type NI'. This includes time for
inserting code of the day. for establishing initial
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synchronization, and for carrying out other pre-mission tasks.
It should also include time expended in verifying the correct

operability of the adaptive array antenna. It depends upon the

contractor's concept of what initial activities would be
required, arid how and by whom they would be carried out. Tasks

not reasonably separable from the normal activities of the
operating crew may be disregarded with suitable Air Force
review and approva'.

The number of missions per platform per month is given by th

Air Force parameter AMP'I in Input File (3). If the concept of

minutes of operating time per mission does not correspond with

the contractor's approach for initial activation of his PIE
terminals, the contractor should identifv to the Air Force wiat
concept is more applicable in his case and how he has

incorporated his concept into his LCC ."odel input data.

'IMPD(NPLO .NS) M!an minutes of operational labor per day for
carrying out no,-automated aspects of timing net equipment

(TNE) functions at an individual TNE terminal associated with
platform NP. Requirements for operational labor will depend

both upon the contractor's TNE system design, and upon the

operational concept associated with that design. If that
system design :3nd operational concept differ by theatre of
operations, .IPl) must be considered a function not only of

platform NP, but also of base location LO(NS). In calculating
M.M.PD, the contractor must take into account not only the master
clock terminals required at each (or selected) major base(s) or
operating site(s), but also second and third tier timing

facilities, if these are part of the contractor's design

concept. For purposes of this calculation, the master clock
terminals, and any lower tier terminal, shall be considered to
be dedicated to the SEEK TALK System.

8.3.3 Contractor Inputs to File (4), Platform Terminal Data and
Non-Recurring Modification,'lnstallation Data

There are Lo types of (ontractor iinouts to File (4) , namely:
Platform Terminal [ita And .Non-Recurring %lodification!Installation

Data. There: area <ilo some Air Force inpot. to File 4).

The contractor intrs are described below:

Contractor data ilnots o,: Platform Terminal Data for each platform

type NP shall b, geneorated in accordance with the following ground

ru l es:
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NTRMT(NP) - Average number of timing net equipment (TNE)
terminals to be installed on a platform type of NP.

TUPP(NP) - Average unit production cost (1981 dollars) of prime
mission equipment (PME) terminals to 'be installed on platforms
of type NP. Note that each platform grouping corresponding to
a value of the index NP has associated with it only one overall
terminal configuration - either full-up (maximum or type I),
partial array (intermediate or Type 11), or modem-only (minimum
or Type III). The configuration type is defined in part of the
descriptive name of the grouping, e.g. tactical aircraft,
partial array.

TUPT(NP) - Average unit production cost (1981 dollars) of a TNE
terminal to be installed on platform type NP.

NAE(NP) - Number of new antenna elements that must be installed
on platform NP.

It should be noted that the number of PME terminals per platform is
NTRMIP(NP), an Air Force input to File (4). By contrast, the number
of TNE terminals per platform, NTRMT(NP), depends upon the
contractor's timing net design, and is therefore a contractor input
to File (4). If the contractor's timing net concept is a single
tier arrangement, with timing net functions consolidated at all (or
selected) airbases and major surface equipment sites, NTRYIT(NP)
would be zero except for NP = 8, which represents master clock
'platforms" or sites. Under these circumstances, NTRMT(NP=8) would
be equal to the total number of master clock terminals world-wide
divided by the total number of airbases plus ground bases, world-
wide. If there are second or third tier subsidiary clock terminals,
however, NTRMIT(NP) may be non-zero for other platform types. As
described above in Section 8.2.6, platform populations by Base,
NPLT(NP,NS), are Air Force inputs contained in File (6).

In calculating each of the production costs TUPP(NP) and TUPT(NP(,
the nontractor shall include the cost elements listed in Table 8-IX.
Production of the equipment shall be phased to provide deliveries
over 6 years for PME and 2 years for TNE. (Note: the two y-ear
period for TNE deliveries represents a change from the ADIIM LCC
Model.) The contractor shall state and justify his learning curve
assumptions. Timing net equipment terminals are defined as support
terminals with no direct tactical communications function. Any
terminal which has such a direct function as well as a timing
function is considered PME. For simplicity, it is assumed that all

items of investment and replacement spares are procured on the same
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Table 8-1X

Cost Elements to be Included in Production Cost Estimate

CONTRACTOU. PRODUCTIOL-1 COST (NON-RECURRING)
Producibility Planning
Initial Production Facilities

Production Engineering
Tooling
Industrial Facilities
11anufacturiag Support Equipment

System Integration

Quality Assurance Program
Qualificaition Testing Program
Production Sampling
Docunentation
Technical Support
Other Non-Recurring Production Costs
Leaseholds
General and Adninistrative Costs (G&A)
Fee or Profit

CONTRACTOR PRODUCT IOU COSTS _(RECU1R1tW)
Manufacturing/Assenbly/Test
Production I aterials

Purchased Equipment and Parts
Subcontracted Items
Other Raw and Finished Materials

Sustaining Engineering
Quality Control and Inspection
Packaging and Transportation
Other Recurring Production Costs
General and Administrative Costs (G&A)
Fee or Profit

CONTRACTOR PRODUCTION 1 -NAGI2IENT COSTS
Planning
Adminstrative
Control

*Ref: AFP 800-7, Chapter VII, Figure VII-6A, page VII-33.
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schedule and contractual basis as the terminals themselves. Hence,
production quantities shall include the item spares computed by the
appropriate logistic support equations of the LCC Model.

The terminal unit prices TUPP(NP) and TUPT(NP) must be consistent
with the ITEM Configuration on Platforms NITEM(I,NP) data that the
contractor puts into File (11), and the ITEM Unit Production cost
prices UP(I) that the contractor puts into File (8A).

Special instructions apply to PME and TNE designs that incorporate
an AM radio (such as the ARC-164 or the GRC-171). If such an AM
radio is incorporated in the design for any platform type NP, the
entire configuration of AM radio LRUs and SRUs that are used in SEZK
TALK must be included in the ITEM list in File (8A), including, both
those ITEMs that have been modified and those that have not been
modified. In TUPP(NP), only the cost of the modification is
included, the original cost of the unmodified AM radio is considered
to be a sunk cost. For TCPT(NP), however, no costs are considered
to be sunk, and the full acquisition cost of the AM radico ITEMs and
their modification costs are included. The modification cost shall
include the ccst of bench checkout and test of the modified ITEMs.

The quantit£ NA7(NP), number of added antena elements, applies to
airborne platforms only and is used in the model equations only to
estimate the added drag that SEEK TALK antennas will produce, and
the resulting ada2d fuel consumption that will be necessary. Where
antenna configurations vary within one platform grouping NP, an
average value for NAE(NP) shall be used.

Table 8-X provides the basic information that the contractor shall
use in calculating 1PRAG(NP). (Parameters, other than NAE and DRAG,
that appear in the equation for added cost of fuel are all furnished
by the Air Force.)

The contractor should note that further studies may indicate that
equipment weight is a significant contributor to added fuel
consumption. If £o, the LCC Model may be modified and additional
contractor inputs will be reqiir,,d in File (4).

Contractor data inputs for Non-Recurring >Iodification,'installation
costs, shall be generated as described below. A single non-recurring
cost parameter shai be estimated by the contractor for each
platform grouping NI. This parameter, NR'II(Nf), combines the costs
of enginecring, prototype Group A kits, tosting, proofing and data
into a single cost element. This parameter defines for a given
value of index NP, the avera e cost per platform type, for platforms
within the grouping. In calculating total cost, the LCC model
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Table 8-X

Data for Calculations of Antenna Drag

Average
Drag per
Element

Type of Platform in lbs.

1. Tactical Aircraft, Full-Up 3.3

2. Tactical Aircraft, Partial Array Note (1)

3. Tactical Aircraft, Modem-Only 0.0

4. Cargo/Electronics Aircraft, Modem-Only 0.0

The drag figures given above are applicable to a
single "standard" UHF blade antenna (height, 7-3/4
inches, and cross sectional area perpendicular to
the airstream, about 3.5 square inches).

Contractor shall estimate and justify drag figures
for his antenna configuration if it differs from a
standard UHF blade. For a UHF 1 1ie of smaller size

than the standard blade, asFume the drag is proportional
to the area perpendicular to the airstream.

It is assumed that, in peacetime, high performance

aircraft operate at subsonic speeds most of the
time.

Note (1) If partial array requires additional or
modified antenna elements, figure added drag as a
proportion of a standard UHF blade, at 3.3 lbs. drag.
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equations multiply the above parameters by the diversity factor
PDIV(NP), before summing over all platform groupings. PDIV(NP)
counts the number of different platform types (e.g. F-4, F-15, F-16)
in a platform grouping, and makes an allowance also for different
models (e.g. F-4E and F-4G). Specific guidance is furnished in
Appendix III.

3.3.4 Contractor Inputs to File (5) - Platform Recurring
Modification/Installation Data

Contractor inputs to File (5) define the recurring acquisition cost
of A-Kits in dollars, and the number of recurring labor hours to
modify platforms and install SEEK TALK terminals. The cost of A-
Kits AKIT(IA,NP) is classified by installation area IA and by
platform type NP. The mod/installation labor hours MIMH(IA,M,NP)
depends upon mode of installation M as well as upon installation
area and platform type. Both Prime Mission Equipment and Timing Net
Equipment, and both airborne and ground-based platforms, are
involved. The installation areas IA are 1-antenna, 2-electronics
box, 3-control head, and 4-cabling. The modes N are ]-installed
during platform production, 2-retrofit performed in the field by a

depot team, and 3-retrofit performed at the depot.

For the baseline situation, the contractor shall determine
MIMH(lA,M, NP) for M=2 only. For subsequent special studies, the
Air Force may require parameter inputs for other values of M.
Appendix III has specific guidance for determining parameters.

Note that AKIT(IA,NP) and MIMH(IA,M.NP) both refer to the complete
complement of equipment installed on a platform, which may include
only one terminal, or may include two or more terminals as defined
by the input parameters NTRMP(NP) and NTRAT(NP) of Input File (4).

8.3.5 Contractor Inputs to File (7), Support fEjpment Data

File (7) defines types and unit costs for common and peculiar
support equipment (SE) that the contractor determines will be needed
for SEEK TALK. Quantities of support equipment required for test
and repair of each lTEN are defined later in Input File I0) . Total
numbers of units of support equipment that will be needed for all
SEEK TALK equipment worldwide are calculated by the appropriate
equations in the LCC Model.

The contractor shall determine what items of common and of peculiar
support equipment will be necessary for test and repair of
operational SEEK TALK equipment. These include three types of
equipment: common equipment usually available at a base or depot,
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common equipment that will probably have to be procured, and
peculiar equipment. Once the SE items have been defined, they shall
be classified into sets of items with similar usage patterns. The
item sets are identified by the index L. Any classification that
allows convenient definition of the ITEM/Support Equipment Cross
Reference Table (see Input File (10), below) is acceptable.

In considering what types of support equipment are needed for the
SEEK TALK system, the contractor shall take into account the
following special requirement. Means are required to check out the
functioning of the adaptive antenna array on either a daily, or a
start-of-mission basis. Equipment suitable for performing this
checkout function shall be included in the list of peculiar support
equipment. (Note: Although the adaptive array checkout unit
differs from other SE in its manner of use, the LCC Model equations
should nevertheless provide a reasonable approximation to the total
number of units required.)

For each SE item set identified by a value of the Index L, the
contractor shall define an appropriate name SENOUN(L) and part
number SENUM(L) and the following parameters:

SETYPE(L) Which is 1 for support equipment which is common and
available on site (Refer to Air Force provided list
of this support equipment); 2 for support equipment
which is common but must be procured for SEEK TALK
use; 3 for peculiar support equipment.

CSE(L) estimated acquisition cost (1981 dollars) for one set
of items L. This does not include any allowance for
hardware development or for programming: these costs
are entered separately. CSE(L) does include an
allowance for initial SE spares.

MSE(L) ratio of the annual cost (1981 dollars) of
maintaining the support equipment of type L to CSE(L).
Both labor and replacement SE spares shall be
considered in determining M1SE(L).

SED(L) Cost of development of support equipment of type L.
It is zero for common support equipment.

DATAS(L) Number of additional distinct pages of technical
orders required for use of support equipment type L
and not including any documentation which may be
included in the unit cost of L.
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8.3.6 Contractor Inputs to File (8A), ITEM Equipment Data

The ITEM Equipment Data File (Input File (8A)), defines the logistic
configuration for all ITEMS I in the SEEK TALK system. It also
defines ITEM unit cost, unit weight and other parameters.

An ITEM is a Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) or a Shop Repairable Unit
(SRU). An ITEM may be used in Prime Mission Equipment (PME), in
Timing Net Equipment (TNE), or in both. Terminals may incorporate
ITEMs of existing AM radios, such as the ARC-164 or GRC-171, either
with or without modification. Such ITEMs are separately identified
in the ITEM list, and their parameters are handled differently from
those of other ITEMs. Finally an ITEM may be a component unit in a
PME or TNE terminal, or may be a "platform integration" unit (i.e.,
an LRU installed on a platform, which LRU is not part of a
terminal). The contractor is responsible for determining what
different LRUs are necessary to realize the SEEK TALK system on all
platforms at all bases, and how these LRUs should be broken down
into SRUs. In all files except File (8B), all LRUs and SRUs are
combined into a single ITEM list, identified by an Index I.

Figure 8-1 shows the logistic hierarachy that File (8A) represents.
Data elements used in File (8A) to represent this structure are
given below:

INOUN(I) Name assigned to ITEM
PTNUM(I ) Part number assigned to ITEM I
EQ(I) :noex with the values: I if ITEM is used in PME

only, 2 if ITEM1 is used in TNE only, 3 if ITEM is
used in both

LRU(I) Index with values: I if ITEM is an LRU, 0
otherwise

NHI(l) ITEM Index for ITEM next higher than ITEM I in
the logistic hierarchy (0 unless ITEM I is an
SRU).(If an SRU is a component of more than one
type of LRU, the index of the most numerous LRU
shall be used.)

GFE(I) Index With values: I if !TEM1 is unmodified GFE,
2 if ITE1 is modified GFE, 3 if ITEM is not GFE.
This index is used to identify those ITE'Is
which are parts of existing AM radios, and therefore
may already be in the Air Force inventory.

INTEG(I) index with values: I if ITEM is a, integration
ITEM, 0 otherwise

In addition to these parameters defining the logistic structure
within SEEK TALK, there are four parameters defining ITEM
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Base or Operating Site (e.g., Langley, Ramstein)

Host PLATFORM (e.g., F-15, A.10, E3-A;

CRC/CRP, TACP)

TERMINAL (PME or TNE)
PME = Prime Mi.ion Equip.

TNE = Timing Net Equip.

INTEGRATION LRU LINE REPLAC. UNIT (e.g., Electronics

/ (LRU) Box)

SHOP REPAIR. UNIT (e.g., Printed Circuit
(SRU) Board Assembly)

Notes: File (6) Defines Platforms per Base
File (4) Defines Terminals per Platform

File (11) Defines ITEMS per Terminal or per Platform
LRUs and SRUs are collectively called ITEMS.

Figure 8-1. Logistic Structure for SEEK TALK Equipment
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characteristics. Note that the ITEM list must include the LRUs and
SRUs of All radios such as the ARC-lo4 and the RC-17I if these
radios are incorporated in the contractor's system design.

These are:
UP(I) Lnit Production cost (1981 dollars) of ITEM I.

This is established by the contractor using the
same ground rules as those defined for the per
terminal production cost values contained in
input File (4). It should be noted that the sum
of the costs of the separate SRU ITEMS making
up an LRL should equal the cost of the LRU,
except for additional assembly and testing
required at the higher assemblv level. Similarly,
LRU costs should add up to terminal costs,
except fur additional termn nal level assembly
and testing. Special instructions relating to
LRUs and SRI's of All rad ios are given be j ow.

WT(I) This is the net weight of ITEM I.
PA(I) This is the estimated number of new piece parts

introduced into the Air Force inventory by the
introduction of ITEMl I into the SEEK TALK system
inote remarks in Section 3.2.9 on preventing

multiple counting.)
R'(I) This is the repair materials factor. which

equa ls tile fract ion of UPI) t hat is coisumed
i in piece parts below the item indei~ture level)
in the repair of ITE.l of type I. (note remark 1I1

Sect/oii 5.2.

There are special instructions for handling All radio ITE.ls ,such as
ARC-164 or GRC-171 iTElls) which are incorporated into SEEK TALK
either with or without modificatioil. All AM radio ITEMs (I,RUs and
SRUs) that are inc luded in a PME or TNE terminal configuration snall
be included in the ITE I list ii Fies (SA , SF . ')A F 10
anrd I1 )  

- t le-e (,. :not trv 'Ire ,nc:!] f ied (:Ic I I ! ]:: :n] ti, lo

SEEK TALK system. Tie Air Force will supplv I CoItra ars spell I
procedures and A'! radio sut, o-t i1 lorna'iionI ta siaI: i 1:sed iI I
generating support .nprameters tor those ITKs.

Contractors nave stui jed t he ARC- 1 v4 in detail, and are e),,i ng
provided infornation on -tnhr A\: r 1dios. Cotac.tors S11hA u t 1ze

this inf(rmation in oIeveloping appiicable c.ost an ma ut en almce
parameters for the A'! ridi c.cenpolent of SEE TALK. A lis of
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t

applicable AM radios, classified by platform type, is given in Table
Ill-I of Appendix 11i.

In accordaince with SEEK TALK System Specifications, the Master Clock
TNE To rm in Is mtist pro% ide three capabi lities

1 leans for taking time from a primary time distribution
system, Thich is traceable to the Naval Observatory.

(2) A clock capable of maintaining time to a suitable
accuracy, for a to-be-determined period of time, in the
absence of a signal from (1).

(3) Means for distributing time to local PIE terminals.

The contractor's system concept determines how many 'faster Clock TNE
Terminals are required, and the nature and cost of the distribution
means ident i f i ed in (1) and (3) above.

Both the list of ITEIS in Files (8Aj, (8B), (9A), (9B) and 10 and

the terminal cost elements TUPP(NP) and TUPT(NP) in File (4) shall
include provision of a complete system-wide timing distribution

capabi l ity.

8.3.7 Contractor Inputs to File (8B), LRU/SRU Cross Reference Data

The data in File EPBI are not utilized in the main LCC run, they are
utilized only iti the Repair Level Analysis (RLA). File (8B)
defines, in "pointer oatrix" form, what SRUs make up each LRU. In

order to show this relationship, the File utilizes an LRU index IL.
The index IL represents those values of the ITEM index I which
designate IRLs. It also utilizes a sequential index K to identify
the several SRIi contiained in each LRU. The following variables are
involved:

NDS II - This is the number of distinct SRUs
t ar.it j!,(, contiined in LRt type IL.

ISRI( IL,K) T is t1e 1i(eX i of the Kth type
or SRL contained in an LRL of type II

QPA IL ,K) iii s tile Tnumber or SRLs of type
SR II,,KI that are contained in

one 1,R1 Of type IL.
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8. 3. 8 Contractor__Iii juts to File ( 9A) ITEMI Maintenance Data

The data for file 09A), iTiEM 'ainteiiaiice Data, is completely
furnished by- the cont raccor. It involves several sets of data
elements for each ITEM , nml:predicted mean Lime betweeni
failures (PMITBFj for each of four operating environments, five
different parameters defining relative frequencies of different
types of maintenance actions, five parameteors defining mani-hours (or
in one case cost) for different maintenance aictions, and a repair
level code.

o PMITBF(I-,LE-(NPfl - contractor shall predict. mean tim2
between fai lures (PMI3F) in product-ion, for each 1TEM I in
each, appl1icabl1e. ope r-t-i ng eu:vi1ronment . Va laes shall be
computed inl accordance with the pra-cedures of M1L-l{ANDBOQK-
2117C, and the env-ironlmentaIl conditins specified inl the
next paragraph. The reliahi litI. predict ion Sha I-7 he
carried out in conformity w ith the paragraph enti'tled
ReliahilityvPredict ion, of the FSEDl SCW. The contractor
shall utilize, however, a complet-ely seriai system
reliabilitv block diagram. All it-emis of equlnment in: a
SEEK TALK tm-rminial shall be assumed to operate continuously
du~ring Tne per-iod when the terminal is turned on, except
th itaslitter, hich shall initially be assumed to have a
15". duty cycle, for all platLforms except
fixed'ltransportable. For fixed, tratisportables. the
craosmitcer duty cycle shall1 initially be assumed to be
3>i When mork caomp 1 etc, operat iona l dat a bec:omes
a,, a i ladb I e , Thle A i r Force nay- neec' to chanige these
p.'rceniT ages.

Note that the variable T E(NP), o Perat-ing (-nvironment for platform
grouping NP, is ,n Air Force input, show n inl Lhe first data column
of Input File 3 (See 1p. 8-lo. I-t specifies which operating
environment is appuc(triate for each platform type.

The "a'1 icac ion eny ~roilmerc'' thi-t shl I h used in Tt e tab iii tv
caI n a insto On( rcaat in m it ice wit h MlI.-IAND)BCI)E-2l1 C. are'

shown i n ITalIe 8-XI .
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Table 8-XI

OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMlENT

Index LE (NP) Aplication Environment

2 Airborne uninhabited, fighter
2 Airborne uninhabited, transport
3 Ground fixed

Ground mobile

The re 1ation between these )"pplication environments," as defined in
'I!,-IHADPOQK-217C, and the platform classification categories NP, is
howni in the "Environment" column of Input File (3) See Table 8-V.

It should "be noted that the model computes failure rates per ITEM
per month see equation or, p. 5-2) using the expression:

APF INP, LO(NS (NilTAC(NP'PTBF (I,LE(NP)j O ,KFAC(LE(NP))

The first two factor, determine total terminal operating hours per

month. APi-HTNPLO(NS)) is platform operating hours per month for
operating location (i.e. theatre) LQ(NS). TFAC(NPi converts
platform operating hours to terminal operating hours. APFH and TFAC
are Air Force inputs in Input File (3). The expression in brackets
gives the "intrinsic" failure rate per month. The factor
KFAC(LE(NP)) is then used to convert the intrinsic failure rate to
the "operational" failure rate that may be expected in field
operation. KFA: is an Air Force input in File (11. Note that KFAC
is used to adjust failure rates not only for general field
environment, but also to account for mishandling, breakage, and
other hazards.

o Relative Froquencies of laintenance Actions - The

parameters required for each ITEM1 I are:
FPR-(I) False pull rate -the ratio of removals that

are false pulls to those that are verified

failures.
RIP( I FractLion of maintenace actions that are

ducompIishled by repair-in-place with piece

narts. (Applies only to LRUs, not to SRUs.)

RTS (1) Fraction of removed failures assigned to
repair at base shop

N.RTS( T -raction of removed failures assigned to
repair at depot.
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COND(l) Fraction of (removed) failures which are
condemned, due to normal wear-out. (The

LCC Model will automatically adjust the

fraction to account for ITEM type I

being discarded because its next higher

assembly has worn-out or is a
discard-on-failure assembly.)

The "maintenance actions" associated with the PMTBF are repair-in-

place actions plus removals that test out as failures. Such removed
failures are then allocated to further maintenance actions in
accordance with RTS, NRTS and COND. The contractor shall determine
the relative frequency parameters in accordance with a documented
logistic approach that is in conformity with Air Force guidance.
Note that maintenance actions performed on SRUs must be consistent

with those on the LRUs ir which they reside.

o Man-Hours. or Cost, for r)ifferent Maintenance Actions

The following Parameters are required for each ITEM:
RMH(I) Aver.,ge manhours to remove and replace

iapplicable onlv to an LRU, not an SRU)
BCM}{(1) Average manhours to nerform base shop

bench check
BMH(I) Aveiage manhours to perform base-level

corrective maintenance

DMHi I) Average manhours to perform depot level
repair, including bench check

IPCF(I) Avra,,ge ccst per failure of repair-
in-pIaLe at ions, including cost of
replacenent parts and labor

Contractor calculations of these parameters shall be in accordance
with the applicable provisions of ,lI.-Haidbook-472.

Finally, File (9A) contains a re(pair level code, defined below:

RL(I) -Repair level code for ITEY. tvne I

= if initially in,t K , a] 1I NRTS ,

and CO'UII j va les are. to be usrdr
= 1 if RTSI) NF'ETS! I aind CON)! I are

to be in/tern a ] v cal t d to represent

base repair oi ITE'I ;

= if RTS I), NETS, I:, and COND (I are to
be internally calculated to represent

depot repair of ITEM 1;

= 3 if RTS( I), NRTS , and C)ND( I are to
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be internally calculated to represent
discard-on-failure of ITEM I.

The variable RL(I) provides a short-cut method for the input of
maintenance strategy. Its ion-zero values cause the overriding of
the previously input RTS(1), NRTS(I) and COND(I) values.

8.3.9 (Contractor lNuoutS to File 0B), ITE Technical Order,
Trainij an d SE Software l)evelopment Data

This file contains contractor inputs defining Technical Order,
Training and SE Software Development characteristics of individual
ITElls I. Five parameters are involved. These are defined below:

DAAB I Number of a1dditional distinct pages of technical
orders required for base repair of ITEM type I.

DATADI) Number of additional distinct pages of technical
orders required for repair of ITEMl type 1 and
written for depot. use only.

TIMEI(I ) - The number of additional hours of type I training
added for FFEf type I.

SESW(l) - Cost of development of support equipment software
required for maintenance of ITEM type I.

PSESW(1) - This provides a partition of SESW(I) by SE Index L.
It defines for ea(h SE type L, requiring software
development for maintenance of ITEMI type I, what fraction
of SESW(I) is applicable to L, PSESW(1) serves only to
clarify the nature of SESW(]): it is not used in model
calculations. (See Section 10.2.9B for specific
input format to be used. )
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8.3.10 Contractor Inputs to File (10) ITEM/Support Equipment Cross
Reference Data

This file, containing only contractor furnished data, defines what
types (Index L) and numbers of units of Support Equipment (SE) must
be utilized in the test and repair of an ITEM I. File (10) deals
with the types or sets of SE defined by File (7), and the types of
ITEMS defined by Files (8A) and (9A). See Appendix I for admissible
values of SECODE(I,L).

Basically, File (10) is used to input the matrix variables A(I,L)
and SECODE(I,L) which are used in the LCC Model equations presented
in Sections 5 and 6. A(I,L) represents the number of copies of SE
type L required in each repair or bench-check of an ITEM of type I.

SECODE(I,L) indicates the type of maintenance (repair, bench-check,
or both) of ITEMS of type I for which SE type L is required
However, these two matrices are combined into one which mus be
input in "pointer form" in File (10).

Three variables are involved as described below:

NJA(I) - number of different support equipment types
(i.e., different values of L) required in Lhe repair
of ITEM I.

A(I,K) Index number of Kth support equipment type
required for maintenance of ITEM type I.

QSA(I,K) For support equipment type A(I,K), this is
a 3 digit whole number. The hundreds digit
of QSA(I,K) is the value of SECODE(I,A(I,K)).
The units digit of QSA(I,K) is the number of pieces
of support equipment of type A(l,K)
required for performance of one maintenance
action on one ITEM of type I.

The specific instructions given in Section 10.2. IC should be
followed so as to avoid confusion when inputting this le.

6.3.11 Contractor Inouts to File (11;. ITEM Conficurations for
Different Platforms

File(ll) contains only conLractor inputs. For each ITEM I, File
(11) first gives INTEG(1 . defining whether the ITEM is an
integration ITEM (INTEG(I) = I). or is not an integration ITEM
(INTEG(I) = 0). The value of INTEG(1) is the same here as in the
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appropriate column of File(8A). File(ll) then gives for each ITEM
I, the configuration NITEMR(I,NP) for each platform type NP.

If ITEM I is an integration ITEM, NITEMR(I,NP) states the number of
such ITEMs per platform.

If ITEM I is not an integration ITEM, NITEMR(I,NP) states the number
of such ITEMs per terminal. The number of ITEMs per terminal for
each platform type NP must be consistent with the SEEK TALK overall
PME terminal configuration identified in the descriptive name of the
platform type, e.g. for NP=2, Tactical Airborne, Partial array.

It should be noted that the Model equations determ.ne the total
number of installed ITEMS of type I, world-wide, by the following
calculation:

Z E NITE'I(I,NP)yNPLT(NP,NS)*TNB(NS), where
NP NS

NITEM(I,NP) = [INTEG(I)+(I-INTEG(I))(NTRP(NP)

+ NTRMT(NP)')ij ]*NITEMR(I,NP)

The contractor should note that all LRUs and all SRUs are contained
in File (11). Values of NITEMR(I,NP) must be consistent with the
logistic hierarchy defined by the ITEM Equipment Data in File (BA).
Thus if a particular platform type contains only 3 LRUs of a certain
type, each composed of one each of the same set of 4 different SRUs,
NITEMR will contain both the three LRU populations and all four of
the SRU populations. The logistic equations in the LCC Model are so
constructed that there is never any "double-counting" in computing
failures, spares, and other logistic variables.
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SECTION 9

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SEEK TALK LCC MODEL

9.1 General Properties of the LCC Model

This section gives an overall view of the operation of the LCC
Model. This discussion will give the reader in general and the LCC
Computer Program user in particular brief information on how the LCC
'lodel is used, what the major components and features of the model
are, and what type of computer facility is required for running the
model. To help delineate the overall structure of the model, a
concise description of the data input files and output tables is
also presented.

While the material in this section gives, in condensed form, a
description of all of the main operating characteristics of the LCC
Model, it does not contain the technical details necessary for the
user to set up and run the LCC Model on his computer system. This
latter information is provided in Section 10.

9.1.1 Organization of the Model

The SEEK TALK FSED Phase LCC Model is a tool to estimate the total
Life Cycle Cost to the Air Force of alternative SEEK TALK System
designs. The model highlights cost elements which depend wholly or
in part on the design of the system and those which depend on
contractor provided data which affect system installat-on, operation
and support. Thus, the output of the LCC Model uill be useful to
both the Air Force and contractors in estimating the Life Cycle Cost
of potential system designs.

The SEEK TALK LCC MIodel computer program package consists of a main
program and a supportive program. The main program has two
components, the LCC Accounting Model and Sensitivity Analysis, and
will be simply called the LCC program. The supportive program will
be referred to as the Repair Level Analysis (RLA) program.

The first component of the LCC program implements an accounting
model which computes the Life Cycle Cost of the system oased on the
values of the input parameters corresponding to a particular system
design isee Section 5 for a complete description of this accounting
model). The output of the first component gives the total LCC and
also the LCC divided into tour top-level cost elements:
Production, Platform Modification and SEEK TALK Installation
(Modification/Installation), Initial Support, and Recurrent
Operations & Support. The output is divided furtner into a number
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of cost sub-elements, and also according to type of host platform,
type of operational base, and type of equipment ITEM. This
breakdown of Life Cycle Cost into various categories is intended to
help the user identify cost drivers and areas in which design and
cost trade-offs should be considered.

The second component of the LCC program provides Sensitivity
Analysis computations to be used as an additional aid in trade-off
considerations. More specifically, for certain selected contractor
parameter inputs (e.g., UP(I) - the unit price of the Ith ITEM or
FR(I) - the failure rate of the Ith ITEM) this program component
computes the average change (either positive or negative) in total
LCC which is produced by a fractional increase in the value of the
given parameter. These calculations should further aid the user in
identifying elements of his system design to which the LCC is
particularly sensitive, again indicating possible trade-offs in
design and/or installation, operation or support characteristics.
(See Section 6 for a full discussion of the Sensitivity Analysis
component.)

The supportive program (RLA) of the LCC Model computer program
package helps determine the repair level (base repair, depot repair,
or discard-on-failure) for each ITEN. It is a separate program
which utilizes output from six runs of the first component
(accounting model), each run using a different repair strategy for
the LRUs and their SRUs. The cost implications for each ITEM due to
different repair strategies are assessed and then evaluated in an
analytical procedure to select a repair level for each ITEM. Model
specifications corresponding to each ITEM's recommended repair level
are provided in the output and can be implemented in a subsequent
run of the LCC program.

9.1.2 Operation of the Model

The contractor will generally operate the programmed SEEK TALK FSED
Phase LCC Model interactively, both as a design tool and to meet
formal requirements for submitting LCC estimates to the Government.
For example, use of th( LCC lodel in a design study is illustrated
in Figure 9-1.

The LCC model computer program package requires data inputs from
both the Air Force and the contractor (see Section 8, or the
Glossary in Appendix I for this breakdown). The contractor data
inputs incorporate his system design, including production costs, a
maintenance concept, and characteristics affecting the other top-
level cost elements. Air Force data inputs include all factors over
which the contractor has no control (e.g., SEEK TALK deployment and
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terminal operating hours) and also constraints which the
contractor's design must meet (e.g., the confidence factor for
safety stock of spare ITEMs).

Supplied with Air Force and contractor inputs, the main program of
the LCC computer model (the LCC program) calculates and prints out
the total LCC and its breakdown into various categories, and also
outputs the results of the Sensitivity Analysis. When requested,
the LCC program can also provide the inputs to the RLA program for
making repair level decisions, which in turn can be used in a
subsequent run of the LCC program to produce the previously
described outputs. Using these outputs, the contractor can then
reevaluate his system design, perform trade-offs in design and other
parameters, and develop design and repair level modifications. Any
new system design would then give rise to a change in contractor
data inputs to be used in a subsequent LCC Model computer run. The
contractor may iterate through this cycle as many times as he
wishes, evaluating many possible design variations as he carries out
the LCC tasks defined in the FSED Statements of Work.

9.1.3 Configuration of the Model

The SEEK TALK FSED Phase LCC Model is designed for interactive use
via a time-shared capability. However, the LCC Model may easily be
used in batch mode (see Section 10.5 for instructions). For
interactive mode, the user will need to have the capability to run a
FORTRAN program on-line with 13 input data sets and 3 output data
sets. The user must have a computer terminal with a display of at
least 80 columns which serves as one of the input data sets and as
one of the output data sets. The user must also have an off-line
printer with at least 133 column capability (including one column
for carriage control for printing out the second output data set, a
FORTRAN compiler with NAMELIST capability, and provision for
bytes of core storage (where 1K byte = 1024 bytes). With the
exception of NAMELIST statements, the remainder of the SEEK TALK LCC
Model, and its interactive interface, are written in ANSI FORTRAN
(version X3.9 - 1q66j. Finally, since the LCC Model is furnished in
the form of FORTRAN statements, on magnetic tapes, the user will
require a magnetic- tape reader for use as am in1put device.

9.1.4 O)eration of the LCC Prorarm

Figure 9-2 presents an overview of the operation of the LCC program.
First, the nominal values of thirteen standard input data files
(which include Air Force and contractor data) are read into the
model. Next, certain instructions for output format are input by
Lhe user from his terminal in the format of responses to a sequence
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Figure 9-1. Operation of the LCC Model for One Design Study
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of computer-prompted questions. At this point, the user may also
over-write the nominal values of any selection of previous data
inputs. Control is then transferred to the computer processor where
the program calculates successively the Life Cycle Cost of the
modeled system and the related values of the Sensitivity Analysis.
The output of these computations is then directed to two separate
devices. If the appropriate control parameter indicates that an
off-line copy of output data is required, then the complete (or
partial) set of program output is produced on the off-line printer,
including the LCC divided into various categories and the
Sensitivity Analysis values of all designated input factors. In
addition, if specified, the user's terminal may receive a subset

consisting of two tables of the LCC output, and the values of the
Sensitivity Analysis calculations for a selected number of "most

sensitive" input factors.

The user is then asked at the terminal if he wishes another run. A
"NO" response terminates the program. A "YES" response allows the
user to initiate an interactive rerun of the LCC program. To

prepare for this rerun, the user is first asked whether he wishes to
reset the values of all data parameters back to those values found
in the thirteen standard input files. A "YES" response to this
question will cause the values in these Standard Files to be reread

into the Model. Subsequent operation of the LCC program on the
interactive rerun ould then be exactly the same as described for
the initial run. A "NO" response to this question directs that the
values of data parameters used during the previous run (including

any "over-written" values) be assumed as the "nominal" or initial
values for use on the interactive rerun and then the user is
transferred back to the second step in the system operation. At
this point he may input new values for the control parameters and/or
over-write the nominal values of a different selection of data

inputs and then make a new run of the LCC Model. The user may make
as many successive modifications of his data and reruns of the LCC
program in this "interactive" mode as he wishes. Alternatively, if
the user wishes to perform a detailed analysis of the LCC output,
and/or Sensitivity Analysis factors before he reruns the model, he
may terminate the program and use rhe, mor, detailed off-line output
as an aid ini reeva!uating his system diesign and associated
parameters.
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9.1.5 Operation of the RLA Program

As noted above, the Repair Level Analysis (RLA) is done by a
separate program which utilizes the output of 6 special LCC
Accounting MIodel runs. In order to facilitate the making of these
runs, the user is provided with a special command file, which
automatically makes the required runs by using the 12 input data
files and setting the appropriate LRU and SRU repair levels in the
batch mode. The outputs of these 6 runs are saved on a special
output file, which together with an LRU,'SRU organization file (see
File 8B in Section 9.2.1 below) are input to the RLA program. The
RLA program is then run to produce a full report of the Repair Level
Analysis results. A means is also provided to automatically update
the repair levels within the appropriate input data files for the
LCC Accounting Model.

9.1.6 Performance, Characteristics

The SEEK TALK LCC lodel has been designed so as to be readily
adaptable to any computer system of moderate capability and at least
450K bytes of core storage. In particular, as previousiy mentioned
in Section 9.1.3, the LCC M1odel is written completely in ANSI
FORTRAN, with the one exception of its NAIELIST statements. In
addition, even though the LCC Mlodel is designed to be run in an
interactive computer mode, it may easily be utilized in batch mode.
Complete instructions for operating the LCC lodel in batch mode are
given in Section 10.5.

The rate at which the L(_' M odel will accept inputs, process its
calculations, Inc ldoduce 4ts output tables will depend to a large
extent on the capability of the user's computer system. Processing
time will also be a function of the amount of data which is input to
the Model. Howexer. as one indication of processing time, the LCC
lodel run which produced the sample output in Appendix !I consumed
24.3 CPU seconds of processing time on an IB" 370'3031 computer
system with VS2 operating system. The user should note, however,
that the amount of -nrut data t th-3 is sam-]e run , as 1isted ii: the
fourteen i Ilp1t 1' ab ( r. Ape!di: I , ma. h, smal ler t I]:. that
reauirecl ot a comko . e contr~ictor desigh. Specifi i c i mit for till
amount of nt)ut cat,_ a IL:c pted b the LCC 'lode! are g l i: Sect I0.
10.2.

Many errors in thc :ormatting and values of data inputs will be
detected by the LCC Mlodel whi h will in turn generate appropriate
error messages. For tile proper interpretation of error messages,
the user should refer to Section 10.3. As an additional aid in

debugging input errors, the values of all data inputs, along with
their associated variable names, will be printed out in the first
component of the output of the LCC Model.
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9.2 General Descr ipt -ioni of 'inputs, Procerssing, and Outputs

To aid in the discuss ion oi this sec-t ion, it should be rioted that
the SEEK TALK system is ma-de up of prime mission equipment. (PME)
t erm inals and timing net equipment ITNE ) te rminalIs installed on host
E1!it forms (airbornie or surface-based) that are deployed at
operational bases or sites. Terminals --re broken (down into line
replaceable units (,LRUsI and th~ose in turn into shop repa3irable
units (SRUs). LRUs and Sk~s are collectively called iTE-1s. On -
equipment maintenance is conducted at all bases; off-equipment
m ain tenianrce, at some or alI I b ases , azid at the de pot iAiC

9.1 Model Inpu111t~s

There are, thirtoel s--andard inout- dot a fi les min i rimed hr the us-er
wh ich are, rej'a in to workinig St ordge in t-i:. eQ( cauute hs at a
file-, are named:

(1) System-Wide Scialar Parameters
1 Base Configiratin Data

(3j ) lat form 0;uerat. lonl 11ta
k4) Platform Terminal Data andl Non-Eecurririg

MoIcdificar. ion, lns1tal la. ion1 DaIta
(5) Plaitform Recurring )odifiarion, lnsr;al lat jon Data
6) Platform DeplovmeuIt it Ba'ses
7 Support Eq:: iipmen Data-

I SA ITEM1 Equ pmroilt hat a
(8B) SRUiLRC Cross Re ferenlce Data-
(W) ITEM antnceData
(9B) ITEMl Technical Ordors, Tra ining. and SE Software

Development Data
10), ITEMl/Support Equipmiit Cress, Re ferenice Data
(11 ITEM ConTfiguration for Dlirorrent Plat-forms

All of the files, exethte t,'rst wr:i A!K.S ie are
organiizeai ur:mdriiv v ore( o-r riu f ' ma icrrl. ce NS'wlci
idenit ifies, groupinigs of opcrat ona : e or tua.-,s; \P, 1hi Ch1
i dell . i f 1 es grWuiP11gs. o! lest'- Pr l: L' whlci rub juenti'les" types or
,-roupings, 01 supp- ort em. t)mollt- 31c whiict lienltif ies t-vp( of
e~quipmentl I HEIs . Tureet. ct-ill f Ii 01- areV urwiz, pr ir ily by one
of these i 1d i ces . Inc svcuolliarl i i " h% (Ilifterect1 inidex.
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Each of these files will now be described briefly. It should be
ioted that more complete file descriptions are given in Section 8,
and detailed file formats are specified in Section 10.2.

File(l), System-Wide Scalar Parameters This file contains Air Force
provided parameters that define installation, operatiDn and
maintenance labor rates. labor factors, logistic pipeline times,
certain unit cost factors (such as fuel cost per gallon arid packing
and shipping costs per pound), and miscellaneous factors including
the failure rate correction factors for the various operating
environments. In addition, there are seven contractor provided
parameters included in File 1. Six of them are inputs pertaining to
technical orders and maintenance training, and the seventh is the
total Full Scale Engineering Development cost.

File(2), Base Confiiurat:oi Data (Organized by Base Type NS) The
data in this file, all provided by the Air Force, defines the
characteristics of the operational bases sitesl at which airborne
or surface-based host platforms equipped vith SEEK TALK terminals
will be deployed. Bases at which airborne or ground-based terminals
will be operated are aggregated into groups according to operational
theatre and role in off-equipment maintenance. File(2) indicates
the number of bases in each base group (index NS), and also whether
these bases perform their own off-equipment maintenance, and if so,
whether they do maintenance for equipment deployed at other bases as
well.

File(3", Platform Operation Data (Organized by Platform Type NP)
This file contains data, furnished Dart]y by the Air Force and
partly by the contractor, describing operational characteristics of
host platforms for SEEK TALK terminals. The Air Force furnishes
platform-oriented data concerning the operation of Prime .ission
Equipment (PME) terminals, while the contractor furnishes similar
data for Timing Net Equipment (TNE Terminals. in addition, Air
Force parameters classify the operating environment provided bv the
host platform, and provide factors used in computing added fuel
consumpt ion due to antenna drag w i ht e ffort or. fue not
considered,. Airborne and Scrface, .!,C)tarm ti've.S are ggregated
into a smali' number of grouns i identifi d nV index NP ,. such as high
performance aircra:t, or fxec tin sn ort, ble ground u1nits.

.ile _4, P1 atform Terminal Data aid No- i r i ni
lodifIcationista' atior, Data L(rganized b-. Piatform Type NP)

This file contains mi xt ire of Air Forte paramters aria oentrator
parameters. The Air Force defines average nrimber of P:iE terminals
per platform in each platform grouping \P, certain parameters
classifying mod/installation characteristics ot platform groupings
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and a thrust/fuel consumption factor. The contractor inputs unit
costs for both PIME and TNE terminals, defines the average number of
TNE terminals per platform in each platform grouping, and average
number of added antenna elements per Ilatform. The contractor also
estimates the non-recurring modificationinstallation Costs using a
detailed estimating procedure provided by the Air Force. (Non-
recurring costs are those incurred once for each platform type;
recurring, those incurred once for each individual installation.)

File(5), Platform Recurring Iodi'Installation Data (Organized by
Platform Type NP) Data elements are all established jointly. They
define fixed modification cost, cost of group A kits, and variable
labor hours, classified (as appropriate) by mode of installation 11
and/or by installation functional area IA. iodes are: during

platform manufacture, depot retrofit, field retrofit by depot team.
Installation areas are 3ntennas. electron ics noxes, control heads
and cabling.' interconnect ions.

File16l, Platform Deo' lovment at Bases (Organized by Platform Type
NP and Base Type NS) These Air Force inputs define the average
number of SEEK TALK equipped platforms in each group NP that are

deployed per base in each base grouping NS.

File(7), Sup ort Equipment Data (Organized by SE Type L) The data
in this file, all supplied by the contractor, defines the types of
support equipment required to test and maintain SEEK TALK. Required
support equipment (SE) is identified by the contractor, and
classified into groups of like SE items. Groups (identified by
index L) are characterized in File (7) as common support equipment
usually available on a support base, common support equipment that

must be procured, and peculiar support equipment. Unit purchase
prices of SE, annual maintenance cost factors, numbers of technical
order pages, and development costs for each SE type are also
established in File (7).

File(8A), ITEM E quiment Data (Organized by ITEM 1) File (SA)
defines the euuipment ITE!s identified by index I. which are made up
of Line Replaceable Zi1ts iR1s,4 and the r component Shop Repairable
Units (SRUs,. that tce contractor determines are necessary to
implement his system design, Ior al t vpe{; of PMIL and o: TNE
terminals. All data in File (SA) is contractor furnished. Data
elements classify ea',h ITE'! as an l,RU or SR, defines how it fits

into the logistic irienture level hierarchy, defines its unit cost,
it. fraction of value, repiaced4 in repair. its weight, and its count

of piece parts.
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File(8B), LRI/SRU Cross Reference Data (Organized by LRU index IL
and SRU index TS) This file is furnished by the contractor based on
his system design. It indicates the different SRUs and their
individual quantities contained in each LRU. This file is a
required input for Repair Level Analysis, and is not used by the LCC
Accounting MIodel as a reference.

File(9A), ITEM Maintenance Data (Organized by ITEM I) File (9A)
contains contractor inputs that define for each ITEM I listed in
File (SA) the following: predicted mean time between failures
(P.ITBFs) for each operating environment, fractions of maintenance
actions that fill into each of five classes (false pull, repair in
place, base repair, depot repair and condemnation), man-hours for
the major types of maintenance actions (in-place repair, remove and
replace, base bench check, base repair and depot repair), and repair
level code.

File(9B), ITEM! Technical Orders, Training, and SE Software
Development Data (Organized by ITEM I) File 9B) contains for each
ITEM I the number of technical order pages required for depot and
base maintenance, the number of hours required for type 1 training,
the SE software development cost and its breakdown by SE type. This
File is, again, furnished by the contractor.

File(10), ITEMI'Support Equipment Cross Reference Data (Organized by
ITEM I and SE group L) This file, all established by the contractor
on the basis of his concept of how maintenance actions will be
conducted, defines for each ITE.M I, the types and number of pieces
of SE of group L that will be used in maintenance of the ITEM.

File(ll), ITEM Configurations for Different Platforms (Organized by
ITEM I and Platform Group NP) These data elements, all furnished by
the contractor, define how many units of each ITEMl I are required to
make up the PME andor TNE configurations for platforms in each
grouping NP.

In addition to these thirteen data files, the user's terminal acts
as a fourteenth data input file. Prior to each run of the LCC
Iodel, the user must enter several inputs from his terminal to
control the LCC .Model output. and tie may also use his NAMELIST
capability to overwrite trom his terminal previously input data
values from the standard data files ,Ii through (11) listed above.
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9.2.2 Processing: The Accounting Model Euations

Two types of processing are involved in the main program (the LCC
Program) of the LCC Model: first, the accounting model equations,
and second, the sensitivity analysis equations. Besides, the repair
level analysis procedure is involved in the supportive program (the
RLA Program) of the LCC Model. Each of these will be described
briefly.

The accounting model equations are concerned with calculating the
LCC elements and subelements. These are four top-level cost
elements, together with a number of subelements, as listed below:

a. PRODUCTION

This is not formally broken down in the Model, but
contractor calculations of production cost are required to
take into account the list of non-recurring, recurring,
and management cost subelements given in Table 8-IX.

b. MOD!INSTALLATION

Non-Recurrinng: Engineering, Group A Prototype, Testing,
Proofing, Data.

Recurring: Fixed (platform preparation), Group A Kits and
Variable Labor hours by installation area.

c. INITIAL SUPPORT

This cost includes the following subelements:

Initial Spares,
Support Equipment Acquisition,
SE Hardware and Software Development,
Technical Orders Acquisition,
Type 1 Training, and
initial Inventory Management.

d. RECURRENT OPERATIONS ANL SUPPORT

Orerations: PME labor, TNE labor, added fuel cost due to
extra antenna drag (.weight effect. on fuel not considered).
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Support: Replacement Spares, On-and-Off-Equipment

Maintenance, Support Equipmert "!aintenance, Recurrent
Technical Orders and Training, and Recurrent ITEM

Inventory Management.

The total of the cost elements and subelements listed above is then
the life cycle cost for purposes of the Icdel. (As explained in

Section 4.1, however, the life cycle cost conrputed by the model has
some cost components missing.) In addition to the cost elements and
subelements and total life cycle cost, various partial results,

costs by various classifications, costs per terminal, and
supplementary variab'es are computed. These are required for the
output tables that are described in Section 9.2.5.

9.2.3 Processing: The Sensitivity Analysis Enuations

The most direct method of determining sensitivity of LCC to a
specific increment in a generic input parameter is to run the

accounting model twice, once with the original parameter value, and
once with the modified value. Such an approach may require a large

set of changes to input data, if the generic parameter appears in
many places - for example, the unit cost UP(Ii of each equipment
ITEM 1. This approach also consumes a lot of computer time.

Instead of using this brute force approach, the LCC program
automatically computes, in each run, the change in LCC for the input
parameter changes of interest. This apprcach shortens the
computation time and it may also expose parameters and/or ITEMs to
which LCC is particularly sensitive, whicl. may not have otherwise

come to the user's attention. In particular, the LCC program will
"sort out" those ITE']s, for each ITEM,-specific parameter, to which

LCC is "most sensitive". (Sep Section 6.1.)

Two kinds of sensitivity analysis capabilities are provided. The

first is called global analysis, since it deals only in system wide
changes. The second kind is cailed TE'l-specific, since it deals

with the LCC impact of chan.ges in TE'I-depiendent parameters - i.e.,
parameter changes mad,, separately to each individual ITEM.

The sensitivity analvs is eul:tions define LCC '-haniges producpd by
fractional increases in each o: the parameters listed beiow. There
is a separate sensitivitv analysis e(uiation in the ICC program for
each of thetse parameters where each equation represents an analytic
formulatlon of the exact components of LCC whi(-h are affected by a
change in the given pirameter.
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Global Factors Unit Costs
Failure Rates
False Pull Rates
Maintenance Repair Times
Repair MIaterials Costs
Program Lifetime
Modification/Installation Labor Hours

ITEM Specific Factors Unit Cost
Failure Rate
False Pull Rate
Repair Materials
Intermediate Repair Fraction
Depot Repair Fraction
Condemnation Rate
SRU,'LRU Configuration

The results of applying the sensitivity analysis equations are used
to determine:

Change in LCC due to prescribed change in each global factor.
Change in LCC due to prescribed change in each ITEM-specific
factor for each ITEM. For each factor, ITEMs are then
ordered by magnitude of LCC change.
The effect on LCC of varying for each ITEM1 the level of
repair (i.e., at the base or at the depot).
The effect-on LCC of changing each SRL into an LRU.

9.2.4 Processing: The Repair Level Analysis Procedure

The Repair Level Analysis is basically AFLC-AFSC 800-4 methodology
implemented with a modification to especially account for LRUiSRU
item interaction. Specifically, the procedure explicitly recognizes
that the repair level of an SRU depends on the repair lev of its
containing LRU and thus the repair level decision for each ITEM
should not be made in isolation. When evaluiating an LRU s repair
level, the procedure Lakes the cost implication on its SRLs into
consideration. And when a aocision is maue alout ai, LR,''s repair
level, the procedure also identiIies the Lbest rep,-ir ievelt for it,
SRUs. If there are some SRLs each conta~ned in more than one LRL,
the procedure also makes adjustments to achieve a singie repair
level for each SRU. See Section 7 for a detailed description of
this procedure.
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9.2.5 Model Outputs

The user's completion of his interactive responses to the sequence

of computer-prompted questions initiates the processing of both the
accounting model equations and the sensitivity analysis equations.
The outputs of the LCC program are then printed in "hard-copy" on
the off-line printer and/or on the user's terminal, in accordance
with the user's previous interactive directions. The outputs are
divided into three sections, which are: echo of input tables, cost
elements and related outputs, and sensitivity analysis outputs. In
addition, if the repair level analysis in the RLA Program is
conducted, the results are contained in a separate output table.
An illustrative, complete set of output tables from the LCC Model
appears in Appendix II.

The first section of output on hard-copy contains an echoing of data

inputs and their variable names from standard data files (I) through
(11). This output allows the user to check that his data was input
correctly to the LCC Model.

The second section of output on hard-copy contains the total LCC of
the user's SEEK TALK system design, divided into various categories
and accompanied by other useful information such as installed ITEM
equipment counts, counts of spares, and numbers of failures. Seven
separate tables are provided, as follows:

Output Table(l), Summary by Cost Element

This table provides the total LCC and its subtotals in six cost
groups. The first four groups are investment costs and they
are RDT&E (FSED only), Equipment Acquisition,
Modification/Installation, and Initial Support Acquisition.
The last two groups are ownership costs and they are Recurring
Support and Operations. The group subtotals are further
divided into cost elements. A summary of the total numbers of
PME and TNE terminals is also attached at the end of this
table,

Output Table 2), Platform Modification,'Instaliaio Costs

Table(2 contains total non-recurring and total recurring
mod/installation costs for each platform grouping NP, and for
all groupings combined. The total recurring MIod;l costs are
also divided into fixed platform preparation restoratioii, Group
A Kit equipment. and variable mod/installation labor. In
addition the total recurring Mod/I cost for each grouping NP is
separated into retrofit and production components, and A Kit
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plus Mod/I labor is listed by installation area (antenna,
electronics box, control head, cabling).

Output Table(3), Operation and Logistic Support Cost Elements

This table provides total system-wide Operation and Logistics
Support (O&LS) cost by cost subelement, namely: operations
labor, added fuel consumption, initial spares, replacement
spares, on-equipment maintenance, off-equipment maintenance,
support equipment, ITEM inventory management, technical orders,
and maintenance training. For each of these cost subelements
and the top level element, the table also provides a number of
breakdowns. These are: first, initial cost and recurring
cost; second, costs incurred at the following locations:
independent bases, centralized intermediate maintenance
facility (CIMF) bases, satellite (to a CIMFj bases, and the
depot; and third, cost incurred at locations characterized as:
airbases, ground bases and mixed bases. In addition there is a
count of the numbers of bases that are independent, CIMF, and
satellite, and the numbers that are airbases, ground bases and
mixed bases.

Output Table(4), ITEM-Specific Costs and Maintenance
Characteristics

Table(4) has three parts (a, b, and c) and provides support
costs and other Maintenance data for each TTEM I that the
contractor has defined. ITEMs include both line replaceable
units (LRUs) and their component sub-units, shop repairable
units (SRUs). For each LRU and each SRU, Table(4a) provides an
LRU identifier and breaks down total support cost for each ITEM
into eight components: initial spares, replacement spares, on-
equipment maintenance, off-equipment maintenance, maintenance
training, technical data, inventory management, and total
support equipment. There is also a column giving average
corrective maintenance cost per failure for each of the LRUs
and SRUs. Tablc,(4b) breaks down the sVster 1ota number of

each ITEM into three portions: tota. number installed in the
system, total initiai spaires at baseQ. and total initil spares
at the depot. It also gives the monthily and lifetime failures
for each ITEM. Table(4c) provides the average corrective
maintenance cost per failure tor all the LRs and for all the
SRUs, and the total monthly and lifetime failures for all LRUs.
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Output Table(5), Support Equipment Requirements and Costs

In this table output data are provided for each type or
grouping (identified by the index L) of support equipment (SE)
that the contractor has defined. The table provides, for each
SE grouping L, total number of SE units required system-wide,
lifetime cost per unit, SE technical order cost, SE development
cost, and aggregate system-wide lifetime cost. It also gives
total SE unit requirements of the six location categories:
independent bases, CIMF bases; air bases, ground bases, mixed
bases; and the depot.

Output Table(6), Platform/Terminal Cost and Failure Rate Data

Table(6) shows for each platform grouping NP the total number
of the platforms system-wide, number of PME terminals and
number of TNE terminals per platform, total production cost and
total modification/installation cost per platform type.
Table(6) also exhibits the average per platform failure rate
for each grouping NP, both in terms of failures per month and
failures per million operating hours (i.e., the aggregate
(series) failure rate of all SEEK TALK equipment installed on
the given platforms). The per terminal failure rate is also
shown for each platform grouping NP with the per terminal mean
time (in operating hours) between failures given at the end of
the table.

Output Table(7), Manpower Requirements

This table provides manpower requirements per year per base for
off-equipment maintenance and for keeping management data
(including maintenance records, supply transaction records, and
transportation transaction forms). These figures are listed
for each base type. Also shown in this table are the manpower
requirements per year per base type, the total for all bases,
aiid ihe total for the depot. The total manpower requirements
in training are also lisLed for the first year and for each
subsequent year.

The seven output tables described above are available at the hard-
copy off-line printer. At the user's terminal, he may, if ie
chooses, obtain copies of Output Tables (1) and (6). Table (6), as
displayed at the terminal, is somewhat abbreviated from the version
described above.
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The third section of output on hard-copy, the LCC Sensitivity
Analysis Table, contains the results of the global and ITEM-
specific sensitivity analysis calculations.

For the global calculations, the output consists of the change in
total system-wide LCC for the assumed fractional change in each of
the global factors listed above. This output consists of a single
number for each global factor and these calculations always appear
in the LCC Sensitivity Analysis Output Table.

For each ITEM-specific parameter for which hCC sensitivity analysis
is provided, however, an LCC sensitivity value is computed for each
different ITEM type. The number of values that get printed in the
LCC Sensitivity Analysis Table, if any, depenids on the directions
which the user inputs during his interactive sequeiice of responses.
(See Section 10.4 for details.) As mentioned above, for each ITEM-
specific parameter, the most significant calculation will be printed
first.

Besides the three sections of the main program output as described
above, there is an additional output generated by the Repair Level
Analysis (RLA) Program. Obviously, this output is available only if
the corresponding processing is to be performed. It contains a
printout of two RLA input files: Input Table 1, which is an echoing
of File (8B), and Input Table 2, which is from the save file of
total ITEM support cost TIAC(I,R)s. The RLA results are then
contained in Output Table 1, which indicates the recommended repair
level (base-repair, depot-repair, or discard on failure) for each
LRU and SRU. It also indicates for each ITEM whether the
recommended repair level is different from that input by the
contractor.
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SECTION 10

OPERATING PROCEDURES

This section provides all the technical details necessary for the
user to implement the FSED Phase SEEK TALK LCC Model on his computer
system. Specifically, Section 10.1 identifies all input and output
device channel numbers which are referred to in the FORTRAN code of
the LCC Model (both the LCC Program and the RLA Program). Section
10.2 describes the exact formatting and field column allocation that
is required in each of the thirteen data input files. Section 10.3
identifies the error messages which the LCC Program will generate in
response to errors detected in either the formatting or the values
of data in the input files. Section 10.4 describes the operation of
the LCC Program in interactive mode, including instructions on the
appropriate user responses at the terminal to the sequence of
computer-prompted questions which are generated by the LCC Program.
Section 10.5 illustrates the steps required to convert the LCC
Program to batch mode operation. Section 10.6 shows the detailed
procedures for running the RLA Program in conjunction with the LCC
Program. Finally, Section 10.7 gives a detailed description of the
information printed by the LCC Model which includes all the Input
Tables (basically echoing the data in all the input files), seven
Output Tables (presenting the estimated LCC, divided into various
cost categories), an LCC Sensitivity Analysis table, and a RLA
output table.

10.1 Input/Output Device Channel Numbers

Table 10-I lists the channel numbers which the user should assign to
the various input/output files that are required by the LCC Program.
These numbers correspond to the device designation numbers used
internally by the computer - cram.
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TABLE 10-I
LCC INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICE CHANNEL NUMBERS

INPUT/OUTPUT
CHANNEL NUMBER FILE

5 User Interactive Inputs from Terminal
6 LCC Program Outputs to Terminal
7 LCC Program Outputs to Off-line Printer

11 System-Wide Scalars (Data File 1)
12 Base Configuration Data (Data File 2)
13 Platform Operation Data (Data File 3)
14 Platform Term Data & Non-Recur.

MOD/I Data (Data File 4)
15 Platform Recur. MOD/I Data (Data File 5)
16 Platform Deployment at Bases (Data File 6)
17 Support Equipment Data (Data File 7)
18 ITEM Equipment Data (Data File 8A)
19 ITEM Maintenance Data (Data File 9A)
20 ITEM/SE Cross Reference Data (Data File 10)
21 ITEM Configuration for Different Platforms

(Data File 11)
22 ITEM Technical Orders and Training Data

(Data File 9B)
23 Repair Level Analysis Save File (Data File 13)
24 LRU/SRU Cross Reference Data (Data File 8B)

Note: All input/output files require a minimum record size of 80
bytes (i.e., each line on the file must be at least 80 bytes long),
except unit 7, the off-line printer, which requires a record size of
at least 133 bytes.

Table 10-II lists the channel numbers which the user should assign
to the various input/output files that are required by the RLA
Program. These numbers correspond to the device designation numbers
used internally by the computer program.
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Table 10-11

RLA Input/Output Device Charel Numbers

Input/Output

Channel Number File

7 RLA Program Outputs to Off-line Printer
11 LRU/SRU Cross Reference Data (Data File 8B)
12 Repair Level Analysis Save File(Data File 13)
13 ITEM Maintenance Data (Original Data File 9A)
14 A copy of Data File 9A with updated RL(l)s

(Net Data File 9A)

10.2 Preparation of Data Innut Files

The thirteen data itnput files (listed in Table 8-11 contain all the
information necessary to describe the design, operation, deployment,
and maintenance strategies of the LCC Iodel of the user's SEEK TALK
System concept. This information is a combination of Air Force and
contractor provide. data. Since the purpose here is only to
describe hot this iiformation is to be prepared on data input files,
this section does not discuss the source, interpretation, or LCC

Model utilization of any of the data input parameters. The reader
should refer to Section 8 for a breakdown of the various data input
parameters into categories of Air Force-provided and contractor-

provided. Detailed ground rules and guidelines are also presented
in Section 8 for the determination of contractor-provided data
inputs. In addition, definitions of all data input parameters
appear in the Glossary in Appendix I.

The Data Files I through 11 may be input irom any device (e.g.,

punched cards, magnetic tape, disk) that the user chooses as long as
the correct channel designations are used. For ease of presentation
below, it is assumed that this data is being input on punched cards,
but the discussion will be sufficient to indicate the correct

formatting of datai on any nout device.

In iddition, Data File I ton channel 11; must be input via the
user's NAELIST capability wLhere the data inputs can be listed in
any order). Data Files 2 through 11 dc not utilize the NAIELIST
capability, but are instead read in record by record, where each
record adheres to a fixed tormat and order of data elements,
according to the reference typt- (i.e., ITEM., Support Equipment,
Base, Platform or Fiscai Nparj of the record.
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Most of the information required for the preparation of Data Files 2
through 11 can be determined from the respective figures presented
below. These data files are read into the 1DCC "~ode] r-ecord by
record. For the discussion below, it is assumed that epch: record
corresponds to a separate punched card and a byte of input data
identifies with a column on the punched card. However, important
information on the number and sequence of r co rds in eAch file is
presented in the text.

Each of these thirteen data files are specifically discussed in the
repective subsections which follow.

10.2.1 Svstem-Vide Scalar Parameters-DaaYl

Data File 1 contains mostly system-w ide ,calai parameters and i
input via a NA>ELIST, entitled '"llSC' . Thke dita pdarelrs whic~h
must be input in this file are listed in Tab>,I 10-11l1. and
their definitions appear fin the Glossary in Appendix 1.

Figure 10-i below, gives a genieraiized (eXainle o1 a ilS'-In, o0-at
T'ile 1. To determine thie exact formatting: oi NA-71LST 'IVSC,7 too1t is
appropriate for the computer system on whijch the LCC Mlodel is being

run, the use: should consult his installationi's FORTRAN manjal.

(NA>IELIST /'MISC/ HEADER) BAA=1.4,..C, B'!P=i .3, D.\A=144.0O
...,NLR(1)=30.00, >IR2=00,YIR3,3.O

.- TEFM=100Q000. (Enid-of-NAIIELIST Desig~nator)

Figure 10-1. Generalized Example of Data File 1.

In the above example, the NAlIETIST header and end-of-NA'IELIST
formats must be determined by the user from his installaItion's
FORTRAN manual. There may also be differences in the formatting of
the data inputs which are internal to NAMELIST /MISC/. For example,
in Figure 10-1, it may be permissable to replace "MILR(l)=3n.00,
MILR(2)=30.00, YILR(3)=30.00" by the equivalent formulation
11MILR(1)=3*3O.00", depending on'the, user's NAYIELIST capability. As
noted, it is up to the user to determine the details of his required
NAMELIST formatting.
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Table 10-III

System-wide Scalar Parameters

LABOR FACTORS LABOR RATES PIPELINE TIMES
BAA BLR BRCT
BMF DLR CRCT
DAA >IILR(l) DAD
DMF M'ILR(2) DRCT(l)
HPD2 YIILR(3) DRCT(2)
TORB PALI DRCT(3)
TORD PAL2B OST(l)

PAL2D) OST(2)
P\1LR OST(3')
TNLR OSTC
TRAV1iD
TRAVB

CONTRACTOR -PROV IDED
UNIT COST FACTORS M1ISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS

ACPP BF BDATA
CFG(1) BIRD CPDI
CFG(2) DSC DDATA
CFG(3) KFAC(1) FSEDC
CPD2 KPAC(2) HPD1
CPPC KFAC(3) SPCi
CPPD(1I) KFAC(4) TEFM
CPPD(2) MUSE
CPPD(3) PIUP
IYIC QTYP1
RCPP QTYP1
RMC QTYP2D
SA R
UC1PP SPC2

TYP 2TF
NP PR
XER
\M I
xuC
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10.2.2 Base Configuration Data - Data Fe 2

Data File 2 contains information describing the rdses at h~ch 5FE
TALK equipment will be deployed. Each record (punched card) in Dat,-
File 2 should contain all data pertaining to a particular bae tLpfe
NS. The data input parameters wi'ich should be listed on each reco.,rd
of this file, together with their designated formats and col--.)

allocations are indicated in Figure l0-2. In particular, the index
number of the particular base grouping (i.e., the value of NS)
should appear in columns 2-3. The index numbers %,hich appear on
successive records in Data File 2 must be consec-tive pcsitive
integers, starting with I. The current maximum number of base types
allowed is 8.

The input data to this file is entirely Air F-orce provided, hence
there should be no need to make additions or deletions of records
from the file. Thus "gaps" in successive hs. index numbers shculd
never occur and, n :at, are not alioced.

Note that the first column cf eac, record serves as ar, en'a-of-file
designator. This coiumn must be left Diank i" the record -ontains
data inputs for a particular base type NS. Tice record for the last
base type should be followed by a record with an asterisk it, the
first column and wit. all other colL:.ns left blank (so that it
should appear as the second row in Figure ]L-2). The "'" in the
first column of this otnerwise blank record tien ies ignaces the end
of the base Configuration Data F:le.
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10.2.3 Platform Operation Data - Data File 3

Data File 3 contains information about the operating characteristics
of the various platform types (actually, platform groupings) into
which SEEK TALK equipment will be installed. Each record (punched
card) in Data File 3 should contain all data pertaining to a
particular platform type NP. The data input parameters which should
be listed on each record of this file, together with their
designated formats and column allocations are indicated in Figure
10-3. In particular, the index number of the particular platform
grouping (i.e., the value of NP) should appear in columns 2-4. The
index numbers which appear on successive records in Data File 3 must
also be consecutive positive integers starting with 1. The current
maximum number of platform types allowed is 6.

The index numbers and platform types (as well as most of the other
inputs) that are to be listed in Data File 3 are Air Force-provided
data inputs. Thus, again, no need will arise for "gaps" in
successive index numbers.

One should note the use of implicit decimal formatting in Data File
3 (as well as other data files). The location of "implicit"
decimals is indicated in Figure 10-3 (and fol'owing figures) by the
"triangles" printed between adjacent columns. For example, if the
value of the data input TFAC(NS) is indicated by listing "100" in
columns 31-33, as shown in Figure 10-3, then the value assigned by
the LCC Model when the file is read in will be TFAC(NS)=1.0. Thus
there is no need to "use up" a column by including an explicit
decimal. However, if the implicit decimal formatting in a
particular field is not appropriate for a particular data input, the
use of an explicit decimal will over-ride the implicit decimal
location indicated in Figure 10-3.

Again the first column serves as an end-of-file designator in Data
File 3. Thus an asterisk .: in the first column denotes the end-
of-file in the same manner as described for Data File 2 in Section
10.2.2.
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10.2.4 Platform Terminal & Non-Recurring >IOD./I Data - Data File 4

Data File 4 contains a combination of platform terminal installation
and cost data and non-recurring modification/installation data.
Each record (punched card) in Data file 4 should contain data
pertaining to a particular platform type NP. The data input
parameters which should be listed on each record of this file,
together with their designated formats and column allocations are
indicated in Figure 10-4.

The platform index number NP must appear in columns 2-4 as indicated
and must represent exactly the same platform types that they stood
for in Data File 3. In addition, each platform type which is
represented by a record in Data File 3 must also be represented by a
record in Data File 4, and vice-verse. Thus, the records in Data
Files 3 and 4 must match up index number by index number,
representing identical platform types (or "groupings") in exactly
the same sequence. Clearly, both files must also contain the same
number of records (up to a maximum of 8).

Note that implicit decimal formatting is used in Data File 4 also
and has the same interpretation as was explained for Data File 3 in
Section 10.2.3.

Again the first column in Data File 4 serves as an end-of-file
designator. Thus an asterisk "*" in the first column denot's the

end-of-file in the same manner as was described for Data File 2 in

Section 10.2.2.
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10.2.5 PlIat form kocurring Modif icationi IinstaI Ia-, ioni I rata, -j Da
File 5

All of the paramete~rs in Data File 5 re iate- toreurg
mod/installation costs arid the paramter NAL NlP, i loue to
compute added fuel costs. Lach recor(. Touncled card j!. Data i'l 5
should contain data pertaining to a !)artl cullr Litir.-pe NP-.
The data input parame(tcrs :. wicl stioc d 1-f- I stLed on ach r;TrI (j
this file, together with the(ir d-s igiiated f ormats anid col jumn
allocations are inidicated ii; Figure 10-5.

The platform index niumber Nil must. appocar in cl1.5 - sr"'
and must re-present exclhe same ;Iat orr.y cvp -i t t u s c
for in Data Files 'I arid 4. Jr. addition, sai L omt~
represented by a reco-,rd in Dat a Fil I 'Aod muta cn
represent e d by a recrad inT D a ta Y iIl ;,~ T1.d2 ce ',a . U S
records in Data File-s 3,4, and 5 must mateto. '-,,ex -i.',ro' ~
number, re-nresent ir.g identical pi ati arm' Lype". IT. eat '"

sequence. Thus all -three f -1 e fs must oi r, tie samle Cir.F
records (up to a maximumn of .

Note that two implicit decimrals are seiedin iifr 2 -5 fo-r
data parameter NAKCN-'). Th is f ormat i s to a. 'ou et acr-, t if3
t he( a %,e r a n umrbe r o f n ew ant; e Ina ele me Lts f C'r Lte (no CI; e s ---Li
identical) platforms within, grouping NP ;sntar. ile'

Again the first counin Datia File 5 e'sas ani. end-if-file
designator. Thus an; asterisk "~'in the f i r.t c-r- annIT cnestr
end-of-file in the same mannier as was descr-red fo DaaFle3i.
Section 10.2.2.
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10.2.6 Platform Deployment at Bases - Data File 6

Data File 6 contains all of the values of the matrix variable
NPLT(NP,NS), the number of platforms of type NP located at each base
of type NS. Each record in Data File 6 gives the base deployment
information pertaining to a particular platform type NP. The
designated format and column allocations for this data is indicated
in Figure 10-6. Note, in particular, that two implicit decimals are
allowed in each NPLT(NP,NS) field to allow better accuracy in the
case that the average number of platforms of type NP located at a
typical base within grouping NS is not an integer. (An explanation
of the correct interpretation of implicit decimal formatting is
given in Section 10.2.3.)

The platform index number NP which appears in columns 2-4 again must
match up record for record with the respective index numbers used in
Data Files 3, 4, and 5, in the manner described in the previous
section.

Again, the first column in Data File 6 serves as an end-of-file
designator. Thus an asterisk "*" in the first column denotes the
end-of-file in the same manner as was described for Data File 2 in
Section 10.2.2.

i
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10.2.7 Support Equipment Data - Data File 7

Data File 7 lists all support equipment that is required for
intermediate and depot-level corrective maintenance actions on ITEMs
within the contractor's SEEK TALK system design. Support equipment
which may be required for organizational maintenance actions only
(e.g., removing and replacing failed LRUs on-board a platform) need
not be included. However, as mentioned in Section 8, any "tester"
required for validating the functioning of adaptive array antennas
should be included here.

This file contains information concerning support equipment cost,
maintenance, development and type (i.e., common/on-site, procurable
common, or peculiar). SE designated common/on-site must appear on
the Air Force - provided list. The designated format and column
allocations for this data is indicated in Figure 10-7. Each record
(punched card) in Data File 7 should contain all data pertaining to
a particular support equipment (SE) type L.

In particular, the SE index number (i.e., value of L) should appear
in columns 2-4. In contrast to the previous data files, the SE
index numbers appearing on successive records in Data File 7 need
not be consecutive, and the first index number need not be 1.
Rather, successive SE index numbers should only be positive
integers, listed in increasing order. Thus "gaps" are allowed in
successive SE index numbers. This feature allows the LCC Model user
flexibility in making changes to and/or deletions from his SE list.
Since the inputs to Data File 7 are all contractor-provided, it
might be anticipated that changes to this data will be made fairly
frequently, as the contractor gains more information regarding his
maintenance requirements or possibly wants to trade-off alternate SE
configurations.

In addition, the maximum SE index number allowed is 30. Thus a
maximum of 30 different SE types may be represented in Data File 7
(in which case the index numbers would have to be consecative
integers starting with 1). (See comment on maximum index values in
Section 10.2.8A.)

Again, the first column in Data File 7 serves as an end-of-file
designator. Thus an asterisk "*" in the first column denote- the
end-of-file in the same manner as was described for Data File 2 in
Section 10.2.2.
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10.2.8A ITEM Equipment Data - Data File 8A

Data File 8A contains information concerning the ITEM equipment
characteristics. Each record (punched card) in the file should
contain all data pertaining to a particular ITEM type I. The data
input parameters which should be listed on each record of this file,
together with their designated formats and column allocations are
indicated in Figure 10-8A.

In particular, the ITEM index number (i.e., value of I) should
appear in columns 2-4. As is the case for the SE index numbers in
the previous data file, the ITEM index numbers appearing on
successive records in Data File 8A need not he consecutive and the
first index number need not be 1. Successive ITEM index numbers
should only be positive integers, listed in increasing order. Thus,
"gaps" are allowed in successive ITEM index numbers. Again this
feature allows the LCC Model user flexibility in making changes to
and/or deletions from his ITEM list. Since the contractor may wish
to experiment with different possible design configurations, it may
be that Data File 8A will undergo fairly frequent revisons.

The maximum ITEM index number currently allowed is 120. Thus a
maximum of 120 different ITEM types may be represented in Data File
8A (in which case the index numbers would have to be consecutive
integers starting with 1). The maximum ITEM index number was
somewhat arbitrarily determined, as was the maximum SE index number.
Of course, these maximum values directly impact the core storage
requirements of the LCC Model. If the contractor is presented with
any difficulty produced by these maximum index values being eittihr
too large or too small, he should contact the Contracting Officer
regarding making dimension changes to the LCC Model.

An error check is made on Data File 8A to ensure that the LkU(1; and
NHI(I) values given for each ITEM type I are consistent. Recall
that if ITEM type I is an LRU, so that LRU(1)=I, then NHI(l) must be
zero. Conversely, if ITEM type I is not an LRU, then LRU()=0 and
NHI(I) must equal a positive integer (i.e., the ITEM index number of
its next higher LRU assembly). See Section V .> ior a distussion of

error checks and messages.

"Implicit" decimal formatting is used in Data File A i:i: the reader
is referred to Section 10.2.3 for an cxplaiat io o: the i ,ature

Again, the first column in Data File 8A serve. as an .:ic-o:-t le

designator. Thus an asterisk "*" in the first cci ml, .:, tie
end-of-file in the same manner as was described tar Phit., File in
Section 10.2.2.
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l0.2.8B LRU/SRU Cross Reference Data - Data File 8B

Data File 8B indicates for each LRU ITEM how many units that each
SRU ITEM type goes into it according to the contractor's design.
This information is required for conducting the repair level
analysis (see Section 7), where the matrix variable QPA(IL,IS) is
used to mean the quantity of SRU ITEM type IS per assembly of LRU
ITEM type IL. The actual input of this information, however, is
through a matix in pointer form as described below.

Each record (punched card) in File 8B contains all the information
for a particular LRU ITEM type IL regarding the make-up of its SRUs.
The LRU ITEM index IL is given in columns 2-4. The number of
distinct SRUs which it contains is denoted by the variable NDS(IL)
and is given in columns 5-6. The index numbers of these distinct
SRU ITEMS are represented in Data File 8B by the variables
ISRU(IL,K) where K runs from 1 to NDS(IL).

The index number ISRU(IL,K) should represent exactly the same SRU
ITEM type that it stood for in Data File 8A. The quantity of SRU
ITEM type with index ISRU(IL,K) in each LRU ITEM type I IL is
represented by the variable QPA(IL,K). Note that this is a
different interpretation of the matrix QPA than was used in the
Repair Level Analysis Capability of the LCC Model. For example, in
Figure 10-SB, QPA(l,2) = 3 means that 3 units of SRU ITEM type
ISRU(l,2) = 24 (not type K=2) are contained in an LRL ITEM type 1.
Thus, K does not stand for an SRU ITEM index number, but rather only
refers to the order of the SRU ITEM type in the record corresponding
to LRU ITEM type IL.

The parameters ISRU(IL,K) and QPA(IL,K) must be input in pairs,
according to theformat and column allocations indicated in Figure
10-8B. When there are fifteen or more (up to thirty) pairs of them
(15(KI30) for an IL, the second line of the record can be used with
the same format (13, 12) repeating right from column one. The LRU
ITEM index numbers that appear in columns 2-4 in Data File 8B must
represent exactly the same LRU ITEM types that they stood for in
Data File 8A. Note that there should be exactly one record in Data
File 8B for each LRU ITEM type (if an LRU ITE'l type has no SRUs, it
should have NDS(IL=0) and that the records should be sequenced by
LRU ITEM index numbers in increasing order vgaps allowed).

Again, the first column in Data File 8B serves as an end-of-file
designator. Thus, an asterisk "*" in the first column denotes the
end-of-file in the same manner as was described in Section 10.2.2.
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10.2.9A ITEM Maintenance Data - Data File 9A

Data File 9A contains all the information concerning the reliability
and corrective maintenance characteristics of each ITEM type. Each
record (punched card) in the file should contain all data pertaining
to a particular ITEM type I. The data input parameters which should
be listed on each record of this file, together with their desig-
nated formats and column allocations are indicated in Figure 10-9A.

The same ITEM indexing conventions that were described for Data File
8A also apply to Data File 9A. In addition, the ITEM index numbers
appearing in columns 2-4 in Data File 9A must represent exactly the
same ITEM types that they stood for in Data File 8A. Moreover, each
ITEM type which is represented by a record in Data File 8A must also
be represented by a record in Data File 9A, and vice-versa. Thus,
the records in Data Files 8A and 9A must match up index number by
index number, representing identical ITEI types in exactly the same
sequence. In fact, an error message will be printed and processing
will be terminated if the index numbers in these two files do not so
match (see Section 10.3 for a discussion of error messages).
Clearly, both files must also contair the same number of records
(with a maximum ITEM index value of 120).

A second error check will be performed to ensure that a non-zero
value for PMTBF(I,LE(NP)) is input in Data File 9A whenever an ITEM
of type I is installed on a platform with operating environment
LE(NP) (i.e., NITEM(I,NP) - 01, where LE(N\P = 1, 2, 3, or 4,
according to its definition given in the Glossary. If an ITEM is
never used in a given environment, 1oW evr, the corresponding
PMTBF(I,LE(NP)) value may be eitered as zero, since it will never be
used in any LCC Model calculitions.

Finally, if RL(I)=O a third orror dheck will be performed to ensure
that the RTS(I , NRTS( I im ClNI), I parameters which appear on each
record in Data File 9A add up to exactly one As mentioned, a list
and discussion of all error messages generated by the LCC Model is
given in Section 10.3.

\ote if RL(1)=l,2. or S. thei. the prograri %ill calculate RTSl),
NRTS(I), and COND(I using BIRD and WEARl I ac.cording to the repair
level code (as shown in Table 7-lIl, Section 7.2). Recall that
WEAR(I) is the fraction of removed failures of ITE. type I which
must be condemned due to normal wear-out and is automatically set
equal to the original COND(I provided by tie contractor in Data
File 9A. RL(I, can be nominally set to :" if the contractor believes
the ITEM of type I should be discarded even it 'EAR(I) < 1. But
RL(I) must be set to 3 if WEAR(I) = I.
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The first column in Data File 9A again serves as an end-of-file
designator. Thus an asterisk "*" in the first column denotes the
end-of-file in the same manner as was described in Section 10.2.2.

The user should recall from the discussion in Section 6 that the LCC
sensitivity analysis calculations with respect to RTS(I), NRTS(I),
and COND(I) assume that the maintenance data given for all repair
level decisions in Data File 9A represents realistic estimates.
Thus, for example, even if an ITEM type I is intended for discard-
on-failure, realistic estimates for BCMH(I), BMH(I), and DMH(I)
should be entered in the data file for LCC sensitivity analysis
purposes.

10.2.9B ITEM Technical Order, Training, and SE Software Devel~ornent

Data - Data File 9B

Data File 9B contains all the information regarding the technical
order page and type 1 training time requirements as well as the SE
software development cost and its breakdown for each ITEM type.
Each record (punched card) in the file should contain all data
pertaining to a particular ITEM type I. The data input parameters
which should be listed on each record of this file, together with
their designated formats and column allocations are indicated in
Figure 10-9B.

Exactly the same ITEM indexing conventions that were described for
Data File 9A apply to Data File 9B. One can simply refer to Section
10.2.9A for a detailed description.

The first column in Data File 9B again serves as an end-of-file
designator. Thus, an asterisk "',-" in the first column denotes the
end-of-file in the same manner as was described in Section 10.2.2.
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10.2.10 ITEM/SE Cross Reference Data - Data File 10

Data File 10 indicates which pieces of support equipment, and how
many, are required for intermediate and depot-level corrective
maintenance on each ITEM type 1. Careful attention should he paid
to the instructions for filling out this data _file for the following
reason: While the matrix variables SECODE( IL) anu A(I,L) appearing
in Sections 5 and ') are treated as separate variables, they are
actually only separate digits of one variable, QSA(I,L).
Furthermore, the matrix QSA(I,L) must be input in Data File 10 in
pointer form.

The matrix QSA(I,L) is input :n "pointer form" iT Data File 10 using
the following conventions: Each record (punched card) in the file
contains all SE requirements for a particular ITEM type I, where t11c
index I is given in columns 2-4. The n iumber of different SE types
(i.e., different values of L) utilized in the maintenance of ITEM
type I is represented by the variable NJA(l), whose value should be
given in columns 5-7 (and may not exceed 8). The index numbers of
these different SE types are then represented in Data File 10 by the
values of the parameters A(I,K) where the K runs from 1 to NJA(I).

The index number AI,K) should represent the same SE type that it
stood for in Data File 7. (Note that this is a different
interpretation of the matrix A than was used in the LCC Model
Equations.) Thus, A(1,1) is the index number of the first SE type
required in the repair of ITEM type i, A(1,2) is the index number of
the second SE type required, and so on.

The type of maintenance action on ITEM type I for which SE type
A(I,K) is required (denoted in Section 4 by SECODE) and the quantity
(i.e., number of copies) of this SE type required for each such
maintenance action (denoted in Section 4 by A) are given by the
hundreds and units digits of the parameter QSA(IK). Thus in the
example in Figure 10-10, QSA(I,3)=10 means that I copy of SE type
A(1,3)=4 is required for repair but not base bench check of ITEM
type 1. (Note, in particular, that the data given by QSA(I,K) does
not correspond to SE type K, i.e., K: does not stand for an SE index
number, but rather refers only tc the order o: the SE type in the
record corresponding to ITEMl type I.)

The parameters A(I,K) and QSA(I,Kj must be input in pairs, according
to the format and column allocations indicated in Figure 10-10. The
ITEM index numbers that appear in columns 2-4 in Data File 10 must

represent exactly the same ITEM types that they stood for in Data
Files 8A and 9A & B. Moreover, each ITEM type which is represented
by a record in Data Files 8A and 9A & B must also be represented by
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a record in Data File 10, and vice-versa. kIf an ITE.l type I
requires no support equipment for its repair then thie user should

set NJA(I)=O.) Thus, the records in Data Files 8A, 9A & B, and 10
must match up index number by index number, representing Identical
ITEM types in exactly the same sequence. In fat , an error mesage
will be generated and processing will be terminated if the ITEM
index numbers in these files do not so match. (See Section 10.3 for
a discussion of error messages.)

In particular then, any addition or deletion of ITE1s made to any

one of the Data Files 8A, 9A 6 B, 10 (or 11 1 must be made to the
other four files also.

Note also that if any ada ptive array antenna "tester s equired
(so that it should have been listed in Diata File 7), Then it should
be associated in Data File 10 with at least one TE.! from the
adaptive array antenna assembly.

The first column in Data File 10 serves as a end-of-file
designator. Thus, an asterisk "p" in the first column denotes th,
end-of-file in the same manner as was described in Section 10.2 2.
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10.2.11 TEM Configurations for Different Platforms - Data File 11

Data File 1 consists of al of the values of the matrix variabe
NITEMR(INP). It is the average number of ITE.I.s of type I that arc
to be installed on each platform within grouping NP if I is an
integration ITEM. For other ITEMs, it is the average number of
ITEMs of type I installed in each terminal on platforms within
grouping NP. Each record (punched card) in Hata File 1I cotains
all values which correspond to a particular ITE'! type 1, where th,-
index I must appear in columns 2-4. Sinc.e there is a miximum of I)
different platform groupings NP currently allowed in the LCC clod'
each record in the file then conta ins the values N'IR(I I tliro.:
NITEIR(I ,8).

Note in Figure 10-11 that the format for enitering eacl N 'T'Eii, KNi'
value specifies two implicit decimal places. This format is
utilized because of the fact that, while platforms included -i
particular platform grouping NP are of a simiiar type and func-i
they are not all exactly the same. Thus NITEMRiI,NP' shculd 'e

determined as a true averag number and its value may very wel:.
be an integer. (See Section 10.2.3 for a discussion of imiplicit

decimal formatting.)

The ITEM index numbers that appear in columns 2-4 in Data File 11
must represent exactly the same ITE'l types that they stood ,C~r :I
Data Files 8A, 9A & B, and 10. In fact, all the convenctions

regarding ITEM index numbers that were described for those
apply equally well here. Thus, the records in iata Files SA, I'A
B, 10 and 11 must match up index number by index number,
representing identical ITEM types in exactly the same sequenc.
Again, an error message will be generated and processing w; ii be
terminated if these ITEM index numbers do not so match.

As mentioned in the previous section, any add ition or deliet ion of
ITEMs to any one of the Data Files 8A, 9A & B, 10 or 11 mu>t thus be
made to the other four files also. However, for trade-off studies,
say performed in an "interact ive" comouter sessioni, one cain
effectively delete an ITEI tyvp, I from h. system (esigl H. se: cg
NITEI (,NP: = C for all values of NP without cnaI.ginlz an\ ,ther
!TEM data in the other files

Again, the first column in, Data Fil, 11 srves as an enai-of -file
designator. Thus an asterisk ".' inl the lirst column iucuotes tie

end-of-file in the same manner as was desCr 4bed in Sect ion il 0
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10.3 Data J-ut rror >1 ess ages

There are two different cot egor ies of rro'x sbci are ,-A( m byh

the LCC Mlodel. TIeh error checks inIli-n ,:- 1e;o\.r t i
to the index number-s usedl oni the eo,~- .t. iodNt 1 1

2thirough 11. These errorcec ls: i crrtssg iII
be described first in ii ,ecton , iI .~ 1 ror P it til'ecd

categor% ire all relte Vti)(- the vi iie c . ta:ncc.t
"lodel1. These error checks, ciii b. dits rib- 4i:, tli, seeCci" Of~r
this Section.

Any er ror mes s og-s result:i I - rI- C. k, r - r> t o n.

nIumb ers o f in11Put r ('c 0rs i ,i I Ih to :r :ii it -I t
during his iytri~r l-tSenii':e1. to .i lmr :1 v
preceding the \A'Ii>:. IST mtAe ecr! .~: A ~
belIOw) I f o ff -I i: Ie ontln ha pee rI a f,: rr t
these error messagos cIi s :pr0:.t::.L 0e1

Any error messages resulttinTg 1 r-02' er-e-0. 0.t I -

data iimuT s w i1: bo pr intedc at ti h ersite e
interactivye \AME!I'.ST roultines hare bee:i. no l Tii: error :ie S
on dat a input val ios are mai~de aft or- zh s e 50'leei

Completed by the uiser to enisure or tho'; cm cateou nev 3 lles
of data 1 nputs wh 1.1 mar, ha,-ve resl 1 Led :romr-rr r, i lg All
NAMELISTS .Gl and G('2,. AgainI -<'- teot pt has been
requested hr the tier, theni these rr i' I110 also a1pe" on1 IS 1

the off- line priter. 'te LCC M1ole( I is 1 lot Le proesed ou

index number e.Irors occur on) datia reno (ros. loc eve r thle useOr c1:
still be 31loweud to complet e the inemti A'11AISTs iii thlis case
so that lie callee r the pr int Of oll% rror essages c onle emi g
the ralues of datai inputs. Tiis tue User 1!0e1no have to wnit-
ainti lihe has fixed up his index numrneI-errl ik. Ore 1w iS aler-ted
to additional errors in the values, of 1: is rii inputs .1 n add it 10on,

the first 12 output tables Of lueI C 'lOde icesetiil
represent an echo print of the 12 in~putL &i-t iles, Will a hay ob
printed out off-line, as an aid in debuigging d ita npit" errors.

If any data input e rror mewssages c- .ti.'' to:e ineatire
NAIELTS'lS hare noei ent(ree. ann 1:\ ci' \t. xIi:t .er-.C.7 mess .,~
have 6een vr inted, the messagex I'-AR S c1 iN;RN &S
ON I NPI.T"' where \KRRX eouai~ls tn" Iluimner w: -rrors- whicrl: have
occurred.

We no%, discuss tie- sue.. f fin, error rn-sui rs tn roni eor
checks on index wirer, o-: iput recurls, otlerr ms g
concerniniz tiue mun~ numher- of records" ill lioto Ft les L, Ilrougl., 1
will ident*i fr the dien ue cnane inM6e: o- na,1me of the iiluLtat
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file in which the error occurs. (See Section 10.1 for these channel
numbers.) We will list and describe these error mcssages below.

(1) UNIT (XX) ERROR: END OF FILE CARD NOT FOUND AFTER MAXIMUM
NUMBER OF CARDS WERE READ IN:

This error message refers to the data file with channel number (XX)
and indicates either that there are too many records (punched cards)
listed in the file or that the end-of-file card (i.e., a record with
an asterisk "h" in the first column and all other columns blank)
does not appear after the maximum number of records have been read
in.

The maximum numbers of records allowed in each of the Data Files 2
through 11 are defined as follows: Data File 2 contains records
which are indexed by Base type NS. Base-specific input parameters
have an array dimension maximum of 8, hence at most 8 records may
appear in this file. Data Files 3, 4, 3 and b contain records which
are indexed by Platform type NP. Since all Platform-specific input
parameters have an array dimension maximum of 6, at most 6 records
may appear in these files. Data File 7 contains records which are
indexed by Support Equipment type L. Since all SE-specific input
parameters have an array dimension maximum of 30, at most 30 records
may appear in this file.

The Data Files 8A, 9A & B, 10, and 11 all contain records which are
indexed by !TEM1 type I. Currently, all !TEM-specific input
parameters have an array dimension maximum of 120. Data File 8A
then may have at most (and up to) 120 records. However, the number
of records contained in Data File 8A then sets the maximum number of
records that may be entered in Data Files 9A & B, 10, and 11. Thus,
for example, if Data File SA contains only 60 records, then none of
the Data Files 9A & B, 10, or 11 may contain more than bO records.

As mentioned in Sections 10.2.8A through 10.2.11, the ITEM index
numbers used on successive records within Data Files 8A, 9A & B, 10,
and 11 must. in fact, match up record by record, representing
exact!%- the same. iTEM types in exact ly the same sequenc . Snce
Data File 8A is read in first, :t thus sets tne !TEMl indexing
standard against which Data Files 9A C, IC. and 11 are tested.
The following set of error messages all reiate to this ITEM index
number testing on Data Files 9A & B, IC. and 11.

(2) ITEM MAINT. FiLE CONTAINS FEWER ITEMS THAN ITEM1 EQUIP. FILE

(3) ITEN X-REF. FILE CONTAINS FEWER TEM'S THAN ITEM EQUIP. FILE
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(4) ITEM CONFG. FILE CONTAINS FEWER ITEMS THAN ITEM EQUIP. FILE

Error messages (2), (3) and (4) are self-explanatory and i,idicate,
respectively, that Data File 9A & B, 10, or 11 contains fewer (ITEM-
indexed) records than Data File 8A.

(3) INDEXING IN ITEM MAINTENANCE DOESN'T M1ATCH ITEM EQLIPMENT

(6) INDEXING IN ITEM X-REFERNC. DOESN'T MATCH ITEM1 EQUIPMENT

(7) INDEXING IN ITEM CONFGURATN. DOESN'T 'IATCH ITEM EQUIP'IENT

Error messages (5), (6), and (7) indicate that the ITEM1 index
numbers used on successive records in, respectively, Data File 9A 6,
B, 10, or 11 do not match up, record by record, with the ITEMl index
numbers used on successive records in Data File 8A.

We next discuss the error messages resulting from error checks on
the values of data input parameters. We list these below.

(8) INPUT ERROR: RTS + NRTS + COND <> l FOR ITEM TYPE (XX).

The ITEM specific parameters RTS(I), NRTS(I) and COND(1), which
represent fractional repair level allocations and are ertered in
Data File 9A, must sum to unity for each ITEM type I with RLEI ItO.
If this condition does not hold for a given ITEM' type I = XX, then
error message (8) will be printed.

(9) INPUT ERROR: INDENTURE LEVEL INDICATORS (LRU & NHI) NOT
CONSISTENT FOR ITEM TYPE (XX)

If an ITEM type I is an LRU, i.e., LRU(I) = i, then the next higher
assembly indicator, NHI(I), must be set to zero. Conversely, if
ITEM type I is an SRU, i.e., LRU(I) = 0, then NHI(I) must equal the
non-zero ITEM index number of its next higher assembly. If either
of these conditions fail to hold for a given ITEM type I = XX, then
error message (9) will be printed. (Note: LRU(D) and NHI(1) are
both contained in Data File 8A.

(10) INPUT ERROR: PITBU CANNOT BE ZERO FOR ITEM TYPE :XX! IN
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT (YY!.

As discussed in Section 10.2.9A, it ai, ITEM of type is s 1nsLalled
on a platform of type NP, i.(,., NITE.I] ,NP U. then the mean time
between failures for that ITEM, type opracrng ir the ent ironoent of
platform type NP, denoted P'ITBFr I.LE(NP) . cannot be given a zero
value in Data File 9A. If this cIondition is violated ior an ITEM
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-ype r = XX operating in environment LE( P) = YY, then error message
(10) will be printed, i.e., in this case PMITBF(XX,YY) will not be
allowed to be zero. Note that there is sufficient space allowed in
Data File 9A to indicate very low failure rates (i.e., high PMTBFs),
if they can be justified.

10.4 Operation of the LCC Program in Interactive Mode

The SEEK TALK FSED Phase LCC Model has been primarily designed for
operation in interactive mode. No special procedures are required
of the user to operate the LCC Model in interactive mode. There
are, however, a few extra step. which are necessary to convert the
model to batch mode and these steps are discussed in Section 10.5.

After the user has prepared Data Files 1 through 11 and has
initiated a run of the LCC Model, he must respond through his
terminal to several computer-prompted questions and he must also
complete three separate NAMIELIST data input routines. This section
gives the specific details necessary for the user to perform his
terminal inputs properly. The discussion below will relate to the
sample interactive sequence in Figure 10-12, given at the end of
this section (beginning on page 212). For illustrative pruposes,
the computer-prompted questions and directives appear in capital
letters and the user responses and inputs appear in small letters.

After a run of the LCC Model has been initiated by the user, the
computer first asks the user whether he wants MAXIMUM or MINIMUM
PROMPTING, i.e., a maximum or minimum amount of instruction by the
computer to the user. These prompting instructions relate to the
current values of input and control variables and the purposes of
the three separate NAMELIST routines. The example in Figure 10-12
below shows the maximum prompting instructions. Under minimum
prompting, part of these instructions would not appear.

One feature of the prompting questions is that if the user requests
maximum prompting on his initial run (or any subsequent rerun) of
the LCC Model, then he uill be asked on his next interactive rerun
whether he wants maximum or minimum prompting again. However, if a
user requests minimulm promptLing on one run, then the model will
automaticall- assume that he wishes minimum prompting on the next
(and all subsequent) interactive reruns of the model. To change
from minimum prompting to maximum prompting. the user must exit from
the LCC Model and then reinstate the model as he did for his initial
run.

The next two computer prompted questions in the example allow the
user to designate whether he wants the output of the ICC Model to go
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to his terminal and/or to the off-line printer. As indicated in
Figure 10-12, the user may direct either FULL, PARTIAL, OR NONE of
the output to the off-line printer. FULL output consists of
thirteen InpuL Tables which echo the thirteen data files, seven 0CC
Output Tables, and an LCC Sensitivity Analysis Table. PARTIAL
output consists of only the first two LCC Output Tables and Output
Table 6. Output directed to the user's terminal, if requested,
consists of Output Table t, a slightly condensed version of Output
Table 6, and an LCC Sensitivity Analysis Table. These output tables
are discussed fully in Section 10.6 and a full set of illustrative
output tables is also presented in Appendix I.

If the user directs that the output of the LCC MIodel should gc to
the off-line printer, then the next computer instruction printed is
"SUBMIT A TITLE FOR THIS RUN:". The user may then designate his

current run with a title consisting of at most 28 characters. This
title will appear on the header to the off-line output when the
current run is processed. The differing titles of successive
interactive reruns of the LCC Model will help the user sort out the
output from the off-line printer. If output is riot to be printed
off-line, then a title will not be requested by the LCC 1odel.

The user then proceeds to the three NAMELIST routines. Before he
enters these routines, the computer prints out the instruction, "SET
EXITXX=I IN ANY NAMELIST IF YOU WANT TO EXIT." This instruction
means that the user can exit from his current run of the LCC Model
during the execution of any of three NAMELIST routines by typing
EXITXX=1 as a data input to that NAMELIST. When the NAMIELIST is
then entered, the processing of the LCC Model is bypassed and the
computer-prompted question, "ANOTHER RUN (Y OR N)?" is immediately
returned. This option allows the user the flexibility to terminate
his current run and either re-initialize his next run or exit from
the LCC Model altogether. This option would be useful, for example,
if the user were to decide, during one of the NAMELIST routines,
that he wanted to change his output designations in the preceding
computer-prompted questions.

Next in Figure 10-1-, a computer-prompted explanation of NAMELIST
'G01/ is printed. As indicated iii this expianation, NAIELIST 'GOI/
contains all data input variables from Data Files I through 11 that
begin with the letters A through M. Before the first execution of
NAMELIST /GO1/, these variables are set equal to the values entered
in the data input files. To use these values, the user need only
submit an empty NAMELIST /G01/. However. he may override (i.e.,
overwrite) the values assigned by the input files to any of the
NAMELIST /GO1/ variables tand only these variables) by making the
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proper assignment in this NAIELIST. Note that any NAMELIST command
must be preceded by a space as shown in Figure 10-12.

Next tie user must enter NAMELIS /Go2/. As indicated in Figure 10-
12, NAIELIST /G2/ performs exactly the same function as NAMELIST
/GO1/, except that NAIELIST e02 contains all data input variables
from Data Files I through 11 that begin with the letters N throughZ.

As an example, if the user wishes to make changes to the following
data input parameters: BMH(4) = 1.5, ETS(5) = 0., COND(5) = I., FR
= 1.25, then, as indicated in Figure 10-12, he should enter B>MH() =
1.5, COND(5) = 1. in NAMELIST /GOI/ and RTS(5) = 0., XFR = 1.25 in
NAMELIST /GO2/. All other data input parameters will retain the
values that they were given in the Data Files. "lore extensive and
sophisticated entries can, of course, be made in NA ELISTs /GOI/ and
/G02/, in accordance with the user's NAMIELIST capability. Again, we
emphasize that the NAMELIST format used in the example in Figure 10-
12 may not correspond to the format necessary at the user's computer
installation. The user must determine his required NAIELIST format
from his installation's FORTRAN manual.

After the user enters NAMELISTs !GOI/ and /G02/, tne computer then
prints out the prompting for NA.MELIST ,SENS/. This NAMELIST
controls the output of the LCC Sensitivity Analysis calculations.
As indicated in the computer prompting, the model will always output
at the user's terminal the LCC sensitivity calculations with respect
to the global parameters (listed in Table 6-I in Section 6.1). For
the ITEMI-specific parameters for which LCC sensitivity analysis is
provided, the user must inpt values for the control variable; of
the form LDXXX in NANIELIST /SENS/' to indicate the number of kmost
significant) sensitivity calculations that should be printed at , iUs
terminal for each of the ITEMI-specific factors XXX(I). Thus, in the
first run of Figur( 10-12, the NAIELIST /SENS/ inputs direct that
the 6 most significant calculations for each of the factors FR(I),
UP(I), and SRLiIi be printed. Because the user did not submit a
non-zero value for anv rtir se:sitjvitv control variable LDXXX, LCC
sensitivity cilcilitions tor the otner ITEMl-specific factors will
not appear ar the user's terminal. Note that no index I is used
with the LDX:K:X variables,. Thus, we set LDFN-- and not LDFR(] =6.
Note that the facto- SRL*I', discussed in Section t.3, is included
with the other ITEMI-specific factors which are listed in Table b-1.

The amount of LCC Sensitivity Analysis printed off-line is
determined by the values of the control variables LDXXX and the
control variable LDERV. The variable IDERV is also itcluded in
NAMELIST /SENS,, where it may be set equal to the minimum number of
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LCC sensitivity calculations that the user wishes to be printed in
"hard-copy" off-line for each of the eight ITEM-specific factors.
The actual number of sensitivity calculations for a particular ITEM-
specific factor that will be printed off-line would then be equal to
the maximum of LDERV and the value of LDXXX for that factor. For
example, if LDERV=l2 and LDUP=6, then the 12 most significant UP(i)
calculations would be printed out off-line and the 6 most
significant UP(!) calculations would be pr.nted out at the user's
terminal.

The user should take care that none of the values of the control
variables LDERV and LDXXX exceed the number of different ITE'M types
within his system design. AIL error will occur in the processing of
the LCC Model if this condition is violated.

In addition, since the LCC sensitivity calculations for any one of
these eight ITEM-specific factors is printed out in a format of 6
per line at the user terminal, the values of LDXXX specified by the
user might as well be multiples of 6 to maximize the output per
terminal line; and, since these calculations are printed out in a
format of 12 per line on the off-line printer, the specified value
of LDERV might as well be a multiple of 12.

If LDERV is not assigned a value in NAMELIST /'SENS/, then it
"defaults" to a value of 12. Thus, the effect of the input to
NAMELIST /SENS/ in the first run in Figure 10-12 below is to direct
that the 12 most significant calculations for each ITEM-specific
factor be printed out off-line.

For a discussion of how "most significant" LCC sensitivity
calculations are defined, the reader should refer to Section 6.1
(immediately before the CAUTIONS) and (for SRU(1)) to Section 6.3.

The user may also input a value for the variable FINC in NAMELIST
/SENS/. As described fully in Section 6, the value of FINC
represents the fractional increase in each factor undergoing
sensitivity analysis that is used to determine the change in LCC.
If FINC is not assigned a value in NAMELIST !SENS/, then it
"defaults" to a value of .25 (as in the first run below).

As soon as NAMELIST /SENS' is entered, the model computes the LCC,
including Sensitivity Analysis calculations. Then before the output
of any data (,and assuming no errors have occurred in processing the
LCC Model), the comuter prints out the message "LCC COMPLETED" and
the instruction "IF YOU WISH TO EXIT, HIT -E-, THEN HIT -RETURN-;
OTHERWISE ADJUST TERMINAL TO NEW PAGE AND HIT -RETURN-". The first
part of this instruction teils the user how to exit from his current
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LCC Model run without having to wait for the output of the run to be
printed. Typing "E" and then "RETURN" has the same effect at this
point as entering "EXITXX=I" in any of the NAMELISTs above. Thus,
if the "E-RETURN" option is exercised, then no output will be
printed, either at the user's terminal or on hard-copy on the off-
line printer. Otherwise, to receive the LCC output display, the
user may at this point adjust his terminal to a new page (before
performing a carriage return) to enhance the readability of the
output tables.

LCC Output Tables 1 and 6 will then be printed at the user's
terminal. Since Output Tables 1 and 6 (as well as all other output
tables) will be explained in detail in Section 10.6, we have left it
out of Figure 10-12. After these LCC output tables are printed and
before the LCC Sensitivity Analysis calculations are displayed, the
instruction "IF YOU WISH TO EXIT, HIT -E-, THEN HIT -RETURN-;
OTHERWISE, ADJUST TERMINAL TO NEW PAGE AND HIT -RETURN-" is again
printed out at the terminal. This instruction has the same effect
at this point as was described for its first occurrence. A carriage
return response to this instruction will cause a table of LCC
Sensitivity Analysis calculations to be printed at the terminal.
Again, since this output will also be explained in Section 10.6, we
have left it out of Figure 10-12.

There are two possible variations that can occur in the two displays
of the last instruction mentioned above. First, if output is not
requested at the terminal, then this instruction will appear only
once (immediately after "LCC COMPLETED"). Secondly, under "MINIMUM"
prompting, only the last half of this instruction will be printed.

After the printout of the LCC Sensitivity Analysis Table has been
completed, the computer-prompted nuestjon, "ANOTHER RUN (Y or N)-?",
is printed at the user's terminal. An "N" response allows the user
to exit from the LCC Model computer program. A "Y" response allows
the user co rerun the LCC Model beginning with his interactive
terminal inputs. Figure 10-12 below also illustrates a typical
interactive rerun.

On any interact ives rerun of the LC(. lodel. all overwritten values of
NAMELIST 'GOI, and 'G02' variables are retained from previous runs.
In particular, this fact holds true even if a previous run was
terminated by executing the "EXITXX=I" option in any NAMELIST. In
this case, all inputs Lo any of the three NAIELISTs, either
preceding or following the EXITXX=I input, are retained for the next
run.
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After a "Y" response to the "ANOTHER RUN?" question, the computer
prompts the question, "AT THIS POINT VARIABLE VALUES ARE AS THEY
WERE AFTER THE LAST NAMELIST WERE SUBMITTED. DO YOU WISH TO RESET
NAMELISTS /GO1/ AND /G02/ VARIABLES TO THE VALUES FOUND IN THE INPUT
FILES (Y OR N)-?". A "Y" response to this question directs that all
NAMELIST /GO1/ and /GO2/ variables be set back equal to their
initial values found in Data Files I through 11. A "N" response to
the question directs that the values assigned to these variables
through "overwriting" in all NA.IELIST /G011 and /G02/ statements
entered in previous runs during the current interactive session (and
since the last "reset") be retained as current values. Thus, a "N"
response designates that all NAMIELIST '00/ and /002/ variables
start off the next run with the values used during the last run.

The remaining interactive computer-prompted questions and user
responses have the same structure as in the initial run. The user
is asked the three questions, "'IINIUM OR MAXiM1UM1 PROMIPTING?",
"OUTPUT AT TERMINAL?" and "FULL, PARTIAL, OR NO OUTPUT ON OFF-LINE
PRINTER?". His responses have the same implications as described
for the initial run. He may next enter a new title for his second
run. As indicated by the brackets in Figure 10-12, the "SET
EXITXX=I" instruction is then printed on interactive reruns only
under "MAX" prompting. However, on the initial run, the "SET
EXITXX=I" instruction is printed under either "MAX" or "MIN"
prompting.

Next, the user again encounters the three NAIELIST routines. Note
in the second run of the LCC Model in Figure 10-12 that the maximum
prompting portions of the computer instructions to these NAMELISTs
have changed (from those in the first run) to indicate the current
status of the respective NAMIELIST variables. The user may at this
point overwrite any selection of the NAMELIST /G01/ and /G02/
variables that he chooses, keeping in mind the current values of
these variables in light of his response to the "RESET?" question.

The values of the NAMELIST /SENS/ variables are always retained from
the previous run (even if it was terminated by using "EX TXX-" in
NAMELIST'SENS). Since these variables are not affected by the
user s response to the "RESET" questioc., the only way to change
their values from the previous run is to reassign them via NAMELIST
/SENS/. Thus, in the second run in Vigure ]0-12. the value of FINC
is changed to .20 and the value of 'IFR is changed to 0. Thus, no
sensitivity analysis calculations with respect to the factor FR(I)
will appear on the second run, but because of the input to the
previous NAMELIST /'SENS,!, sensitivitv calcuiations with respect to
UP(I) and SRU(I) will still appear.
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After NAMELIST /SENS/ is again entered, the processing of the second

run of the LCC Model takes place. The subsequent computer prompted
directives and possible user responses are exactly the same as

described for the initial run. The user may continue in this
fashion, altering his data inputs and output formats through the
three NAMELISTs, and making as many runs as he wishes, until he

responds "N" to the question "ANOTHER RUN".
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SEEK TALK FSED PHASE MODEL

MINIMUM OR MAXIMUM PROMPTING (MIN OR .1AX )-?

max

OUTPUT AT TERMINAL (Y OR N)-?

y

OFF-LINE OUTPUT: FLLL, PARTIAL, OR NO.NI (F, P, OR N)-'

f

SUBMIT A TITLE FOR THIS RUN:

firsL run

SET EXITXX=1 IN ANY NAMELIST IF YOU WANT TO EXIT.

NAMELIST iGOl' CONTAINS ALL VARIABLES FOUND IN THE INPUT FILES
THAT BEGIN WITH THE LETTERS A TO Mf.
AT THIS POINT, NAMELIST 'GO1/ VARIABLES CO>TAJN VAILUES AS IN
THE INPUT FILES.
TO USE THESE VALUES, SUBMIT AN EMPTY NAMELIST ,'GO1.
TO OVERIDE ANY OF THESE VALUES, SUBMIT A NON-EIPTY NAIELIST 'GGI/.
SUBMIT NAMELIST /GOI/ IN NAMELIST FORMIAT:

Sgol bmh(4)=1.5, coiid(5)=1. Send

NAMELIST /GO., CONTAINS ALL VARIABLES FOUND IN THE INPUT PILES
THAT BEGIN WITH THE LETTERS N TO Z.
AT THIS POINT, NAMELIST 'G02/ VARIABLES CONTAIN VALUES AS IN
THE INPUT FILES
TO USE THESE VALUES, SUBMIT AN ElPTY NAELIST 'G02'.
TO OVERIDE ANY 0' THESE VALl! S, SUBMIT A VN-EI'TY NAMIELIST 02
SUB1IT NAMIEI,:ST !GO2 IN \A,!Ei.ST FRIAT:

Sgo2 rts(5i=O.. xtr=l.25 sond

Figure 10-12. Sample ser Terminal Interact ive Sessioni t 7ontlinud)
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NAMELIST ,SENS/ CONTAINS VARIABLES THAT CONTROL THE
DISPLAY OF THE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS.
AT TIlS POINT, THE TERMINAL DISPLAYS SENSITIVITY WITH
RESPECT TO ONLY GLOBAL SENSITIVITY VARIABLES.
FOR THE SAME TERMINAL DISPLAY, SUBMIT AN EMPTY NAMELIST /SENS/.
SUBMIT NA:IELIST /SENS' IN NAMIELIST FORMAT:

Ssens idfr=., ldup=o, ldsrti=o Send

tCC COPLETED.

IF YOU WISH TO EXIT, HIT -E-, THEN HIT -RETURN-; OTHERWISE,
ADJUST TERMINAL TO NEW PAGE AND HIT -RETURN-.

(LCC OUTPUT TABLES 1 AND 6)

IF YOU WISH TO EXIT, HIT -E-, THEN HIT -RETURN-; OTHERWISE,
ADJUST TERMINAL TO NEW PAGE AND HTT -RETURN-.

(SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS TABLE)

ANOTHER RUN (Y OR N)-?

Y

AT THIS POINT, VARIABLE VALUES ARE AS THEY WERE AFTER LAST
NAMELISTS WERE SUBMI'TED. DO YOU WISH TO RESET NANELIST /GOI,' AND
/G02/ VARIABLES TO THE VALUES FOUND IN THE INPUT FILES (Y OR N)-?

n

MINIMUM OR MAXIMUMl PROMPTING IIN OR MAX)-?

max

Figure 10-12. Sample Us er Terminal interactive Session (Continued)
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OUTPUT AT TERMINAL (Y OR N)-?

y

OFF-LINE OUTPUT: FULL, PARTIAL, OR NONE (F,P, OR N)-?

p

SUBMIT A TITLE FOR THIS RUN:

second run

SET EXITXX=l IN ANY NAMELIST IF YOU WANT TO EXIT

NAMELIST /GO1.' CONTAINS ALL VARIABLES FOUND IN THE INPUT FILES

THAT BEGIN WITH THE LETTERS A TO 1.
AT THIS POINT, NAMELIST /GOl/ VARIABLES ARE AS THEY WERE AFTER
THE LAST NAMIELiST /GO1/1 WAS SUBMITTED.
TO USE THESE VALUES, SUBMIT AN EMPTY NAMIELIST 'G1/.
TO OVERIDE ANY OF THESE VALUES, SUBM1IT A NON-EMPTY NAMELIST /GO,
SUBMIT NAMELIST /U01/ IN NAIELIST FORMAT:

Sgol Send

NAMELIST /G02/ CONTAINS ALL VARIABLES FOUND IN THE INPUT IILES
THAT BEGIN WITH THE LETTER N TO Z.
AT THIS POINT NAMELIST /GO2/ VARIABLES ARE AS THEY WERE AFTER
THE LAST NAMELIST /G02! WAS SUBMITTED.
TO USE THESE VALUES, SUBMIT AN EMPTY NAMELIST /G02/.
TO OVERIDE ANY OF THESE VALUES, SUB.IIT A NON-EMPTY NAIELIST /G02'.
SUBMIT NAMELIST /GO2/ IN NAMELIST FORMAT:

Figure 10-12. Sample Lser Terminal interactive Session fContinued)
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Sgo2 Send

NAMELIST /SENS/ CONTAINS VARIABLES THAT CONTROL THE
DISPLAY OF THE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS.
AT THIS POINT, THE TERMINAL SENSITIVITY DISPLAY IS
AS IT WAS ON THE PREVIOUS RUN.
FOR THE SAME TERMINAL DISPLAY, SUBMIT AN EMPTY NAMELIST /SENS/.
FOR A DIFFERENT TERMINAL DISPLAY, SUBMIT A NON-EMPTY NAMELIST /SENS/.
SUBMIT NAMELIST /SENS! IN NAMELIST FORMAT:

Ssens finc=.20, ldfr=O Send

LCC COMPLETED.

IF YOU WISH TO EXIT, HIT -E-, THEN HIT -RETURN-: OTHERWISE,
ADJUST TERMINAL TO NEW PAGE AND HIT -RETURN-.

(LCC OUTPUT TABLES 1 AND 6)

IF YOU WISH TO EXIT, HIT -E-, THEN HIT -RETURN-: OTHERWISE,
ADJUST TERMINAL TO NEW PAGE AND HIT -RETURN-.

(SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS TABLE)

ANOTHER RUN (Y OR N)-?

n

Figure 10-12. Sample User Terminal Interactive Session (Concluded)
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10.5 Operat ion -of the JCC .Program ini Batch ode

The SEEK TALK FSED Phadse hOC M1odeIho ('a :A be coot rd f roml i S
no rmalI inrtef ra ct ive mode o f ope ra t ion t o a bhitc Cr1 od e iv tn.e r ely
storing the appropr iate inrte r,-ct lye u ser respn).-s I. an3 iiteta 11
data file and properly adjust ing the is gitn f devtc chaoe
numberIS All1 other ispet-ts of runining the :,CC d1 dro
the s3me irn batLch Mode as-1 they are in interaictive mode. Ti is
procedure is oxnljined jin greater detail below. (To a')
redundancv, i .t is assumed that the reaider is familiar 'w t! t h
prev ious ctent s o f Se ct i ot, 1' t th is ier S it

Section 10.4.)

To convert to hclmode, the user shouild re t t " 'i' O
f'ilIes . The f-irst of thlese files slloulsic: ''esc

in interact ive mode, w ould have h Ie , 1)ou1t Vo r 0 i.

terminal . Cha-rnel number 3 shouldi bno ass:1 ' e *'

second of these files should just be a "amr *' o bsorlb:,J",'
computer -prompted messages which , in IiLer.d ue re' p~

at the user's terminal. The user should asincharnel niimbhrn
this dummy file.

The responses whitub the( user outs in the oh i-ie 5n a .em
consistent with the description found in So' to" l).,4 ai t
illustration found in Figure 10-12. Each user response sttoiui' 'be
listed on a separate and consecutive line in '-he data file. Yo

example, the inzterc.ctive initerfacc betw een ..,ser anci compuiter ci 1

illustrate-i in Figure 10-12 of Section 10.4 would be equivalently
simulated in batch mode by creatinrg the two, data files described
ahove. A listing of thie first of thiese data files would then be
given by Figure 10-13 be low.

Thus the lines in Figure 10-13 contain, in sequence, the user
responses to the computer-prompted requests listed in Figure 10-12.
The reader should oompare the corresponding user inputs between
Figure 10-12 and Figure 10-13. In particular, he should note that
the first blank Ine in Figure 10-13 serves as, a cairriage, returni
responlsel to thI e computer di"ci :I.'l Yot' WI :Sj T T7HI - --
TN M-l -RETURN- : THRWSE 2,jV'ST ThE" T VI NEW !'AGKj,, ANL 1 -:

RETOCRN- I whi ch i mmed4a t e lv f cl lows t he ,OOc iIM!}'LETKl)' me s sage.
The next 'blank lire in Figure 01 serves usa carriage return.
resoons- to the s;1me direct ive wilen it is a_-. ini prompted after the
printing of1 thIie LOS Ju tp)u t T at)Ibls i F igaire -.
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max

y
f
first run
Sgol bmh(4)=.5, cond(5)=l. Send
Sgo2 rts(5)=0., xfr=l.25 Send
Ssens ldfr=6, ldup=6, ldsru=6 Send
(blank line)
(blank line)

Y
n
max

y
P
second run
Sgol Send
Sgo2 Send
Ssens finc=.20, ldfr=O Send
(blank line)
(blank line)
n

Figure 10-13. Data File for Batch Mode Version of Figure 10-12.

Of course, the user responses in Figure 10-12 are not very
appropriate for batch mode. In particular, since the output which
would go to the user's terminal under interactive mode is just
dumped into a "dummy" file in batch mode, this portion of the LCC
output should be kept to a minimum. Hence, in batch mode, minimum
prompting should be requested and the user response to the question
"OUTPUT AT TERMINAL (Y or N)-?" should be "N". In addition, the
value of each control variable of the form LDXXX should be left at
its default value of 0 by merely leaving these variables out of

NAMELIST /SENS/.

Thus a more appropriate set of user responses to be listed in the
first additional internal data file under batch mode is illustrated
by Figure 10-14 bejow.
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min
n
f
first run
Sgol Send
Sgo2 Send
Ssens lderv=24 Send
(blank line)
(blank line)

y
n
n
P
second run
$gol Send
Sgo2 xuc=l.25, xfr=.70 Send
Ssens finc=.20 Send
(blank line)
(blank line)
n

Figure 10-14. Typical Data File for Batch Mode

Note in Figure 10-14 that minimum prompting is requested on the
first run, hence, as described in Section 10.4, this prompting
question will not be asked on the second run and therefore no "max"
or "min" response is required for the second run. Again, the reader
should compare the user responses in Figure 10-14 to the computer
prompted sequence of requests which are discussed in Section 10.4.

In batch mode the user may still make as many successive reruns of
the LCC Model as he wishes, provided that the responses which he
lists in the data file are consistent with the computer prompted
requests that are generated. An inconsistent response would
terminate the processing of the LCC Model and cause an error message
to be displayed on the off-line printer.
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10.6 Operation of the RLA Program

The purpose of using the RLA Program is to reach a good decision on
the repair level for each ITEM. In terms of the input data to the
LCC Program, one is to determine the RL(I) value for each ITEM type
I. To do this, the following data files have to be set up as inputs
to the RLA Program:

I. Data File 9A - This is to provide the initial RL(I) values
set by the user. These values are not used directly in the RLA
procedure, but rather they will be checked with the RLA-derived
LCRL(I) values to indicate any differences. Also, the COND(I)s
on Data File 9A will be checked to see any COND(I)=., for
which LCRL(I) will be automatically set to 3 (discard-on-
failure) in the RLA procedure.

2. Data File 8B - This is to provide the LRU/SRU Cross-
Reference Data QPA(IL,IS)s.

3. Data File 13 - This is a save file with TIAC(I,R)s provided
by 6 special LCC Program runs, which are set up in a
consecutive batch mode. The data file for conducting these 6
runs is listed in Figure 10-15. The total ITEM support cost
TIAC(I,R)s for global repair strategy R=1,2,--,6 are calculated
respectively in these six LCC runs and saved on Data File 13 as
an input to the RLA Program.

With these inputs, the RLA Program is executed (in batch mode) to
produce the recommended repair level LCRL(I) for each ITE'I type I.
(See Section 7 for the calculation procedure.) The LCRL(I) value is
then used by the Program to replace RL(I) on a copy of Data File 9A
(the original Data File 9A will be left intact). The ne Data File
9A with the updated RL(I)s can then be used for the final LCC
Program run, and any further change on the RL(I)s can still be made
through the NAMELIST capability of the LCC Program (the value of the
parameter R should be set back to 0 at this time). The user is
encouraged to make trial changes to the RLA suggested repair levels.
These changes can be based on the user's intuition, sensitivity
analysis result, or other information. See Appendix iI (II.2-1].5)
for a complete RLA example.
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min n
n n
f f
first run: R=I fourth run: R=4
$gol Send Sgol Send
5go2 K=1 Send Sgo2 R=4 Send
Ssens Send Ssens Send
(blank line) (blank line)
(blank line) (blank line)

y y
n n
n n
f f
second run: R=2 fifth run: R=5
Sgol Send Sgol Send
Sgo2 R=2 Send Sgo2 R=5 Send
Ssens Send Ssens Send
(blank line) (blank line)
(blank line) (blank line)

y y
n n
n n
f f
third run: R=3 sixth run: R=6
Sgol Send Sgol Send

5go2 R=3 Send Sgo2 R=6 Send
$sens Send Ssens Send
(blank line) (blank line)
(blank line) (blank line)
y n

Figure 10-15. Data File for Six LCC Runs for RLA
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10.7 Description of Model Output Tables

A general description of the LCC Model output was given in Section
9.2.5. Output of the LCC Model can be directed by the user to
either "hard-copy" on the off-line printer or to the user's terminal
(or both), as described in Section 10.4. An example of the full
off-line output of the LCC Model is given in Appendix 11. This
section gives a table by table explanation of the significance of
this output. Since the output displayed at the user's terminal is
just a subset of the off-line output (as described in Section 10.4)
the description of the output in Appendix II will also cover the
output displayed at the terminal.

Note: Since bogus data was used to generate the output in Appendix
I, the user should in no way construe that the values displayed are
meant to be representative of prospective SEEK TALK system designs.

As illustrated in Appendix I, each listing of output on the off-
line printer is preceded by the heading, "SEEK TALK FSED PHASE LCC
MODEL", and the title of the current run (i.e., the title submitted
at the terminal by the user).

The first component of off-line output of the LCC Model is an
echoing of the thirteen standard data input files to LCC Program
As shown in Appendix II, the inputs to these files are listed in
thirteen successive tables, where in each table the variable name, a
brief definition, and the assigned value of each data parameter is
printed out. As mentioned previously, this listing of the values of
data parameters allows the user to check that his data was input
correctly to the LCC Model. Note that, for all but one input data
parameter, the Input Table number in which it is printed in Appendix
II is the same as the Data File number in which it is entered into
the LCC Model. The only exception to this rule is the parameter
NAE(NP) which is printed out in Input Table 4, but whose value must
be entered in Data File 5 (see Figure 10-5).

Again with the exception of the parameter NAE(NP), the order in
which data input parameters are printed out in input Tables 2
through 11 in Appendix II is the same as the order in which these
parameters appear in the corresponding Data Files. (This fact is
borne out by comparing Input Tables 2 through 11 in Appendix II with
Figures 10-2 through 10-11 in Section 10.2.)

After the thirteen tables of input data to LCC Program, the next
section of output to the off-line printer contains the total LCC of
the user's SEEK TALK System design, broken down into various
categories in seven separate tables. As shown in Appendix IT,
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Output Table 1 of this section contains a breakdown of the total LCC
in six cost groups: RDT&E (FSED only), Equipment Acquisition,
Modification/Installation, Initial Support Acquisition, Recurring
Support, and Operations. The sum of the first four groups is
denoted as Total Investment Cost and the sum of the remaining two
groups is called Total Ownership Cost. Within each cost group, the
subtotals are further broken down into cost elements. A summary of
the numbers of terminals within various equipment categories is
exhibited at the end of Output Table 1.

Output Table 2 presents a detailed breakdown of the
Modification/Installation Cost Element. It exhibits the non-
recurring and recurring mod/installation costs broker down into
costs incurred by each individual platform grouping. This table is
self-explanatory and is easily interpreted by referring to the
equation for platform NP recurring mod/installation cost, R'ICA(NP),
which is presented in Section 5.2.2. In particular, the "Retrofit
Mod/I Total" is the sum over "Field" and "Depot" modifications
(i.e., modes M=2 and 3). The "Production Mod/I Total" is the sum
for "Production" modifications (i.e., mode M=1).

Output Table 3 presents a breakdown of the top-level Initial
Support, Recurring Support, Operations Cost Elements which appeared
in Output Table 1. As shown in Appendix I, the Initial Spares cost
element is considered as an "Initial" or acquisition cost, while the
cost elements, Added Fuel, Operations Labor, Replacement Spares, On-
Equipment Maintenance, and Off-Equipment Maintenance are considered
as "Recurring" costs. In addition, the cost of purchasing required
support equipment is considered an Initial cost, while the cost of
maintaining support equipment (at the fraction MSE(L) of unit cost
per year) is considered a Recurring cost. The breakdown of the
Support Equipment Cost Element into Initial and Recurring costs can
be determined by examining its equation in Section 5.2.8. Also, the
cost of entering new items in the Air Force depot-level inventory
management system (at a cost of IMC dollars per item) is considered
an Initial cost, whereas the cost of maintaining items in the
inventory at the base and depot levels (at costs of SA and R'IC
dollars per item per year, respectivelyj is considered a ke<urring
cost. This separation of cost into initial and Recurring portions
can be determined from the ITEM Inventory Management Cost Eltment
equation which is presented in Section 5.2.9. Similarly, the
acquisition of technical orders and type I training wili incur
Initial costs, while the upkeep of technical orders and other
training activities will incur Recurring costs. Agaiu, these
breakdowns of costs can be determined from the equatLions for
Technical Orders and Maintenance Training in Sections 5.2.1( nd
5.2.11.
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All of the cost elements listed in Output Table 3 have their costs
calculated within the computerized LCC Model for each individual
base type NS and the depot. Thus, each of these cost elements may be
easily divided into costs incurred at the various locations
indicated in the table. The base indicators BTYPE(NS) and BPLAT(NS)
which appear in Input Table 2 are utilized to perform this
allocation of costs. These two indicators are also used to
determine the numbers of different bases which appear at the bottom
of Output Table 3.

Output Table 4 (in three parts: a, b, & c) in Appendix II
illustrated the breakdown of costs and other corrective maintenance
characteristics which can be attributed to individual ITEM types.
In particular, the first part of the table (4a) presents the value
of the ITEM specific costs ISCA(I), RSCA(I), ONMCA(I), OFMCA(I),
MTRCI(I), TDC(I), IIMCA(I), and TSECI(I) whose equations appear in
Sections 5.2.4, 5.2.5. 5.2.6, 5.2.7, 5.2.9, 5.2.10, 5.2.11, and
5.2.8, respectively. Note that the bottom totals for these columns
give the total cost of the Initial Spares, Replacement Spares, On-
Equipment Maintenance, Off-Equipment Maintenance, Maintenance
Training, Technical Data, ITEM inventory Management, and Total
Support Equipment Cost Elements, respectively. These cost elements
also appear in Output Table 3. These columns are then followed by a
column of their total (Total ITEM Support Cost) for each I.

The costs in Output Table 4a are presented in thousands of dollars.
In addition, the cost elements for Production,
Modification/Installation, Operations Labor, and Added Fuel do not
appear in Output Table 4a, because these costs are not directly
attributable to individual ITEM types.

The column designated "Corrective Maintenance Cost per Failure"
holds the average cost of Replacement Spares, On-Equipment and Off-
Equipment Maintenance per ITEM failure, i.e., the sum of RSCA(I),
ONMCA(I) and OFMCA(1) divided by the number of lifetime failures of
ITEM type I which ,is given in the last column nf the second part
(4b) of the table. Note that the costs of Initial Spares,
Maintenance Training, Technical Data, and ITEM inventory Management
are not included in this figure because the costs in these
categories are not incurred in association with individual ITEM

failures.

The second part (4b) of the table lists for each ITEM the total
number installed in the system, total initial spares at bases, and
total initial spares at the depot. Their sum is then listed in the
fourth column. The monthly and lifetime failures for each ITEM are
presented in the last two columns.
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The last part (4c) of the table gives the average corrective
maintenance costs per LRU failure and per SRU failure as well as the
estimated total numbers of LRU failures system-wide.

Output Table 5 presents costs and requirements for each individual
support equipment type L. Recall that, within the LCC Iodel, common
SE which is available on-site may be acquired and costed on a
fractional, pro-rated basis, depending on its utilization for SEEK
TALK. Thus, the model may charge, say, .25 of such a SE unit to a
particular base location or the depot. All SE requirements in the
table, however, (except for the depot) are rounded to the nearest
integer.

Common SE which requires procurement for SEEK TALK use (i.e., commcn
SE which is not on the Air Force provided list) and pe culiar SE must
be acquired within the LCC Model in uiit quantities. Thus the full
unit cost of this SE will be incurred even if this SE is required
for very low utilization.

Output Table 6 shows for each platform grouping NP the total number
of the platforms system-wide, number of P.IE terminals and number of
TNE terminals per platform, total production cost and total
modification/installation cost per platform type.

Output Table 6 also exhibits the average total (series) failure rate
per platform of each type NP in terms of both failures per month and
per million operating hours. Per terminal failure rates by platform
type are also shown and are obtained by dividing the per platform
failure rates by the number of terminals per platform (i.e., by
NTRMP(NP)+NTRMT(NP)).

The per platform failure rates represent the sum of the (series)
failure rates of all SEEK TALK ITEMs which are installed on that
platform type (i.e., NITEN(I,NP)). As mentioned, the total number
of platforms within each grouping NP for the SEEK TALK System is
also displayed in Output Table 6. By multiplying these numbers by
the per platform failure rates, one can obtain the system-wide
failure rates of complete platform groupings. Finally, the per
terminal mean time (in operating hours between fai lures for each
platform grouping is given at tie end of tite table.

Output Table 7 lists for each base type the maintenance manpower
requirements per year per base. These requirements are broken down
into two areas: manpower for off-equipment maintenance and that for
keeping maintenance management data (both in manhours . The sum of
the two is listed (in manvears) in the fourth column of the table.
And the last two columns of the table show the total manpower
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requirements per year per base type, first in manhours and then in
manyears. At the end of each of these two columns, it shows the
total for all the hbase types, the total for the depot, and then
their sum or the grand total.

Also shown in the lower portion of Output Table 7 are the total
manpower requirements for maintenance training. They are listed in
manyears for the first year and then for each subsequent year.

The last section of the main output contains the results of the LCC
Sensitivity Analysis calculations. As fully described in Section 6,
the Sensitivity Analysis calculations yield the average change
(either positive or negative) in the total LCC which is produced by
a fractional change in the value of each of the factors XUC, XFR,
XFPR, BYt /DMF, XRM, PIUP, XMIL, UP(I), FR(I), FPR(I), RM(I), RTS(I),
NRTS(I), COND(I), and SRU(I). (LCC sensitivity with respect to
SRU(I) actually measures the cost impact of changing ITEM type I
from an SRU to an LRU and hence is not associated with a fractional
change, see Section 6.2). For a full appreciation of the
significance and the limitations of the LCC Sensitivity Analysis
calculations, the user should read Section 6 thoroughly. In
particular, the user should read through the "Cautions" listed in
Section 6.1.

The LCC Sensitivity Analysis Table first gives the changes in LCC
produced by a percentage change (equal to FINC) in each of the
global scalar factors XUC through XMIL above (listed in the previous
paragraph). For the remaining eight factors, which are all
subscripted by ITEM type, a specific number of the "most
significant" calculations are displayed for each factor. The
specific number of calculations displayed for each factor is
determined by the values of the control variables LDERV and LDXXX,
as described in Section 10.4. Here the "most significant"
calculations follow the definitions given in Sections 6.1 and 6.2.

Thus, under the heading for each of the eight subscripted factors in
the LCC Sensitivity Analysis Table, the calculations pertaining to
individual ITEM types are presented in a column by column fashion in
order of decreasing significance (i.e., most significant appear
first). In a given column, representing a particular ITEM type, the
three values displayed represent, respectively, the index number of
the ITEM type, the actual (i.e., not fractional) change in the value
of the factor that is used to determine the change in LCC, and the
resulting change in LCC produced by the given change in the factor.

Note, in particular, that the change in the value of FR(I), the
failure rate of ITEM type 1, is expressed in terms of failures per
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million operating hours (PPM). Also, the change in the SRU(1)
factor is given as 1 if the calculation represents the estimated
cost difference produced by changing ITEM type I from an SRU to an
LRU. The change in SRU(I) is given as 0 if ITEM type I caunot be
changed from an SRU to an LRU (e.g., if it is already an LRU). In
addition the change in the value of RM1(l), the repair materials
factor, is expressed in terms of the change in the cost of repair
materials per repair of ITEM type I (i.e., the change in
RM(I)*UP(I)), rather than just the change in the factor RM(I)
itself.

Also note that, for RTS(I), NRTS(l), CONDI), 3nd SRU(II, only
negative changes in LCC will appear in the table, indicating a
savings in LCC. This is because, for these four fictors, "mast
significant" is defined as largest negative LCC sensitivity anaiysi.
calculations. Thus, to facilitate the sorting of most significant
sensitivity calculations, positive changes in LCC for these four
factors will be zeroed out. For the other four ITEM-specific
factors UP(I), FR(I), FPR(T), and R'I), "most significant" LCC
sensitivity analysis calculations are interpreted as meaning those
which are largest in absolute value, because these calculations are
basically two-sided (again, see "Cautions" in Section b.1).

Finally, the output printed at the user's terminal by the LCC Model
consists only of Output Table 1 (in the exact same format as it
appears in Appendix II), Output Table 6 (where the failure rare
columns have been deleted) and the Sensitivity Analysis Table. In
addition, at the terminal there may be fewer calculations displayed
for each of the eight ITEM-specific factors mentioned above,
depending again on the values of the control variables LDERV and
LDXXX, as described in Section 10.4. None of the echoed Input
tables or other Output tables will be displayed at the user's
terminal.

When the RLA Program is executed, a separate output will be
produced. It contains 2 input tables: Input Table 1, a printout of
Data File 8B, and Input Table 2, a list of TIAC(I.R~s from Data File
13. The RLA results are contained in Output Fable I, where the
recommended repair level for each ITEM, is indicated. Also indicated
in this output table is whether the recommended repair level for
each ITEM is different from that input by the contractor.
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APPENDIX I

GLOSSARY OF VARIABLES

One asterisk, *, indicates a new variable not previously defined in
the ADM Phase LCC Model. Two asterisks, **, indicate a variable
whose definition has been modified for FSED Phase.

A(I,L)** =Number of pieces of support equipment of type L
required in the maintenance of ITEM type I.
(Note: The matrix A should be input in "pointer"
form in Data File 10. See instructions in
Section 10.2.10) (Contractor input in Data File
10)

ACF(I,NS) Average off-equipment maintenance cost in
dollars per failure of ITEM type I at base NS
(Internally calculated in Section 5.2.7)

ACPP* = Average acquisition cost per page for original
negatives of technical orders. (Air Force input
in Data File 1)

AFC Total cost in dollars for the added Fuel Cost
component of the Operations Cost Element
(Internally calculated in Section 5.2.3)

AKIT(IA,NP) = Unit cost for each "A-Kit" required for a
modification/installation to area IA on platform
type NP, to include all installation material
costs not included in "Terminal" costs
(Contractor input in Data File 3)

AMPM(NPLO(NS)) = Average prime mission equipment missions per
month for platform type NP at a base at location
LO(NS). (Air Force input in Data File 3)

APFH(NP,LO(NS)) = Average operating hours per month for platform
type NP deployed at base location LO(NS) (Air
Force input in Data File 3)
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B = (secondary) index uSed to indicate base
groupings, primary uiidex for bases is NS

BAA = Total available active %,ork time per maintenance
man in hours/month at a base repair shop (Air
Force input in Data File I)

BCIS(I) The number of bases whic1: perform :ntermei ate

level repair of ITEM type i (and hienice require In

inventory of ITEM piece parts) (Internally
calculated in Section 5.2.9)

BCMH(I) = Average manhours to perform a bise s1iop bench
check, screening and fault verification of the
removed ITEM prior to iritiating repair action or
condemning the ITE 1. (Contractor input in Data
File 9A)

BDATA* = Number of additional (beyond these intended for
depot use only) distinct pages of system level

(not ITEM or support equipment specific)
technical orders written for base level

maintenance (Contractor input in Data File li

BF = Coefficient in the function F which is used to
compute ITEM initial spares requirements (Air

Force input in Data File 1)

BIRD* = Fraction of base-repair-intended failures which
are actually repaired at the depot due to
insufficient base repair capability. (Air Force

input in data File ,

BIS(I) The number of bases which stock spares of ITEM

type I (and hence are charged inventory

management costs) (internally calculated in

Section 5.2.9)
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BLR = Base Maintenance labor rate in dollars per hour.
(Air Force input in Data File 1)

BMF = Base repair maintenance factor, to be applied to
repair times to allow for time to get test
equipment, parts, etc. (Air Force input in File
1)

BMH(1) = Average manhours to perform base-level
corrective maintenance of a failed ITEM of type
I, including fault isolation, repair and
verification. (Contractor input in Data File 9A)

BPLAT(NS) = Indictor of PME platform types supported by base
NS, equals
l,if base NS supports mainly airborne platforms,
2, if base NS supports mainly ground platforms,
3, if base NS supports a mixture of airborne and
ground platforms. (Air Force input in Data File
2)

BRCT = Base repair cycle time, time from removal of a
failed ITEM at a base until ITEM is repaired (at
the same base) and returned to base inventory.
(Air Force input in Data File 1)

BS(I,NS) = Average number of Initial spares of ITEM type I
that are required at each base within base
grouping NS. (Internally calculated in Section
5.2.4)

BTYPE(NS.) Base types indicator; equals:
1, if base NS is an Indepedent base
2, if base NS is a CIMF
3, if base NS is a Satellite base
(Air Force input in Data File 2)

CFG(LO(NS)= Cost in dollars per gallon of fuel at opearating
location LO(NS, (Air Force input in Data File 1)
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CIMF(NS) = CIMF base indicator equals 1 if base NS is a
CIMF (Centralized Intermediate-level Mlaintenance
Facility) and equals 0 otherwise. (Internally
calculated in Section 5.1.2)

COND(I)** = Fraction of (removed) failures of ITEM1 type I
which are condemned, due to normal wear-out. 'Te
LCC Model will automatically adjust the COD(1)
fraction if ITEM1 type I is occasionally discarde d
because its next higher assembly has torn-out or
is a discard-on-failure assembly] (Contractor
input in Data File 9A)

CPA(I) Corrected piece part count for ITEI type 1;
equals PA(I) unless ITEM type I is designated as
a discard-on-failure ITEM (i.e., CCND(l)=!: in
which case CPA(I) is set equal to zero
(Internally calculated in Section 5.2.9)

CPDl* = Cost per class per day for type I training.
(Contractor input in Data File 1)

CPD2 = Cost per class per day for type 2 training.
(Air force input in Data File 1)

CPPC = Average one way packing & shipping cost in
dollars per (net weight) pound from a satellite
base to its associated CIMF (including an
adjustment to allow for ratio of packaged weight
to unpackaged weight) (Air Force input in Data
File 1)

CPPD(LO(NS)) One-way packing 4 shipping cost in dollars per
(net weight) pound from a base at location LO(NS)
to the depot (including an adjustment to allow
for the ratio of packaged weight to unpackaged
weight ) (Air Force input in Data File 1)
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CRCT CIMF repair cycle time, time from removal of a
failed ITEM at a satellite base until it is
shipped to and repaired at the associated CIMF
and placed in CIMF inventory. (Air Force input
in Data File 1)

CSE(L)** Unit cost of SE type L (including an allowance
for initial spares) in dollars. It does not
include a pro rata portion of hardware
development cost or software development cost.
(Contractor input in Data File 7)

DAA = Total available active work time per maintenance
man in hours/month at a depot repair shop (Air
Force input in Data File 1)

DAD = Average depot handling and repair time in months
from removal of a failed ITEM at the depot until
it is repaired and placed in depot inventory.
(Air Force input in Data File 1)

DATAB(I)* = Number of additional distinct pages of technical
orders required for base repair of ITEM type I.
(Contractor input in Data File 9B)

DATAD(I)'- = Number of additional distinct pages of technical
orders required for repair of ITEM type I and
written for depot use only. (Contractor input in
Data File 9B)

DATAS(L)* = Number of additional distinct pages of technical
orders required for use of support eouipment type
L and not including any documentation which may
be included in the unit cost of L. (Contractor
input in Data File 7)
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DDATA* = Number of distinct pages of system level (not
ITEM or support equipment specific) technical
orders intended for depot maintenance only.
(Contractor input in Data File 1)

DLR = Depot maintenance labor rate in dollars per
hour. (Air Force input in Data File 1)

DMF = Depot repair maintenance factor, to be applied
to repair times to allow for time to get test
equipment, spare parts, etc. (Air Force input in

Data File 1)

DMH(I) Average manhours to perform depot-level
corrective maintenance on a failed iTE>I of type
I, including bench check-out, screening, fault
verification and isolation, repair action and

repair verification. (Contractor input in Data
File 9A)

DRAG(NP) = Average drag per added antenna element (in lbs.)

for platform type NP (Contractor input in Data
File 4)

DRCT(LO(NS)) = Depot repair cycle time in months from shipment
of a failed ITEM from base NS to the depot until

it is received & repaired at the depot and placed
in depot inventory (as a function of the location
LO(NS) of base NS). (Air Force input in Data
File 1)

DS(I) = Number of Initial spares of ITE11 type I that are
required at the depot. (Internally caaculated in
Section 5.2.4i

EBCBI(I.NS)* = Expected intemediate-level mainenance manhours
per month expended at a base of type NS in bench-
checking of ITEM type I. (Internally calculated
in Section 5.1.3)
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EQ(1) = ITEM equipment identifier equals:
1, if ITEM type I is a PME component only,
2, if it is a TNE component only,
3, if it is a component of both PME and TNE
(Contractor input in Data File 8A)

ERHAB(L,NS) = Expected utilization of support equipment type L
at a base of type NS in hours per month.
(Internally calculated in Section 5.1.3)

ERHAD(L) = Expected utilization of support equipment type L
at the depot in hours per month. (Internally
calculated in Section 5.1.3)

ERHBI(I,NS)** = Expected intermediate-level maintenance manhours
per month expended at a base of type NS in
maintenance of ITEM type I. (Internally
calculated in Section 5.1.3)

ERHD(I) = Expected manhours per month expended at the
depot in the repair of ITEM type I. (Internally
calculated in Section 5.1.3)

ERTBI(I,NS)* = Expected intermediate-level maintenance manhours
per month expended at a base of type NS in repair
of ITEM type I. (Internally calculated in
Section 5.1.3)

F= Function used to compute the number of Initial
Spares (including safety stock) required to
support each ITEM, specifically, for any number
X, F(X is defined as

FX) = X + BF--

where the coeficient BF determines the confidence
level for safety spares (e.g., BF=1.65 yields a
95 percent confidence level) (See Section 5.2.4)
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FAIL(I,NS) = Average number of failures (not including
repairs in place or false pulls) of ITEM type I

per month at each base of type NS. (Internally
calculated in Section 5.1.1)

FGH(NP) = Average fuel consumption in gallons per
operating hour (without extra drag) for platforms
in group NP. (Air Force input in Data File 3)

FINC = Fractional increase applied to those data input
parameters for which LCC Sensitivity Analysis is
provided. (Interactive data input in NAMIELIST

/SENS/) (default value =.25)

FPR(I) = False pull rate for ITEM for type I; i.e., that
multiple of actual failures which are removed but
haven't failed. FPR(I) should be calculated so
as to satisfy the equation:

(# of removals) = (I + FPR(I)) (v of failures ).

e.g., if, out of every 125 removals of ITEM type
I, there are, on the average, only 100 actual
failures, then FPR(I)=.25. (We assume that only
LRUs have non-zero false pull rates.)
(Contractor input in Data File 9A)

FR(M,NP) = The fraction of all platforms of type NP which
undergo modification/installation in mode >1 (Air
Force input in Data File 4)

FSEDC* = Cost of full scale engineering development.
(Contractor input in Data File 1)
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GFE(I)** = Air Force furnished equipment indicator, equals:
1, if ITEM type I is already in the Air Force

inventory, and does not require
modification for incorporation in SEEK TALK.
2, if ITEM type I is already in the inventory,
but does require modification.
3, if ITEM type I is new equipment
(Contractor input in Data File 8A)

HPDI* Number of inclass hours per day for a type 1
training class. (Contractor input in Data File
1)

HPD2* = Number of inclass hours per day for a type 2
training class. (Air Force input in Data F4le 1)

I = Index used to indicate ITEM type

IA = Index used for various modification/installation
areas on platforms. Values are:
1, to indicate Antenna area
2, to indicate Electronics Box area
3, to in icate Control H area
4, to indi;ate Cabling area

IIMC = Total cost in dollars for the ITEM Inventory
Management Cost Element (Internally calculated
in Section 5.2.9)

IIMCA(I) = Total lifetime ITEM Inventory Management Costs
in dollars for ITEMs of type I (and their piece
parts) (Internally calculated in Section 5.2.9)

IL* = Index used in place of 1 to distinguish LRU's
for purposes of repair level analysis.
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ImC = Initial inventory management cost in dollars to
introduce a new procurable part into the Air
Force inventory system. (Air Force input in Data
File 1)

IMICA(NP) = Total non-recurring modification/installation
development cost in dollars for platforms within
grouping NP (Internally calculated in Section
5.2.2)

INTEG(I) Integration ITEM indicator, equal 1 if ITEM type
I is an "Integration Item", i.e., not an integral
component of a "Terminal", and equals 0
otherwise. (Contractor input in Data File 8A)

IPCF(I) = Average cost per failure of ITEM type I which is
met by repair-in-place, including the costs of
both manhours and replacement parts. (Contractor
input in Data File 9A)

IS* = Index used in place of I to distinguish SRU's
for purposes of repair level analysis.

ISC = Total cost in dollars for the Initial Spares
Cost Element. (Internal1'- calculated in Section
5.2.4)

ISCA(I) Total cost in dollars for the Initial spares of
ITEM type I that are required at all locations,
i.e., at all bases plus the depot (Internally
calculated in Section 3.2.4't

ISET(L,NS)** = Maximum number of G.opies of support equipment
type L required for any maintenance action which
will be performed at a base of type NS.
(Internally calculated in Section 3.1.3)
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ISETD(L)** = Maximum number of copies of support equipment
type L required for any maintenance action which
will be performed at the depot. (Internally
calculated in Section 5.1.3)

ITEM = Any component within the SEEK TALK system which
is either an LRU or SRU, Piece Parts excluded.

IUT(I) = ITEM utilization indicator; equals 1 if a spare
of ITEM type I is ever required anywhere in the
SEEK TALK system (so that depot level inventory
management costs are incurred) and equals 0
otherwise (Internally calculated in Section
5.2.9)

K(NP) Coefficient in thrust-fuel consumption equation
for platform type NP (Air Force input in Data
File 4)

KFAC(LE(NP))** = The reliability factor used to convert predicted
failure rates to operational failure rates as a
function of the environment LE(NP) of the host
platform NP. (See Section 8.2) (Air Force input
in Data File 1)

L Index used to indicate support equipment type
(or grouping)

LDERV = Sensitivity Analysis control parameter. Equals
the minimum number of LCC Sensitivity Analysis
calculations that are to be printed out off-line
for each of the eight ITEM-specific parameters
for which LCC Sensitivity Analysis is provided.
(interactive data input in NAMELIST /SENS/)
(default value=12) (See Section 10.4)
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LDXXX Stands for any of the control variables LDUP,
LDFR, LDFPR, LDRM, LDRTS, LDNRTS, LDCOND, LDSRU.
If XXX(I) is any one of the eight ITEM-specific
factors UP(I), FR(I), FPR(I),..., SRU(I), then
the value of LDXXX specifies the number of LCC
Sensitivity Analysis calculations for that factor
which are to be displayed at the user's terminal.
(Interactive input in NAMELIST /SENS/) Default
value=O) (See Section 10.4)

LE(NP) Operating environment of platform type NP,
identified by
1, Airborne-Fighter

2, Airborne-Cargo
3, Ground-Fixed/Transportable
4, Ground-mobile/manpacks
(Air Force input in Data File 3)

LO(NS) = Location of base NS, designated by:
1, for CONUS bases
2, for PACIFIC bases
3, for European bases
(Air Force input in Data File 2)

LRU Acronym for "line replaceable unit', i.e., an
assembly which can be removed and replaced to
accomplish organizational level repair.

LRU(I) = LRU indicator, equal I if ITEM type I is an IRU
and equals 0 otherwise (Contractor input in Data
File 8A)

M Index for mode in which platform Modification
and SEEK TALK Installation is performed,
identified by:
1, if MOD/I performed during platform
production
2, if MOD/I performed in the field
(by a depot team)
3, if MOD/I performed at the depot
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MIC = Total cost in dollars for the
Modification/Installation Cost Element
(Internally calculated in Section 5.2.2)

MIFIX(M, NP) = The fixed modification/installation cost in
dollars for platform type NP in mod/installation
mode M, meant to cover the cost of platform
preparation for the mod/installation and the
subsequent restoration (Contractor input in Data
File 5)

MILR(M) = Modification/installation labor rate in dollars
per manhour for mode M mod/installations (Air
Force input in Data File 1)

MIMH(IA,M,NP) = Average manhours to perform a mod/installation
to area IA on platform type NP in mode M
(Contractor input in Data File 5)

MMPD(NP,LO(NS)) = Timing net minutes of operator labor per day for
platform type NP deployed at a base at location
LO(NS) (Contractor input in Data File 3)

MMPM(NP) = Prime mission equipment minutes of operator
labor per mission for platform type NP to cover
initial activation of PME terminals (Contractor
input in Data File 3)

MRF* = Average manhours per failure to complete off-
equipment maintenance records. (Air Force input
in Data File 1)

MRO* = Average manhours per failure to complete on-
equipment maintenance records. (Air Force input
in Data File 1)
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ISE(L)** The yearly cost of maintaining a piece of
Support Equipment (SE) of type L (considering
both labor and replacement spares) expressed as a

fraction of its unit cost CSE(L). (Contractor
input in Data File 7)

MTRC* = Total cost in dollars for the Maintenance
Training Cost Element. (Internally calculated ii
Section 5.2.11)

MTRCI(I)* = Pro rata part of Maintenance Training Cost
attributed to ITEM type I. lInternally
calculated in Section 3.2.11)

MUSE = Minimum fractional utilization threshold for
considering additional support equipment (SEi
costs in Sensitivity Analysis Calculations, i.e.,
if a peculiar or common/requiring procurement SE
unit is utilized less than the fraction MUSE of
its available hours, then additional use of this

SE unit will produce no predicted added cost in
Sensitivity Analysis Calculations (Air Force

input in Data File 1)

NAE(NP) = Number of added antenna elements required for
SEEK TALK installation on platform type NP
(Contractor input in Data File 5)

NBC(NS) = For satellite bases, equals the number of bases
of type NS which occur within the CIMF system
which contains base NS (and equals zero if NS is
an independent base or a CIIFi (Air Force, input
in Data File 2)

NDS(IL)* Number of distinct SRUls contained in one LRU of
type IL. (Used to input the matrix QPA(IL,IS; in
"pointer form" in Data File 8B) (see instructions

in Section 10.)
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NFB(I,NS) = Average number of ITEMs of type I in the base
type NS pipeline, i.e., the average number of

ITEMs of type I which are awaiting maintenance
action or replacement in supply at base NS.

(Intornally Calculated in Section 5.1.2)

NFD(I) = Average number of ITEMs of type I in the depot

pipeline, i.e., the average number of ITEMs of
type I which are awaiting maintenance action or
replacement in supply at the depot. (Internally
Calculated in Section 5.1.2)

NHB(NS) = For satellite bases of type NS, equals the index

of the CIMF base on which it is dependent.
Equals 0 if base NS is not a satellite base.
(Air Force input in Data File 2)

NHI(I) = Equals 0 if ITEM of which ITEM type I is an LRU
and, for SRUs, equals the index number of the
next higher level indentured ITEM type I is a
component (if an SRU is contained in several
larger assemblies, choose the index number of the
most common occurrence). (Contractor input in

Data File 8A)

NITEM(I,NP) = Average number of ITEMs of type I installed on
each platform within grouping NP. (Internally
calculated in Section 5.1.1)

NITEMR(I,NP) = ITEM configuration for platforms within grouping
NP. If ITEM I is an integration ITEM (INTEG(I) =
1), NITE\IR(I,NP) defines number of ITEMs I per
platform otherwise (INTEG(I) = 0), NITEMR(I,NP)
defines number of ITEMs I per terminal.
(Contractor input in Data File 11)

NJA(I) = The number of different support equipment types
(i.e.. different values of L) required in the
repair of ITEM type I (used to input the matrix
A(I,L) in "pointer form" in Data File 10) (See
instructions in Section 10.2.10)
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NP = Index used to indicate platform groupings

NPLT(NP,NS) = Average number of platforms of type NP deployed
at each base of type NS (Air Force input in Data
File 6)

NRIf(NP)* = Total cost of non-recurring mod/installation for
the installation of SEEK TALK equipment into
platforms of type NP. This should account for
costs of non-recurring engineering to design,
develop, integrate, test, and qualify the
required installation; prototypf group A kits
required to develop the mod/instalation; non-
recurring testing (including ground testing nd
flight testing) necessitated by the
mod/installation; proofing activities
necessitated by the mod/installation including
one production group A kit and the engineering V
manpower required to install, approve, and/or
revise the design of the mod/installation; lion-
recurring data required for the mocl/instal-
lation. (Contractor input in Data File 4)

NRTS(I) = Fraction of (removed) failures of ITEM type I
which must be repaired at the depot level. (The
LCC model will automatically adjust the NRTS(1)
fraction to include those intermediate-level
repairs of ITEM type I which must be performed at
the depot due to circumstance, e.g., if ITEM type
I is an SRU and its higher LRU is depot repaired
for some proportion of its failures (Contractor
input in Data File 9A)

NS Index used to indicate base groupings

NSEB(L.NS) = Number of copies of support equipment type L
required at each base of type NS (fractional
utilization of common SE is allowed) (Internally
Calculated in Section 5.1.3)
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NSED(L) = Number of copies of support equipment type L
required at the depot (Internally Calculated in
Section 5.1.3)

NTRMP(NP) = Average number of PME terminals installed on
platforms within type NP (Air Force input in
Data File 4)

NTRMT(NP) = Average number of timing net equipment (TNE)
terminals installed on platforms within type NP
(Contractor input in Data File 4)

OC = Total cost in dollars for the Operations Cost
Element (Internally calculated in Section 5.2.3)

OFMC Total cost in dollars for the Off-Equipment
Maintenance Cost Element (Internally calculated
in Section 5.2.7)

OFMCA(I) = Total Off-Equipment Maintenance Cost in dollars
due to repairs of ITEMs of type I (Internally
calculated in Section 5.2.7)

OLC = Total cost in dollars for the Operational Labor
Cost component of the Operations Cost Element
(Internally calculated in Section 5.2.3)

OLCP = Total Operational Labor Cost in dollars due to
requirements for initial activation of PME
terminals (Internally calculated in Section
5.2.3)

OLCT = Total Operational Labor Cost in dollars due to
timing net equipment operation (Internallv

calculated in Section 5.2.3)
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ONMC = Total cost in dollars for the Or,-Equipment
Maintenance Cost Element (Internally calculated
in Section 5.2.6)

ONMCA(I) = Total Lifetime cost in dollars for all On-
Equipment Maintenance actions on ITEMs of type I
(Internally calculated in Section .. j

OST(LO(NS)) = Average order & shipping time from a base NS to
the depot (as a function of the loc31tion of the

base LO(NS)), i.e., the time (ir: montK; from
when a replacement ITEM is ordered from tic depot
until it is received and placed in tnase
serviceable stock (Air Force input in Data File
1)

OSTC = Average order & shipping time in months from a
satellite to its associated CIMF (Air Force
input in Data File 1)

PA(I) = Number of subassemblies or piece parts within
ITEM type I which would be added to the
Government inventory system if ITEN type I were
repaired in the system (Contractor input in Data
File 8A)

PAL1* = Average daily pay and allowance during training
for a type 1 trainee. (Air Force input in Data
File 1)

PAL2B* = Average daily pay and allowance during training
for a type 2 base trainee. (Air Force input in
Data File 1)

PAL2D* = Average daily pay and allowance during training
for a type 2 depot trainee. (Air Force input in
Data File I
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PDIV(NP) = Factor defining total effective number of types
of platforms in platform grouping NP. (Air Force
input in Data File 4)

system (Air Force input in Data File 1)

PME = Acronym for "prime mission equipment", not
including timing net equipment

PMLR = Prime mission equipment operator labor rate in
dollars per hour (Air Force input in Data File
1)

PMTBF(I,LE(NP))* = Predicted mean operating time in hours between
failures over the life cycle, for an ITEM of type
I operating in environment LE(NP), including
maintenance actions involving repair-iii-place.
The calculation of P"MTBF(I,LECNP,) should be made
on the basis or the series (i.e., not system )
failure rate of ITEM type I and should include an
adjustment for "duty-cycle", as indicated in MIL
IIDBK 217C (See Section 8.3.8) (Contractor input
in Data File 9A)

PRODC = Total cost :n dollars for the Production Cost
element (Internally calculated in Section 5.2.1)

PSESW(I)* = Partition of SE software development cost for
ITEN type I (SESW(I)). It is specified by a
series of pairs of numbers, where each pair
represents index L of SE and the fraction of
SESW,'I; applicable to L Contractor input ii: Data
File 9B)

QPA(IL,IS)* = Number of units of SRU type IS contained in one
unit of LRL type IL. (Note: The matrix
QPA(IL,ISI should be input in "pointer form" in
Data File 8B. See instructions in Section 10.2.)
(Contractor input in Data File 8B)
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QSA(I,K)** = A three digit code whose units digit equals the
number of copies of the Kth support equipment
type that is required for a maintenance action on
ITEM type I, and whose hundreds digit indicates
the nature of the maintenance action for which
this SE is required. The K stands for the order
that the SE type is listed in Data File 1C, and
not the SE index number. (Used to input matricc
A(I,L) and SECODE(I,L) in "pointer form" iin D3t.
File 10) (See instructions in Sec-tion I.L" 10)

QTYPI* = Number of trainees for type I training. (Air
Force input in Data File 1)

QTYP2Be = Initial number of base trainees ior type 2
training. (Air Force input in Data File I)

QTYP2D* = Initial numbers of depot trainees for type 2
training. (Air Force input in Data File I)

R* =Global repair strategy indicator primarily used
to generate the input file necessary for he
Repair Level Analysis program. The %alue of R
automatically sets ITE>I repair levels according
to the following scheme:

R All LRUs All SRUs

0 as input by user as input by user
1 base repair base repair
2 base repair depot repair
3 base repair discard on failure
4 depot repLoir depot, repair

depot repair discard on failure
b discard on failure discard on failure

(Contractor input ii. Data File I l

RCPP*= Technical order reproduction cost per copy per
page. (Air Force input in Data File 1)
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RIP(I) = Fraction of maintenance actions on ITEM type I
which are met by repair-in-place with piece
parts. (Contractor input in Data File 9A)

RL(I)* = Repair level code for ITEM type I;
= 0 if initially input RTS (I), NRTS(I),

and COND(I) values are to be used;
= 1 If RTS(I), NRTS(I), and COND(I) are

to be internally calculated to represent

base repair of ITEM I;
= 2 if RTS(I), NRTS(I), and COND(I) are to

be internally calculated to represent

depot repair of ITEM I;
= 3 if RTS(I), NRTS(I), and COND(I) are to

be internally calculated to represent
discard-on-failure of ITEM I.

(Contractor input in Data File 9A)

RM(I) = Repair materials factor for ITEM type I, equals
the fraction of UP(1) that is consumed ( in piece
parts below the ITEM indenture level) in the
repair of ITEM type I (Contractor input in Data
File 8A)

RMC = Recurring annual inventory management cost in
dollars to maintain an ITEM or piece part in the
depot-level Air Force inventory system (Air
Force input in Data File 1)

RMH(I) Average number of manhours required to remove
and replace a failed ITEM of type I from its host
platform. (Applies only to LRUs). Should
include time spent in isolating a failure to the
ITEM, removing the ITEM, installing a replacement
ITEM, and in verifying restoration of the system
to operational status. (Contractor input in Data
File 9A)

RMICA(NP) = Average recurring modification/installation cost
in dollars per platform within grouping NP
(internally calculated in Section 5.2.2)
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RSC Total cost in dollars of the Replacement Spares
Cost Element (Internally calculated in Section
5.2.5)

RSCA(I) = Total lifetime cost due to ITEMs of type I for
Replacement Spares (including repair materials
costs) (Internally calculated in Section 5.2.5)

RTS(I) = Frac'jc , of r-,,oved failures (i.e., failures not
repai",-:i -: of ITEM type I which can be
repa, i* ti otermediate leve I, assuming that
the I[' 'ici :s ,:. removed from its next higher
assenv i' , :ntermediate level. (The LCC
model i or. ;matically correct the RTS(I)
fract:,,!. t. iccount for that proportion of
failures ,iiirder which the ITEM is not available
for repair at the intermediate level, e.g., if
the ITEM is an SRL and its higher LRU is depot-
repaired or condemned-on-failure.) (Contractor
input in Data File 9A)

SA = Recurring annual cost in dollars to maintain a
line item or piece part in a base-level inventory
system (Air Force input in Data File 1)

SAT(NS) = Satellite base indicator, equals I if base NS is

a satellite base and equals 0 otherwise.
(Internally Calculated in Section 5.2.7)

SEC = Total cost in dollars for the Support Equipment
Cost Element (Internally calculated in Section
3.2.8)

SECI(I)* = Pro rata part of Support Equipment Cost
attributed to ITEM type I. (Internally
calculated in Section 5.2.8)
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SECODE(I,L)* Requirement indicator for support equipment type
L with respect to ITEM type I;

= 0 if SE type L not required for
any maintenance of ITEM type I;

= I If SE type L required for repair

but not base shop bench check
of ITEM type I;

= 2 if SE type L required for both

repair and base shop bench check
of ITEM type I;

= 3 if SE type L required for base
shop bench check but not repair
of ITEM type I.

(Note: The matrix SECODE(I,L) should be input
in "pointer form" in Data File 10. See
instructions in Section 10.2.) (Contractor input
in Data File 10)

SED(L)* = Development cost associated with SE type L. The
cost should be zero if the SE is common.
(Contractor input in Data File 7)

SEDC* = Total SE development cost. (Internally
calculated in Section 5.2.8.2)

SESW(I)* = Software development cost for SE used in the
maintenance of ITEM type I. (Contractor input in
Data File 9B)

SESWC* = Total software development cost for SE.
(Internally calculated in Section 5.2.8.3)

SETYPE(L) Lqual: 1 if support equipment type L is common
and available on-site (refer to Air Force-
provided list of this SE). equals 2 if support
equipment type L is common but requires
procurement for SEEK TALK use, and equals 3 if SE
type L is peculiar (Contractor input in Data File

7)
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SPCI* = Maximum number of students per type I training
class. (Contractor input in Data File 1)

SPC2* = Maximum number of students per type 2 training
class. (Air Force input in Data File 1)

SR* = Average manhours per failure to complete supply
transaction records. (Air Force input in Data
File 1)

SRU = Acronym for "shop replaceable (or repairable)
unit, i.e., a component which is usually only
removable (from an LRU or another SRU) and
repairable in a shop (at either base or depot
level), e.g., LRU repair may consist of removing
and replacing an internal SRU. The SRU itself
may then also be repairable.

STDC* = Total cost in dollars of the Technical Orders
Cost Element. (Internally calculated in Section
5.2.10)

TDC(I)* = The pro rata part of Technical Orders Cost
attributed to ITEM type I (Internally calculated
in Section 5.2.10)

TDXXX = Stands for any of the LCC Sensitivity Analysis
variables TDXUC, TDXFR, TDXFPR, TDMF, TDXRM,
TDPIUP, TDXMIL, TDUP(I), TDFR(I), TDFPR(l),
TDRM(I), TDRTS(I', TDNRTS$I , TDCOND(I),
TDSRU( I. In genera' terms. TDXXX reuresents the
estimated change in lCC that would occur if the
parameter XXX were to increase bv a fractional
amount FINC, where XXX can be any of the factors
XUC, XFR, ..., NRTS(Ij, COND(I). In addition,
TDSRU(i) represents the change in LCC that would
result from changing ITEM type I from an SRtL to
an LRU. (Internally calculated in Section 6
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TEFM* = Cost in dollars of equipment, facilities, and
manuals required for all training and not
accounted for by any other Cost Element of the
Model. (Type 2 training facilities should not be
included.) (Contractor input in Data File 1)

TFAC(NP) = Average fraction of operating time that SEEK
TALK equipment on platform type NP is activated
(Air Force input in Data File 3)

THRS(NP) Average thrust in lbs. generated by platform
type NP (airborne platforms only). (Air Force
input in Data File 3)

TIAC(I,R)* = Total repair-level-dependent cost attributed to
ITEM type I by global maintenance strategy R
(for non-zero values of R only). This represents
a sum of ITEM-specific cost elements and pro rata
portions of shared resources. (Internally
calculated in Section 5.1.4)

TIME1(I)* = The number of additional hours of type 1
training added for ITEM type I (Contractor input
in Data File 9B)

TNB(NS) = Total number of bases within the SEEK TALK
system which are (treated as being) identical to
base NS (Air Force input in Data File 2)

TNE = Acronym for "timing net equipment" (as
distinguished from PME or "prime mission
equipment")

TNLR = Timin; net operator labor rate in dollars per
hour (Air Force input in Data File 1)
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TORB* = Turnover rate for base avionics maintenance
personnel; the fraction of this work force
leaving the Air Force (and replaced) per year.
(Air Force input in Data File 1)

TORD* Turnover rate for depot avionics maintenance
personnel; the fraction of this work force
leaving the Air Force (and replaced) per year.
(Air Force input in Data File 1)

TR* Average manhours per failure to complete
transportation transaction forms. (Air Force
input in Data File 1)

TRAV1D* Average individual roundtrip travel expense for
travel of type 1 and type 2 depot trainees to and
from the relevant training facilities. (Air
Force input in Data rile 1)

TRAVB* = Average individual roundti p travel expense fv-,r
travel of type 2 base trainees to and from the
type 2 training facility. (Air Force input in
Data File 1)

TSECI(I)* = Total pro rata part of the SE cost attributed to
ITEM type I. (Internally calculated in Section
5.2.8)

TUPP(NP) Average unit cost in dollars of PME terminals
(including all Full-up, Partial, and Modem-only
configurations) installed on platforms within
grouping NP (Contractor input in Data File 4)

TUPT(NP) Average unit (ost in dollars of timing net
terminals installed on platforms of type NP
(Contractor input in Data File 4)

TYP2TF* = Ratio of type 2 training time to type 1 training
time when the same course material is covered in
both. (Air Force input in Data File 1)
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U= Unit step function used to indicate positive
quantities, i.e., for any number X, U(X) = I for
X > 0, and U(X) = 0 otherwise

UCPP* = Annual technical order upkeep cost per distinct
page of original technical orders. (Air Force
input in Data File 1)

UP()= Unit cost in dollars for ITEM type I
(Contractor input in Data File 8A)

USE(L,NS) Support equipment indicator used for LCC
sensitivity analysis calculations. Equals 0 if
SE type L is purchased for base NS (as a whole
unit) and is underutilized (so that additional
use generates no extra cost) and equals 1
otherwise. (Internally calculated in Section
6.1.4)

USED(L) = Support equipment indicator used for LCC
sensitivity in the same manner as USE(L,NS),
except refers to SE type L purchased for the
depot (Internally calculated in Section 6.1.4)

WT(I) = Net weight of ITEM type I in pounds (Contractor
input in Data File 8A)

XFPR = False pull rate multiplier factor. May be used
to globally adjust all ITEM false pull rates in
LCC sensitivity analyses or sytem trade-off
studies (Must be set equal to 1, in Data File 1,

in all Air Force submissions.)

XFR = Failure rate multiplier factor. May be used to
globally adjust all ITEM failure rates in LCC
sensitivity analyses or system trade-off studies
(Must be set equal to 1, in Data File 1, in all
Air Force submissions)
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XMIL = Mod/installation labor manhours multiplier

factor. May be used to uniformly adjust all
mod/installaticn labor manhour estimates for LCC
sensitivity analysis or system trade-off studies

(Must be set equal to 1, in Data File 1, in all

Air Force submissions)

XUC Unit cost multiplier cost multiplier factor.
Nay be used to globally adjust all ITEM and
Terminal unit costs in LCC sensitivity analyses
or system trade-off studies (must be set equal
to 1, in Data File 1, in all Air Force
submissions)
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APPENDIX II

ILLUSTRATIVE COMPUTER RUNS

II.1 Initial LCC Run 256

11.2 Six Special LCC Runs for RLA Input 284

11.3 RLA Run 309

11.4 Final LCC Run (incorporating RLA results) 313

11.5 LCC Summary and Adjusted Final LCC Run 318

Note: Since bogus data was used to generate the output in this
appendix, the user should in no way construe that the values dis-
played are meant to be representative of prospective SEEK TALK
system designs.
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II.! Initial LCC Run

LCC Input Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, BA, 9A, 9B, 10, lit

LCC Output Tables 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, 4C, 5, 6, 7

LCC Sensitivity Analysis Table
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INPUT TABLE 1: SYSTEM-WIDE SCALAR PARAMETERS

GOVERNMENT-PROVIDED PARAMETERS

LABOR FACTORS

BAA - MONTHLY AVAILABLE WORKING HOURS PER MAINTENANCE
MAN AT BASE LEVEL 168.00

BMF - BASE MAINTENANCE FACTOR 1.50
DAA - MONTHLY AVAILABLE WORKING HOURS PER MAINTENANCE

MAN AT DEPOT LEVEL 168.00
DMF - DEPOT MAINTENAN CE FACTOR 1.50

HPD2 - NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT BY A TYPE 2
TRAINEE IN CLASS PER DAY 8

MRO - AVERAGE MANHOURS PER FAILURE TO COMPLETE
ON-EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE RECORDS 0.08

MRF - AVERAGE MANHOURS PER FAILURE TO COMPLETE
OFF-EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE RECORDS 0.24

SR - AVERAGE MANHOURS PER FAILURE TO COMPLETE
SUPPLY TRANSACTION RECORDS 0.25

TORB - TURNOVER RATE FOR BASE MAINT. PERSONNEL 0.33
TORD - TURNOVER RATE FOR DEPOT MAINT. PERSONNEL 0.07

TR - AVERAGE MANHOURS PER FAILURE TO COMPLETE
TRANSPORTATION TRANSACTION FORMS 0.16

LABOR RATES

BLR - BASE MAINTENANCE LABOR RATE IN S PER HOUR 35.54
DLR - DEPOT MAINTENANCE LABOR RATE IN $ PER HOUR 38.27

MILR(1) - MOD/INSTALLATION LABOR RATE DURING PRODUCTION
IN S PER HOUR 29.85

MILR(2) - MOO/INSTALLATION LABOR RATE FOR FIELD MOOS
USING DEPOT TEAM IN $ PER HOUR 44.01

MILR(3) - MOO/INSTALLATION LABOR RATE FOR MODS PERFORMED
AT THE DEPOT IN S PER H'UR 38.27

PALI - AVERAGE DAILY PAY & ALLOWANCE FOR A
TYPE I TRAINEE 80.00

PAL28 - AVERAGE DAILY PAY & ALLOWANCE FOR A
TYPE 2 TRAINEE 50.00

PAL2D - AVERAGE DAILY PAY & ALLOWANCE FOR A
TYPE 2 DEPOT TRAINEE eo.00

PMLR - PRIME MISSION EQUIP OPER LABOR RATE IN S PER HOUR 27.75
TRAVID - AVERAGE TRAVEL EXPENSE FOR TYPE I AND TYPE 2

DEPOT TRAINEES 200.00
TRAVB - AVERAGE TRAVEL EXPENSE FOR TYPE 2 BASE TRAINEES 300.00
TNLR - TIMING NET OPERATOR LABOR RATE IN S PER HOUR 27.75
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INPUT TABLE 1: SYSTEM-WIDE SCALAR PARAMETERS
(CONTINUED)

PIPELINE TIMES

BRCT - BASE REPAIR CYCLE TIME IN MONTHS 0.132
CRCT - TIME FOR FAILURE AT SATELLITE BASE UNTIL REPAIR

AT CIMF BASE IN MONTHS 0.500
DAD - TIME FROM FAILURE REMOVAL AT DEPOT UNTIL REPAIR

AT DEPOT IN MONTHS 0.132
DRCT(1) - TIME FROM FAILURE AT CONUS BASE UNTIL REPAIR

AT DEPOT IN MONTHS 1.900

DRCT(2) - TIME FROM FAILURE AT PACIFIC BASE UNTIL REPAIR
AT DEPOT IN rONTHS 1.900

DRCT(3) - TIME FROM FAILURE AT EUROPE BASE UNTIL REPAIR
AT DEPOT IN VONTHS 1.900

OST(1) - ORDER AND SHIPPING TIME FROM CONUS BASE TO
DEPOT IN MONTHS 0.394

OST(2) - ORDER AND SHIPPING TIME FROM PACIFIC BASE TO
DEPOT IN MONTHS 0.525

OST(3) - ORDER AND SHIPPING TIME FROM EUROPE BASE TO
DEPOT IN MONTHS 0.526

OSTC - ORDER AND SHIPPING TIME FROM A SATELLITE BASE
TO ITS CIMF BASE IN MONTHS 0.250

UNIT COST FACTORS

ACPP - ACQUISTION COST PER PAGE FOR ORIGINAL
NE3ATIVES OF TECH. DATA 348.000

CFG(1) - COST OF FUEL IN $ PER GALLON AT CONUS BASES 1.180
CFG(2) - COST OF FUEL IN $ PER GALLON AT PACIFIC BASES 1.180
CFG(3) - COST OF FUEL IN $ PER GALLON AT EUROPE BASES 1.180

CPD2 - COST PER CLASS PER DAY FOR TYPE 2 TRAINING 960.000
CPPC - COST OF PACKING AND SHIPPING FROM A SATELLITE

BASE TO ITS CIMF BASE IN S PER NET WEIGHT POUND 0.779
CPPD(I) - COST OF PACKING AND SHIPPING FROM CONUS BASE

TO DEPOT IN $ PER NET WEIGHT POUND 0.779

CPPD(2) - COST OF PACKING AND SHIPPING FROM PACIFIC BASE
TO DEFOT IN $ PER NET WEIGHT POUND 0.972

CPPO(3) - COST OF PACKING AND SHIPPING FROM EUROPE BASE
TO DEPOT IN $ PER NET WEIGHT POUND 0.972

RCPP - REPRODUCTION COST PER COPY PER PAGE OF
TECH. DATA 0.010

IMC - INITIAL DEPOT INVENTORY MANAGEMENT COST PER NEW
PART IN $ 1200.000

RMC - RECURRING DEPOT INVENTORY MANAGEMENT COST PER NEW
PART IN $ PER YEAR 150.000

SA - BASE-LEVEL INVENTORY MANAGEMENT COST PER NEW PART
IN S PER YEAR 0.0

UCPP - UPKEEP COST PER YEAR PER DISTINCT PAGE OF
TECH. DATA 60.000
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INPUT TABLE 1: SYSTEM-WIDE SCALAR PARAMETERS
(CONTINUED)

MISCELLANEOUS FACTORS

BF - COEFFICIENT IN SPARING FUNCTION 1.65
BIRD - FRACTION OF BASE-REPAIR-INTENDED FAILURES

REQUIRING DLPOT REPAIR 0.05
KFAC(1) - FAILURE RAIE EXPERIENCE FACTOR FOR AIRBORNE-

FIGHTER ENVIRONM'ENT 1.70

KFAC(2) - FAILURE RATE EXPERIENCE FACTOR FOR AIRBORNE-
CARGO ENVIRONM.1ENT 1.14

KFAC(3) - FAILURE RATE EXPERIENCE FACTOR FOR GROUND-
FIXEDTRANSPORTABLE ENVIRONMENT 1.10

KFAC(4) - FAILURE RATE EXFLRIENCE FACTOR FOR GROUND-
MOBILE ENVI RUtirNT 1.10

MUSE - MINIMUM FRALTIONt.L UTILIZATION FOR SENSITIVITY
CALCULATIONS ON SUPPORT EQUIPMENT COSTS 0.5f

PIUP - NUMBER OF SYSTEM OPERAT!NG YEARS 15.000
QTYPI - NUMBER OF TiPE I TRAINEES 25

QTYP2B - NUMBER OF TYPE 2 BASE TRAINEES 250

QTYP2D - NUMBER OF TYPE 2 DEPOT TRAINEES 35
R - REPAIR LEVEL CASE RUN NUFNBER 0

SPC2 - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TYPE 2 TRAINEES PER CLASS 12

TYP2TF - RATIO OF TYPE 2 TRAINING TIME TO TYPE I
TRAINING TIME 1.50

XFPR - FALSE PULL RATE SENSITIVITY MUTIPLIER FACTOR 1.00

XFR - FAILURE RATE SENSITIVITY MULTIPLIER FACTOR 1.00
XMIL - MOD/I LABOR HOURS SENSITIVITY MULTIPLIER FACTOR 1.00

XUC - UNIT COST SENSITIVITY MULTIPLIER FACTOR 1.00
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INPUT TABLE 1: SYSTEM-WIDE SCALAR PARAMETERS
(CONTINUED)

CONTRACTOR - DETERMINED PARAMETERS

BDATA - NUMBER OF TECH. DATA PAGES FOR BASE MAINT. AND
NOT ITEM OR SE SPECIFIC 25

CPDI - COST PER CLASS PER DAY FOR TYPE I TRAINING 800.00
DDATA - NUMBER OF TECH. DATA PAGES FOR DEPOT MAINT.

AND NOT ITEM OR SE SPECIFIC 30
FSEDC - COST OF FULL SCALE ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT 20000000.0
HPDI - NUMBER OF CLASS HOURS PER DAY FOR A TYPE I

TRAINING CLASS 8
SPC1 - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TYPE I TRAINEES PER CLASS 10
TEFM - COST OF TRAINING EQUIPMENT, FACILITIES AND

MANUALS 150000.00
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INPUT TABLE 90: TECHNICAL OROER, TRAINING, AND
SE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT DATA

NUMEER OF TECH. NO. OF HOURS SE SOFTWARE PARTITION OF
ITEM DATA PAGES FOR FOR TYPE I DEVELOPMENT SESW BY
INDEX DEPOT BASE TRAINING COST SE INDEX L

(I) (DATAD) (DA1'AB) (TIMEI) ISESW) (PSESW)*

1 20 10 6 250C0. l,1.00
2 20 10 6 25000. 1,1.00
3 20 10 6 25000. 1,1.00

4 20 10 6 25000. 1,1.00
5 20 10 6 25000. 1,1.00

6 20 10 6 10000. 1,1.00
7 20 10 6 10000. 1,1.00
a 20 10 6 10000. 1,1.00
9 20 10 6 10000. 1.1.00

10 20 10 6 10000. 1,1.00
11 20 10 6 10000. 1,1.00

13 20 10 6 20000. 1,0.0606
12 20 10 6 15000. 1,1.40606
20 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00

"140 15 12 2S000. 1,1.00

22 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00
23 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00
24 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00
25 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00
26 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00
27 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00
28 40 15 12 25300. 1,1.00
29 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00
30 40 15 12 2b000. 1,1.00
31 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00

32 40 15 12 25000. 1.1.00
33 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00

34 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00
35 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00

36 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00
37 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00

38 40 15 12 25000. 1,1.00
39 40 15 12 25000. 1,0.30;6,0.70
40 40 15 12 25000. 1.0.25:6,0.75
41 40 15 12 25000. 1,0.25;6,0.75
42 40 15 12 25000. 1.0.30;6,0.70

*EACH PAIR OF NUMBERS (SEPARATED BY A SEMICOLON IF MORE THAN ONE PAIR)
REPRESENTS INDEX L OF SE AND THE FRACTION OF SESW APPLICABLE TO L.
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OUTPUT TABLE 4B: SYSTEM-WIDE MAINTENANCE CHARACTERISTICS

SYSTEM TOTAL NO. TOTAL NO. NO. OF NO. OF LIFE
NO. OF OF INITIAL OF INITIAL SYSTEM ITEM CYCLE FAILS

ITEM INSTALLED BASE DEPOT NO. OF FAILS PER (NO RIP OR
INDEX ITEMS SPARES SPARES ITEMS MONTH FALSE PULLS)

1 5434. 267. 0. 5702. 638.21 114878.
2 3003. 290. 0. 3293. 443.31 79797.
3 2203. 186. 0. 2399. 381.15 68607.
4 1875. 117. 0. 1992. 182.20 32796.
5 976. 123. 0. 1099. 128.77 23179.
6 19500. 97. 0. 19597. 45.86 8255.
7 1951. 65. 0. 2016. 14.29 2573.
a 5434. 80. 0. 5514. 95.78 17240.
9 3003. 94. 0. 3097. 64.56 11622.

10 86. 7. 0. 93. 1.07 192.
11 5434. 84. 0. 5519. 105.35 18963.
12 3003. 103. 0. 3106. 76.05 13689.
13 297. 147. 0. 444. 125.87 22657.
20 8437. 219. 189. 8845. 97.79 17602.
21 8437. 219. 189. 8845. 97.79 17602.
22 8437. 219. 189. 8845. 97.79 17602.
23 8137. 219. 189. 88.15. 97.79 17602.
24 8437. 219. 189. 8845. 97.79 17602.
25 8437. 219. 189. 8845. 97.79 17602.
26 8437. 214. 189. 8845. 97.79 17602.
27 8437. 21

)
. 189. 88.5. 97.79 17602.

28 8427. 219. 189. 8845. 97.79 17602.
29 8437. 219. 189. 8815. 97.79 17602.
30 8431. 21,. 189. 8845. 97.79 17602.
31 5054. 207. 188. 5448. 97.44 17540.
32 5054. 207. 188. 5448. 97.44 17540.
33 5054. 207. 188. 5448. 97.44 17540.
34 5054. 207. 188. 5448. 97.44 17540.
35 5054. 207. 188. 54.18. 97.44 17540.
36 5054. 207. 188. 5448. 97.44 17540.
37 2203. 100. 104. 2408. 51.92 9345.
38 2203. 100. 104. 2408. 51.92 9345.
39 297. Ill. 55. 4b3. 32.91 5924.
40 297. Ill. 55. 463. 32.91 5924.
41 297. 111. 55. 463. 32.91 5924.
42 297. 111. 55. 463. 32.91 5924.
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11.2 Six Special LCC Runs for RLA Input

LCC Input Table 9A and Output Tables I and 4A for Each Run:

R=l LRU, base repair; SRU, base repair

R=2 LRU, base repair; SRU, depot repair

P LRU, base repair; SRU, discard

R=4 LRU, depot repair; SRU, depot repair

R=5 LRU, depot repair; SRU, discard

R=6 LRU, discard; SRU, discard.
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11.3 RLA Run

RLA Input Table I (from file 8B)

RLA Input Table 2 (TIAC values from six special runs)

RAOutput Table 1(repair leveldecisions)
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_ I

I

OUTPUT TABLE 1: REPAIR LEVEL ANALYSIS

LRU (1) REPAIR LEVEL - RL RESULTS
ITEM OR ------------------------ DIFF. FROM
INDEX SRU (0) BASE DLPOT DISCARD CONTRACTOR INPuT

(I) (1) (2) (3)

2 I *

3 1 =
4 1 *

5 *

6
7 1
81

10 r
111
12 1*
13 1* *
20 0 *
21 0
22 0
23 0 * *
24 0 * *
25 0 *
26 0 *
27 0 * *
28 0 *
29 0
30 0 *
31 0 *
32 0 *

33 0
34 0 * *i
35 0 *
36 0 *
37 0 *
38 0 * *

39 0 *
40 0 *
41 0 * *
42 0 * *
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11.4 Final LCG Run (incorporating RLA results)I

LGC Input Table 9A

LCC Output Tables 1, 4A
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11.5 LCC Summary and Adjusted Final LCC Run

A summary of the LCCs and the total support costs is given

below for the six special LCC runs (Section 11.2) and the final

LCC run (Section 11.4). (Ignore the last line of the table for
now.)

Run LCC ($M) Total Support ($1,000)

R = 1 791.77 354646.0

R = 2 795.82 358701.1

R = 3 1223.57 786445.0

R = 4 743.25 306123.9
R = 5 1176.62 739497.2
R = 6 4905.45 4064175.0
Tinal 744.24 307121.7

Adj. Final 742.57 305446.2

Recall that the six special LCC runs (R =1 to 6) were made to

provide the total support costs for each ITEM (TIAC(I,R)s) as an

input to the RLA program, which in turn provided the ITEM repair

level decisions (RL(I)s) as an input to the final LCC run. Ideally,

this final run should provide the lowest LCC (or total support cost).

In this case, however, the fourth run (R = 4) gives the lowest

figures. This is due to the fact that the RLA results are based

on the individual ITEM support costs, which are prorated in the

six special LCC runs each with a different global repair strategy.

The proration does not necessarily reflect the individual ITEM

support costs accurately in the final run where the ITEM repair

levels are mixed. This would cause the situation as indicated in

the summary table above, particularly when there are many near

optimal repair level solutions. As shown in the table, the fourth

run and the final run both produce very close LCCs. Minor alterna-

tions between the two repair level solutions used in these two LCC

runs would also generate near optimal LCCs. For example, knowing

that ITEM I and ITEM 2 both share the same set of SRUs, one may

change the RLA results so that these two LRUs are either both base-

repaired or both depot-repaired. In fact, changing the repair level

of ITEM 1 from base-repair to depot-repair (RL(l) changed from I to

2) in the RLA results produces a lowest, but only slightly better

LCC (or total support cost), as shown in the last line (adjusted

final) of the table above. The detailed output of this run is

attached as in the following sequence:

LCC Input Table 9A
LCC Output Tables 1, 4A
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APPENDIX III

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CALCULATING MODIFICATION/INSTALLATION
COST ELEM.ENT

The purpose of this appendix is to serve as a guide and assist in
the preparation of parameter estimates for the SEEK TALK
Modification/Installation costs. Appendix III serves therefore as a
supplement to Section 8, paragraphs 8.3.4 and 8.3.5. The appendix
consists of three parts. Part I11.1 identifies the particular host
platforms that will be used as the basis for the cost estimates.
Part II.2 gives ground rules for preparation of the non-recurring
cost element NRMI(NP), while Part 111.3 describes the preparation of
two recurring cost parameters: A Kit Cost, AKIT(IA,NP), and
variable labor hours, MIMH(IA,M,NP). (Here NP defines host platform
category, IA defines installation area, and M defines mode of
installation.)

It should be noted that all costs are figured on a per platform
basis, not a per terminal basis. Thus for example if a set of four
terminals is to be installed on a particular type of platform,
NRMI, AKIT and MIMH represent the costs or labor hours associated
with the complete set, not the costs or labor hours for a single
terminal.

III.1 Use of Particular Host Platforms as Basis Platforms

The FSED Phase LCC Model groups host platforms for Prime Mission
Equipment terminals into seven categories, identified by index NP:

(1) Tactical aircraft, full-up or Type I terminal
configuration

(2) Tactical aircraft, partial array or Type II

(3) Tactical aircraft, modem-only or Type III

(4) Cargo/electronic aircraft, modem-only (This category

includes primarily airborne C2 platforms)

(5) Ground fixed/transportable element, modem-only

(6) Ground mobile element, partial array

(7) Ground manpack unit, modem-only
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In addition to these seven platform groupings there is an eighth

type for Timing Net Equipment master clock terminals. Within the
seven PME host platform categories, there are some 34 different
platforms (types and models) as indicated by the sum of the platform
diversity parameters PDIV(NP) shown in Input File(4) (See Table 8-
VI).

During the FSED Phase of SFEK TALK, development contractors will
have information on only a few platform types, which will be calle.
basis platforms. Contractors shall therefore estimate first the
Modification/Installation parameters NRMI, AKIT and MIMH for the
basis platforms. Once this has been done, contractors shall convert
the basis estimates to the platform category estimates necessary for
inputs to the LCC Model. The conversion process for each platform
category NP involves a weighted summation of parameters for selected
basis platforms. Two different weighting schemes are required- one
applies to the non-recurring parameter NR'1I, the other to the
recurring parameters AKIT and IMIIH.

The basis platforms that shall be used, and the corresponding
interfacing AM radios, are listed below.

Aircraft Ground
A-10 (ARC-164) FACP (ARC-164)
E-3A (ARC-171)
F-4E (ARC-164) CRC (GRC-171 and other radios)
F-15 (ARC-164) TACP (MRC-107l10l;GRC-206)
F-16 (ARC-164) Manpack (PRC-113)
OV-10 (ARC-164)

In order to project or extend the information on the basis
platforms to provide inputs approximately representative of the
platform categories NP, more than one terminal configuration must be
artificially introduced for three of the basis platforms. The basis
platforms and terminal configurations, which are identified by the
index NPB, are as follows:

(1) A-10, full-up (11) FACP, modem only
(2) A-1O, partial array (12) CRC, modem only
(3) E-3A, modem only (13) TAC}P, partial array
(4) F-4, partial array (14) Manpack, modem only

(5) F-4, modem only
(6) F-15, partial array
(7) F-16, full-up
(8) OV-10, full-up
(9) OV-I0, partial array
(10) OV-lO, modem only
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In order to distinguish between parameters relating to basis
platform NPB and those relating to platform grouping NP, the
following nomenclature is introduced:

Parameter for Parameter for
Name Basis Platforms Platform Groupings

Non-recurring cost NRMIB(NPB) NRMI(NP)

A-Kit recurring cost AKITB(IA,NPB) AKIT(IA,NP)

Recurring labor hours MIMHB(IA,M,NPB) MIMH(IA,M,NP)

The process for converting estimates for the above basis platforms
to the platform groupings NP is illustrated in Figure III-1. As
indicated in the figure, the weighting or conversion factors
CONVNR(NPB,NP) for the non-recurring cost NRMI takes into account
only how many platform types are involved. By contrast, the
weighting or conversion factors CONVR(NPB,NP) for the recurring
parameters AKIT and MIMH takes into account also the number of
installations that will be made.

111.2 Non-Recurring Cost Element Guideline

a. Introduction

This part of Appendix III serves as a guide for the preparation of
estimates for the parameter NRMI(NP). It supplements paragraph
8.3.4. Non-Recurring costs of a modification program are generally
described in AFR 57-4 "Modification Program Approval". For purposes
of this cost analysis only an aggregate cost is estimated, NRMI(NP),
which is the sum of five components. These components are defined
in the following section, and the procedures for deriving the values
to be entered into the LCC program are discussed in Section c.

The LCC Model allows for three different modes of installation M,
namely: M1, installed during host platform production; 1=2,
installed as a field retrofit by a depot team; and M=3, installed as
a depot retrofit. If more than one mode of installation is involved
for a given platform type, this fact must be taken into account in
estimating values of NRMI. In their initial LCC studies during
FSED, contractors shall assume that all installations are made in
mode M=2. After a definitive installation plan and schedule is
available, this assumption may be changed.
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Non-Recurring - Weighted Summations Non-Recurring.-
NRMVIB (NPB) Weights reflect NRIMI (NP)
for Basis Platforms number of for Platform
Index NPB platform types Grouping NP
A-10, 2 config. and models. Tact. A/C, 3 config.
E-3A Weights are Cargo/Elect.
F-4, 2 config. CQNVNR (NPB, NP) ---- Fix. Trans.
F-15, F-16 Mobile
OV-1O, 3 config. Manpack
FACP, CRC
TACP
Manpack

Recurring - Recurring
AKITB (NPB) AKIT (NP)
for Basis Platform for Platform
Index NPB Groupings NP
A-10, 2 config. Tact. A/C, 3 config.
E -3A Cargo/Elect.
F-A, 2 config. Fix. Trans.
F-15, F-16 Mobile
OV-1O, 3 config. Manpack
FACP, CRC Weighted
TACP Summations
Manpack Weights reflect

number of
individual
installations

Recurring - to be made. Recurring -
MIMIIB (NPB) Weights are MIMH (NP)
for Basis Platforms CONVR(NPB, NP) for Platform
Index NPB Groupings NP
A-10. 2 config. Tact. A/C, 3 config.
E-3A Cargo/Elect.
F4, 2 config. Fix. Trans.
F-15, F-16 Mobile
OV-1O. 3 config. Manpack
FACP, CRC
TACP
Manpack

~j Basis Estimates Conversion Platform Grouping Estimates

Figure 111-1. Conversion from Basis Estimates to Platform Grouping Estimates
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b. Definition

The total non-recurring Modification/Installation cost NRMI(NP) is
the sum of five components, namely:

1) Engineering: Engineering effort required to design,

develop, integrate, test and qualify the installation of a
terminal or set of terminals as specified for the platform.

2) Kits for Prototyping: Cost of one prototype group A Kit
plus cost of man-hours to install kit. Cost of prototype
installation is usually higher than normal installation.
(Note that two different A Kit designs may be required for
a given platform type if some installations are to be made
in Mode 2 or 3, and others, in Mode 1.)

31 Testing: Cost of testing divided into two subfunctions:
ground testing and flight testing. Ground test includes
cost of equipment and cost of personnel, figured as man-
hours for ground support personnel and for engineering
times cost per man-hour. Flight test includes cost of
aircraft operation engineers man-hours plus the cost of
flight and support personnel man-hours.

4) Proofing: Cost of one production group A kit plus cost of
engineering man-hours to install and approve or revise the
installation design and procedures.

5) Data: This is the cost for updating manuals, printing of
manuals, preparing and printing of TCTO. This may be
calculated as number of pages times cost per page.

c. Procedures

The contractor shall perform the calculations that are defined in
the work sheet shown in Figure 111-2. As shown on the worksheet,
three steps are involved:

1) Estimate the total non-recurring mod/installation cost
NRMIBNPB) for each of the basis platforms, for the
terminal configuration or configurations indicated. This
is the sum of the five elements listed in b. above. Note
that for some basis platforms only one configuration is
required, while for others, two or three are.

2.) Convert these basis platform estimates to platform
grouping estimates using for each platform grouping NP the
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Platform Groupings

Airborne (;round

Contractor E

Inputs

Non-Recurr.
Costs M 0 M M

, cU ,l .. 7 1- ~J -
NRMIB(NPB) _1 '- 0 H -

Index Basis Platforms for Basis u u u S . c
NPB & Terminal Config. Platforms z F - U z L - 7-'- z 7

I A-10, Full-up 12 1/3 weights for conversion (govt.)

2 A-10, Modem-Only 6 15 CONVNR(NIPB,NP)

3 E-3A, Modem-Only 14 0.31

4 F-4, Partial Array 10 3.5/6

5 F-4, Modem-Only 7 3/5

6 F-15, Partial Array 9 1.5/6
7 F-16, Full-up 13 1/3

8 OV-l0, Full-up 11 1/3
9 OV-I0, Partial Array 8 1/6

10 OV-10, Modem-Only 5 1/5 1.18

11 FACP, Modem-Only 4 1/2
12 CRC, Modem-Only 3 1/2

13 TACP, Partial Array 2 1

14 Manpack, Modem-Only 1 I

Ootputs 12.00 9.42 6.4 10.24 3.5 2 1
Weighted Sums -
NRM! (NP)

NP 1 2 1 4 5 6 7

NRMT(NP) = E NRMIB(NPB) * CONVNR(NPB,NP)
NPB

Figure 111-2

Worksheet for Calculating NRMI(NP)

(Note: A set of illustrative (but completely unrealistic) inputs and

corresponding outputs, are shown.)
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indicated set of basis platforms and the indicated weights.
The calculation is as follows:

NRMI(NP) = NRMIB(NPB) * CONVNR(NPB,NP)
NPB

3) Enter the results of step 2) into Input File (4) as the
element NRMI(NP).

To show how the conversion process works, Figure 111-2 provides an
example of the calculations. It should be noted that the
"contractor inputs" given in the example are chosen arbitrarily, and
do not represent realistic costs. However, government provided
weighting factors are to be used as shown.

111.3 Recurring Cost Element Guidelines

a. Introduction

This part of Appendix III serves as a guide for the preparation of
estimates for two paramters - A Kit Cost, AKIT(IA,NP) and variable
labor hours MIMH(IA,M,NP). This discussion supplements paragraph
8.3.5. Recurring cost elements of a modification are discussed in
AFR57-4 "Modification Program Approval". For purposes of this
analysis, three (3) specific elements have been identified. Two of
these, AKIT(IA,NP) and MIMH(IA,M,NP) are estimated by the
contractor. The third element, MIFIX(M,NP) is an Air Force input.
The contractor elements will be estimated based upon a detailed
analysis of the tasks involved for installations on specific
platform types. These specific (basis) platform types were
identified in Secticn III.1 above. The estimate for these specific
platform types will then be converted to estimates by platform
grouping NP.

The following section provides definitions for the two recurring
cost elements to be estimated. Section c. addresses an analysis
structure that is to be utilized for estimating the variable man-

hours MIMH. Section d. outlines the procedures that are to be used
for preparing the parameter estimates for the basis platforms, and
converting these to LCC Model inputs.

b. Definitions

The following definitions apply to the parameters to be estimated as
recurring cost elements.
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A-Kit, AKIT(IA,NP): The items, parts or components to be
permanently or sem.-permanently installed in a configuration item to
support, secure, interconnect or accommodate the prime mission
equipment included in a modification. Note that for purposes of
this analysis this cost is broken up into separate costs for each
major subsystem or installation area IA included in the
installation.

Variable Man-hours, MIMH(IA,M,NP): The man-hours, by
installation area and mode of installation, associated with the
actual work content of the modification/installation itself. These
man-hours are directly affected by the installation design and
comprise the performance of the tasks that would be identified in
TCTO procedures. These are shown as seven (7) tasks in the analysis
structure identified in Section c.

The following defi,,itions are used in the analysis structure
identified in Section '.

Installation Modes, identified by the index M. Installation modes
were defined in Section 111.2, above. Initially, FSED contractors
shall assume that all installations are field retrofits by a depot
team - mode M=2.

SEEK TALK Installation Areas (or Subsystems) identified by index IA,
are defined below:

1) Antenna Subsystem - Consists of both new and/or modified
antenna elements and any electronic boxes directly
associated with them. Installation consists of mounting
the new elements and any electronic boxes, connecting all
power and RF connections and performing any required
inspection tasks.

2) Electronics Subsystem - Consists of the major electronic
boxes comprising the installed system. Installation
consists of mounting all new boxes, removal and replacement
of any modified boxes and completing power and RF
connections. A complete system check out upon completion
of the installation is also included as a task.

3) Control Subsystem - Consists of the separate radio/system
control boxes. Installation consists of removal and
replacement of existing control panels or integration of a
new panel.
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4) Cable/Wiring Subsystem - Consists of all inter-connecting
cabling between and among the other main subsystems.
Installation of the other subsystems implies merely making
connections to cabling installed separately as a part of
this subsystem.

Modification/Installation work category descriptions:

1) Equipment Removal (Temporary) - In order to gain access to
the affected areas and systems of the platform, it may be
necessary to temporarily remove items such as panels,
doors, floor boards, seats, tubing, wire barriers, clamps,
brackets and electronic equipment that are obstructing the
modification work area of the platform. Also included is
the removal of these items for relocation on the platform.

2) Equipment Removal (Permanent) - This task includes
permanent removal of electronics, mechanical equipment,
brackets, cabling, clamps, fittings, controls and other
items that are part of a system that is being replaced or
modified for retrofit of a new one. These items will be
discarded or recycled.

3) Structure Modification - Any alterations to the basic
mechanical framework and husing of the platform such as
the airframe, bulkheads, stringers and skins in the case of
an aircraft. Work in this category includes layout and
cutting/drilling of holes and openings; reinforcement with
doublers; enlargement of holes; cut-outs; creation of new
recesses; removal of identification, instrucLions,
nameplates; filling of openings, holes, cavities, beniding,
cutting, welding, riveting new structural members to
frameworks; smoothing, refinishing, resealing, repainting,
etc.

4) Facilities/System Modifications - This group is concerned
-with changes to heating, lighting, cooling, power, oxygen,
pneumatic, hydraulic and other facilities made necessary to
accommodate the SEEK TALK system. It includes cutting,
drilling, bending, clamping and rerouting cables, tubing,
ducts and pipes. Also, the relocation and mounting of
motors, fans, compressors, pumps and othcr facilities

equipment.

5) Equipment Installation - The assembly and mounting of the
SEEK TALK system and supporting equipment in the platform.
Installation includes "A" Kit brackets, clips, cables, etc.
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and then fixing the "B" Kit prime mission equipment in
position for mission operation.

6) Original Equipment Reinstallations - The replacement of
items such as panels, doors, floorboards, seats, tubing,
electronic equipment, and wire harnesses that were
temporarily removed to gain access to the modification work
area or for relocation on the platform.

7) System Operational Check-out - This task includes a
functional check on both the new system and any system that
was disturbed during the installation.

c. Analysis Structure for Calculating MIMH for Basis Platforms

The variable manhours costs for installing the SEEK TALK system can
be calculated by using the structure shown in Figure 111-3.

As shown, the previously defined four subsystems are used to
describe the SEEK TALK equipment parameters. For each subsystem the
work that is associated with its installation is analyzed by using
the common set of seven Modification/Installation work categories.
The sum of the manhours in this 4x7 table comprises the basic
estimate for the recurring installation effort.

Modification SEEK TALK EQUIPMENT SUBSYSTEM IA
Work Categories Antennas Electronics Controls Cabling/Wiring

Temp. Removals *

Perm. Removals * *

Structure Mods *

Facility Mods *

Equip. Install. * * *

Reinstallations *

System Checkout * * *

Figure 111-3
Structure for Calculating Recurring
Variable Labor Hours MIMH(IA.M,NP)
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d. Procedures

The cost of A Kits is to be estimated separately for each of the
four installation subsystems. The first three subsystems primarily
involve mounting brackets; however, the wiring subsystem includes
the cost of the cabling to be installed. B Kit costs are estimated
elsewhere as Prime Mission Equipment (PME); however, cabling is not
included in the PME.

The variable man-hours involved in an installation are estimated in
detail using the analysis structure defined in Section c.

Three steps are involved in the calculation for AKIT(IA,NP) or for
MIMH(IA,M,NP), where M is taken as 2. See the worksheets given in
Figures 111-4 and 111-5, respectively.

These steps are as follows:

1) Estimate AKITB(IA,NPB), or MIMHB(IA,M,NPB), for each basis
platform and each value of Installation Area IA, for the
terminal configuration or configurations indicated. Note
that for some basis platforms only one configuration is
required, while for others two or three are.

2) Convert these basis platform estimates to platform grouping
estimates, using for each platform grouping NP, the
indicted set of basis platforms and the indicated weights.
The calculations are as follows:

AKIT(IA,NP) AKITB(IA,NPB) CONVR(NPB,NP)
NPB

MIMH(IA,M,NP) = E h1VHB(IA,X,NPB) *CQNVR(NPB,NP)
NPB

3) Enter the results of steps 2) into Input File (5) as the
element AKIT(IA,NP), or MIMH(IA,N,NP).

Note that the conversion process for AKIT or MIMH is the same as
that for the non-recurring cost NRMI, but that the weights or
conversion factors are different, and that AKIT and MIMH require
conversion calculations for each of the four installation areas.
Only one set of weights CONVR(NPB,NP) is used: this set applies to
both parameters and all four installation areas.
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Contractor
Inputs

Platform GroupingsRecurring Costs

for Basis Platforms
AKITB(IA,NPB)

U W Airborne GroundBasis.1
M 0

Plat- 0 -
form s ,, " *1 It I 1 111 [ w I11 [ n I i 11 f I 4

Index & Term. w V 4

NPB Config. W UC U z Z z Z VZ Z Z

weights for conversion (govt .)
1 A-1O, FU 12 0.33 CONVR(NPB,NP)
2 A-10, MO 6 0.41

3 E-3A, MO 14 0.46

4 F-4, PA 10 0.57
5 F-4, MO 7 0.45

6 F-15, PA 9 0.37
7 F-16, FU 13 0.63

8 OV-I0, FU 11 0.04
9 OV-IO, PA 8 0.06

10 OV-10, MO 5 0.14 0.91

11 FACP, MO 4 0.66

12 CRC, MO 3 0.12

13 TACP, PA 2

14 Manpack, MO

Outputs

Weighted Sums
AKIT (IA,NP)

for IA 1

=2

=3

= 4 12.59 9.51 6.31 10.99 3.00 2 1

NP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

AKIT(IA,NP) = AKITR(IA,NPB)* CONVR(NPB,NP)
NPB

Figure 111-4

Worksheet for Calculating AKIT(IA,NP)

(Note: A set of illustrative (but completely unrealistic) inputs and cor-
responding outputs are shown.)
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Contractor
Inputs

Recurring Hours
for Basis Platforms Platforms Groupings
MIMHB(IA,M,NPB)

Basis W Airborne Ground

forms 9 N 14 It I
Index & Term. r . 0 o m - -

NPB ConfWg. U , U z z z z z z z

1 A-10, FU 12 0.33 weights for conversion (govt.)
2 A-10, MO 6 0.41 CONVR(NPB,NP)

3 E-3A, MO 14 0.46

4 F-4, PA 10 0.57
5 F-4, MO 7 0.45

6 F-15, PA 9 0.37
7 F-16, FU 13 0.63

8 OV-10, FU 11 0.04

9 OV-10, PA 8 0.06
10 OV-l0, MO 5 0.14 0.91

11 FACP, MO 4 0.66

12 CRC, MO 3 0.12

13 TACP, PA 2

14 Manpack, MO 1 1

Outputs

Weighted Sums
MIM(IAMNP)
for IA 1

=2

=3

= 4 12.59 9.51 6.31 10.99 3.00 2 1

NP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MIMH(IA,M,NP) = E MIMWiB(IA,M,NPB) * CONVR(NPB,NP)
NPB

Figure 111-5

Worksheet for Calculating MIMH(IA,M,NP) for M=2

(Note: A set of illustrative (but completely unrealistic) inputs and
corresponding outputs are shown.)
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To show how the conversion process works, Figures 111-4 and III-5
provide an example of the calculations for AKIT and for MIMH for one
value of installation Area IA. It should be noted that the
"contractor inputs" used in the example are chosen arbitrarily, and
do not represent realistic costs. However, government weighting
factors given are to be used as shown.
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APPENDIX IV

LCC CALCULATIONS WITH INTERIM CONTRACTOR SUPPORT AND WITH

CENTRALIZED INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE FACILITIES

The first of the LCC tasks defined in the FSED SOW and in
Section 3 of this User's Manual is entitled "Support Concept
Analysis: (see page 14 of Volume I). This task requires the
contractor to investigate the cost implications of Interim
Contractor Support (ICS), and the cost implications of Centralized
Intermediate Maintenance Facilities (CIMFs). The LCC accounting
model described in Section 5 of this manual does not, however,
explicitly allow for an initial maintenance approach that differs
from the mature approach. The accounting model also does not permit
CIMFs, if they are utilized, to have a repair capability (i.e., a
set of values for RTS(I), NRTS(I), and COND(I)) that differs from
the set for an independent base. The purpose of this appendix is to
show how, by indirect methods, the contractor may circumvent these
restrictions in the use of the model, in order to make the required
analyses. This appendix presents a procedure to modify the LCC
Model results to obtain the LCC estimate when ICS with or without
warranty is considered. Then a method will be given to assess the
LCC impact of having CIMFs with a repair capability different from
that of the independent bases.

IV.l LCC Impact of Interim Contractor Support

Interim Contractor Support (ICS) may be used by the Air Force
in the initial period of the total life cycle. It provides a period
during which the Air Force will gain more time as well as some field
experience with the equipment to better plan the logistic support.
It allows deferral of major decisions and acquisition processes in
the support function to a later time when the equipment becomes more
mature and its support requirements are more finalized. During the
ICS period, all the support functions would 'e provided by the
Contractor, except on-equipment maintenance, which is expected to be
always conducted by the Air Force. The total cost (to the Air
Forcei incurred in an ICS period can be broken down into components
as shown in Table IV-I.

The Contractor is required to estimate the LCC with 2, 3, 4,
and 5 years of ICS. The Contractor shall also cost out, as an
alternative to ICS, lifetime contractor maintenance at the depot
level. This can be done without using the multiple computer runs
necessary for costing out ICS, but with suitable substitution of
contractor inputs for depot-related Air Force inputs.
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Table IV-I

Cost Breakdown Structure for ICS

a. Initial Support Cost - consisting of the following
cost elements:

Initial Spares
Support Equipment (including HW/SW development)
Inventory Entry
Initial Training
Initial Technical Data

b. Recurring Support Cost - consisting of the following
cost elements:

Replacement Spares
Off-Equipment Maintenance
Support Equipment Maintenance
Inventory Management
Recurring Training
Technical Data Maintenance

c. G&A plus Profit - expressed as a fixed percentage of the total
of initial and recurring support costs (parts a & b above).

d. Warranty Risk - a cost component to be added by the
Contractor only if the ICS contract is of a
fixed-price warranty type, under which the
Contractor is to maintain the equipment and
to improve its reliability at a fixed total
cost to the Air Force. This cost component is
included in the total fixed amount in recognizing
the uncertainty involved in the Contractor's
cost prediction and the expense incurred in
any reliability improvement effort.
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The LCC with ICS can be estimated by means of a set of four
different LCC Program runs. In the following, the additional data
needed for making these runs will be detailed first, followed by the
description of the four specific LCC runs and the way to carry out
the estimation.

IV.l.I Input Data

There are four sets of data that are needed for the ICS
calculation:

(1) NTFD, the number of years to full deployment (an AF
input assumed to be 6 here); also NICS, the number of years
of ICS (a Contractor input), which will take the values of
2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

(2) A set of data supplied by the AF to reflect the
partial deployment during the first NTFD years:
TNDB(NS,T), which is the total number of bases in base
group NS that are deployed with the SEEK TALK equipment by
the end of year T and is given below in Table IV-II.

(3) ANDB(NS,T), the average number of bases in base group
NS that are deployed with the SEEK TALK equipment during
the first T years. This number can be derived from
TNDB(NS,T) as follows:

T
ANDB(NS,T) = ( TNDB(NS,S)-TNDB(NS,T)/2)/T

S=1

and the result (rounded to its nearest integer) is given
below in Table IV-III.

(4) Additional input data to be supplied by the Contractor.
There are input parameters in the LCC Model which are
originally furnished by the Air Force alone but now must be
supplied separately by the Contractor for the ICS period.
These parameters, all contained in Input File (1), are
listed in Table IV-IV below, and their definitions would
then be interpreted from the Contractor's point of view
according to his own operating characteristics and

procedures.
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Table IV-I

Total Number of Deployed Bases TNDB(NS,T)

(Illustrative)

T: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

NS

I Airborne, CONUS 14 28 43 57 71 85 85 85

2 Ground, CONUS 22 44 65 87 109 130 130 130

3 Airborne, Europe* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4 Ground, Europe* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

5 Airborne, Europe 2 5 7 9 12 14 14 14

6 Ground, Europe 8 15 23 30 38 45 45 45

7 Airborne, Pacific 0 1 2 4 5 6 6 6

8 Ground, Pacific 1 4 7 10 13 15 15 15

* The base assigned in this grouping is the designated

site for a p(ssible CIMF.

Note that in the table above TNDB(NS,T) = TNB(NS) or
full deployment figure for all T > NTFD.

This set of data will be used in estimating
Contractor's initial support cost during ICS period.
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Table IV-III

Average Number of Deployed Bases ANDB(NS,T)

(Illustrative)

T: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

NS

1 Airborne, CONUS 7 14 21 28 36 43 49 53

2 Ground, CONUS 11 22 33 44 35 65 75 82

3 Airborne, Europe* 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1

4 Ground, Europe* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

5 Airborne, Europe 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9

6 Ground, Europe 4 8 12 15 19 23 26 28

7 Airborne, Pacific 0 0 1 1 2 3 3 3

8 Ground, Pacific 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9

The base assigned in this grouping is the designated
site for a possible CIMF.

This set of data will be used in estimating
Contractor's recurring support cost during ICS period.
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Table IV-IV

Additional Contractor Supplied Parameters for ICS
(See Appendix I for definitions of these parameters.)

Labor Factors Labor Rates Pipelines Times

BAA BLR BRCT
BMF DLR* CRCT
DAA* PALI** DAD*
DMF* PAL2B DRCT(1)*
MPD2 PAL2D** DRCT(2)*
MRO TRAVID** DRCT(3)*
MRF TRAVB OST(1)
SR OST(2)
TORB OST(3)
TORD* OSTC
TR

Unit Cost Factors Niscellaneous Factors

ACPP** QTYPI**
CPD2** QTYP2B**
CPPC QTYP2D**
CPPD(1) SPC2**
CPPD(2) TYP2TF**
CPPD(3)
RCPP
IMC*
RMC*
SA
UCPP

For determination of lifetime contractor maintenance at the depot
level, not all the above parameters must be changed to contractor
inputs. The parameters marked by a single asterisk do require
change; those marked with a double asterisk my require change
depending upon the Contractor's approach to training and technical
orders.
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IV.1.2 Procedure

The steps to obtain the LCC estimate with ICS, as detailed
below, are basically to replace part of the AF's costs during the

ICS period by the Contractor's amount.

(1) Obtain the LCC with no ICS. This is a basic run with
all the inputs as originally specified in the model.
However, if there is a reliability improvement, the inputs
to the reliability parameters (PMTBF(I,LE(NP))s) of the
improved ITEMs should be revised to their individual final
values. If the improvement is global (applicable to all
ITEMs), one only needs to adjust the failure rate
multiplier XFR to a corresponding value. (Of course, XFR
decreases as the reliability increases.) Also, the repair
levels in this run should be optimized. Note that all the I
support costs, initial as well as recurring, are listed in
Output Table 1.

(2) Make an LCC run with changes in the input data for the
following parameters:

PIUP = NICS as specified by the Contractor,

TNB(NS) = ANDB(NS,T=NICS) for all NS as listed
in Table IV-III.

All the other parameters remain the same as in step (1).
Note that all the recurring support costs listed in Output
Table 1 are costs that would occur under Air Force support
during the first NICS years of the total life cycle and
thus are to be replaced (except on-equipment maintenance)
if Interim Contractor Support is to be used. Note also
that the initial support costs listed in this table are
based on an adjusted (lower) deployment and thus are not
complete. Since the amount of these costs under the full
deployment will be incurred eventually, the corresponding
figures listed in Output Table 1 of the first run described
above will still be used.

(3) There are two separate LCC runs to be made in this
step. The first run is to calculate the total recurring
support cost of ICS using the average deployment during ICS
period, while the second run is to estimate the total
initial support cost for ICS based on the deployment at the
end of ICS period. In both runs, the reliability
parameters of the improved ITEMs (if any) should be set at
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their average levels determined by their individual

improvement and deployment schedules. Again, if the
improvement is global, only XFR needs to be adjusted.

(a) Make an LCC run with PIUP = NICS and TNB(NS) =
ANDB(NS,T=NICS) for all NS as in step (2) and with the
Contractor input data for those parameters listed in
Table IV-IV. Also, the repair levels in this run may

be differently specified according to the Contractor's
discretion. Then Output Table 1 of this run provides
the total recurring support cost (TRS) for ICS. It is
the total of all the recurring support costs listed in
Output Table 1 except on-equipment maintenance.

(b) Make another LCC run with the same inputs as in
part (a) above except that

TNB(NS) = TNDB(NS,T=NICS) for all NS as listed in
Table IV-lI.

Again, if the input data provided by the Contractor
for the parameters listed in Table !V-I% reflect the
characteristics of the Contractor's support functions,
the initial support cost elements listed in Output
Table 1 should provide an estimate for the total
initial support cost (TIS) of the ICS period.

(4) Given the total initial support cost (TIS) and the
total recurring support cost (TRS) described in step (3),
the total incurred cost for ICS can be calculated as

Total Cost of ICS = (TIS + TRS*(l + P/100) + WR

where P, a Contractor input, is G&A plus Profit expressed
as a percentage of the total of TIS and TRS costs, and WR,
when applicable, is the Contractor estimated cost component
for his warranty risk.

(5) Finally, to find the total LCC with ICS one would have

LCC with ICS = LCC with no ICS in step (1)

- total recurrin8 support cost in step (2)

+ total cost of ICS in step (4)

- adjustment
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Where the adjustment is due to the fact that the initial
support equipment and initial spares invested by the
Contractor during ICS period may also be used (with
possible rework) by the Air Force for the rest of the life
cycle. Since these costs are included both in the original
LCC with no ICS and in the total ICS cost above, an amount
equal to the transferable portion of the Contractor's
initial spares and initial support equipment minus rework

cost should be deducted to obtain the correct LCC with ICS.
To find these transferable portions, both LCC runs in step
(1) and step (3b) should be carefully compared between
their individual Output Tables 4B (for initial spares) and
between their individual Output Tables 5 (for initial
support equipment, including SE development and SE software
development). The Contractor shall also estimate the cost
of possible rework necessary for these transferable

portions.

Note that the steps described above are mainly desi gned to
reflect growing deployment during the production period, as shown in
a steady increase in the number of operational bases where SEEK TALK
equipment is deployed. A different approach would be used when a
more detailed deployment schedule in terms of specific platforms is
known. This approach will be provided to the Contractor when such a
schedule becomes available.

IV.1.3 Illustrative Example

A steu-by-step example of the ICS calculation is presented
below, using the same basic set of data as in Appendix II. No
reliability improvement is assumed.

(1) The optimal LCC with no ICS can be obtained in this case
by referring Lo Secti u. 1.5, where (adjusted final) LCC
S742.57>1.

(21 'lake ax ICC run with the following input changes:

PIUP = NICS = 4 in this example and

TNB(NS:) ANDB(NS,T=4) for all NS, i.e.,

TNB(l) = 28, TNB(2= 44, TNB(3) 1, TNB(4 1,

TNB(5) = 5, TNB(6.= 15, TNB(7) = 1, TNB(8) = 4.
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From Output Table 1 of this run, the AF's cost which is to be
replaced is the total recurring support cost of S19.04M minus
the on-equipment maintenance cost of S0.71M, or $18.33M.

(3a) Use the same input changes as in step (2) above and
Contractor's inputs for the parameters listed in Table IV-IV.
For simplicity, only the following parameters among those
listed in Table IV-IV are assigned with values different from
AF's:

BF = 1.20, DMF = 1.20,

BLR = 30.00, DLR 30.00,

and DAD = 0.100.

For this example, the repair levels are kept the same as in the
previous runs. Then Output Table I of this run provides the
total recurring support cost (TRSj for ICS, which is the tota;
recurring support cost as listed, S16.53M, minus the on-
equipment maintenance cost of S0.48M, or S16.05M.

(3b) Use the same inputs as in (3a) above except that TNB(NS)
is now changed to TNDB(NS,T=4) for all NS, i.e.,

TNB(l) = 57, TNB(2) = 87, TNB(3) = 1, TNB(4) = 1,

TNB(5) = 9, TNB(6) 30, TNB(7) = 4, TNB(8) = 10.

Output Table 1 of this run shows that the total initial support
cost (TIS) for ICS is S66.711.

(4) Assuming P = 10% and WR 0 (no warranty risk), the total
cost of ICS = (66.71 + 16.05) * (1 + 10/100)

= 91.036 or S91.04M.

(5) The adjustment is the total of the initial spares and
initial support equipment common to both run (li and run (3b),
minus rework cost. From Output Tables 4B and 5 of both runs,
it is determined that the Contractor's investment in both
initial spares (S55.08Mi and initial support equipment (S9.86M)
can be assumed by the Air Force with a rework cost of S.49M.
Thus, the adjustment is S58.45M and following the equation for
this step gives the LCC with ICS to be S742.57 - $18.33 +

$91.04 - S58.45 = S756.83M.
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IV.2 LCC Impact of CIMFs with Repair Capability Different from that
of Independent Bases

Recall in the LCC model the variable BTYPE(NS) is used to
indicate whether the base NS is an independent base (=l), a CIMF
(=2), or a satellite base (=3). This indicates the model is capable
of predicting the LCC when there is a mix of different types of
bases. However, since only one unique set of fractions of repair
actions is allowed for each ITEM of type I (i.e., RTS(1), NRTS(l),
and COND(I) in Input File (9A)), all the CIMFs and independent bases
are considered to have the same repair capability in the model. To
estimate the LCC when the CIMFs are considered to have a different
(presumably higher) repair capability as compared to independent
bases, it becomes necessary to use the model several times and to
obtain the desired results in a few steps.

IV.2.1 Procedure

Since the European Theatre is of primary interest* for
utilization of CIMFs, the method outlined below is based on the
assumption that only Europe has CIMF bases and all the U.S. and
Pacific bases are still independent. Also, due to the current setup
of Input Files (2) and (6), two CIMFs will be assumed in Europe and
the data under the Logistic Configuration C in Table 8-iV will be
used for Input File (2). This indicates that one airborne base
(NS=3) is designated as a CIMF for all the other European airborne
bases and, similarly, a ground base (NS=4) serves as a CIMF for all
the rcst of the European ground bases.

The basic concept of the method is to have (a), the European
portion of the world-wide LCC, where the two European CIMFs have the
same repair capability as that of any independent base in the rest
of the world replaced by (b) a European Theatre LCC, where the two
CINIFs have a different or independently determined reoair
capability. Thus, the steps are:

(1) Obtain the world-wide LCC, where all the independent
bases and the two European CIMFs have a repair capability
(as indicated by the RTS(I)s, NRTS(Is, and COND()s)
optimally determined by the RLA Program (Section 7).
Recall in Section 7, six special LCC runs have to be made
before conducting the Repair Level Analysis to determine
the optimal RTS(I)s, NRTS(I)s, and COND(Is. A separate
LCC run is then made using these values (with possible
final adjustment). Denote the result as LCC(l).
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(2) Isolate the European Theatre portion of the LCC(I)
obtained in step (I). This can be done by another run of
the LCC Program with all the non-European bases deleted
(i.e., with TNB(NS) = 0 for each NS not in Europe). The
RTS(1)s, NRTS(I)s, and COND(I)s remain the same as in step
(I). Call the result of this step LCC(2).

(3) Obtain the LCC for the European Theatre only, where
again two bases are assumed to be CIMFs and the rest
European bases satellites. The CIMFs have a repair
capability optimally determined by the RLA Program and for
European Theatre only. The operation involved in this step
is the same as that in step (1), i.e., there will be six
special LCC runs for determining optimal RTS(I)s, NRTS(I)s,
and COND(I)s, and a separate LCC run using these values
(with possible final adjustment). The only difference here
is that all the non-European bases are deleted by zeroing
out the appropriate TNB(NS)s as in step (2). Let the
result of this step be LCC(3).

(4) Recall that LCC(l) is the world-vide LCC with all the
independent bases and the two European CIMFs having the
same repair capability, LCC(2) the European Theatre portion
of the LCC(l), and LCC(3) also a European Theatre LCC but
with CIMFs of an independently determined (presumably
different) repair capability. Now, if we define LCCL4) to
be the world-wide LCC with the two European CIMFs different
from the independent bases in terms of their repair
capability, then

LCC(4) = LCCI - LCC(2', + LCC(3).

Note that the method outlined in the steps above, where the
European Theatre is used as an example, car, also be applied to the
other theatres. That is, the 'Europe' and 'European' in the
description of the steps can be replaced by the 'U.S.' or 'Pacific,'
depending on the theatre studied. In fact, it also applies when any
2 of the 3 theatres are considered together to have CIMFs. However,
in either of these cases, the base groupings (indexed by NS) in the
U.S. and/or Pacific Theatres have to be changed to reflect the
existence of CIMFs in these areas. As a result, Input Files (21 and
(6) have to be revised before conducting the LCC estimation. When
all the three theatres are considered to have CIMFs, the task of LCC
estimation becomes much easier. Since only one set of RTS(I)s,
NRTS(I)s, and COND(I)s is involved, the LCC Model is capable of
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directly predicting the LCC as long as Input Files (2) and (6) are
properly set up.

IV.2.2 Illustrative Example

The following shows an example using the same set of input data
as in Appendix 11 except Input File (2), which was changed to
reflect the logistic configuration of two CIMFs in the European
Theatre (Logistic Configuration C in Table 8-IV).

(1) The optimal repair level of each ITEM for this
configuration is first determined. The repair levels provided
by the RLA Program result in a final LCC of $745.43M. With
RL(l) value changed from 1 to 2, the adjusted final result is
LCC(1) = S744.91M.

(2) The European Theatre portion of the LCC(l) above is obained
by another run of the LCC Program with TNB(NS) = 0 for NS = 1,
2, 7, and 8. The result is LCC(2) = S251.29M.

(3) With TNB(NS) = 0 for NS = 1, 2, 7, and 8, the optimal
repair level of each ITEM is re-determined (with no final
adjustment needed). The resulting LCC(3) is S241.88M.

(4) Thus, LCC(4) 744.91 - 251.29 + 241.88

= 5735.50M.
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